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Translator's Note

PROF. FILLIOZAT'S work on Indian medicine was published in French in 1949 and became immediately thereafter a classic in this field. The author had first qualified as a medical practitioner and had set up practice in Paris. Being, however, deeply interested in Indology, he had been devoting all his spare time and energy to a study of ancient Indian society with especial emphasis on medicine. The present work is the result of years of hard work done in this domain—years marked by the publication of a number of research articles and books such as the Kumāra-tantra. His training in European classical languages as also in Avestan, Tibetan, Chinese, etc. enabled him to take a comparative view in regard to the development of medical doctrines in this country.

The work proper starts with a discussion about the legends concerning Ayurveda and after dealing with the traditions of the two major texts, those of Caraka and Suśruta, sums up the essential doctrines of all the texts available today. This is followed by a discussion on the pre-Aryan and Indo-Aryan data on medicine, juxtaposed with similar data from the Avesta. The next three chapters deal with the Vedic data on Pathology, Anatomy and Physiology leading, in the next chapter, to a discussion of the relationship between the Veda and Ayurveda. In the seventh chapter the author makes a comparative study of the doctrine of wind as adumbrated in India and as found in a Greek text. This is followed by a critical examination, from the point of view of medical doctrine, of the Timaeus and corresponding data found in Indian medical texts. The last chapter takes up the specific question of contacts between India and Greece, before Alexander, wherein Persia was the intermediary. This is confirmed in a striking manner by showing that these contacts had also been maintained with the Accadian civilisation.

Although written primarily as a treatise on the development of Indian medical doctrine, the work had been undertaken with
a much wider vision and a student of ancient Indian society in
general is also sure to benefit from a perusal of this book. Prof.
Filliozat’s findings on India’s contacts with Persia and Greece
before Alexander as also with the Accadian civilisation are
bound to evoke deep interest in our country.

We hope that this classic, now available to a large number
of our countrymen, will help focus their attention on the
essentials of a science, which, though quite ancient, is equally
modern, as it is still being widely practised in our country as
also in neighbouring countries like Ceylon.

The printing of such a text, with many words of Chinese,
Tibetan, Avestan, Greek and Latin, in addition to those of
ancient Indian languages, has proved to be quite a difficult task
and has considerably delayed its publication. For the same
reason, a number of accented types, as in the case of Avestan
words, had to be dispensed with and in certain cases they have
not been used throughout the book. As the choice was between
non-publication and publication with these technical shortcom-
ings, we have had to opt for the latter, believing that the learned
reader will forgive this lapse as also others that he may
notice.

We are grateful to Prof. Filliozat for his permission to
undertake this translation and for evincing, despite his extremely
busy work-schedule, continuous interest in its progress. At our
request, he has also contributed a special introduction to this
edition. Our thanks are also due to Dr. Romila Thapar for
having gone through the entire manuscript. Without the
editorial help of Shri S. Balu Rao the book would not have been
what it is now. Shri Shambhu Datt Sharma has very kindly
prepared the bibliography and the index.

Inst. of Post-Grad. (eve.) Studies,
University of Delhi, Delhi.

Dev Raj Chanana
PREFACE FOR THE ENGLISH VERSION

The work on Hippocratic medicine which continues actively and has, during the last few years, helped produce the thesis of Mr. Bourgey at Paris and Mr. R. Joly at Liege is chiefly interesting for the history of the scientific spirit of the Antiquity and for ancient Greek Philology. On its side, the history of the Ayurveda reaches into the same Antiquity but concerns something always modern. The Ayurvedic medicine is still alive. Some attack it as the anachronistic survival of a once glorious past but unworthy of being ranked with new scientific achievements. Others defend it with a conviction and ingenuity which do harm to its cause. In fact, some support the view that it is fully worthy of figuring in the front rank of modern medicines and even that it is the only one worthy of the front rank. In their view it already contains all the useful discoveries of not only the present-day medicine but also of medicine in future. It is the complete science, revealed once for all for the good of the feeble humanity and does not require any research and trials of present-day science. All that the latter discovers with a great deal of effort, had not only been foreshadowed but had been written down in its books. It is because we cannot understand them properly and cannot understand their formulae because of the condensed expression of the truth, that we always look for the detailed solutions of physiological and therapeutic problems which had been, in general, fully solved by Ayurveda.

Moved by this spirit, a number of the partisans of Ayurveda have written about the identification of modern concepts with those of Ayurveda. This is how it is desired to recognise in certain organic elements mentioned by the Ayurvedic texts, the elements defined by present-day physiology and geological Chemistry. For instance, as the action of prāṇa is invoked by Ayurveda for explaining the physiological movements of the organs, and as modern Neurology talks about nervous influx, some have claimed that prāṇa is that nervous influx and that modern Neurology has merely rediscovered what Ayurveda
had already taught. This is how, once again, a substance like ojas, which plays an important rôle in the organism, according to the Physiology of Ayurveda, has been identified with albumin, because albumin appears as playing a rôle of fundamental importance in the same organism. Numerous other identifications in detail or identifications of theories explaining the same phenomena proposed on both sides by the Ayurvedic authors and modern medical men have, once again, been recently put forward. But it should be evident to everybody that the majority of these identifications cannot be defended because the elements mistakenly held to be the same, as they serve to explain the same functions, are altogether differently defined on the two sides. It is certainly much more important to note that the Ayurvedic authors have recognised numerous problems posed by life and by the inter-play of pathological functions or by their alterations and that they have sought to solve them by means of rational explanations, on the basis of data obtained from observations available to them, as can always be done by the Physiologists, Biologists and the Pathologists with the help of data gathered by them. But it is absolutely unwarranted to claim that the explanations thus offered are equivalent and that the more ancient ones had already the value of the latter ones; indeed they have an absolute and definitive value. Now in the European science of the Middle Ages the maintenance of any liquid in a tube, first filled and then turned upside down on a vat containing the same liquid, had been sought to be explained by means of the property of nature having horror of the vacuum. Later on Physics, having discovered atmospheric pressure, has explained the same phenomenon because of the atmospheric pressure. But no one has, however, come to the conclusion that mediaeval science had already known the atmospheric pressure and had named it, "horror of the vacuüm".

The same should have been the case with regard to Ayurvedic explanations. It gives evidence of a rational scientific spirit, rarely seen in other civilisations of the world. But these explanations have for their basis a knowledge, as yet rudimentary and incomplete in so far as the real conditions of the production of these phenomena were concerned; they cannot, therefore, prevail against those which today rest on much more detailed
information and which will not be valid before those of the future, the latter being based on much more complete knowledge. Making claims to the contrary is not only to naively mix up concepts and theories which, though applicable to the same phenomena, have altogether different bases, but is also to give to the detractors of Ayurveda a chance of denigrating its partisans as making unjustifiable claims for the same. One should not plead a good cause with bad arguments.

In the history of universal scientific development, Ayurveda has an eminent place, which should be conceded to the same and we will refer to it a little later, but its theories of yesterday do not supercede those of today. It retains its importance for other reasons.

From another side, the extremely widespread persistence of the usage of Ayurvedic remedies and treatments does not, by itself, prove their value. It is known that in the absence of a sufficient number of practitioners of modern medicine, a large number of Indian people have no other choice save that of having recourse to Ayurvedic medicine, the only one available in a large number of localities. Often when modern medicine is represented by perfectly qualified practitioners, it remains inaccessible because of the high cost of its therapeutics or because of the complexity of the installations required by the same.

Even when inferior in efficacity, Ayurvedic medicine will be able to maintain itself, regardless of the fact that it is traditional, because it is at the same time cheap. This is an important practical problem, regarding whose solution opinion is divided.

Certain persons think that it is useful, even necessary, while waiting for a more complete propagation of modern universal medicine, which India, besides, possesses and to whose progress its research-workers are contributing and which alone should be spread all over and installed over its entire territory. While waiting for this propagation and only for this propagation, Ayurvedic medicine must be encouraged. But in that case it must be correctly practised by the Ayurvedic practitioners, with verified competence, instead of being, sometimes, practised at the hands of healers who use it ill and render it inefficacious or dangerous.

But this presupposes that its value be well-established and
that a distinction be clearly made between those cases where it can be usefully applied and those which can be treated only by modern methods. In other words it will be necessary that its competence be proved and defined. It will also be necessary that its teaching-programmes be properly established.

In the absence of decisive research concerning the value and the scope of its methods, others think that its teaching should not be encouraged and must not be officially sanctioned by means of diplomas. In their view, official sanction would perpetuate worn-out methods and this would lead to delay in the complete medical equipment of the country and the replacement of Ayurvedic medicine by inferior techniques.

The former retort that as it is impossible to carry out this replacement in a very short time, no matter how desirable, there is a danger in abandoning it to private initiative, generous but sometimes ignorant or imprudent. For example, mercurial medicines, used by the practitioners of the rasāyana-tradition, are toxic. Administered by a prudent practitioner, closely in touch with indications and dosages, they can be salutary. Otherwise, as is unfortunately proved by experience, they can give rise to grave nephritis or can be immediately fatal. As a precautionary measure their use can be prohibited, but they will still be sometimes used either surreptitiously or in ignorance of their real nature and the danger will not be entirely removed. Even medicines, made from non-toxic plants or from plants which are only a little toxic, can be harmful when not administered in proper measure. The most harmless can also, unduly prescribed, make one lose precious time which could, otherwise, have been utilised for efficacious treatment, which a more competent doctor, even Ayurvedic, could have begun. In brief, as Ayurvedic medicine exists without being immediately replaced, it should be better practised and not at random.

During these arguments from both the sides, at least the difficulty of the problem comes to the surface. It is a social problem because the existence of Ayurvedic medicine, being actually practised in Indian society, is a fact, the health and life of a part of this society depend on it and on the manner in which it is practised. Now this problem can only be resolved by a clear determination of what is Ayurvedic medicine and what it can become.
Under these conditions, it appears that, first of all, it must be deeply studied. The interest in its study is, therefore, not simply retrospective, as if it were a mere historical fact without any importance for the present, like the medicine of Greek or Egyptian or Mesopotamian antiquity. It is also, and above all, practical as it has a social presence, which cannot be overlooked.

In the present work, written in France and outside the domain of practical Ayurvedic medicine, we have only tried to examine its doctrinal bases, examine the nature and foundations of its theories. They have appeared to us to be highly respectable because of the spirit of rational comprehension of vital and pathological phenomena they reveal. Upto now, after studying the ancient medical systems, we have found proofs of an original rational effort only among the Greeks and the Chinese (not counting the medical systems which are only derived from those of Greece and China)—an effort analogous to that of India, which is shown in the Ayurveda.

Thus we observe that Ayurveda is definitely in the front rank of the scientific realisations of ancient time, when its doctrines were constituted. But it is for the Indian practitioners of today, for Biologists, for Pharmacologists, for Dieteticians, to find out the practical results which can be obtained from the practice of Ayurveda, whose theories and accumulated treasure of observations are remarkable but whose power of investigation has been by-passed by present-day research, always going ahead.

It is an immense and difficult but necessary task. It will have been necessary even if there were no need of justifying or condemning the methods which are, rightly or wrongly, applied at present. In fact, the data of the Ayurvedic texts refer to real diseases, to dietetic measures effectively applied, to largely applied remedies. It constitutes a considerable mass of information relating to Pathology, to nutrition and to the effect of drugs and all this information should be gathered and verified by modern research.

Already numerous Ayurvedic drugs have been examined from the point of view of their pharmacological properties. The cases of their application are not equally well-known, because of the difficulties often present in the identification of diseases,
enumerated by modern nosology, in the descriptions furnished by Ayurvedic texts. These texts have, in fact, classified a large number of diseases in a different manner, according to the analogy of the symptoms, confusing, for example, under the nomenclature of *jvara*, “fever”, different diseases, in which fever is only a secondary manifestation. On other occasions, and quite frequently, these texts distinguish several varieties in a single disease, according to whether certain symptoms are attributed to the predominance of one of the three morbid elements (*tridōsa*), theoretically and hypothetically distinguished by them but whose real presence cannot be found by modern medicine.

Besides, the extremely rich dietetic indications of Ayurveda, necessarily based on observations over long periods, cannot but have interest for us; both from the practical view-point and for the study of the problems of nutrition. Systems of ancient medicine always attached a great deal of importance to regimen and to behaviour whether for the preservation of health or for the treatment of diseases. They often explained diseases as being due to a departure from regimen or to inadequate hygiene. In this regard their prescriptions were extremely thorough. The medicine of the nineteenth century, following its great discoveries and notably after the work of Pasteur concerning the pathogenic role of bacteria, has undermined many of their hypotheses. This has tended to relegate to the second rank the preoccupation concerning the regimen of diseases, exception however being made in the case of diseases of nutrition, as Diabetes. Alimentation and behaviour, being no longer considered as the essential causes of diseases, have lost a great deal of their importance in the eyes of doctors and are now considered among the favourable circumstances or among the accessory means of therapeutics. At present, however, a deeper study of the biological conditions, particularly the biochemical conditions of normal equilibria and of minor pathological perturbations is once again drawing attention to the effects of alimentation and to the mode of life, to the influence of climates, of seasons and to environmental conditions. For example, in regard to alimentation, observations have been made and experimental verifications are being made in vitro, concerning the influence of rice on the development and activity of pathogenic amoeba, which lose
this activity when the proportion of rice in the contents of the digestive tube becomes too high. Therefore, in this respect the data of the Ayurveda deserve examination and verification. They can help many lines of research.

A number of Indian doctors, in the know of both modern medicine and Ayurveda, have understood this point. Some editions of ancient texts accompanied by interpretations made in the double light of tradition and of present-day clinical conditions have been published. Among them we may mention the edition of Caraka-samhitā, published by the Gulabkunwarba Ayurvedic Society, under the direction of Dr. Mehta.

Ayurveda need neither be exalted beyond measure nor condemned either for its antiquity or for the failure of those who practise it without prudence. It should be studied as an original system of science and as an exceptional source of medical experience.

College de France, Paris.

J. FILLIOZAT
INTRODUCTION

The history of Indian science is ordinarily not considered important either by the Indologist or by the historian of sciences. For the former, it is only of secondary importance as India has been great more because of her various schools of philosophy than because of her learning. For the latter, it is an aberration because it does not put itself on the continuous line of scientific evolution which starting from Greek science continues right into modern science. Both of them suspect her to be lacking in originality, to be based in a number of its branches on borrowings firstly from Greek science, then from the Arab world and even from that of China. But it is a fact that it has been studied, with prodigious activity in India, where it has given rise, not to one, but to many immense literatures and also throughout the Indianised parts of Asia and Insulindia.

This fact alone should attract attention. In the absence of all other interest, Indian science, the element of the expansion of one of the greatest world cultures, does have evident historical importance. Its diffusion outside India is exactly parallel to that of Greek science outside the Hellenic world. Mentioning merely the chief facts, it may be observed that Indian science has been adopted in Tibet, in Central Asia, in certain Chinese and Japanese circles, in the entire Indo-China and in Indonesia. The Tibetans communicated it to the Mongols. And it is not only the empirical notions or the techniques of India which have thus spread among so many distant and diverse peoples; have equally spread among these peoples texts teaching the theories, which, like those of the Greeks, attempted to explain the Universe. The Tibetans, chiefly, have translated the Sanskrit texts with extreme care and with full understanding of the teachings. Their translations cannot be surpassed in precision and faithfulness, because the Indians did not merely give them their learning and the practical knowledge of Sanskrit. They also gave them their precise analysis of this language, which is the means of understanding it better and is
the model for a clear comprehension of the resources of their own language. They also taught them their logic, the totality of their reflections on the criteria of truth and on the legitimacy of reasoning. Indian science has thus spread itself giving at the same time, both its methods and its results. Therefore it is not merely because of the extent of the geographical area wherein it spread itself, but more because of its learned mode of transmission, that it is comparable to Hellenic science. This parallelism ceases to be valid only during the recent epochs, when suddenly in Europe starts, among the inheritors of Hellenism, the modern scientific growth, because ancient Indian science has produced nothing comparable to the same. But this growth is definitely not the exclusive result of and the natural consequence of the scientific Greek tradition. Upto this exceptional growth, on the one hand Greek science and its derivatives in Christianity and Islam and on the other Indian science and its derivatives in the form of exported Brahmanism and Buddhism have, between themselves, shared the world. Outside these, only the Chinese science kept a domain for itself, extended in sooth, but without distant expansion and often mixed with Indian influence.

Someone can, however, object that it is not legitimate to put in this manner Indian science on a par with Greek science and it may be preferable to compare the former with that of Islam. The prevalent opinion which feels that Indian science is lacking in originality, supposes that it has been derived from Greek science and as a consequence is a sister of Islamic science. In this case, even when regard is to be had to the great historical role of Indian science as also to its intrinsic value, the problem of its originality re-appears—the problem dominating all the ideas that must be had thereof.

This problem has been very early resolved by the authors who had taken it up. In India, because of National pride, certain persons make it a principle to claim that in early antiquity the science of their country had gone much farther than that of the present occident. On the other hand, in the occident many claim that the spirit of scientific research could not arise but among them and that India could have had only that much in science, which she could have borrowed. In both cases, only certain examples, thought to be the characteristics,
are offered as proofs; these examples are immediately generalised, with hypotheses supplementing the missing data, without making any effort for acquiring the latter. In truth, judgement is given on the basis of racial or rational prejudice rather than on that of a profound comparative study of the two great scientific traditions, on whose respective values pronouncements are made. It can be easily observed that those who settle this question with greater certainty are familiar only with the tradition in whose favour they give the decision and know the other only by means of fragmentary data or through studies they cannot appreciate. This is the least to be said in the most favourable case, because, clearly, we do not have to consider those who know neither of the two sciences, with which they deal.

The greatest historians of science have not always been able to escape this inconvenience of unilateral knowledge when they had to compare the Greek and Indian data. A. Paul Tannery, so justly famous for his studies in the field of ancient Mathematics, has been himself an example of the same. It is known that the trigonometric sinus is not mentioned by the Greek Mathematicians and Astronomers, that it has been in use in India since the Gupta period, as the Sūrya-siddhānta of the fourth or the fifth century A.D. gives a table of sinus, that the Arab Astronomers who borrowed from India had known the sinus and that its usage came to the occident in the twelfth century A.D., when the astronomical work of Al-Battani was translated into Latin. From this, the conclusion should have been drawn that the sinus had been invented, not by the Greeks but by the Indians whose tradition on this point had been taken up by the Arabs for completing that of the Greeks. But, being sure that the Indians could not have invented anything in Mathematics and believing that this science had no place among them, Tannery has preferred to suppose, without any basis whatsoever, that the sinus could have been the response to a Greek idea, not adopted by Hipparchos, who had merely established a table of chords. The mere fact that Indians had known the sinus sufficed to persuade Tannery that the Greeks had known it and had then taught its concept to the Indians.¹

¹ P. Tannery, Recherche sur l'histoire de l'astronomie ancienne, Paris, 1893, p. 66.
Reasoning in this way, we have only the Greek science left in the world and the great problem of knowing whether scientific spirit is the exclusive product of the Greek miracle, whether scientific invention has taken place only among the Greeks, is solved in advance. That is to say that it is not at all resolved because the expression of a prejudice is not a solution. Only a profound study of Indian science in parallel with the contemporary sciences, especially with corresponding Greek science, will enable us to recognise if it has some originality or not and in such a case, to measure the same, to truly judge the role of India in the history of science, to determine whether she has been only a propagator or also a creator.

In his great series of works on science in Antiquity, interrupted too soon, the late Abel Rey, centreing his research on the originality and the genius of Hellenic science, has objectively tried to give due share to foreign science which had surrounded the same. The method, which for this purpose had appeared to him to be the surest, consisted in making a list of documents which introduce these sciences to us, in dating them to the best of ability and in comparing their dates with those of the corresponding Greek documents. This was a strict application of the historical and comparative method. When a foreign scientific work was surely anterior to the Greek texts containing analogous teaching, he made a comparative analysis of the tenor of teaching given on both sides. When, on the contrary, it was found to be posterior, he did not think it necessary to take note of the same. In this way he had come to the conclusion that, in the present state of our documentation,—in sooth extremely fragmentary in so far as the ancient sciences of Egypt and classical Orient are concerned—the Orient, before the Greeks had merely furnished a proto-science, chiefly of a practical nature and that it was only after the growth of Greek science that the later Oriental peoples had known a more developed science. But in certain cases, particularly while examining the data of Indian science, Abel Rey has much too exclusively considered the chronology of

works, whereas the full application of the historical method would demand the determination of a chronology of ideas.

The special texts of Indian medicine, which have reached us, are didactic works of relatively late date. In the majority of cases, they are not the original compositions of initiators, they are only the manuals of schools, which have, at a certain moment, become traditional due to success and which, because of the same, have been preserved for us in preference to those which they, more or less, reproduce. The date of their editing has, therefore, only secondary importance; it is not valid for marking the epoch of the creation of doctrines contained therein. Therefore, in dating the totality of these doctrines in the epoch of these manuals, as has been done by Abel Rey, is to take an extreme risk. These doctrines are surely much more ancient. One may, however, believe that no other course was open to him. Certainly it would have been still much more risky to put them in an indeterminate antiquity and, most of all, to put all of them there en bloc, because the higher they go, with reference to their expression in these manuals, the more chance there is of their being mixed up, during various periods, with more recent notions.

Fortunately, we do not find ourselves faced with the dilemma of either having to rejuvenate, against all evidence, the ancient doctrines or of having to make them old at random. The special classical manuals of Indians constitute only a part of the immense literature of ancient India. It is therefore, legitimate for us to see if we can find out, in more ancient literary strata, the appearance of doctrines, which they have systematised for teaching. In this way we have the chance to locate them nearer their origin and sometimes to find even the stages of their constitution.

This is what we have tried to do for the medical doctrines. It is only after having put them in their place in the current of Indian thought, where they arose, and after having determined their antecedents that we could proceed to compare them with similar Greek doctrines. We will strive chiefly to seize their first manifestation or the formative elements in the oldest texts, so that we can go as far as possible in the historical past of ideas. We will be led to observe that a number of ideas, which had been believed to be borrowed by India from the Hellenic
science, as long as they had been studied only in classical manuals more recent than the great Greek works, have, in fact, in India more ancient bases than these great works and that the two medical traditions, Indian and Greek, have had a parallel development. We will have, therefore, to envisage their eventual exchanges in the light of those historical conditions which have made them possible.

The problem of the existence of these exchanges does not have an interest only for the history of ancient sciences; it constitutes a part of the more general history of relations between the Orient and Occident, too often discussed on the basis of rapprochements of general ideas which are much less characteristic than those of special doctrines.

On the other hand, the study of special doctrines of sciences is called for, even outside the sphere of comparative researches, even inside each civilisation, because these doctrines are not limited to the savants. They are all known to all the thinkers, at least in their main lines. They determine a part of their ideas and often they constitute a fund of notions on which they agree with one another more easily than on all the problems of Metaphysics or of Religion. This fund is more closely common than any other and to all those belonging to the same culture. The historians of occidental thought are devoting themselves more and more to a consideration of the influence of scientific ideas on the Occidental philosophers. Here we must note, however, that in India speculation concerning nature and physiology has, in parallel, commanded many concepts of the thinkers and of men of all types. We have, therefore, while undertaking this study, to try to call attention at least to the interesting doctrines and which by their large diffusion, characterise, on certain points, Indianism in its entirety, while at the same time they are important for the history of sciences and of the ancient currents of thought, no matter how modest elements they may be in themselves.

J. FILLIOZAT
CHAPTER ONE

CLASSICAL INDIAN MEDICINE:
THE ĀYURVEDA

The principal and oldest texts of the classical Indian medicine are the Sanhitās, the “corpus” said to be of Bhela, Caraka and Suśruta. The first has reached us in one single and incomplete manuscript. The other two are not available in their original form because we know that they have been revised by more recent authors. None of these three texts represents a first effort at systematic description of medical science; on the contrary, all the three suppose an already established tradition, to whose foundation they have not contributed. They limit themselves merely to collecting the facts of the above-mentioned tradition and to teaching it. This tradition claims to have links with the Veda; it is that of the Āyurveda, of the “science of longevity”, which is considered sometimes as a “secondary part” (upāṅga) of the Atharvaveda¹ and sometimes as a “secondary Veda” (upa-veda) of the Rgveda.² Theoretically the Āyurveda consists of eight “parts” or “articles” which are so well-known as its characteristic members that the expression “eight parts” (aṣṭāṅga) is currently used to denote the science of medicine. The texts of Bhela, Caraka and Suśruta, though not observing it, are aware of

¹ Suśr., Sūtr., 1, 3 (...āyurveda nāma yad upāṅgam atharvavedasya...), cf. also Caraka, Sūtr., XXX, 20, where it is said that “the doctor should show respect to the Atharva-veda, which among the four Vedas, belongs properly to him.” (bhīṣaj...vedānām aṭmano” tharva-vede bhaktir ādeśyā). In Suśr., Sūtr., XXXIV, 6, it is said that the “Brahman has given the name of āyurveda to that part of the Veda which has eight parts.” (Brahmā vedāṅgam aṣṭāṅgam āyurvedam abhāṣata) and the same passage, in verse 4, says that “the Atharva-veda announces hundred and one deaths” (ekottaram mṛtyuṣatam atharvāṅak pracakṣate); This is an allusion to AV, VIII, 2, 28 which, in effect, refers to “a hundred and one deaths.”

² Caraṇasyaḥa, 38; Prasthānabheda, IV.
this division. This division has been popular chiefly with more recent authors.

*The Legends about the Origins of the Āyurveda:*—According to Suśruta, medicine was created by the Being who exists by Himself (Svayambhū), that is to say Brahman, in 100,000 ślokas. In view of the inability of human beings to learn it in this form, Svayambhū is said to have re-composed it in eight parts and taught it to Prajāpati, who is said to have passed it on to the Āśvins, the Āśvins to Indra, Indra to Dhanvantari appearing in the form of Divodāsa, the king of Kāśi. At last Dhanvantari, on the prayer of a group consisting of Aupadhe-nava, Vaitaraṇa, Aurabhra, Pauśkalāvata, Karavīrya, Gopura-rakṣita and Suśruta, taught it to men. Suśruta is, therefore, supposed to have recorded the very words of Dhanvantari himself.

Caraka has the same thing to say concerning the origin of medicine and its transmission upto Indra (Sūtra, I, 4,5). Indra is said to have revealed it to Rśi Bharadvāja, who was sent to him by all the well-known rśis desirous of knowing the means of combatting diseases. Bharadvāja is said to have immediately communicated his knowledge to other rśis. One of them, Ātreya Punarvasu is said to have subsequently trained six disciples: Agniveśa, Bhela, Jatūkarna, Parāśara, Hārīta and Kṣārapāṇi (ib., 29-30). Of these, Agniveśa is supposed to have been the first to compose a book for teaching (ib., 31). The *Caraka-sañhitā* represents itself to be the manual “composed by Agniveśa and reconstituted by Caraka”\(^1\) and it claims to reproduce the actual words of Ātreya Punarvasu himself.

The legend of the origin of the Āyurveda is inseparable from the legends concerning the origin of many other sciences. Almost upto our times, it has been an Indian practice to take back the first teaching of sciences and letters to superior gods. The script is supposed to have been invented by Brahman, Astronomy to have been revealed by Sūrya, the grammar of Pāṇini to have been elaborated by Śiva, in whose mouth besides the Tantras place the teaching of all sorts of things. Indra also, though less frequently, is a god of teaching; tradition

\(^1\) As is indicated by the colophons of chapters which start with the words *ityagniveśa-krte tantre caraka-praśīsāṅkrte.*
ascribes him another grammar and Barth (*Oeuvres*, III, 223) has identified the source of this last association with a passage of the *Taittirīya-saṁhitā* where it is said that Indra made speech distinguishable (VI, 47, end).

The sources of the legend concerning the origin of the Āyurveda are more complex. It is evident that the Āśvins, because of their reputation as divine doctors, had already been, in good time, designated, as we will see, to play a role in the transmission of the medical science. Because of other legends and because of his relations with the Āśvins, Indra, for his part, was already a suitable character for their transmission. In the *Chāndogya-upaniṣad* (VIII, 15) it is said that the supreme science was given by Brahman to Prajāpati, by Prajāpati to Manu and by Manu to human beings, but a little earlier, the same text (VIII, 7-12) has given all the details of the teaching by Prajāpati to Indra. On the other hand, according to the *Ṛg-veda*, Indra has been aided by the Āśvins “as a son by fathers” (X, 131, 4-5). In his commentary on a repetition of the same passage in the *Vājasaneyas* (X, 33-34), Mahīḍhara tells us how the asura Namuci having drunk all the vigour of Indra, the Āśvins and Sarasvati have, even then, furnished him with the means of killing this asura. This was not the teaching of medicine but this did put him under obligation to the Āśvins. It is, therefore, understandable that Indra easily came to be regarded as having received instruction in medical science from the Āśvins and propagated it in his turn, although there are different traditions some calling Indra the master and some the pupil of the Āśvins. Moreover the *Sautrāmaṇi* ritual associates Indra with the Āśvins; this ritual is even thought to represent the curing of Indra by the Āśvins when the former had fallen ill by drinking too much of soma; here again Indra is indebted to the Āśvins. Clearly, this sum-total of mythological facts contains all the elements which have served to constitute the legend of the origin of the Āyurveda up to its teaching by Indra.

At the same time, in the light of the indications furnished by the *Chāndogya-upaniṣad*, we can observe that from the period of this text, legends regarding the origin of the science, similar to those of the classical period, had already been current. The
two traditions differ as to the pupil of Indra; Dhanvantari, mentioned by Suśruta being a post-Vedic god and Bharadvāja, who is mentioned by Caraka, being a Vedic ṛṣi. But this divergence is only apparent because the two personages are, from antiquity itself, closely interconnected. In effect, the Dhanvantari mentioned by Suśruta is also Divodāsa, and Divodāsa is Vedic and is mentioned in association with Bharadvāja in three passages of the Rg-veda: “While protecting, you have made the route circular for Divodāsa, for Bharadvāja, O Aśvins”; In hymn VI, 16, Bharadvāja himself invokes Agni: “O thou, pressing these plentiful goods for Divodāsa and serving for Bharadvāja”; thirdly Indra is told: “Thou hast given by power, O powerful one, treasures to Divodāsa pressing, O very fast one, to singing Bharadvāja.”

This should suffice to show that these two personalities were closely related to each other, and could easily become the substitutes of each other and that the traditions of Suśruta and Caraka regarding the pupil of Indra, reach back to the same group of ancient data.

This conclusion is in accordance with the fact that the doctrinal contents of the two texts are the same. Moreover, this conclusion does not allow us to believe that the names of Divodāsa and Bharadvāja can be linked with historical character. Of course persons with these names have existed, but the two mentioned by medical manuals are surely mythical.

The introduction of the personage of Dhanvantari seems to constitute the real divergence of the tradition of the Suśruta-

---

1 yād āyātam divodāsāya vartī bharadvājāyāśvinā háyantā. RV., 1, 116, 18.
2 tvām imā vāryā purū divodāsāya sunvate, bharadvājāya dāsūse. RV., VI, 16, 5.
3 aśiṣo yatra śacyā śacivo divodāsāya sunvate, sutakre bharadvājāya grñaté vásūni. RV., VI, 31, 4.

4 Besides, the Śāṅkhāyanagṛhyasūtras (II, 14, 4) directly associate the name of Bharadvāja with that of Dhanvantari. The Pañcaviṃśa-brāhmaṇa, XV, 3, 7, makes Bharadvāja to be the purohita of Divodāsa. The Jaliniyabr. [I, 222, (W. Caland), Das Jaim. in Auswahl, Amsterdam, 1919, No. 82, p. 86] presents Divodāsa as a king desirous of becoming a ṛṣi.
śaṅhitā from that of the Caraka-sāṁhitā. In India every eminent being can be presented as a god become man. Although he is only a fictive personage, Divodāsa has not escaped this rule. The god whom he incarnates is more recent than himself. Dhanvantari is not mentioned in the Vedic literature, except in its latest stratum, that of the Sūtras; generally speaking, though not always, he is a god in the epic and in the Purāṇas and quite often he is a parvēnu among the gods. At the time of the churning of the ocean by the devas and the asuras, he emerged out of the waves carrying amṛta or the liquid of immortality. (Mahābh., Ādip. 1140; Rāmāyana, Bombay, I, XLV, 32; Gorresio, I, XLVI, 30). The Bhāgavatapurāṇa sees in him “a part of Viṣṇu” (Viṣṇor aṁśa, VIII, VIII, 34) or, what amounts to the same thing, “part of Vāsudeva” (Vāsu-devāṁśa, IX, XVII, 4).¹ In the first passage, he is called the “observer of the Āyurveda” (āyurvedadṛṣ) and in both of them it is specified that he has a share in the sacrifice (iṣyābhāj, yajñabhuj). It is also said that Dhanvantari “has obtained as his part in the sacrifice the immortal life to which a stop had been put.”² This insistence of the Purāṇa can be easily explained if it is considered that the participation of Dhanvantari in the sacrifice could not be secured on its own. The Grhya-sūtras had admitted this participation (Āśvalayanagr, I, 3, 6; 12, 7), but it has been contested for a long time. This is evident from texts such as the Viṣṇupurāṇa and the Harivamśa. According to the former, Dhanvantari was a prince, born as a grandson of Kāśirāja, in the family of Āyus. In an earlier life, he had been born at the churning of the ocean and had obtained the right of being reborn in the family of Kāśirāja to be able to divide the Āyurveda in eight branches and become a participant in the sacrifice (yajñabhāj, IV, VIII, 4). The Harivamśa describes how after his birth from the ocean, he immediately demanded from Viṣṇu his part and place in the


² Yajñe ca bhāgam amṛtyayur avāpa ruddham... II, VII, 21. Burnouf understands it to mean that he has recovered that part of the amṛta which had been taken away by the asuras but another reading is ruddhe; in this case it is the sacrifice to which a stop had been put.
sacrifice; this request was not granted as the shares in the sacrifice had been fixed a long time earlier. As a compensation, he was promised divine status and cult in a second birth. He was, then, born as the son of a king of Kāśi (Kāśirāja) who had honoured him and he received the Āyurveda from Bharadvāja. The texts further agree in making Divodāsa the great-grandson of Dhanvantari. Under this form, the tradition offers us three personages where the Suṣruta-saṁhitā knows of only one. Moreover, the fact that the oldest ancestor of the master of Āyurveda, Dhanvantari is known as Āyus, can lead us to think that the legend of Dhanvantari has been forged at leisure. It is, in any case, probable that some king of Kāśi had, in antiquity, acquired a reputation in medicine and that the legends, now preserved, might have been the result of the efforts to reconstitute from the Indian point of view, the life and the genealogy of that prince who was accepted as a divine incarnation. If one were to view things from this angle, it will have, at least, to be accepted that extremely ancient mythical personages such as Divodāsa and Bharadvāja have, in various ways, been introduced into these legends. We have already seen that these two last-mentioned ones, sometimes seem to mingle into one. In the Harivamśa, a distinction is made between the two, as one of the two is the master of Dhanvantari and the other his great-grandson. But even here at least the notion of a relationship between Dhanvantari and Bharadvāja is present and this relationship goes back at least to the Śāṅkhāyana-ṛṣyastras (ii, 14) which unites the two names of Bharadvāja and Dhanvantari, just as the Rg-veda had made a rapprochement between those of Bharadvāja and Divodāsa. Therefore, it does not go as far away from the tradition as one would have thought at first view, keeping in view the tradition adopted by the Caraka-saṁhitā.

The name of Suṣruta on the one hand and that of Ātreyan on the other do not let us escape the legend. Suṣruta, which signifies “one who has listened well”, may be studied in relation

---

1 Calcutta edition, 1523-1539, Ch. XXIX. The translation (in French) by Langlois (Vol. I, p. 129) is based on the manuscripts (Biblio. Nat., Sanskrit 369 and 382). The text of these two is often better than that of the Calcutta edition.

2 Similarly Bhāgavata, IX, XVII, 5.
to the epithet bahuśruta, "one who has listened to a lot (of things)", "an extremely learned person". As the proper name of a person, this word appears only in the classical texts and in the Suśruta-saṁhitā itself. Ātreya denotes "a descendant of Atri" and Atri is a Vedic personage protected by the Aśvins and Indra. He is one of those "Ancients" by whom human beings trace their link with the gods. In effect, hymn I, 139 of the Rg-veda says: "Dadhyañca, Aṅgiras the elder, Priyamedha, Kañva, Atri, Manu have known my birth; these, the Ancients[and] Manu have known it. Their line goes back to the gods and our navels are in them." The legend of the transmission of the Āyurveda from the gods to human beings could find in the Vedic tradition no one more suitable than a personage who was not only the intermediary between the gods and men but also the special ward of medical gods and of the instructor god. Being too divine as he represented Agni, he could not as well pass for the first human being who learnt medicine from the gods, as did his descendant.

The majority of the hymns of the fifth maṇḍala of the Rg-veda is attributed to Atri and to the Ātreyas, each of whom has a personal name in addition to his surname. Among these personal names, that of Pūnarvasu, the Ātreya of the Caraka-saṁhitā is not found, but one comes across those of Vasūyu, Vasuśruta and Śrutavid which make the reader think of Pūnarvasu and Suśruta at the same time. Śrutavid signifies "one who knows what he has heard"; this is, therefore, a name quite near to that of Suśruta. Vasūyu can denote, "desirous of riches". For Vasuśruta, Monier Williams has proposed the probable rendering of "a person renowned for wealth", a sense which can be brought near to that of the epithet vasuśravas. Pūnarvasu is simply the name of the constellation of Gemini and the names of the

1 Bergaigne, Rel. Véd., II, p. 468.
2 Dadhyān ha me anuṣam pūrvo aṅgirāḥ priyāmedhāḥ kāṇvo ātrir mānur vidus, tē me pūrve mānur viduḥ, teṣām devēsu āyatrī asmākaṁ tēṣu nābhayaḥ. RV., I, 139, 9.
3 Bergaigne, Rel. Véd.
4 One could here state that the Gemini are the Dioscuri who, according to the Indo-European pre-history, are related to the Aśvins. In this way, the name of Pūnarvasu could be the equivalent of that of the Aśvins and could have been applied to a mythical doctor, boru
constellations normally form the personal names with the sense of “born under such and such a constellation” (Pāṇini, IV, 3, 34). In any case, the frequent use of giving a name to the descendants of Atri, where Vasu enters as an element, goes back at least to the period when the traditional list of the descendants of Atri, who were authors of the Vedic hymns, was fixed. Moreover, Vasu can denote “good” and Vasuṣruta “one who has listened to good things”, that is to say, “learned in good things”; in this case Suṣruta can be a variant of the same. The doctor Suṣruta, pupil of Divodāsa could be, in this case, definitely another name of Punarvasu Ātreya, pupil of Bharadvāja. The traditions of the Suṣruta-saṃhitā and the Caraka-saṃhitā agreed here although this accord was not apparent at first view and both of them had probably borrowed from a single source the names of the legendary masters of the medical science. To put it differently, they probably constituted a unique tradition, but with two different series of proper names. Otherwise, one has to attribute to chance all the resemblances and equivalences observed between the names furnished on the two sides. One can ask as to why, if the two traditions are in fact only one, they should present themselves under different forms, but this is something quite natural in India.

Quite frequently the sects or schools imitate one another and resort to plagiarism, by changing the proper names of personages whom they quote. A large number of Buddhist and Jaina legends, or Hindu and Jaina ones, attribute the same facts and gestures to their respective heroes. Naturally the two medical schools, which inherited a common tradition, had to adopt, each of them, a different way of describing the same thing. In any case, both in the grhyasūtras and in the grammatical tradition, Atri is quite often mentioned along with Bharadvāja and even with Ātreya. In presenting Bharadvāja and

under the astral influence of stars representing the Aśvins, the medical gods. But in ancient India, the Aśvins do not appear to have been identified with Punarvasu; the constellation bearing their name (Aśvayuṣ, later Aśvins) and to whom they correspond as divinities (Taitt. S., IV, 4, 10) is that of the Ram.

1 For example, Aśvalāyanagṛhyasūtra, III, 4, 2; Pāṇini, IV, 1, 117.
2 Gaṇapātha on Pāṇini, XV, 61 and 62. The Mahābhārata (Bhīṣmap., 376) includes “the Ātreyas associated with the Bharadvājas” in an
Ātreya\(^1\) as teachers of medicine, the *Caraka-saṃhitā* has once again made a *rapprochement* between these two names. Of course, here one could ask if this was not there as a souvenir of the fact that at one time a real Bharadvāja had taught Ātreya, but the personage of Bharadvāja is decidedly too mythical and it will be too daring to accord a historical status to his pupil while refusing it to him himself. Most probably the author who has created the legend of the transmission of Āyurveda, as found in the *Caraka-saṃhitā*, has found it proper to suppose that the pupil of Bharadvāja had been the same personage who had been described by tradition.\(^2\)

In any case it is possible that in antiquity a veritable Ātreya was famous as a doctor. In effect several Buddhist texts know of a doctor Ātreya and the sources of these texts appear to be quite independent of the Brahmanic texts and of the *Caraka-saṃhitā*. He is mentioned in the story of Jvaka, doctor to the king Bimbisāra and to the Buddha, this story not being found in these texts or in this *Saṃhitā*.

Therefore it is an old story preserved in the Buddhist texts, because, except for certain variations of detail, it is the same in the texts of both the North and the South.\(^3\) Ātreya is enumeration of peoples (ātreyaḥ sabharadvājāḥ).

\(^1\) Ātreya Punarvasu and one can observe secondarily, that a supposed author of Vedic hymns (IX, 80-82) is known as Vasu Bharadvāja, that is to say, Vasu descendant of Bharadvāja.

\(^2\) The *Brhadar.-up.*, II, 6, 1-3, in a long list of pupils and masters, whose knowledge goes back to Brahman, there are found successively between Brahman and the most recent masters, the Aśvins, an Ātreya, master of a Bharadvāja, two other Bharadvājas and Agniveśyas. But a large number of other names separate the names of this last series and the relations between Ātreya and Bharadvāja are reversed.

described here as a renowned doctor of Takṣaśilā (Taxila), in the North-west of India. Jivaka goes to him to study medicine and it does not take him long to surpass his master.¹ It is true that this renowned doctor is not named in Pali sources but in all these sources as also in others it is said that he resided at Takṣaśilā. Jivaka and this Ātreya are given to be the contemporaries of the Buddha; they could, therefore, have belonged to the end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth century B.C. Evidently it is perfectly possible that a doctor, descendant of Atri, could have won renown at Taxila during this period. But it does not follow that this person could be really the same who is referred to in the Caraka-saṃhitā. Hoernle has not hesitated in identifying the two persons², but he has not noticed that his identification raised serious difficulties. Firstly, the surname Ātreya is ascribed in the Caraka-saṃhitā not only to Punarvasu but also to a bhikṣu Ātreya³, (Sūtr., I, 9; XXV, 24).⁴ Secondly, the personal name of the Ātreya who was the master of Jivaka is given in the Chinese transcription in the Sūtra on the Avadāna of Ámrapāli and has nothing in common with Punarvasu; It is Pīn-ki-la-lo, i.e., Piṅgala.⁵ In the last place, the Caraka-saṃhitā does not give either Takṣaśilā as the residence of Ātreya Punarvasu or any other place in the North-west. It shows him teach-

¹ At the time of the surgical treatment of an insect or a reptile lodged in the skull of a patient. This incident forms the subject matter of popular Indian folklore. According to the Tamil sources the master is Agattiyar (Agastya) and the pupil lives at Teraliyar (cf., M. S. Purnalingam Pillai, Tamil Literature, Mannirpalam. 1930, p. 29 and Bull. de la soc. franc. d'hist. de la méd., janv.-fév., 1934, p. 39). For a similar story in modern Hindustani: Garcin de Tassy, Bagh o Bahar, Paris, 1878, p. 44.


³ One could be led to believe that this bhikṣu Ātreya could have more chances of being identified with the Ātreya of the Buddhist sources than Punarvasu. But, besides the fact that this bhikṣu is not necessarily a Buddhist, the title of bhikṣu does not belong exclusively to the Buddhist monks.

⁴ In this last passage the bhikṣu Ātreya is one of the interlocutors of Punarvasu; there can, in consequence, be no question of mixing them together.

ing at Kāmpilya on the Ganges, situated in the kingdom of the Pañcālas (Vim., III, 3).\(^1\)

One can, therefore, believe that one or more Ātreyas, traditionally known as eminent doctors, have existed, but one cannot admit with Hoernle that the Ātreya Punarvasu who is said to have received the medical science from the mythical Bharadvāja was the Ātreya, who in the Buddhist sources is made a contemporary of the Buddha. The legends of the origins of the Āyurveda, as found in the two medical saṁhitās, do not seem to be based on any historical souvenir. They appear to have been built out of conjectures, based on the data of the Vedic tradition relating to doctor-gods, to their wards and to Brahmanical masters.

*The Tradition of the Text of the Suśruta-saṁhitā:*—The personage of Śuśruta not being historical\(^2\), the *Suśruta-saṁhitā* shows itself to be, not as the personal work of a certain Śuśruta, but as the anonymously edited manual of a school

---

1 In those parts of the *Caraka-saṁhitā* which have been revised or re-edited by the latter-day continuator of the book, Dr̥̄habala, and who, because of this fact, has lesser authority, he is shown to be on the Kailāsa (*Cik.*, XIII, 1; XXI, 1) or on the Himavant (*Cik.*, XIX, 1; XXX, 1) but this is a special story-effect.

2 Hoernle accepts him as historical (*Osteology*, p. 8). From the fact that the tradition presents him as a pupil of the king of Kāśi and makes him teach specially surgery, he has inferred that he belonged to the "University of Kāśi" (Kāśi is mentioned as a centre of sciences in the Jātakas). In comparing the nomenclatures of bones in the *Suśruta-saṁhitā*, the *Caraka-saṁhitā* and the *Śatapathabrāhmaṇa*, he had convinced himself that Suśruta had known Ātreya, an author who was a contemporary of the Buddha (VI-V Century B.C.), and that the *Śatapatha*, whose composition he dated in the VI Century B.C., had followed the Osteological teaching of Suśruta. Ātreya and Suśruta had, therefore, both of them, belonged to the VI century B.C., the former holding school at Taxila, the latter, somewhat younger, teaching at Benares. But where Hoernle sees a reference of Suśruta to Ātreya, the latter is not mentioned in the text; nor is Suśruta mentioned in the *Śatapathabrāhmaṇa*. The tradition of the *Suśruta-saṁhitā* has possibly followed the *Brāhmaṇa* as much as it has been followed by the latter. Both of them may have borrowed from a common source. A. B. Keith has already made a number of reservations on the inferences drawn by Hoernle on this subject (*Z.D.M.G.*, 1908, p. 136). In fact these inferences arbitrarily introduced certain fallacious precisions in the history of the Āyurveda.
which had selected a Suśruta for patron. We know, by the very tradition of this school, that this manual has reached us after having been retouched at least once. The commentator Dalhaṇa (XI-XII century A.D.) affirms in effect that Nāgārjuna has been the "reconstructor" (pratisamkartaḥ) of the Suśruta-saṁhitā.¹ Cordier has put forward the hypothesis that he has also completed the earlier text by adding thereto the last section which now forms part of the Saṁhitā and which is known as Uttaratantra, "Last section (of the book)".

The name Nāgārjuna is that of a Buddhist savant, on whose date the traditions do not agree but who is generally made to be the contemporary of the Indo-Scythian king Kaniṣṭha and of a Sattavāhana king. Now Kaniṣṭha seems to have reigned from A.D. 144², the Sattavāhana dynasty also being concurrently in power. The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen-tsang, who visited India between 629 and 645, also places Nāgārjuna under a Sattavāhana and describes him as a master in the science of preparing elixirs for long life and as a Buddhist savant. In this he was following a widespread tradition which associated the name of Nāgārjuna with Indian alchemy.³ Several texts of alchemy, many therapeutic formulas, a résumé of medicine, considerably condensed but of great authority, the Yogaśataka, and a text of black magic, the Kacchapuṭa are all ascribed to him.

¹ Nibandhasaṅgroha, Sūtrasthāna, I, 1. This fact has, first of all, been pointed out by Umesacandra Gupta, Valḍyakālaḥbadasindhu, Calcutta, 1894, p. 18 of the Sanskrit preface and 36 of the English preface. This has been placed in proper perspective by P. Cordier, Nāgārjuna et l'Uttaratantra de la Suśrutaśaṁhitā, Anatanavarivo, 1896, and Quelques données nouvelles a propos des traités médicaux sanscrits antérieurs au XIIe s., Calcutta, 1899, pp. 1 & 8.
² R. Ghirshman, Begrämt, Cairo, 1946, p. 105.
³ cf., P. C. Ray, History of Hindu Chemistry, 2nd edn., 1911, Vol. II; S. Lévi, Kaniṣṭha et Sattavāhana, in J.A., Jan.-March, 1936, p. 104, and ff. Hiuen-tsang (S. Julien, Mémoires sur les contrées occidentales, Vol. II, p. 98) says that Nāgārjuna was well-versed in the science of medicinal herbs, used to take big tablets for maintaining his life and had attained the age of several centuries. This is to make of him a master of the rasāyana, the science of elixirs of youth, which is one of the eight articles of the Āyurveda and is related simultaneously to medicine and alchemy and, in the Suśruta-saṁhitā, more to medicine because the preparations described therein have chiefly plants for their base.
It is difficult to accept the attribution of all these texts to the Buddhist savant. The majority of these have nothing Buddhist about them and some are ascribed to other authors, if we are to trust the colophons of certain manuscripts containing these texts. This is how the Yogaśataka eventually passes as a work of Vararuci while the Kacchapuṭa and the Rasaratnākara (sometimes their titles are interchanged) are ascribed to one Siddha Nityanatha.\(^1\) The alchemical Rasaratnākara could really go back to the period of the Buddhist Nāgārjuna (IInd century A.D.) if it has really been imitated, as thought by L. Wieger, by the Chinese Taoist alchemist of the IIIrd century A.D., Ko-Hong, surnamed Pao-p’ on-tseu.\(^2\) The Yogaśataka is of a later date if the Chinese pilgrim Yi-tsing, writing in the VIIth century A.D., wrote about this text, as being an abridged text of medicine very popular and recently composed. He, however, does not give the name of this manual.\(^3\) But as Yi-tsing has not mentioned the name of the author, we do not know if this work was at first ascribed to a Nāgārjuna, who, in this case, would be a more recent homonym of the Buddhist savant, or if the real author has been later dispossessed of his work to the benefit of Nāgārjuna. That is why we do not know if we can identify the “reconstructor” of the Suśruta-samhitā mentioned by Dalhaṇa, with the author of the Yogaśataka belonging to the VIIth century, or that it should be believed that the assigning of the name of Nāgārjuna is only an echo of the legend describing the great Nāgārjuna as a master of medicine and alchemy.

Happily we have elsewhere some indices of calculating the

---


2. cf., L. Wieger, *Histoire des croyances religieuses et des opinions philosophiques en Chine*, 3rd edn., Hien-hien, 1927, p. 395. The Arab writer Al-Beroni, of the XIth century, places a hundred years before his own time, an alchemist Nāgārjuna (E. Sachau, *Alberuni’s India*, London, 1910, Vol. I, p. 189). It is to him that a part of the alchemical texts, attributed to the Buddhist savant of the IInd century, should be attributed, but the tradition describing the latter as an alchemist is of a very ancient date, as it was already in usage at the time of Hiu-en-tsang.

date when the text of the *Suśruta-samhitā* was finally fixed. The medical manuscript found by Bower in Central Asia, at Kout-cha, and published by Hoernle, mentions Suśruta, as also Ātreya, Bhela and other authors. Hoernle has determined the date of this manuscript with a somewhat illusory precision, but which, from the point of view of palaeography, belongs to the period of the IV to the VIth centuries; its script is clearly older than that of the script of Koutcha, of which we have examples dating from approximately A.D. 640. Therefore, the *Suśruta-samhitā*, in its totality, goes back at least to the first centuries of our era. Elsewhere, the texts attributed to Vāgbhaṭa, the *Aṣṭāṅ- gasaṅgraha* and the *Aṣṭāṅgahrdayasamhitā* follow and eventually reproduce the *Suśruta-samhitā* as it has reached us. They also reproduce the verses of the *Yogaśataka*, slightly anterior to Yi- tsing (VIIth century). The *Aṣṭāṅgahrdaya* is quoted in the *Kitab- al Fihrist* in Arabic, in 988, under the name of Asakkar or Astankar. These two texts, therefore, belong to the period between VII to Xth centuries. The *Yogaśataka* itself supposes the existence of the *Uttaratantra*, the last section of the *Suśruta-samhitā*, as it terminates with a similarly named section and, to all appearances, is conceived as the pendant of the whole work. One can, therefore, admit that in the VIIth century at the latest, the *Suśruta-samhitā* had been fixed in its present form, having already been re-adapted by the "reconstructor". Only interpolations of detail or variations have crept into the body of the text from that time up to the period of the commentaries which have reached us. The first constitution of the *Suśruta-samhitā* goes back much higher. Although it appears to have adopted the same legend concerning the origin of the Āyurveda as the *Caraka-samhitā*, as both of them designate the same legendary masters by other names and although it teaches the same doctrine, the *Suśruta-samhitā* is not a plagiarism of the *Caraka-samhitā*. The school of *Suśruta* has specialised in surgical treatment or in the application of cautery and the *Caraka-samhitā* in

---


such cases refers back to the specialists called "Dhānvantarīyas", that is to say, to the school of Suṣruta, which was already constituted along with its original teaching at the time of the Caraka-saṃhitā. The language of the Caraka-saṃhitā is classical and does not correspond to a definite epoch. Certain parts of the text are in prose combined with mnemonic verses or in alternating verse and prose; other parts are entirely in verse. This manner of presentation brings this text near certain parts, in prose and verse, of the Mahābhārata and also of the Arthaśāstra assigned to Kauṭilya and which would belong to approximately 300 B.C. if the attribution were correct. Provisionally we can consider the Suṣrutasaṃhitā as a work of the last centuries before our era, which has reached us during the first centuries of the Christian Era in an already well-defined form.

The Tradition of the Text of the Caraka-saṃhitā:—In the Suṣrutasaṃhitā, the teaching of Divodāsa-Dhanvantari is said to have been transmitted by his direct pupil, Suṣruta. In the Caraka-saṃhitā, on the contrary, the words of Bharadvāja, the substitute of Divodāsa, are not repeated; it is those of his pupil Ātreya, the opposite number of Suṣruta, which are quoted by a pupil of the latter, Agnivesa. From this it appears that the work should be called the Agnivesasaṃhitā rather than Caraka-saṃhitā; besides, as we have seen, the colophons make of it the Agnivesatāntra “reconstructed” by Caraka. Caraka is not, therefore, of the rank of Suṣruta but belongs rather to that of Nāgarjuna and there is no one corresponding to Agnivesa in the tradition of the Suṣrutasaṃhitā. The following table summarises the entire legendary history of the origin and of the transmission of both of the texts and shows the theoretical position of Bhela.²

---

1) tatra dhanvantarīyānām adhikāraḥ kriyāvidhau, valdyānām kṛtyogānām vyadhasodhanaropaye: “in this case (when the phlegm is ripe), the technique to be employed is the affair of the Dhānvantariya doctors, who have made themselves experts in cicatrisation by piercing and by detersion.”—Caraka, Cikīt., V, 42. dahe dhanvantarīyānām atrāpi bhīṣajyam balam: “as regards cauterisation, it is the Dhānvantariyas who are strong.”—Caraka, Cikīt., V, 61.

2) We leave aside the co-disciples of Agnivesa and Bhela such as Hārlita, to whom are attributed samhitās of questioned authenticity and which, because of this, we will not utilise here. On the Hārlita-
Agniveśa is again a mythical figure. The Mahābhārata knows of an Agniveśa or Agniveśya as receiving the secret of the arms (Dhanurveda) from Bharadvāja; this was a magic arm of Agni. He communicated this secret to the son of Bharadvāja, Drona. Hence, here, Agniveśa receives lessons from Bharadvāja just as he does in the Caraka-sanhitā; the only difference lies in the fact that in the medical treatise he receives it by intermediaries and not directly. The rapprochement of the two stories shows that, on both the sides, it is a legend; there is no reason to believe that the Agniveśa, first a pupil, then master of Āyurveda, is a personage more historical than the Agniveśa, at first a pupil, then master of Dhanurveda. It is, even then, possible that a medical author had received the name or surname of a mythical master, as it seems to have happened in the case of Ātreya.
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Caraka, who is not a pupil of Agniveśa but who revised the work wrongly or rightly ascribed to Agniveśa, has more chances of having been a historical personage. Certain Buddhist sanhitā, cf., J.A., 1934, p. 127 & ff. However we should also point out that several Hāritis and Agniveśas have, besides Carakas and the school of Ātreya, constituted various branches of the school of the Black Yajurveda, cf., L. Renou, Les écoles védiques, in Cahiers de la soc. as., Paris, 1947, p. 134. We will discuss later on the eventual relations between the Carakas and Ātreyas of the Vedic schools and those of the medical ones.
texts in Chinese talk of a certain Tche lo kia or Tche le, i.e., Caraka or Cara, who was the doctor of the king Kaniśka. This fact has been simultaneously recognised by Sylvaïn Lévi and by Takakusu. The first source, the Tsa pao tsang king, (which, in Sanskrit reads Samyuktaratnapitakasūtra) is an anthology of tales translated in Chinese, in 472 or a little later, by Ki Kia ye and T’an Yao. It refers only to the friendship of Kaniśka for his doctor who by his advice keeps him protected from all diseases. The second source, the Fou fa tsang yin yuan tchouan, is said to have been translated by Ki Kia ye and T’an Yao; but H. Maspéro has shown that the work in its present form is a forgery, composed in China on the lines of other works, towards the middle or the end of the VIth century. One cannot, therefore, give any credit to the details given in this work, concerning the relations of Caraka and Kaniśka, the former himself offering

Agnivesam (Agnivesyam) mahābhāgam Bharadvājāḥ pratipāvān, pratypādayad āgneyam astram astravidām (dharmabhṛtām) vajra. āgnes tu (agniṣṭūj) jātaḥ sa munis tato bharatasattama, bharadvājan tad āgneyam mahāstram pratypādayat: “The ascetic Bharadvāja communicated to the eminent Agnivesa (ṣya) the weapon of Agni; the excellent one among the experts of weapons (among the supporters of the Law), the sage born of Agni (the bard of Agni) then communicated, O the best of Bharatas, this mighty weapon of Agni to the son of Bharadvāja.”—Ādip., 5107-5108. In brackets the variants of the Poona edn., 1,121, 6-7. The same facts are summarised still further, Ādip., 6465. Reference is made by Droṇa to his studies under Agnivesa, Ādip., 5172 (Sukthankar reads this time Agnivesa, yet the same reading should be kept in the three passages). And again Ādip., 5524-5525, gives Agastya and not Bharadvāja as the teacher of Agnivesa. Last of all, Agnivesyā is described by Droṇa (Droṇap., 3476) as having received the magical protection of Bhapati; he is not, therefore, the pupil of only Bharadvāja but this detail is of no importance to our subject.


Catalogue by Nanjio, 1329, Taisho Issaiyō, 203, translated by Chavannes, Cinq cents contes... Vol. III, p. 1-145 (which summarises, without giving them in full, the tales already translated by S. Lévi).

Nanjio, 1340, Taisho, 2058.

About the date and the authenticity of the Fou fa ysan tsing yun tchouan, in Mélanges d’indianisme... , Sylvaïn Lévi, Paris, 1911 pp. 129-149.
his services as a doctor to the king, and by means of clever obstetrical moves, twice saving the queen on her death-bed while in the throes of delivery\textsuperscript{1}, leaving the king who did not pay much attention to his advice and retiring from the world. It is necessary at least that these details be confirmed by a reliable source. In any case, the fact of the presence of Caraka in the court of Kaniśka could be true, as it is also attested elsewhere and for the moment, this is all that matters here for fixing the date of the revision by Caraka of the text attributed to Agniveṣa. But we cannot be sure that the legend of Kaniśka has not placed in the court of this prince a celebrity of another epoch, either older, or more recent. It is true that the Tsao pao tsang king, translated in Chinese only about three hundred years after the reign of Kaniśka, existed in Sanskrit before and had, therefore, been composed at a date quite near to that of Kaniśka. The memory of the real contemporaries of this prince could have been faithfully preserved till then and, in any case if it were the question of a more recent author, the Caraka in question could not have lived a long time after the IIInd century.

On the other hand, even if the doctor of Kaniśka was effectively called Caraka, we are not certain that he was the same Caraka, who has revised the Agniveṣa-tantra. Several doctors have possibly had the name of Caraka. The name of Nāgārjuna was that of an alchemist of the Xth century, mentioned by

\textsuperscript{1} Dr. Liéard in his “Le médecin Caraka”, in Bull. de l'Acad. de médecine, session of 11 May 1897, p. 3 of the reprint, thought that the operation referred to was the extraction of a still-born child with its feet downwards and that Caraka considered as normal only a delivery with the head downwards, thus following the doctrine of Hippocrates (which could have easily reached him in N. W. India where ruled Kaniśka) and ignored at that time the more advanced doctrine of Soranus of Ephesus (beginning of the IIInd century). But there is nothing in the text which leads one to believe that the child was coming out with feet first or, and that is more important, that Caraka considered a delivery as abnormal if it was not with the head first. It was a case of dystocia and Caraka put his hand in the womb, brought out the child from its envelope, succeeded in extracting it and gave as prognostic the recurrence of the same trouble in case of a new delivery. These vague indications are an honour to his obstetrical cleverness, but they do not reveal anything concerning his theories. Similarly it was not necessary to know the teachings of Hippocrates for knowing that in a case of delivery, the normal presentation is that of the head first.
al-Beroini, while in the VIth century it was, for Hiuen-tsang, the name of a great master of alchemy and medicine. It is therefore not excluded a priori that our medical author might have been anterior to the epoch of Kaniska. The name of Caraka is an old one. It is that of a school of the Black Yajurveda, the Caraka-sākhā, which consists of, besides other sub-divisions, those whose sanhitās have reached us in a more or less complete form under the names of Kāthaka, Kapiṣṭhala-kaṭhasanhitā and Maitrāyaṇī-samhitā. This school is opposed to that of the Taittirīyas, which has given us the Taittirīya-samhitā and for stronger reasons to the schools of the White Yajurveda, represented by the Vājasaneyī-samhitās. The scholars of the White Yajurveda and the Taittirīyas often blame the Carakas. A passage of the Taittirīya-samhitā (VI, 4, 9) could be interpreted as covering under the same reprobation the Carakas and the doctors:

"The head of the sacrifice had been cut. The gods said to the Āśvins: "You are doctors, put back the head of the sacrifice." They replied: "Let us select a boon that the libation be drawn by us right here!" They drew for them the libation of the Āśvins. Then they put back the head so that the (libation) of the Āśvins is drawn for re-establishing the sacrifice. The gods said of them: "They are impure, they are the doctors roving among men." Thus a Brahmin must not take to medicine, because the doctor is impure and unworthy of the sacrifice. After having purified them by the bahispavamānas, they (the gods) drew for them the (libation) of the Āśvins. Thus it is that after bahispavamāna has been recited, that the (libation) for the Āśvins is drawn..."

The sanhitās of the Caraka-sākhā explain the same incident somewhat differently:

Kāthaka, XXVII, 4:

"The head of the sacrifice has been cut. The Āśvins who did not drink soma were the doctors of the gods. The gods said to them: "You are doctors, put back the head of the sacrifice." They replied: "Let us demand a boon: that we may drink the soma among the gods, that the

---
2 Yajñasya śiro'chidayata, té devā āśvināv abruvan, bhīṣājau vai stha, idām yajñasya śīraḥ prāti dhattam iti. tāv abṛtām, vāram vrṇavāhā vai grāha evā nāv ātraṇi gṛhyātām iti. tābhyaṁ etām āśvinām agrhyan. tato va taū yajñasya śīraḥ prátyadhattām, yād āśvinā gṛhyāte, yajñasya niṣkriyai taū devā abruvan āpi tāu vai ṇa manuṣyacarai bhīṣājaṁ iti. tasmād brāhmaṇāna bhesajam nā kāryam, āpi to hi eṣo'medhyā yo bhīṣāk, bahispavamānāna paṇavijāvā tābhyaṁ etām āśvinām agrhyan tasmād bahispavamānē stutā āśvinā gṛhyate. not,.—Taitt. S. VI, 4,9.
libation be drawn for us." The gods, having purified them by means of the bhūṣpavamāṇa, drew the libation for them, the pure ones, the ones worthy of the sacrifice. Thus it is that (only) after the bhūṣpavamāṇa has been recited, that the (libation) for the Aśvins is drawn..."¹

Maitr., VI, 6, 2:

".....The created head of the sacrifice had been cut. For him the gods searched an expiation. Then, the Aśvins, who did not partake of the soma, were the doctors of the gods. They ran to these two as one rushes to a doctor: "Put back the head of the sacrifice." They replied: "That we should also have a share in the same." "Select!" said (the gods). They said: "That the libation be drawn for us, that we may have access to soma-drinking." The Aśvins then put back the head. (The gods) having purified them by the bhūṣpavamāṇa, drew the libation for them, who had become pure, worthy of the sacrifice. Thus it is that after the bhūṣpavamāṇa has been recited that the (libations) for the Aśvins are drawn..."²

The different samhitās are thus unanimous in admitting the impurity of the Aśvins who are not soma-drinkers originally although, as says the Rg-veda, the "drinkers of nectar" (madhupa, I, 180, 2).³ But the Taิตtiriya-samhitā goes a step farther than the rest, it vilifies the doctor and says that the Aśvins are impure like "doctors roving among men." Certainly, the promiscuity with human beings places them below the gods, but the term employed to say that they are "roving," cara, is a

---


² Yajñasya va śṛṣṭasya 'śiro'cchidyata, tasmāi devāḥ prāyāścittam aitoḥam, atka vṛta tārhi devānām bhūṣājā āstām aśvina āsamanau, tā ṛpāḥāvan, yathā bhūṣājam upadāvanta evām, idam yajñasya śirah pratidhāhantam iti. tā abrutam, bhāgo nā astu, vṛṇāhām iti, abruvah, tā abruṣam grāham nau grhṇāntu somapīthām āśāvavahā iti, tād va aśvina prāyāścittam, tasmād aśvinibhi abhūṣvanty, aśvina hi pratyāhādham, tau va bhūṣpavamāṇenaiva pāvayitvā tābhāyām pūrṇabhāyām yajñītyābhāyām bhūtabhyām grāham agrhūnāh, tasmād bhūṣpavamāṇe stutā aśvinā grhyete (ed., Schröder, Leipzig, Vol. IV, 1886, pp. 79-80).

³ This is explained by Indo-European facts, cf. G. Dumézil, Jupiter Mars Quirinus, Paris, 1941, pp. 124 & ff, where the parallel legends of the Śatapatha-brāhmaṇa & the Mahābhārata are given together. The notion of the impurity of doctors has remained a classic thing, cf. Manu, III, 180, IV, 212, although the prohibition ordained by the Taitt, S. to the Brahmin against his practising medicine, has not had the force of Law. The Bhāgayatapūrāṇa, IX, 3, 26, reminds the reader that the Aśvins had been at first excluded from the offering of soma because they were called "doctors".
synonym of the name of the Carakas and one may believe that the Taittirīyas have fired a passing shot at the rival school of the Carakas, who have not inserted anything similar in their saṁhitā. This will be all the more effective if medicine had a place of honour among them. In that case this will also explain their silence about it. Besides, as regards the sautrāmaṇi, the rite of offering liquor (ṣūrā) to the Aśvins, to Sarasvati and to Indra, Hillebrandt has supposed a relationship between the fact that there is a caraka-sautrāmaṇi and the fact that the medical Caraka-saṁhitā makes out a case for liquor.\(^1\) This rapprochement, in itself, is not very characteristic because it is quite natural that liquor be praised as medicine in a book of medicine. But, in all cases, the Carakas are not animated against the “cara doctors”, as are the Taittirīyas and the doctor Caraka could have been one of them.

This does not at all signify that the author of the revised version of the Agnivesātantra lived at the time when the Vedic saṁhitās of the Carakas were elaborated but it can indicate that he belonged to their school, already favourable to medicine at a time when its rival used to attack the “cara doctors”. In fact, the extremely brahmanic contents of the Caraka-saṁhitā evoke the idea that its editor was rather a Brahmin of a Vedic school than a doctor practising at the court of an Indo-Scythian prince. Moreover, if it is considered that another school of the Yajurveda was the Ātreya\(^2\) school, one will be led to think that it was not because of mere chance that the chief masters of one of the great medical traditions are precisely an Ātreya and a Caraka. It is at least probable that the association of the medical tradition in question with the circles close to the Vedic schools was desired, as it could plausibly have been derived from the latter. If, therefore, Kaniṣka has had a Caraka for his doctor, it is nevertheless possible that a Caraka still older might have been the veritable editor of our actual Caraka-saṁhitā.

---

1 Ritual-Litteratur (Grundriss), Strasbourg, 1897, p. 159. A. B. Keith, The Veda of the Black Yajus School, Harvard Or. S., XVIII, p. cxii, contests the rapprochement without any decisive reasons and prefers to see in the Caraka-sautrāmaṇi that of the school of Carakas. But the two points of view are not contradictory if the doctor Caraka has some relation with the school of the Carakas.

2 L. Renou, Ecoles védiques, p. 134.
One cannot, in any case, rate this text very high. Its style is not Vedic; it resembles that of the *Suśruta-saṁhitā* and of the *Arthaśāstra*. The work can be anterior to the Christian era but not by a long period of time.

According to a tradition, which should now be examined, Caraka was the incarnation of the mythical serpent Śeṣa, who became a human being, in order to write under the name of Patañjali, the *Mahābhāṣya* and the *Yogasūtras*. This is apparent from one of the preliminary invocations of the *Āyurveda-dīpakā*, a commentary by Cakrapāṇidatta or Cakradatta (XIth century), on the *Caraka-saṁhitā*: “Adoration to the Lord of the serpents, the destroyer of the troubles of the mind, of speech and of body by Patañjala¹, the *Mahābhāṣya* and the work reconstituted by Caraka.”² A later author, Śivarāmi, the commentator of the *Vāsavadattā*, describes Patañjali as a grammarian, a master of yoga and a doctor.³ The invocation of Cakradatta, however, does not signify that the three works are of one and the same author; the three authors could also have been considered as the three successive incarnations of Śeṣa. The tradition, which finds its echo in the invocation, does not, therefore, imply that the *Caraka-saṁhitā* was, at an earlier date, regarded as having been revised by the grammarian Patañjali himself or as belonging to the same period. One can, however, as we have seen, place Caraka in the IIInd or in the ISt century B.C., which was the period of Patañjali.”⁴

---

¹ *Patañjalomahābhāṣyacaracakapratisaṁskṛtalḥ, manovākkhāyadōṣāṇāṃ harsa’ḥdhipataye namaḥ*, verse 4. This verse has been reproduced with the variant *hontre* in the *Patañjalicarittra* of Ramabhadra Dikṣita, an author who cannot be dated beyond the XVIII century, cf., S. N. Dasgupta, *Yoga Philosophy*, Calcutta, 1930, p. 54.

² That is to say, the *Yogasūtras*.


⁴ Ordinarily it is admitted that Patañjali belongs to the middle of the IIInd century B.C., partly as he talks, in the present tense, of a sacrifice which is being held on the king Puṣyamitra. But since this is only an ordinary example of grammar, it is naive to believe that he was composing his work during the sacrifice itself. On the other hand, he mentions the Sakas who were, in that period, still far from India but who invaded the country in the beginning of the ISt century B.C. (cf., La Vallée de la Poussin, *L’Inde au temps des Maurya*, Paris, 1930, p. 201) However, his place in the line of grammarians puts him at least in the ISt century B.C.
But the problem is complicated by the fact that still other texts are ascribed to Patañjali. There has been, for a long time, a discussion on the possibility of joining together the Patañjali of the Mahābhāṣya and that of the Yogasūtras. More­over, al-Beroni frequently quotes and summarises Patañ­jala. This is a work on mysticism apparently quite close to the Yogasūtras but differing from them, notably by the fact that it contains a section on alchemy. Now Śivadāsasena in his commentary on the Cakradatta-saṅgraha (a work of the commen­tator of Caraka) also invokes several times as an authority on alchemy Patañjali or his Patañjala. One can admit the existence of several Patañjalis but it is to be feared that we find ourselves once again in the presence of legendary attributions. In effect these attributions remind one of those which are ascribed to Nāgārjuna, which include an ensemble of philosophy, alchemy and medicine; now the name of Nāgārjuna signifies “The White one among the serpents” and the legend says that Patañjali, the incarnation of the serpent Śeṣa, was born while falling (pat) in the shape of a serpent, in the hands of the grammarian Pāṇini at the moment when the latter was making an aṅjali. Of course this etymology has no linguistic value but it explains all that which the legend has made of the grammarian Patañjali, who was not probably a historic personage. This being so, one may ask if Patañjali, claimed as a doctor and an alchemist like Nāgārjuna, is not a double of the Buddhist Nāgārjuna as we have seen that Divodāsa and Bharadvāja on the one hand, and Suśruta and Ātreya Pūnarvasu on the other, were the doubles of the same

3 cf., G.N. Mukhopadhyaya, op. cit., pp. 771 & 783-785 (references to pages of an unspecified edition), the quotations in question are to be found in the Chapter LXVI (Rasa­yanādhiḥkāra) of the edition of Jīvānanda Vidyasagara, 3rd edn., Calcutta, 1897, pp. 706 & ff.
4 The Tibetan translation of the name. klui sgrub, signifies “Perfect among the serpents”.
5 cf., H. H. Wilson, A Dictionary of Sanskrit & English, see Patañjali. Moreover the Mahābhāṣya of Patañjali is sometimes called Phanibhaṣya, “the commentary of the hooded serpent”. Śivadāsasena invokes at the same time, as authorities in alchemy, Nāgārjuna and Patañjali and as a consequence makes a distinction between the two, but this only proves that in his times, different works were attributed to them.
mythical personages. In that case, Caraka confused with Patañjali by virtue of their being the incarnation of the same serpent, or even simply identified with Patañjali, could have been confused with Nāgārjuna. The reviser of the Caraka-saṁhitā and that of the Suśruta-saṁhitā will then be one.

In that case one would be tempted to suppose that historically it has been so and that the two big medical saṁhitās have been revised by one and the same author, who has been given two different names by the traditions of the two schools. But this conclusion is too hazardous. It is quite possible that the grammarian Patañjali, the doctor Caraka and the Buddhist savant Nāgārjuna have existed independently and that the stories which identify them or which make them identical, have come into being secondarily. In effect these names are attested much before we have proof of the existence of these legends. The origins of these can be linked with the name of Nāgārjuna or with ideas which have given him this name. In India it is a common usage to demolish the claims of others, not by denying them, but by appropriating them. Senart has shown that the serpent has often played the same role in the Buddhist and Vaiṣṇava stories.¹ Nāgārjuna is said to have seized the doctrines of the Mahāyāna from the Nagas, who had been keeping them hidden in the depths of the Pātāla and Viṣṇu is said to have brought out from the same depths the Vedas, which had been stolen by the Asuras or by the Nagas.² It was natural that a Buddhist savant and a Brahmanic savant or a group of Brahmanic savants, both parties having relation with the serpents, made a pair. If once the revision of the Suśruta-saṁhitā had been attributed to Nāgārjuna, if it were really the work of a savant of that name, it was necessary that the reviser of the Caraka-saṁhitā also became the incarnation of the mythical Nāga, as his school would not have liked to have been left behind. It does not follow in the least therefrom that the two personages must have been the same historic personage. From this we can only conclude that the stories told about the classical redaction of the two saṁhitās have a common source;

¹ cf., notably regarding the serpent Śeṣa: Essai sur la légende du Bouddha, 2nd edn., Paris, 1882, p. 218, notes in general, Chap. V.
² Senart, ibid, p. 389.
this is all the more understandable since the texts manifestly belong to the same epoch.

As regards the connection of the legend of Caraka with that of the grammarian Patañjali, this forms part of an ensemble of concordances between the legends of the transmission of grammar and that of the transmission of medical science. We have already seen that a tradition attributes the teaching of grammar to Indra. Pāṇini (VII, 2, 63) quotes the opinion of a Bharadvāja who could have been a real personage and whose name only signifies "descendant of Bharadvāja". But chiefly Kātyāyana, the predecessor of Patañjali-Caraka, is sometimes, as the exegetist of Pāṇini, called Punarvasu¹, just as in the medical traditions the teacher of Caraka passes for having been Punarvasu. The late character of the attribution of this name to Kātyāyana indicates that probably this is only a secondary adaptation of the story of the doctors to that of the grammarians, but this attribution gives an example of the way in which the Indians have readapted the history of their sciences.² This is then another sign that the stories of the origins and of the transmission of the Āyurveda are not at all altered history but are the ideal reconstructions of a history that had been lost or neglected and the names given to the authors of the big medical samhitās are not, undoubtedly, those which they really had, unless they had precisely selected these names or had received them as surnames. The medical samhitās cannot therefore be dated surely according to the possible epochs of their supposed authors. It is only their intrinsic composition, the state of their language and their place in relation to the texts of known date which allow the assigning to approximate period for their composition.

Essential Doctrines of the Ayurvedic texts:—The large samhitās are didactic texts in prose and verse of varied metres. The prose passages generally contain mnemonic verses which summarise them. The chapters entirely in verse are specially those that contain the enumeration of symptoms or therapeutic prescriptions. They are, therefore, the ones which it is most

¹ In the latter-day dictionaries, cf. Bohltingk & Roth, see the word.
² We may also remind here that the Yogaśataka is sometimes attributed to Vararuci instead of Nāgārjuna and that the name of Vararuci is often given to Kātyāyana.
useful to know by heart for practising, whereas the passages in prose generally deal with the theoretical principles. The choice of prose or verse seems, therefore, to have been dictated chiefly by a pedagogic desire. Their alternation is not the sign of the intervention of several authors in the composition of the *saṃhitās*. The prose-parts, chiefly in the *Caraka-saṃhitā*, remind one of the theoretical accounts of the *Brāhmaṇas* and the *Upaniṣads*. In a certain number of cases they have the same dialogue-form as in these later texts, but the language has the characteristic of being more recent.

The *Suśruta-* and the *Caraka-saṃhitās* have, as a whole, the same contents. Their divisions are identical or analogous. The same is the case for their theoretical and practical data, but the *Suśruta-saṃhitā* is much more rich in the field of surgery than the *Caraka-saṃhitā*. Both of them generally present their teaching in an extremely condensed form. But because of the abundance of matter, they are, nevertheless, voluminous. They profess a rational system which excludes magic and mysticism. They invoke the intervention of demons only in special cases: delirium of possession and the diseases of children. Ordinarily they explain the state of health and of disease by the interplay of constitutive elements of the organism, of the alimentary and general regimes and by the influences of time and season. It is only in the case of certain therapeutic prescriptions, or in the case of ceremonies connected with birth that religion and magic are brought in.

Experience has manifestly played an important role, as is always the case in medicine, in the establishment of therapeutics. But we are still far from the state where we could say that medical practice as taught by the Āyurveda is empirical. The data of experience are organised according to a general theory of physio-pathology. This is a complex theory. In the texts can be found the traces of the different currents of thought which have simultaneously exerted an influence on its formation. The general theory of the Sāṁkhya, which enumerates the formative elements of the universe, is added on to particularly medical conceptions. These latter see in the body a composition of chief elements which forms the material content of all things in the universe: Space or emptiness—(*ākāśa* or *antarikṣa*), wind or air (*vāyu*), fire (*tejas*), water (*ap*) and earth (*prthvī*), to
which various texts add thought (cetanā) which sits inside this body¹ as is frequently done by the Buddhist texts which call this thought, Vijñāna.

These chief elements form the differentiated substances of the organism which, in their turn, are the "elements" (dhātu) of this organism and are seven in number: the organic juice (rasa) which is the chyle, the blood (rakta) which is the chyle coloured in red, the flesh (māṁsa), fat (medas), bones (asthi), the marrow (majjā) and the sperm (šukra), all of which, starting from rasa derive one from the other². The rasa is therefore the primordial substance of the organism and certain authors took it to be the essence of water which generates everything.³ Besides, in all things there is a rasa, a "taste", the liquid element which constitutes simultaneously the substratum and the sign of the properties, of the virtues of this thing.⁴

The substances contain a liquid of principle effulgence (tejas) which makes them alive and which is known as ojas, that is to say, "force."⁵ It is the material of vitality and it may be

¹ Caraka, Śūr., I, 14; Suśr., V, 1, In the sperm, Caraka recognises only four of them, because he does not take into account space (Śūr., II, 4); the same is the case with the embryo (Śūr., II, 35). An opinion attributed specially to Bharadvāja also does not consider space (Caraka, Śūtra, XXV, 21). This does not contradict the theory of five elements as, in the passages under consideration, space can be considered as omitted simply because there was no need to mention it in the context of the particular topic under discussion. On the other hand, the allusions to general doctrines found in the Buddhist texts generally refer to four elements, the same as those of the Greeks, cf., Mahāvastu, ed. Senart, Vol. III, p. 65; P. Demiéville in Hādghobirin, fasc. III, p. 264.

² Suśruta, Śūr., XIV, 6.

³ Such is the opinion ascribed to Vāvyovida in Caraka, Śūtr, XXV, 13: "Things and diseases of various types are born of the rasa, because the waters are rich with the rasas, waters about which it is said that they are the cause of creation" (rasajñi tu bhūtāni vyādhayaśca prthavgvidhāh, āpo hi rasavatyas tāh smrtāh nirvṛtti-hetavāh). This opinion has antecedents from the Ṛg-Veda onwards, X, 129, 1 & 3, where water is described as the origin of things. The waters are also the primordial element according to a classic passage of Manu (I, 8 & 10). But the theory of Manu is a creationism, which is not the case with the one ascribed to Vāvyovida.

On the rasas: Caraka., Śūr., XXVI, an important discussion of theories.

called “vital juice”. It stays in the heart; the breath (prāṇa), which is going to be discussed shortly hereafter is based on it and it is distributed in the body along with prāṇa, by the blood-vessels.¹

Such is the substance of the body. The interplay of the three chief elements, which enter into its composition, namely, wind, fire and water, gives it life and movement. But when they are excited or when on the contrary, their action stops, disease comes in. They are, therefore, simultaneously the three elements, tridhātuṣ and the three troubles, tridoṣas of the organism. The wind vāṭa or vāyu, introduces itself into the body in its own form just as in nature, that of a breath, prāṇa; the fire in the form of bile, pitta, and water in that of phlegm, kapha or śleṣman. Each of them has many special forms.

The prāṇa is divided into prāṇa proper, “breath of the front”, which stays in the mouth and ensures respiration and deglutition; udāna, “breath which goes upwards”, which produces speech; samāna, “concentrated breath”, which provides the necessary amount of air to the internal fire for cooking, that is to say, for the process of digestion of the aliments; apāṇa, “breath which goes downwards”, ensuring the functions of excretion and delivery; finally vyāṇa, “diffused breath”, which circulates in all the limbs and explains their movement.²

In effect, all the movements of the body are related to the action of the wind; this is by analogy with what passes in the Universe where the wind is the motor par excellence.

Fire, represented by bile in five forms, is the pācaka, the cooker of aliments; the raiţjaka, the colouring agent, which turns the rasa red for making it into blood; the sādhaka, the “realiser”, by means of which desires are excited; the ālocaka, the “observer”, which shines in the eye and allows the sight to function and the bhrājaka, the “illuminator”, which shines in the skin.³

Water for its part, under the various forms of śleṣman, is that element of the organism which is humid, cold and is the connector of all the elements together. It stays chiefly in the

¹ Caraka, Sūtr., XXX, 6-11
² Suśr., Nid., I, 11 & ff.
³ ibid., Sūtr., XXI, 7
stomach, which is the centre of its functions. In the chest, it maintains the junction of the head and arms and supports the heart. In the throat and the tongue, it ensures gustation. In the head, it favours the sensorial faculties. In the articulations, it brings about coaptation.\(^1\)

The seasons, the habitat, the type of life and the various types of nourishment help or hinder the action of wind, fire and water according as they affect the activity, the over-heating or the cooling (of the body).

Nosology studies the symptoms of diseases and thereby is related to observation, but it tries to interpret these symptoms as a function of the system of the physiology of the three elements. Its principal aim is to determine the etiology or, as it is known in the Ayurvedic texts, the *nidāna*, the occasion when troubles arise. This occasion, determined by the time, the regimen, the behaviour or such other cause, consists in the excitation or the slowing down of the one or several of these elements. Diagnosing does not consist of only recognising a disease but also of a judgement concerning the rôle exercised by the mind, the bile or the phlegm. A haemorrhagic fever will come from *rakta-pitta*, from “blood and bile”; from the bile because it is hot and from the blood because it appears and it overflows. Descriptions are given concerning all the supposed manifestations of the excess or the absence of each of the three *doṣas*, or of the combinations of any two among these when excited or of the concourse (*sannipāta*) of the three.

Therapeutics is dominated by the ideas that have been conceived about the soothing or exciting action of drugs, of aliment, of diet, of the place of habitation, on the mind, the bile or phlegm. In the presence of the patient, once the symptoms have been recognised, once the rôle of such and such a *doṣa* has been determined, the Indian doctor must prescribe a medicine having the antagonistic effect on the *doṣas* concerned. A treatment based on a theory which is false could have been singularly hazardous; yet the theory is sufficiently supple and vague for adjusting itself to the data of pure experience, although all the time it appears to excel the latter. In fact, the action of the remedies had been known by the usage, and, if a

\(^1\) ibid., Sātr., XXI, 11.
particular drug had a soothing effect on the certain morbid manifestation believed to be caused by the wind, this drug was ranged among the drugs antagonistic to the wind, an explanation of this fact being invented later. It was therefore definitely the experience which guided the choice of the medicines and the general theory was only a later effort to explain simultaneously the mechanism of the normal functioning of the body, that of the pathological accidents and that of the action of the treatment. Thus the system of the Ayurveda is a dogmatism which interprets experience.

This system is comparable to some of the medical systems of Greek antiquity, which were also elaborated in the centuries preceding the Christian era. The collection of Hippocrates contains the elements of the doctrine which was fixed later with a rigour comparable to that of the Ayurvedic theory and which relates to four humours: blood, bile, atrabile and phlegm, corresponding to four chief elements and to their properties, hot, dry, cold and humid. The existence, with regard to the humoral doctrine of the Greek world, of the Ayurvedic system of the three *doṣas* should evidently be recognised as one of the facts dominating the general history of ancient medicine. Both of them have been simultaneously recognised as authoritative since antiquity, one in the Indian world and the other in the Western world. Both of them are still followed. The Greek doctrine survives in the countries of Islam. The Indian system not only continues in India, but at present it is even undergoing a vigorous renaissance. It has been adopted since an early date, in all those countries which have been under the influence of India, as far as Mongolia, from which it has come, towards the end of the last century and the beginning of the present one, to provoke in Russia an infatuation for the medical system called the "Tibetan", because it had reached the Mongols through the Tibetans.

Both of them being based on the representation, which the "physiologists" made of the Universe, the medical theories of Greece and India make a pair, not only because historically speaking, they have had an equal diffusion in two comparable worlds, but also because they are related to analogous speculations, because their organic constitution is similar and they are scientific in the same sense, inasmuch as they are efforts at a
purely natural explanation of vital, normal and pathological phenomena.

We should, therefore, look for the birth of a scientific Āyurveda in the texts which have preceded it. The mythical character of the stories, of its origin and its transmission, which it itself contains, should not be allowed to convince us that its doctrines are sullied with myths. We have seen that the tradition concerning the masters of the Āyurveda was full of Vedic reminiscences as the supposed Vedic authors have Vedic names. We will also see that the antecedents of the classical doctrines of the Āyurveda are equally Vedic. There is, however, a contrast between the value of the expositions concerning the history of the Āyurveda which is nil and that of the meritorious efforts made to explain rationally health and disease. But the legend of the origin and the transmission of the Āyurveda is only pseudo-historical with a veneer of the scientific doctrine. This doctrine is derived from Brahmanic speculations, if not valid by themselves, at least by the tendency of the spirit that animated them; moreover, it is partly based on the observation of normal and pathological facts, thus giving it a connection with reality. The legends of the origins, on the contrary, although they utilise the data from the Veda and refer to the names of authors of yore, do not seem to be based on a tradition with a historical basis, ancient and solid. In studying the relations of the Veda and the Āyurveda, we will, however, examine the extent to which it may be described as accurate.
CHAPTER TWO

PRE-ARYAN AND INDO-ARYAN DATA
ON MEDICINE

1. THE FIRST DATA

It is only since 1922 that the excavations carried out by R. D. Banerji and the Archaeological Survey of India, have brought to light, at Mohen-jo-Daro in Sindh, the remains of the civilization known as the Indus Valley Civilization. These remains are related to the ones revealed by the excavations at Harappa in the Panjab. Despite the absence of any real decipherment of the inscriptions found there and despite the incomplete state of excavatory work of great depth, this discovery has already given rise to a multitude of fantastic theories. However many facts are already accepted; at least everybody agrees on points of major importance. The old age of the ruins is attested to by the thickness of the alluvial stratum which had covered them and also by the discoveries made outside India, at Kish, at Ur, at Tello and at Susa in the strata going to 3rd millennium B.C. of seals manifestly coming from the Indus or belonging to the same type of those of the Indus.

Evidently we can know nothing positive concerning the position of medicine in the Indus civilization. But the ruins of the extremely large town excavated at Mohen-jo-daro are particularly remarkable in view of the uncovered remains of the large-scale works of public sanitation. All the houses have a place for washing. In poorer houses this consists of an ordinary room with a water-proof floor sloping towards a drain. In bigger houses, there are proper bath-rooms. The drains of the houses end in a system of street-drains which is spread over all the streets. The biggest building contains a bath of 55 meters by 33 meters, with a tank of 13 meters by 7 meters, having a depth of 2.5 meters and with many subsidiary constructions manifestly used for the purpose of baths.
It is asked if the big bath could be compared to the thermal baths of the Romans, used for hygiene, hydrotherapy and sports or was it meant for religious purposes. Of these two the former hypothesis is much more probable as the importance of the individual installations shows very well the liking of the habitants for ablutions and bath.

But did the water used in the big bath have any medicinal properties? Nothing allows us to suppose so. If the big bath were the only hydrotherapeutic installation favoured in the town, one could think so. But the individual installations could not have been uniquely destined for cures; they were put up for daily use. We can, therefore, conclude that in all likelihood, the ruins of Mohen-jo-daro attest, from the 3rd millennium B.C., to the existence of personal and urban hygiene in India.

Much later, hygiene and hydrotherapy come to have a great importance in the eyes of the doctors of the classical periods and they become very popular in the convents as also in private life.\(^1\) Therein one can observe a persistence of the tastes and usages going back to the Indus civilisation. But it should not be forgotten that such tastes and such usages are born naturally in a tropical country. In any case, the well-developed ideas of hygiene, apparent from the monuments of the Indus, was neither necessarily scientific nor even medical. A system of hygiene can be medical and scientific only if it is based on the conceptions of prophylaxy and therapeutics. Otherwise, it remains only commonplace cleanliness or luxury. The hydrotherapy of Suśruta\(^2\) and Caraka\(^3\) provides for treatments by svedas, the "sudations" achieved by extremely varied methods, generally much more complex than baths and shower-baths. The choice of these methods is dictated by the properties of soothing or exciting the various vital elements of the organism, which are ascribed to these methods. Drugs are incorporated in the water to be used. Nothing can indicate if, at Mohen-jo-daro, hydrotherapy already had assumed forms comparable to those described by the doctors of the classical period.

---

2 _Cikitāsthāna_, XXXII, Baths (Snānas) are specially discussed in _Cikitā_, 56-64.
3 _Sūstrasthāna_, XIV.
The discoveries of the Valley of the Indus, moreover, consist of several products which could have been used as remedies. The horns of a cervidae, the sambar (or säbar in Hindi, Skt. Šambara, Rusa aristotelis Jerdon) have been found without any other remains of the animal and consequently should have been collected for their own sake. Precisely similar horns are even now utilised in popular Indian medicine. Bitumen has also been found and this substance is included in scientific pharmacopoeia of Sanskrit, under the name of Šilājatu. Lastly cuttle-bones, which could also have had a medical use, were contained in pottery unearthed by Majumdar at Othwan-jo-Buthi.\(^1\) The use of similar products in therapeutics unfortunately does not have any characteristic significance. It proves nothing concerning the medical knowledge of the people of the Indus Valley civilization. We cannot therefore form any idea of the same. The material remains of this civilization would suggest that this knowledge could have been in a sufficiently advanced stage, especially so because the discovery of the Indus seals in Mesopotamia shows the relations they had with the region where the Sumerians or the Babylonians had developed an important medical tradition from an early age. From the period of Mohen-jo-daro scientific exchanges have possibly taken place between Mesopotamia and the Indus Valley. This is all that we can say for the time being and as a consequence, when the Vedic Aryans entered India in the 2nd millenium B.C., they may have found there already developed medical notions, which were probably related to those of the Sumerians. At this moment it is impossible for us either to confirm or deny this theory, but we will be able to show that at the time of their arrival the Indo-Aryans carried with them, if not an elaborate science of medicine, at least ideas which have entered as elements in the formation of Ayurveda.

**The Indo-Iranian Data**

The comparison of passages concerning medicine in the oldest texts of India and Iran, that is in the Vedas and in the Avesta, is likely to indicate some of the notions which had been formed during the period of the Indo-Iranian community and

---

have been preserved both by the Iranians and the Aryans who entered India. These notions are not very numerous and are quite vague. But nevertheless it is worthwhile taking them into consideration. It is necessary to take stock of these ideas so that it may be possible to see which elements of classical Indian medicine can be traced to the period of the old Indo-Aryan community and which have been acquired at a later date. But this stock-taking is quite a delicate affair because all that is common to Indians and Iranians of the historical period does not necessarily go back to the Indo-Iranian community. The two peoples could have separately borrowed the same notions from a third people or better still, either of the two could have communicated its own acquisitions in the subject to the other.

In fact, the relations between India and Iran have been permanent since antiquity. Darius had established two satrapies in the basin of the Indus from the end of the 6th century B.C. and the annexation of a part of the Indian territory of the West could have taken place even in Cyrus' time. After the destruction of the Persian empire by Alexander and the short occupation of these satrapies by the latter, India won them back. Yet the relations between India and the Iranian regions continued to be unbroken. The Iranian people of Upper Asia and of Iran itself, the Sakas, the Parthians and the Kusānas conquered vast territories of India several times and stayed there as rulers for long periods. The Sassanids also penetrated into the country or maintained regular relations with its sovereigns. From a very early date a continuous traffic with Iran and, across Iran, with the Western countries had been established which passed through regions now in Afghanistan and across the Iranian territory. We will refer back to this traffic when we discuss the eventual relations between the savants of India and those of the Hellenic world. In the intellectual sphere, the existence of Buddhism in Bactriana and in Sogdiana, on the routes which bypassed the Pamirs to the west and led to Central Asia and to China, is the clearest trace of the Indian contribution to the Iranian territories. Reciprocal proofs are available to show the Iranian influence on India from the epoch of Aśoka, in the middle of the IIIrd century B.C. and even from the Achaemenid period. One can, therefore, conclude that a part of the common
heritage of India and Iran, especially in the domain of scientific ideas, in whose formation emulation, always and everywhere, plays a big rôle and which could not have been developed to such an extent in the prehistorical period, can be dated back to the period of the exchanges rather than to that of the original community.

The relatively later dates of our Iranian sources (texts) make it likely that they contain borrowings from India and they developed certain indigenous ideas under the influence of India, either as an example or as a reaction against her. We should be very cautious in ascribing to the hoary past of the Indo-Iranians those concordances of ideas which may be due to latter-day communications or, on the contrary, in considering as cases of recent borrowing those ideas which may have emerged in the original community.

The *Avesta*, called "recent", is our oldest source for the knowledge of medicine in Iran, as the Gāthās do not contain any reference to medicine. It is not *a priori* impossible that an element under Indian influence has been able to react, directly or not, on the redaction of some of its passages. According to Parsi tradition, the Achaemenid *Avesta* had been burnt by Alexander, except for the passages dealing with astronomy and medicine, which had been translated into Greek. Later on, in the 3rd century A.D., after the Chief Priest Tansar had undertaken, on the order of Ardaser I, the restitution of the *Avesta* already begun under the Arsacidian Parthians, Sahpuhr I, the son and successor of Aradaser (241-272), caused to be inserted therein certain passages relating to medicine, astronomy and cosmogony which had been "scattered in India, Greece and elsewhere". Ordinarily, it is not thought necessary to believe in this traditional account. But of course there is no decisive argument against it. In any case, the Avesta of the Sassanian period, which is today partly lost, did really contain, notably in the *Huspāram-nask*, certain passages relating to medicine, as can be seen from the résumé included in the


Pehlavi *Denkart* (of the IXth century).\(^1\) The same *Denkart* has kept the tenor of a medical text but the technical passages which would be the most important for judging about its doctrines are unfortunately vague.\(^2\) This text seems to attest a Hellenistic influence, notably when it allows a big rôle to the cold, to the dry and to the hot which are *plukhron*, *eiron*, *ugron* and *thermon* in Greek. The points of resemblance with Indian medicine which have been pointed out, do not have much significance.\(^3\) For the rest, it takes up the data of the Avesta which are thus mixed up with foreign notions.

Elsewhere, an Indian influence appears to be quite manifest. The biography, or better still, undoubtedly the autobiography of the doctor of Khusro I (king from 531 to 579), Barzoe, who had brought from a journey in India the Book of Kalilagh and Damnagh, that is, a version of the *Pañcatantra*, contains a summary of embryology, which has, it seems, justly been recognised by Hertel, as containing typical Indian notions.\(^4\) This is how, according to Barzoe, delivery is caused by a wind and this is precisely the teaching of classical Indian medicine. But even in this case, where the reality of a contact with India of the VIth century is beyond any doubt, as it had brought the Pehlavi imitation of the *Pañcatantra*, it will not be possible to assert that the notion of the rôle ascribed to wind in delivery was known in Iran before Barzoe. He was more likely to have found this notion again in India instead of having brought it from there. Actually, this notion could have had its origin either in Indo-Iranian pre-history or could have been borrowed from India before the 6th century B.C. The first eventuality cannot be rejected because, as we will see, the concept of the physiological rôle of the wind is very old. The second one is made possible by what is known of the Indian contribution to the famous school of medicine established in the 5th century

---

1. cf., A. Christensen, ibid, pp. 414 & ff.
at Gundesapuhr, in Susiana, by the Nestorians expelled from the Byzantine Empire.\(^1\)

On the other hand, several Indian texts on medicine, starting from the *Caraka-sanīhitā* show that for a long time before (these texts), Iranian doctors had been in contact with India and had been able to learn precisely the Indian theory regarding the physiological rôle of the wind. Several times and exactly in the chapter which deals with the functions of the wind,\(^2\) the *Caraka-sanīhitā* brings in, in an assembly of savants assembled round the master Ātreyā, a certain Kāṇḍāyana Bahlīkabhiṣaja "K. the doctor from Bactria". The title of "Bactria" shows clearly his Irānian origin and even his name signifies that it is "Sogdian". This is, at least, what appears to be most probable when it is seen that his name denotes a patronymic signifying "a descendant of Kaṅka" and that K'ang or K'ang-kiu in Chinese is a transcription of the name of Sogdiana.\(^3\) It is true that Sogdiana and Bactria are separated by the course of the river Oxus but there is no contradiction in a maft coming from Sogdiana, in practising medicine in Bactria. Kāṇḍāyana plays only a secondary rôle in Indian medicine but it is significant that this Iranian is presented in one of the fundamental texts of the Āyurveda as having been admitted into a circle of Indian doctors. By this example it can be seen that in the absence of direct historical evidence, it can be sometimes quite delicate to

---


\(^2\) *Sūtra*, XII. Kāṇḍāyana also appears in Caraka, *Sūrī, I.*, 12; XXV, 22; XXVI, 8&śār., VI, 21; MS Bower, ed., Hoernle, 935. Vāgbhaṭa; Aṣṭāṅga-śāṅgṛahā, *et al.*, X (ed. Ganesāśārman, Vol. II, p. 64); Cākradatta, *Cīkītāsāṅgṛahā*, V, 19, (Kāṇḍāyanaḥujīkā); XXX, 35, (Kāṇḍāyana- modaka); Nītānātha, *Rasaaratākāra*, ed. of Bombay, 1897, p. 490 (Kāṇḍāyanaḥujīkā); Sārīgadharaśāṅgṛhā, 2, VII, p. 50 et ff. (Kāṇḍāyanaḥujīkā). He is mentioned in the commentary of Dāljana on Suṣruta, *Sūrī, I.*, 2. The preparations ascribed to him include besides the *guṭīkā* (pill) and the *modaka* (cake), or *vatāka* (fried cake) whose récipe is given by G. Mukhopadhya, *Hist. of Ind. Medicine*, (Vol. II, Calcutta, 1926, pp. 464 & 466). The proposed identification, in this book, of Kāṇḍāyana with the Kankah mentioned by Reinaud, *Mémoire sur l’Inde*, p. 314, is impossible, as the personage discussed by Reinaud belongs to the Muslim period. In the *Kauśikasūtra*, a Kāṇḍāyana is twice mentioned, without, however, being designated as a Bactrian or as a doctor.

\(^3\) cf., Chavannes, *Documents sur les Ton-kiae occidentaux*, index.
interpret recognised concordances between Indian and Iranian medical data.

The medical data of the Avesta, as it has reached us, are mostly contained in the Videvdāt (Vendidad) which appears to belong, in its totality, to the beginning of the Arsacidian period (250 B.C.—A.D. 224), although the materials are older. This work gives us information concerning doctors and fixes their fees (VIII. 36) but, of course, it does not contain any account which could be really called medical. It distinguishes three types of doctors practising with the aid of knife, of plants or of the holy word (manthra spenta) the last being the most esteemed (VII. 44, cf., also Yast, III, 6).

This classification has been commented upon several times. Christensen has made a rapprochement between this passage and another which is given in the Aphorisms of Hippocrates (VII. 87) and according to which, all that can not be cured by medicines, is cured by fire and that which cannot be cured by fire is incurable. He thinks that this Greek classification has been able to exert some influence on the Iranian one and observes that the latter is completed in the Denkart by the mention of fire (and also of the “burning” which he interprets as denoting the fumigation by means of aromatic herbs and which most probably is cauterisation by means of caustics). But the Greek classification and that of the Videvdāt agree only in the total number of their elements because the holy word is not mentioned in the Aphorisms and the fire is missing in the Videvdāt. Hence there is no significant trace of influence. Much more important, however, is a remark of Darmesteter, taken up and emphasised recently by Mr. Benveniste. According to this remark the Avestan classification of doctors corresponds to that of Pindarus regarding curative processes (Pyth., III. 91). The concordance being, in this case, complete, it follows that, in all probability, the tradition of a deliberate division of medicines

---

1 Noted many times, notably by H. Fichtner, Die Medizin in Avesta untersucht auf Grund der von Fr. Wolff besorgten Übersetzung der heiligen Bücher der Persen, 1924.
2 Christensen, op. cit., pp. 33 & 415.
3 ib., p. 415.
in three classes, drugs, surgical means and charms, is Indo-European. But this does not reveal anything concerning the eventual existence of the already determined processes and of already established doctrinal concepts, dating from the Indo-Iranian period and which could have been in vigour in the period of the Videvdāt.

The holy word referred to in the Videvdāt is the formula Airyemā isyo (Yasna, LIV).1 This formula is personified in the Avesta and Ahura-Mazda himself invokes it against the 99,999 diseases created by Aůra Mainyu, offering in return thousands of heads of cattle and a benediction (Vid., XXII). The word manthra, designating the “word” and more precisely the magic formula corresponds exactly to the Vedic word mantra. The rôle ascribed to it, which is quite an important one because it is the recourse of Ahura Mazda against the Evil Spirit is, up to a certain extent, comparable to the power imputed in India to the mantras and chiefly to the similar and important rôle which, in the Vedic texts, is assigned to the “Voice” (vāc) or of the sacrificial formula (brāhmaṇa), which has also become a personified god. The brāhmaṇ is often for the Vedic gods that which a manthra spenta is for Ahura Mazda in his struggle against Aůra Mainyu. This brāhmaṇ, who “gives victory in the combat” (pṛtanāśu sahyāh, RV., I. 152,7) is useful to the gods in their combat against the enemies. It is by him that Agni expels the demon of abortion (RV., 162. 1 & 2) or kills the Yātudhānas (AV., 1, 8, 4). It is by means of the brāhmaṇ of his singer or by that of the Soma that Indra has exalted his courage or his force (RV., II. 17, 3).2 Again it is with his aid that Brāhmaṇaspati, the “Master of the brāhmaṇ”, made sovereign (RV., II. 24, 15),

---


2 asya ... brāhmaṇa śuṣman aîrayaḥ. Sāyana explains asya as designating the stot; Geldner asks if it is not the soma, which has been under discussion, under this hypothesis; he translates brāhmaṇ as “magic force”. In fact it is conceivable that in lieu of a formula, a “virtue” is ascribed to the soma. This example could be invoked to support the theory of Hubert and Mauss who see a rapprochement between the Indian brāhmaṇ and the Melanesian mana which is the magic force and sometimes simultaneously the formula possessing that force. (Esquisse d’une théorie générale de la magie, in Amée soc., 1902-1903 (1904), pp. 111, 117 & ff). But in spite of this example the brāhmaṇ is, probably even in this example, essentially the formula having a magical virtue whereas the mana is only secondarily a formula.
has "torn" Vala (ib., 3). These are some of the examples to which can be added others where the brāhmaṇa is replaced by the "voice" (vāc) or the "voices", by the "hymn" (arkā) or even by the mantra. It is specially said about Brāhmaṇaspatī that he es "enunciates the elogious mantras in which the gods Indra, Varuṇa, Mitra and Aryaman have pleased themselves", now the last-named of these is the Vedic counterpart of the Avestan Airyaman. It seems, therefore, that the concepts relating to the formula of curative magic are, generally speaking, Indo-Iranian, but the contents of the invocation Airyemā īryo is trivial and does not have in India its special counterpart capable of making us think that from the Indo-Iranian period itself a precise formula of magical therapeutics had come into being. Similarly the words denoting "remedy", charm, or drugs, bhesāja in Vedic, baesaja in Avestan, are the result of one and the same Indo-Iranian form but they, in no manner, suppose that the "remedies" which are respectively designated by them, can be taken back to an Indo-Iranian therapeutics which had already been traditionally contributed.

The origin of plants and probably of the surgical knife is indicated by the Videvā. Zarathustra asks Ahura Mazda as to who had been the first doctor. Ahura replies that his name was Thrita who obtained from Ksathra Vairya the means to counter various diseases. Ksathra Vairya is the Amāsa spanta who presides over metals, also it is thought that Thrita received the knife from him (Vid., XX. 2-3). At the same time Ahura

---

1. . . . . . . brāhmaṇaspatīr māṇtram vadatā ūkthāyāmīyāsmin indro vāraṇo mitrō aryamā devā ōkāṇsi cakiritā, (KV., I, 40, 5).

2. Secondarily one may observe that Mithra plays an important role in the Avesta, that Indra is present there under this name or under that of Andra, a demon. But he responds to Varāthragna of the camp of Good and that Varuṇa, 'the Asura of the gods' (AV. I, 10, 1) corresponds for a considerable part of his mythical personality to Ahura Mazda.

3. On this subject one may also see the remarks of Darmesteter Haurovata & Ameresi, Paris, 1875, p. 53, note which shows that Manu, father of men, has also, as described in the Vedas, obtained several remedies. But this is only a vague analogy with the personage of Thrita (Moreover Darmesteter does not insist on this point) and the details on either side do not agree. The same author (p. 55, n. 2), makes a 'just rapportement' between the epithet Vispobis 'of all the remedies', applied to the tree of Vourukasa (Yast, XII, 17) and the Vedic epithet having the same sense, Visvābhesāja. In the Rg-veda, it does not qualify a tree but the wind (X, 137, 3) or the waters (I, 23, 20 & cf. & X, 137, 6 where the same idea is expressed in a different manner), once even the hand of a singer (X, 60, 12), but in the Atharvaveda it is applied most of the time to-
Mazda has given innumerable medicinal plants which encircle the mythical tree Gaokorana (ib., 4). These plants are associated with waters and with the liquid of immortality, the haoma. This haoma has a terrestrial form of golden yellow which is made use of in liturgy, but the Gaokorana grows in the waters of the lake Vourukasa and produces a white haoma which, one day, will give the good persons immortality whereas a sea of molten metal will submerge the evil-doers. Besides, the waters and the plants are related to the Amasa spenta, Hauravatät and Amaratat, the arch-angels of health and immortality.¹

Many of these notions and particularities are found in Vedic India. The soma, which corresponds to the haoma, is both the sacrificial liquor and the king of plants. Among other hymns, the oṣadhiṣṭuti, the "praise of plants" (RV., X. 97) is addressed to him, this hymn being ascribed to Bhīṣaja, the "cure-man". The quality of the sovereign remedy of the soma has been proclaimed on many occasions.² It is specially said (RV., I, 23, 19) and repeated in other forms that: "In the water is the liquor of immortality (amṛta), in the waters is the remedy (bhesaja)".³

The mythical hero of the Avesta has for its counterpart the Vedic Tritä, but the two personages are not equivalent. Tríta is the third of four mortals who first of all extracted the

---

² Numerous references in Bergaigne, Rel. Véd., I, 152 & ff: 192. The soma-plant has most frequently been identified with an asclepiad. It seems that several species have been employed at different times and in different places, cf., Aurel Stein, On the Ephedra, the Hām Plant & the Soma, in B.S.O.S., 1931, Vol. VI, p. 501-514. For the rapprochements between the soma and the haoma, cf V. Henry Soma & Homa in Ann. Mus. Guimet, Bibl. Vulg., Vol. XX, Paris, 1906, pp. 51-80; G. Dūmōzil Le Festin d'Immortalité, Paris, 1924 (numerous references in the index). Jogeshchandera Ray, The Soma Plant, in Ind. Hist. Quart., XV, 1939, p. 197, makes the identification of the soma plant with the Indian hemp extremely probable. According to a decisive remark of this author, it is in any case out of the question that this plant supplied an alcoholic drink as the effects of this drink are immediate when it is prepared extemporaneously by pressing and with the addition of water. The alcoholic fermentation required a long interval between preparation and consumption. (This will bring it very near hbang.-trsltr).
³ cf., infra, p. 46.
haoma (Yasna, IX. 4-13). The second is Āthwya, father of Thraetaona. Sometimes, the name Āthwya has been identified with the epithet āptya, "of the waters", which joins itself to the name of Trita, but it is extremely doubtful if the supposed correlation is exact, Āthwya and Trita constitute two distinct personages and chiefly the phonetic correspondence in very much open to question.³ "Trita" signifies "the third"² and he is one of those who prepare the soma,³ just as Trita is that of the haoma. Thraetaona would have for his counterpart the Vedic Traitana, an insignificant personage (RV., I. 158, 5) whereas in the Avesta he is a hero of premier rank, who put to death the demon Azi Dahāha. In effect, the exploits of Thraetaona correspond more with those of Trita, the enemy of demon Viśvarūpa. In any case, only Trita in the Avesta and Trita in the Veda have roles related to medicine, but whereas Trita is the first doctor, Trita, on the contrary, is the first transmitter of evil.

According to the Atharvaveda (VI. 113, 1): "On Trtá (-Tritá) the gods have wiped off their sins. Trtá has wiped them off on men; if, later, the seizer (grāhi) has taken hold of you, that the gods destroy it for you by means of the incantation".⁴ The ritual usage of the hymn, one found at a sufficiently late date,⁵ without the possibility of affirming or denying its ancient origin, is that of exorcising the sin due to the marriage of the younger brother before that of the elder one and one could be led to think that the "seizing one" is the seizure of moral guilt having no relation with the disease. Yet the hymn, X. 161 of the Rg-veda makes a close rapprochement between the grāhis of the two afflictions, whose relations with the sin we will precisely see and which are nevertheless diseases: "I deliver you by means of the oblation so that you may live free from the

---

² This interpretation is more or less certain but it is not excluded that the name has not been originally used in another sense.
³ Bergaigne, Rel. Véd., II, 328, thinks that it has acquired this sacerdotal role by means of a secondary transformation; yet the quality of Trita, the third preparer of the haoma, seems to show that this role is Indo-Iranian.
⁴ trtē devā amṛjataitād ēnas trtā enam manusyēṣu mamiṣayāto yādī tva grāhir ānasē, tām te devā brāhmā nañayantu.
⁵ Kauśikasūtra, 46, 26.
unknown evil and from the royal evil; if the seizing one has
taken hold thereof, of it, O Indra and Agni, deliver it.\textsuperscript{1}

Tṛtā or Tṛtā is hence an intermediary like Thrīta, a “third”
person if one so wishes to call him between the gods and men,
but whereas Thrīta passes on to human beings the remedies of
Ahura Mazda, Tṛtā communicates to them a morbid defile-
ment of the gods. Hence between these two mythical perso-
nages, there is a similarity and a contrast at the same time but
the contrast is less strong than the similarly, as Tṛtā is far from
having, in the Veda, an entirely malefic rôle, as he has prepared
the soma, a liquor like the amṛta.\textsuperscript{2}

Often enough his fatal rôle has not been correctly recog-
nised. In order to identify Tṛtā completely with the Avestan
Thrīta, Haug has covered this rôle by means of tendentious
translations.\textsuperscript{3} He has understood the passage, which we have
just quoted as signifying that Tṛtā extinguished diseases in the
human beings just as the gods had extinguished it in him, but

mrj can not denote “extinguish” and Bloomfield has quite justly
recognised in Tṛtā the “scapegoat” of the gods.\textsuperscript{4} Haug has
equally claimed that in the Rg-veda (VIII. 47, 13) disease was
sent to him for being “pacified” and he has added that reference
is made in the Avesta to this circumstance “by the surname
Sāma, which signifies pacifier”. But this assertion is false because
there is no question of pacifying in the Rg-veda (VIII. 47, 13)
which says: “That which openly, that which secretly, O gods, is
badly done, on Tīta Aptya, all that place far from us; your
help be benign, your help is good help”.\textsuperscript{5} This passage, when
compared with the preceding one, provides good evidence that
Tṛtā or Tṛtā is the divine scapegoat but the men on whom he

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1] muṇcāmi tvā havīṣa jīvanāya kam, ajñātayāksmād uta rájāyāksmāt, grāhir
  jāgrāha yādī vaṅṭad enam, tasyā indrāgni prā munuktam enam.
\item[3] Martin Haug, Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings & Religion of the
\item[5] yād āvīr vād apiyám dēvāsō asti dukṣṛtām, tṛtē tād vīśvam ēptāvā ērē
  āṣmād dadhātandīnēhāsō va āūvāḥ suṣūtāvo va āūvāvoh. Elsewhere (AV.,
  VI, 84, 3) the favourable epithet anēhas, ‘benign’, which designates
  the absence of “(hostile) designs” (cf. L. Renou. J. A., 1939, p. 211) appli-
  es to Nīrīti, in order to turn away her fatal influence and when she
does not rage, this epithet suits her quite well. Nīrīti can, therefore, have
  a relatively favourable aspect, cf., infra, concerning the double character
  of gods and demons.
\end{footnotes}
tries, in his turn, to discharge a disease, request the gods to take it back and send it back to him with their own affliction, so that this personage, though indirectly and in return, is also the scapegoat of human beings. There is thus quite a distance between this rôle and that of a cure-giver and it is surprising that Pischel has tried to make Tritá a doctor.¹

Beneficent when he presses the soma, maleficent when he wipes off on human beings the impurity which the gods have wiped off on him, useful when one can, thanks to the gods, throw on him this impurity, Tritá in so far as he has a relationship with the diseases or with the soma, the liquid of immortality, does not possess a unequivocal character, whereas the Avestan Thrita appears as only a beneficent character. But there is here nothing surprising in a Vedic personage and it does not prevent him from going back to the same mythical Indo-Iranian figure, to whom goes his Avestan counterpart. Moreover, it is probable that he responds better than the other one to the image which can be conceived of their common mythical ancestor.

The equivocal character of gods and demons becomes a commonplace thing in India from the time of the Veda. This can be linked with the general and very important fact that in the Veda many notions have two opposite values, one favourable and the other unfavourable, as it is well attested by the Vedic vocabulary, which is extremely ambivalent.² This causes astonishment to our minds, used, by a long Christian tradition, to the classification of beings and of notions as good and bad ones. In reality, the mixing of contrary tendencies is quite constant. It

¹ Basing himself on an indeterminate passage (RV., II, 34, 10) and disregarding the precedents, cf., Gotting. gel. Anzeigen, Gottingen, 1894, p. 426, & ff., Résumé by Ronnow pp. IX & 39. See ibid., pp. V to XX, the principal theories on the subject of Tritá. Besides that of Haug, referred to above, to add among others, the identification, summarily but cleverly presented, of Tritá Aptya on the one hand with Thrita and Athvya on the other in V. Henry, Le Parsisme, Paris, 1939, p. 220.

is by means of an idealistic systemisation to which we are accustomed, that we separate them and then divide them among completely conceived superhuman figures. But since such a systemisation was not thought necessary everywhere, it has not been created everywhere. Greek mythology, as that of India, admits, though to a lesser degree, the ambiguity of the character of gods; this permits us to believe that this ambiguity is Indo-European. The Iranian dualism, on the contrary, opposes radically and mechanically, the Good and the Evil. It is not possible to accept that, under this absolute form, it is primitive. It is more likely that the mythical Indo-Iranian personalities, such as Thrita-Trita had been, in their origin, equivocal and have remained the same in the Veda whereas in the Iranian texts they have been secondarily made to specialise into the Good and the Evil ones. Moreover even in the Avesta, there are traces of the ambiguity of action of divine personalities and these traces can be interpreted as the survivals of concepts anterior to the dualist systemisation. This is an important question for the chronology of ideas and we will come to that on the subject of Vāyu.

The Iranian systemisation necessarily takes the origin of all the diseases back to the spirit of the Evil, Aṅra Mainyu (Vid., XXV. 2) or to various other beings connected with him. Chief among them are, on the one hand, the yātus, the pairikās and the jainis, exorcised conjointly at the end of the fargards, XX, XXI, XXII of the Videvdāt and on the other hand and with less surety, the drugs (druj) Nasu and Jahl.

The Avestan yātus are the demon-sorcerers, indeed human sorcerers (Yast, II. 11 and VIII. 44). Similarly in the Rg-veda, yātu denotes sometimes sorcery, sometimes the demon-sorcerer. The latter one is specially the yātudhāna (“one who carries [in himself] sorcery” and the man can be yātudhāna) because the singer of Rg-veda (VII. 104) utters imprecations against one who calls him yātudhāna. The pairikās and the jainis are the

1 cf., already De Harlez, Avesta, Paris, 1881, p. CXXXII. RV., VII. 104, 16 puts as parallel ones the person who has called a singer a yātudhāna and the person who has declared himself to be pure, although being a rakṣasa, this seems to assimilate the yātudhānas and the rakṣās. In the classical Sanskrit literature, these two types of beings are closely related; for example the Rāmāyana (Bomb., VII, 59, 15) makes them descend simultaneously of the Jātus and the rakṣasa (or rakṣasas); they can play a role in the production of diseases to which we will allude later.
female demons who do not have their counterparts in the Veda. Unless it be that these two names are related to that of the evil jāyānyā or Jāyênya (cf., infra), but this cannot be admitted as valid.¹ The drugs are the demons of "untruth";² ordinarily female ones and have for counterparts the Vedic drunhs (cf., infra). But here only the corresponding general concept is Indo-Iranian as the various drugs known in the Avesta, are not found in the Veda. In the Avesta, Jahi is the drug of luxury; she is mentioned beside a list of diseases (Vid., XXI, 17), but she is in this neighbourhood only because of her evil character and not necessarily as a morbid cause. The same holds for daevi and other impure beings mentioned with her.

More important is the drug Nasu for whom Hertel and Reinhold Müller have desired to find a Vedic counterpart and in whom they have desired to see the witness of the Indo-Iranian concept of the igneous nature of disease.³ The hymn X, 163 of the Rg-veda consists of a charm for chasing the yāksma from all the parts of from body which are successively named. In the Videvdät (VIII. 35-72), the purification of corpses by means of water is discussed and the limbs from which water chases away, turn by turn, the drug Nasu, are enumerated. There is perforce a resemblance between the two enumerations without their having a common Indo-Iranian origin. However Hertel and Müller had thought that the rapprochement of the two texts revealed the existence of a worry among the Indo-Iranians, which we will call a prophylactic one, and he had proposed that, the Avestan drug was regarded as a demoniacal fire. Earlier, he had suggested that the yāksma drew its name "from the high temperature of those who are caught by it";⁴ but he had not noticed that there is no proof to show that the yāksma was necessarily feverish. His conviction was essentially based

¹ For pairikās, Darmesteter had once suggested an entirely forced etymology, tending to relate this name to the vedic apsaras or apsardā (Ormazd et Ahr., p. 177, note 2) because he had by means of an equally forced comparison, identified the pairikās, ancestors of the peris, the fairies of Iran with the apsaras of India.
² cf., Nyberg, Die Rel. des alten Iran, p. 133.
⁴ cf. also Vid., IX, 15 & ff., which deals with the purification of the man made impure by the contact of a corpse.
on the equivalence which he had proposed yākṣati = yājati\(^1\) and on the sense of "changing into fire" which he claimed as the original sense for yaj=to sacrifice.\(^2\) From all this, it resulted that the disease had been a malignant fire for the Indo-Iranians.

This theory is a tissue of hypotheses which cannot stand at all. It has been conceived chiefly by virtue of an already conceived Vedic interpretation. Hertel has not been the first who tried to see everywhere in the Veda, only one essential theme. The old mythologists found everywhere in it the storm, Regnaud the soma, Hertel always the fire\(^3\). The mere fact that each of these systems has been defended is sufficient to demolish all of them together, because it proves that the storm, the soma and the fire, all three play a considerable role and in consequence it will not be possible to accord exclusive importance to any of them. In any case, to a reader not informed about the Avesta, the drug Nasu does not appear to be of igneous nature. It is variously qualified but it is under the hideous form of an insect that it is shown by the Videvdāt (VII. 2 \& 5; VIII. 16 \& IX. 26) and this form particularly suits it because this is the form of the flies of corpses, because it is precisely the drug of the corpses.\(^4\) Moreover, as we will see, it is not a disease but an eventual cause of disease. The fact that the yākṣma and the drug are successively expelled from all the limbs of the body, cannot establish their community of origin; this is the usage in all cases of evil impregnation and it is not found solely in India and Iran.

It is, however, possible to establish a rapprochement between the yākṣma and the drugs, not as going back to the

---


2 *Die arische Feuerlehre*, p. 20. In any case an Avestan yaska does correspond to the Vedic Yākṣma (we will discuss it once again), the former having the general sense of disease.

3 ibid., p. 119.


5 nasu is manifestly related to the Latin nec-are, Greek nexus, 'corpse'. Hertel translates *drug* as 'destruction' (vernichtung) and nasu as putrefaction (Vermiasung) but cf. *infra.*
Indo-Iranian concept of an igneous physical impurity, but because of the relations existing between the physical evil or the material impurity on the one hand and the sin on the other. The Avestan drugs are chiefly the demons of sin and impurities. The drug, par excellence, is covered and fertilised by the sinners, voluntary or involuntary ones: the one who refuses to give a piece of cloth to the faithful indigent, one who urinates near one’s foot, one who has a nocturnal pollution and one who, at the age of fifteen, has intercourse with a prostitute (Vid., XVII, 34-5). This clearly shows that physical impurities and moral defects can he assimilated. The drug represents therefore all the evil elements attached to human beings in their bodies and in their spiritual personalities. In so far as it is attached to the bodies, it can give rise to diseases (Vid., IX, 48). It had been probably observed that the contact of corpses was not only repugnant but also dangerous and that the disease which had led to death stays attached to the body, because it is said that various afflictions are found in those depots where corpses are exposed, in the dakhmas (Vid., VII, 58). The dog, chiefly certain dogs having special characteristics, were considered as being capable of putting the drug Nasu on the run (VIII, 16-18) and it is not, undoubtedly, because the dog is a creature of Ahura Mazda (Vid., XIII, 39), highly valued for his utility in keeping watch over the herds and men. The dog keeps his tongue and his teeth surprisingly clean even when he nourishes himself on carrion; he could, therefore, appear to possess a virtue which destroyed putrefaction. Similarly it is probable that other beings who nourish themselves on corpses in stages of decay—birds, wolves, flies—were thought to have a quality of purification because it was agreed that they did not pass on the impurity with which they were in contact (Vid., V, 3-7).¹

It is clear that these ideas have hardly anything to do with medicine; they are, in the first place, the result of instinctive repulsions and then that of a unitary concept of evil. Lastly they are the observations leading us to the belief that the dead spread a morbid power to which is opposed an anti-morbid

¹ The text observes that otherwise the impurity will extend itself everywhere because of the multitude of corpses. The wind figures in the list of beings who do not pass on the impurity.
magical virtue found among beings who can expose themselves to contagion with impurity.

If the Vedic *yākṣma* is not, like the *drug*, a cause of disease, it has at least some relationship, like the *drug*, with sin or bad disposition (*infra*, p. 80). It even seems that one must consider it as the physical evil produced by a sort of *drug*. Actually the word *druh* is used in expressions characterising the disposition of the man who contracts *yākṣma* because of an act of impiety towards Mitra and Varuṇa: "the man who, O Mitra and Varuṇa, the impure (*abhidruh*) man, who does not press for you the waters (the juice of the soma), the artful (*aṅgaṇayādruh*) himself deposits the *yākṣma* in his heart..."\(^1\) Accordingly, one may observe that the *yākṣma* is exercised conjointly with the *druh* in the *Atharvaveda* (II, 10, 6). The root *druh*, in the classical language, signifies "to cause harm, being hostile", but in the Vedic, this hostility consists of all that twists the normal order, the *ṛta*; it is the heresy, the impiety, indeed it is the error or the falsehood. The Vedic *druhs* are originally related to the Avestan *drugs*, which are the antagonists of the *asas*, the Avestan counterpart of the *ṛta*. The sense of the Avestan *drug* is justly "falsehood" or "disorder".\(^2\)

But as usual, the role of the Vedic *druhs* is equivocal, whereas that of the Avestan *drugs* is solely bad.\(^3\) A Vedic *druh* can be of service if one can make use of it against the evildoer or can send the evildoer to break himself against it: "The person, O Maruts, who having a bad desire in his thoughts, O Vasus, wishes to strike against us, let him loosen

---

\(^1\) *yā māravam avahidhrūg apō nā vām sunōty aṅgaṇayādhrūkṣaḥ svayam sā yākṣmaḥ hṛdaye ni dhatte...* (*RV.*, I, 122, 9).

\(^2\) cf. in the last place, Nyberg, *Die Rel. des alten Iran*, p. 133.

\(^3\) It is the *drug* itself which in *Vid.*, XVIII, 13 & ff., explains all that is favourable and all that is harmful to her, thus giving the means to combat her. One can here make a *rapprochement* between this fact and the one that in India the discussion of an anti-demon ritual is ascribed to Rāvana, chief of the Rakṣasas who in the Veda are specially known as the demons who cause abortion, and that this Rāvana had, even from before the time of Galien (1nd century A.D.), become known as a doctor (cf., Filliozat, *La Kumaratatantra*, pp. 170 & ff.). One could therefore conclude that the personage of the Avestan *drug* has, like Rāvana, been subjected to a favourable evolution. According to Nyberg, op. cit., p. 67, it is with pleasure that she talks to Śraoṣa who has put aside his formidable mace. But probably it should be understood that she talks because of the fear that he may not seize her again.
himself against the toils of the *druh*! Beat him with the most burning beetle!”

Elsewhere the *druhs* which pursue the departures from the *ṛta* belong to Mitra and Varuṇa: “All these, O male ones (Mitra and Varuṇa), are infallible, they are yours, in them one has seen neither marvel nor prodigy, the *druhs* pursue the monstrosities of human beings…”

In other words, the *druhs* pursue, without miracle, naturally, the shortcomings in the natural order and they punish these as a revenge, acting in the capacity of the guardians of *ṛta*, Mitra and Varuṇa.

In any case it appears to be certain that the concepts of the Vedic *druh* and the Avestan *drug* go back to a general Indo-Iranian idea about the wrong done to the normal order, to anamoly in all its forms, of which the diseases are a part, but correctly speaking, they are not medical concepts. One cannot, on its basis, talk of an Indo-Iranian medicine.

The diseases mentioned by the Avesta are probably the demons of diseases. Their names are extremely obscure and were already so under the Sassanians, because some of them have been left without a translation in the Pehlavi version of the *Videvdāt*. Moreover, they are very rarely related to the Vedic names of diseases. The Avestan word *gada*, “ruin, evil”, is currently found in classical Sanskrit under the form *gada*, “disease”, and appears in the Vedic in *agadā*, “doing well”. The name of the disease *pāman* is common to the Avesta and the Vedas (*AV.,* V, 22, 12). Neither in the *Avesta* nor in the *Athravaveda* is its sense made clear by the context. However, in the *Athrava*, the *pāman* is said to be the cousin “of the fever”; it is, therefore, probable that it is inflammatory. Moreover, the *Chāndogya-upanishad* brings in a personage, Raikva, who “scratches himself” for a *pāman*, from which he suffers (*pāmanam kaśamānam*, IV, 1, 8); it is also, therefore, a

---

1 ṣo no marutu abhi durhpñyus tirāś cittāni vasavo jighānsati/druhāk pāśān prāti sā muciṣṭa tāpiṣṭhena hānanā hantānā tām (*AV.,* VII, 59, 8).
2 ámira viśā vṛṣaṇav imā vāṁ nā yāsu citrāṁ dāḍrāṇe nā yakṣāṁ/druhāḥ ṣacante ānty jānāṇāṁ...(*VII, 61, 5),
3 The chief passages where its enumerations are found are *Vid.,* VII, 58; XX, 3; XXXI, 18.
pruriginous affection, generally believed to be itch. But it can also be any type of pruriginous dermatose and it is not wise to admit without any proof that the itch, properly speaking, was clearly distinguished since the Vedic period itself, especially as in the classical Indian medicine, the pāmā corresponding to the Vedic pāman, corresponds to eczema rather than to itch. Suśruta says: “The diagnosis of the pāmā is done according to the tiny vesicles accompanied by discharge, according to the pruritus and the peripheric inflammation” and he continues this time in characterising the veritable itch which he calls kacchū: “By the pustules accompanied by a great deal of inflammation, appearing on the buttocks, on the hands and on feet, this is how itch is represented”.¹ Moreover, the Avesta has the name of a disease corresponding to kacchū: kasvi(s), as has been kindly indicated to me by Mr. Benveniste, who has also informed me that pām denotes in Afghan the itch. One may, therefore, admit that pāman denotes from the Indo-Iranian epoch an “itch” in the general sense and not in the medical sense properly speaking.²

There is yet another contrast between the Avestan and Indian nomenclatures of skin-diseases. In effect, the Avestan

---

¹ sāvravakandāpaimāhakābhīḥ pāmāṇiṃkābhīḥ piṣṭakābhīḥ uhyāspotaḥ sadāhaḥ ari salva kacchūḥ spīkāpāṇipātaprabhavāt nirūpyāḥ.—Śūr. Nid., V, 11 12. The eruptions of the vesicles at the places of the choice of the itch, which are the very ones indicated by Suśruta, are actually the very important symptoms of the itch, but unlike the groove and the swell of the epidermis above the parasite not described by Suśruta and whose importance has been definitely established among us only in the 19th century, they are not pathognomonic. It is true that the pāmā and the kacchū sometimes appear to be mixed up. The Tibetan version of Vāgbhaṭa’s Aṣṭāṅgaḥṛdaya (Nid., XIV, 9) renders pāmā as gyan pa which, according to Jaeschke (Dict., see the word), denotes a skin-disease, hereditary and non-contagious, therefore, something else than the itch. But in the Sanskrit-Tibetan dictionary of Tse-ring-oung-gyal (published by J. Bacot, Paris, 1980) gyan pa is rendered both as pāmā and as kacchū (variant of kacchū). The Tibetan version of Vāgbhaṭa, ib., Cik., XIX, 84, again employs gyan pa for explaining kacchū, although the Mahāvuttapatti (Sakaki edn.) gives pāmā—gyan pa and kacchū—khyi rno., ‘itch of dog’.

² Because of semantic evolution the sense of linguistically related terms can differ from one language to another. The equivalent of Skr. kacchū, AV. kasvi (s) is found in the Koutchéen language in the form of kasvo but corresponds in sense not to the Sanskrit kacchū but to the Sanskrit kuṣṭha, denoting the totality of dermatoses including leprosy, cf., J. Filliozat, Fragments de textes koutchéens de médecine et de magie, Paris, 1948, see the word in the index.
drūka has been identified with the Sanskrit dadrūka. In the two words—ka represents a suffix and dadrūka is more usually found in the form of dadru. In Vedic neither dadru nor dadrūka is found, but beginning from Suśruta, dadru is referred to in medical texts. This author describes it conjointly with the paṇḍarīka: “The paṇḍarīkas have the aspect of the leaves of blue lotus, the dermatose dadrus have the colour of the flower of flax or are of copper colour; they are serpiginous and pustulous. The traits common to both are the elevation, the circularity, the pruritus and the slow rate of evolution. These indications do not allow to identify the diseases in question, these can be those of several different dermatoses.

One could think of a rapprochement between the Avestan azivāka (variant azavaka, of Vid., XX, 12, 18 & 23) and Vedic ajakāvā (RV., VII, 50, 1). But even if the equation was phonetically speaking, incontestable, it will remain uncertain. The sense of azivāka is unknown; only that it is a disease is clear. The sense of ajakāvā identified by Bergaigne with ajakā, the name of an eye-disease in classical Sanskrit, is problematical. It has been proposed to translate it as ‘scorpion’, though without much reason.

It should therefore be admitted that there is no common nosological nomenclature pertaining to the Veda and the Avesta, except in so far as it concerns a few skin-diseases and this leads us to think that in the Indo-Iranian period there was no fixed nosology which the Aryans could have brought with them into India. The anatomical terms common to the Vedic and the Avestan are the names of the organs or of various parts of the body related to ordinary general knowledge.

---

2 paṇḍarīkapattaprapakāsāni paṇḍarīkānījatasipuspavārṇāni tāmānāī vā visarpipī pīdakāvantī ca dadrukūṣṭhānītāyār dvāyor āpy utannatā parimaṇḍalatā cirothānātvan ceti sāmānyarūpānī (Nid., V, 5).
3 This is, what is, actually indicated by the translation ‘ringworm’ (darte), adopted by K.L. Bhīṣagratna in his version of the Suśruta and by the majority of authors, as the term does not possess a precise medical value. It follows therefore that the two ailments were considered as having extremely similar aspects and that they were willingly mixed up by the Tibetans. Sāyāja in his commentary on the Chāṇḍogya Upan. glosses pāman by kharju, a relatively popular term, little used in the Sanskrit nosology and which includes the itch and all types of pruritus.
4 Etude sur le lexique de R.V., see the word.
Therefore nothing proves the existence of an Indo-Iranian medicine, already fixed as the outline of a science. The therapeutics by means of magical imprecations itself, which is the only one whose examples are found in the Avesta, does not have any significant concordance with the ones which are known to us by an infinite number of the Vedic passages. The Avestan formulae are simple and have very little by way of characteristics. Parallels can be easily found for them in the Veda but, long ago, de Harlez has also been able to compare them with the 'Accadian' incantations.¹

It does not follow that Indian medicine owes to Indo-Iranian ideas nothing other than the notions recorded by us, such as the relationship of the physical evil with the twists to general good order or those of the curative virtues of the waters, the plants and the holy formulae; all these notions, despite their relationship with medicine, are not at all scientific. On the contrary, some of the fundamental concepts of the theoretical system of classical Indian medicine appear to have been inherited from the Indo-Iranian concepts, non-scientific at the time of its origin, but utilised for the dogmatic construction of the Āyurveda.

The Āyurvedic theory of three essential principles, which are of the human or animal organism and at the same time of the cosmos, i.e., water, fire and wind, is not given in outline in the Avesta, but a part of the notions which has remained classical for each of these principles is common to the Avesta and the Veda and goes back, in all probability, to the Indo-Iranian period.

The Waters:—In the Veda, the waters play a cosmic role to a considerable extent. They constitute the condition for the march of the universe and of the life of beings; they are also the Mothers (ambi) par excellence (RV., I, 23, 16); the immortality is in them (amṛtā, ib., 19). Celestial or terrestrial, they correspond from one world to another, the rivers of this lower world having a replica in the sky. In the beginning, all was only “water without form”.² Being the essential principle of

¹ *Avesta*, pp. cciii & 207, No. 6 ('Accadian' of his time answers ordinarily to what we call 'Sumerian').
² āgṛḥ prakṛtāṁ salilāṁ sārvam ā idām (RV., X, 129, 3).
the world, they must have been later on naturally considered not only as a vivifying liquid but again as one of the primordial elements of microcosmic organism.

In the Avesta, the waters which cure and purify (Yasna, LXIV, 1-5), are not only the source of health but also and chiefly as in the Veda, one of the primordial elements of the universe and of the living bodies. A part of Yasna, XXXVIII is devoted to them. They are invoked here under the names given them by Ahura Mazda, such as azi, mātar, agānya, daragudāyaṁ. These names are variously explained. Neryosengh, in his Sanskrit translation of the Yasna, explains azi in relation to water, in the form of phlegm (kapha), mātar ‘mother’ in relation to the waters which are in the semen of the man and the woman at the time of the sexual union; the agānya will be the ‘bloods’ and lastly the daragudāyaṁho, whose name he translates by durbalakapālakāḥ, ‘cups of the weak’, would be waters which are inside the matrix, they being, therefore, those with which the embryo is saturated (hence the designation of ‘cups of the weak’). In the same text other designations follow where Neryosengh sees the waters of the plants and of the grains, those which are ‘in the body’ of the Earth and lastly ‘the milks’. This interpretation, if it were correct, would peremptorily prove that in ancient Iran there used to be some speculation on the physiological role of the waters, just as has been the case with the Indian doctors. But Neryosengh, the Parsi priest, could have been suspected of interpreting the passage too much in the Indian way and to have himself introduced therein, without any right, the traits which remind us of the ideas of the Ayurveda. However, Neryosengh did not translate the Avestan text directly and according to his personal conjectures, he rendered the Pehlavi version in Sanskrit, which had already explained the various

---

2 ēpo yāh antah sambandha naranāribi-yayoh. (ib).
3 agenionāṁnyah/rdhudhrāṇi (ib.).
4 durbalakapālakā nāṁnyah/āpo yāh autargarbhasthāne (ib.).
5 ēpo yāh/antah jagatigātre mātaro jītaio ceti nāṁnyah kṣīrāni (15); the term of jagatigātra is a little equivocal. It can signify the body of the earth or the body of the totality of living beings.
6 Die Rel. des alten Iran, p. 284.
denominations of the waters as the designations of different liquids, organic and others. The Pehlavi translation can, in its turn, be suspected of having, by virtue of the cosmological and physiological ideas prevalent under the Sassanians which could have been subjected to Indian influences, lent to the Avestan text a significance which it did not have in view. In fact, the Pehlavi version and Neryosengh differ a little in detail, which leads one to think that they did not follow a tradition which had been rigorously fixed from the time of the origin of the text, and lastly in the names of the waters in our passage, Nyberg sees only the epithets of the waters, respectively invoked as full-grown cows, as cows who are calving and as cows with milk, which give the nourishment of *drigu*, that is to say, undoubtedly of the 'poor' in the scheme of sacred things.¹

It will, therefore, be imprudent to base ourselves definitely with too much of confidence on the data of the Sassanian tradition and on those of Neryosengh to claim that the ancient Iranians had already felt the ideas of the Indian doctors concerning the rôle of the waters in the economy of the human body. It remains, nevertheless, true that the Avestan notions regarding the waters are related to those of the Veda. In the Avesta, according to the text which has just been discussed, the waters are the Mothers, as in the Veda and, if they are compared to the cows, the same comparison is found quite ordinarily in the Veda.² Elsewhere, as we have seen, the waters have, in the two texts, the same relationships with the plants and with the *haoma* and the *soma* respectively. Speculations concerning them, therefore, manifestly go back for their essential part to the Indo-Iranian period and right from that period, they held, in the explanation of Nature, a first place, which predestined them to receive later on a similar one in the system of physiology.

*The Fire:*—The same is true of the fire. Under the principal name of *atar* in the Avesta and of Agni in the Veda, it plays an essential rôle, specially in the cult. The Veda recognises it everywhere in the universe under multiple forms; it is the lightning, the Sun, the terrestrial fire and shows itself in many other idden or manifest forms. In one of them some-

¹ cf., ib., p. 194.
times hidden, sometimes manifest, it is specially in relation with human beings or better still with the beings of five races, those of the cardinal points and of the sky.¹ He is at that time the vaiśvānarā, the ‘pan-human’. In this capacity he has been conceived, at the end of the Vedic period and may be earlier still, as a physiological element with a precise function. The Brhadāraṇyaka-upaniṣad situates it in man and ascribes to it the rôle of the digestive fire: ‘This Agni, the pan-human one, who is man, it is by him that all edible food is cooked’.² The hymn of the Rgveda to the Puruṣa, to the cosmic Man, had already caused to be created by His mouth, the fire accompanied by Indra (RV., X, 90, 13), but it is possible that there is only a reference to the warmth of the breath therein. Another hymn, a charm of the Atharvaveda seems to have already implied the idea of a relationship between digestion and the vaiśvānarā fire because it constitutes a benediction of the nourishment partaken and not only does it demand that Agni render this nourishment as ‘well presented in oblations’ (suhuta) but also desires that nourishment eaten when not due (āṁritena) and of doubtful character, be made ‘of honey’ (mādhumati) ‘by the greatness of the great Agni, the vaiśvānarā’ (VI, 71, 3). It is possible that at first this hymn had been conceived for a purely ritual use and solely destined to render offerings of nourishment or a dakṣiṇā given to a Brahmin in conformity with the rīta. But, if followed to the letter, it was well-made at least for preparing the notion, found in the Brhadāraṇyaka-upaniṣad of the rôle of the fire in the digestive functions³.

¹ Bergaigne, Rel. véd., II, p. 156.
² ayam agnir vaiśvānarō yo'jam antaḥ puruṣe yenedam annam pacyate yad idam adyate (V, 8, 1). In the Chāndogya-up, it is the light of sky (dvījyotis), equivalent to the fire, which is ahead of man (III, 13, 8).
³ Similarly according to the Brh-up., (I, 1.1) the situation of the vaiśvānarā fire has taken place in the open (vyātta) mouth of the Cosmic Horse.

⁴ In the RV., X, 5, 1, Bergaigne saw a reference to the internal fire. This passage, he wrote, in “giving to the fire the epithet bhūri-janmā,” ‘one who has many births’, adds that he ‘radiates from our heart. (Rel. véd., I, p. 34). The text is: ēkaḥ samādṛo dharūro rayāṃ asmād dhṛdō bhūrijjmanā vi caṣṭe...The interpretation of Śaśana is altogether different. He takes hrīdō for an accusative plural and renders vi caṣṭe as vi pāsyati, ‘sees’, and by jānati ‘knows’, quoting in support of his interpretation a traditional phrase, ‘mano vai devā manuṣyasasya jānanti’, ‘the gods, in sooth, know the thoughts of men, (Actually the manas is frequently localised in the heart). He invokes...
Besides, in the *Rgveda*, the fire is considered as a power of development hidden inside everything, because it is called the one who is the embryo of the waters, of the woods, the embryo of the immobile things and that of the mobile things.\(^1\)

In the Avesta, besides the fact that *Atar* presents the general traits which relate him to Agni and go back, in all probability, to the Indo-Iranian period, some of his special forms appear to be related to the special forms of Agni. *Yasna* (XII, II) successively invokes the fires, *barœzisavah*, *vohusraya, urvāzista, vāzista* and *sponista*. Neryosengh translates the first name as *udagrajyotis*, “eminent light”, and explains that this is the ever-luminous fire found near Ahura Mazda, but the Pehlavi version renders it as ‘of great utility’. The fire *vohusraya* literally ‘who aims the good’, is according to Neryosengh who agrees with the tradition, the ‘excellent friend’, one who finding itself permanently in the body, eats and drinks. The fire *urvāzista* becomes *vanaspatiṣṭha* in Sanskrit meaning ‘one who lives in the trees’, ‘one who always drinks but never masticates’.\(^2\) The fourth is the fire in the form of lightning (*vidyudṛupa*) which neither drinks nor eats and the last one is the fire found in milk (*payahṣṭha*). The existence of the fire in plants, specially in wood, from where it is drawn out by friction, is a notion quite common in the *Veda*. But it is chiefly the fire *vohusraya* whose rôle of the element of body presiding at nutrition is important for observation as that aids us to reconstitute the physiological ideas of the Indo-Iranians, because it corresponds exactly, by means of this rôle, to an aspect of the Vedic fire, *Vaisvānara*. Perhaps one could say that the functions ascribed by the Iranian Sassanian tradition to this fire do not really go back to the epoch when the Avestan text was conceived and we have seen that the similar function

\(^1\) *gārbo yo apām gārbo vānānām gārbaḥ ca sthātām gārbaḥ ca ṝ̄ṭhām* (1, 70, 3).

\(^2\) Edn. of Spiegel, XVII, 64, 65: *agnim uttamasakhāyam ḛaḥ sadaiva dehastho bhaksati pibati caṣaṃ ḛaṃ vanaspatiṣṭham ḛaḥ sadaiva pibaty eva na khādati.*
of Agni *Vaishvanara* is not formally described in the most ancient stratum of the Veda. However, the agreement of the two traditions, Iranian and Ved Vedic, leads one to think that these notions of this function must be Indo-Iranian. Otherwise, it will be necessary to suppose, and without there being much basis for the same, a borrowing by Iran from India or reciprocally, or it will be necessary to admit that the Indo-Iranian concept of fire was such that it has, in the two countries, separately given rise to a similar application in physiology. But the last hypothesis will amount to saying that the Indian and Iranian notions of the rôle of fire in the organism do possess, in any case, a remote but common Indo-Iranian origin.

The Association of the Fire and the Waters:—Not only are the general ideas concerning the cosmic and physiological functions of the waters and of the fire, common to ancient India and ancient Iran, the Veda and the Avesta share certain more special concepts such as that of the association of the fire with the waters. This association is mythically manifested in the name of a personage whose name is found in the two texts in the form of Apām Nāpāt, ‘grandson (or descendant) of the waters’, in the *Veda*¹ and under that of Apam Napāt in the Avesta. Originally it was certainly the fire of the clouds which shows itself in lightning and falls on earth in the form of the thunderbolt with the rain; the same also enters the plants with the waters that they absorb and which reappears in the combustion of wood ignited by means of friction.² In the Veda, as fire, as Agni, it is essentially made,

² Mr. E. Herzfeld has suggested an altogether different interpretation (*The Aryan Myth of naphtha*, II, World Congress of Petrol, Paris, 1937. Vol. IV, *Hist. & Arch. of Petrol*, session of 14 June 1937, p. 21-23). In his opinion, even the name of naphtha comes from napāt. Moreover and chiefly, in the *Yast*, XIX, the fire and Azi Dahaka wish to seize the akharta khvānah but it is Apam Napāt who succeeds in getting hold of him. From this Mr. Herzfeld concludes that his akharta khvānah is the very essence of Apam Napāt; here he understands akharta khvānah as signifying “flame which does not require nourishment” and he thinks that this designation applies to naphtha. In this way the myth of Apam Napāt becomes a myth of naphtha. It is difficult to agree with this thesis. Even by admitting that the akharta khvānah is the “flame which requires no nourishment”, it is not possible to recognise therein the naphtha which is simply a combustible liquid.
in contrast with the waters of the females, in whom he engenders an embryo (RV., II, 35, 13), although he is himself their son or their embryo. Husband or son of the waters, he is also their father, because Agni, whom he represents, has engendered the waters (RV., I, 96, 2). In the Avesta, similar comparisons of the relations of natural elements with family relationships are not found, but Apam Napat is also the male spirit of the waters and he distributes them (Yast., VIII, 33). The two texts ascribe him detailed traits which are almost identical. In the Veda, he has engendered all the beings (visvany...bhuvaññ, RV., II, 35, 2) and he is described as 'pushing forward the rapid ones [horses]' (āśuñman, RV., II, 31, 6; 35, 1; VII, 47, 2). In the Avesta, he has formed human beings (Yast., XIX, 53) and is said to be auruat-aspa, 'having rapid horses' (Yasna, VI, 4; LXIV, 6; Yast., II, 9; XIX, 52, 53). Moreover because of the jumbling together, in the Veda, of the myths of Agni with whom he is mixed up, of Soma, who also often shows himself as a liquid fire and of the waters linked up both with Agni and Soma, Apam Napat is placed in relation with the storm clouds, celestial mountains. At least Agni, merely in its aquatic form, is called 'son of the mountain' (ādreh sūnuñ, RV., X, 20, 7), whereas Soma is both the mountain-plant and celestial liquid 'milked from the mountain', that-is-to-say in the celestial mountain, in the clouds. On his side, the Apam Napat of the Avesta is described as the 'eminent master' (ahura borumat) and this designation is found.

It is rather a case of pure glory of a fire without hearth; lightning is a fire of this type. Moreover, the word naphtha does not appear to go back to the name of Apam Napat but to the Accadian naptu (cf., A. Boissier, Choix de texts relatifs à la divination assyro-babylonienne, Vol. II, pp. 37-8; Ch. Virolleaud in Babyloniana, III, 240).

1 It is not specified that they are horses. Elsewhere (I, 186, 5) it is a case of male (yepant) fast ones of Apam Napat: Bergaigne has, without hesitation, admitted that horses are meant (Rel. véd, II, p. 18); Geidner has translated it as "bulls" although he has suggested in a note the word "stallion" with a question mark and has referred to VI, 29, 2, where yepant is juxtaposed with āšva, 'horse'. The rapproche-ment with the Avesta seems to settle the question.


3 cuduhânō ādram, RV., IX, 96, 10; cf., Bergaigne, e. véd., II, pp. 31-32.
later in the name of the cosmic mountain, al-Borj. Although the same may not be the case with this last detail elsewhere, it is clear that the concordance between the Vedic and the Avestan ideas regarding the association of the waters and of fire in nature, supposes the existence, from the Indo-Iranian period itself, of concepts which were absolutely apt to have served as the starting points for the later speculation of Indian physiologists concerning the presence of the organism of the fire in the form of a liquid.

The Wind:—According to the Āyurvedic doctrine, the last and the most active of the elements of the body, the wind, seems to have, like the water and the fire, already been regarded by the Indo-Iranians as the motor par excellence.

The Vedic wind is called Vāyu or Vāta, the former being specially that of the wind-god, the latter that of the element-wind, although this specialisation of sense is not absolute. The Avestan wind is also Vāyu (alias Vaya) or Vāta, with a tendency to the same distribution of sense as in the Vedic. This tendency has been kept intact till the Pehlavi where Vāi derived from Vāyu is rather the god or the spirit and Vāt (from Vāta) is the wind or the air.

The hymns of the Rgveda are far from giving, to the wind as much of importance, as they give to the fire or even to the waters. They, however, invite him to the sacrifice and sometimes even before all other gods as in the Rgveda, I, 134, 6 (where it is called āpūryya, ‘without precedent’), but herein we should see nothing more than an example among thousands of the constant habit of the Vedic ṛṣis to invoke each god turn by

1 Name drawn from the Avestan bərəzat ‘raising himself high,’ ‘big’ Nafəšəro apam (Yasna, I, 6) genitive of Napistar (Napāt) apam is translated by Nersesgh as the “navel of the waters” (nābhīm [accus] apam, Spiegel Edn., I, 15). That-is-to-say, undoubtedly their generator and their centre of radiation as in classical India, the navel is considered as the point of departure of the vessels, nourishing the body. The Parsi priest among other things, adds that the sovereign Burja (al-Borj) is the spirit of women and that it is made of water (burjašvāmī strinām iajdo (=Av. Yazata) jalamayaḥ).

2 Bergaigne, Rel. véd., I, p. 25.

3 Stig Wikander, Vāyu, Texte and Untersuchungen zur indo-Iranischen Religions geschichte, Teil I, Uppasala, Leipzig, 1941 (Questiones indoiranicae, I), p. 75.
turn as the most eminent, indeed as the unique one.\(^1\) Actually, Indra, for example, with whom Vāyu is conjointly invoked several times (I, 2, 4-6; I, 23, 3, etc.), is quite often placed in the first rank and he also, twice, is called ‘without precedent’ (VIII, 21, 1; 78, 5) whereas elsewhere it is Agni (III, 13, 5) who receives this epithet. It remains nevertheless true that his cosmic importance, although rarely celebrated, is clearly recognised and highly proclaimed. The hymn X, 168 of Rgveda describes Vāta as the ‘king of the entire universe’ (viśvasya bhuvanasya rājā, verse 2), ‘the first-born taking part in the order’ (prathamajā riśvā, verse 3), ‘the soul (or breath) of the gods, the embryo of the universe’ (ātmā devānām bhuvanasya gārbho, verse 4). The last words of the hymn, tāsmäi vātāya havīṣā vidhema, ‘to that wind we should render homage by means of an oblation’, are like an answer to the question of the

\(^1\) Max Müller, in his famous theory of the Vedic religion, has seen in this habit, the expression of a religious form intermediary between polytheism and monotheism, the henotheism or the kathenotheism (cf., for instance F. Max Müller, Origine et développement de la religion... French translation by J. Darmesteter, Paris, 1879, pp. 236 & ff). But in believing that it implied, in the presence of each god, a forgetting of all the others, he has somewhat exaggerated its importance (cf., Physical Religion, London, 1891, p. 181). He has not taken sufficient note of several facts. First of all, the authors of hymns are numerous and are of different ages and each one could have had the divinity of his choice, or better still, each one could follow the fashion of his period and of his milieu; It is one of the characteristic traits of the sects of classical India that each tends to appropriate for his gods or for his heroes, the glory or the exploits of the gods or the heroes of the other sects (cf., the reciprocal borrowings of the Buddhist, Jaina and Hindu legends) and it will not be surprising that the Veda had already become Indian by the same tendency among its authors. Secondly, the simple desire of giving to each god the maximum of praise fatally led to all of them being praised in the same manner. Moreover, the fact of ascribing to several gods successively the first place does not necessarily imply a contradiction; one, for example, who is “without precedent” is not necessarily the only one who should be such a one, because the epithet can be applicable also to each of his counterparts. It is true that the formal contradictions are numerous, that a particular specific exploit is once ascribed to one mythical being and then to another, but these contradictions seem to have been deliberately looked for, in the texts where the paradox is set up as a normal literary procedure and they are logically compensated by the idea that in definitive the gods are a single being under different forms (RV., I, 164, 46), at least beginning from the moment when this idea had come forth. The epithet of āpūryya retains nevertheless, in the case of wind, a special value because the wind is the first among the gods to arrive at a sacrifice and this priority is already Indo-Iranian (cf., G. Dumézil, Tarpeia, 1947, pp. 49 & ff). It appears to be due to this reason that the wind has the attribute of velocity in the race.
well-known hymn to the unknown supreme god (8, 121), kāsmai devāya havīsā videhma, ‘to which god do we render homage by means of an oblation?’ Elsewhere Vāta is again the soul (ātman) of Varuṇa (VII, 87, 2), the sovereign god of the Order, of rta. Again Vāyu is elsewhere invoked (VIII, 26, 21) as the master of rta (ṛtaśpati) and protects ‘by the dharman’, an equivalent of rta (I, 134, 5).

The close relationship, thus affirmed with insistence, of the wind with the normal cosmic Order betokens, from the Veda itself, the rôle of the motor and of the regulator of the Heavenly bodies which will be later on ascribed to the wind by the astronomy of classical India. (Sūryasiddhānta, II, 3 & XII, 73). But other features show that the life of the body also was conceived in relation with the wind. In the Veda, the concept of reciprocal relations between the Universe and the body is quite clearly shown. On dying, the human being must dissolve himself in nature: ‘that the eye go to the Sun, the soul to the Wind, to the Sky and to the Earth according to the Order. Go to the Waters, if there it is advantageous for you, establish yourself in the Plants as your body’. The eye, i.e., the flash, the fire of the eye, and the soul, the warm breath of the living one, which alone are named here as the elements of the human being had certainly been conceived as of the same nature as the fire and the wind of the universe as they are referred back to them. The sky, the waters and the plants, inhabited by the fire, could also receive them. As regards the earth, it is undoubtedly the residue of the solid organism which division according to the natural Order ascribed to her.

One may also see in this passage, as it has already been pointed out by Anna Moreshwar Kunte a type of the announcement the concept, later become classical, of the organism as formed of five elements (paṇca-bhautika), if at least it is admitted that here the sky is a prefiguration of space (ākāśa) recognised in the classical doctrine. On the other hand, the world is sometimes represented in the image of a big human body (pu-

1 Šūryam cākṣur gachatu vātam ātmā dyām ca gacha prthivyam ca dhārmanā jāpō vā gachā yādī tātra te hitām ḫṣadhiṣu prāti tiṣṭhā sariraiḥ (RV., X, 16, 3).

ruṣa) standing, whose head is the sky, the navel the atmosphere and the feet the earth (RV., X, 90, 14). Among other cosmic elements, the Sun is born of His eye and the Wind of His breath.¹ According to the Brhadāranyaka-upanisad (beginning) it is the body of the horse which is placed limb by limb in comparison with the universe not so much because the world is conceived as the figure of the cosmic Horse but because the horse of the sacrifice must represent the world in miniature. It is the wind again which is the breath of this horse. In the Atharvaveda it is said that Tvāṣṭrī and Vāyu have brought the breath (ātman) to a bull (ṛṣabha) which is an animal of the sacrifice and at the same time a symbolically celestial bull (IX, 4, 10). Lastly, the Atharvaveda affirms, in terms which could not have been more decisive, the identity of the prāṇa and of the wind (vāyu), "the breath (it is said) is Mātariśvan: it is the wind which is

¹ The complete text of the passage is as follows: Candrāmā mānasā jatā cākṣoḥ sūryo ajayata|mukhād Indrāḥ cāgniḥ ca prāṇād vāyur ajayata (X, 90, 13). "The Moon is born from his spirit, the Sun from his eye, and from his mouth are born Indra and Agni; the Wind is born from his breath". But this text is taken up again with a noteworthy variant in the 2nd part of the Vajasaneyi-sanhitā, XXXI, 12: śrotṛād vāyuḥ ca prāṇas ca, mukhād aṁgir ajayata, "from his ears the wind and the breath, from his mouth the fire were born". Here the Wind and the Breath are not drawn one from the other, they are brought together as twins. If their origin is placed in the ear of the Cosmic Man, it is undoubtedly because the Vedic poetry voluntarily emphasises the noise of the Wind (RV., IV, 22; VIII, 91, 5; X, 168, 1) which is heard but which is not seen (X, 168, 4). If the breath (prāṇa) is said to have issued from the ear and not from the mouth of the nostrils as one may have expected, it is apparently because it was conceived as the image of the wind, the audible element, rather than as the image of the breath of a man. Vāc, the Speech, which is the Cosmic Noise but which, in the form of human voice, comes from the Breath, is besides assimilated to the Wind (X, 125, 8) and the singer pushes forward his praises as the wind the clouds (I, 116, 1, cf., Bergaigne, Rel. véd., I, p. 279) as if the speech and the song drew their power from their participation in the nature of the Cosmic Wind... In an article (Rev. philos., Nov.-Dec., 1933, p. 420) I had proposed that in the Vedic comparison of the human body and the Cosmos, efforts had been directed more towards explaining the body by the Cosmos rather than the Cosmos by the body. Mr. Mus has objected (BEEFO, 1933, p. 849 and Barabudur, Hanoi, 1935, p. 445) that, from the hymn to the Puruṣa saying formally that the wind was born from the breath of the Puruṣa, one should, on the contrary conclude that the world was first conceived anthropomorphically. But the variant of the Vajasaneyi-sanhitā answers this objection. In any case it should be conceded that the assimilation of the Cosmos and of the body is reciprocal and that in particular the wind is the breath of man just as this breath is the wind.
called the breath; it is on the breath that all that was and all that is, all is based'. It is true that this hymn, at the same time, identifies the breath with many other forces of nature, but it is to make of it the motor of the universal activity and the entire piece is an amplified counterpart of the hymn X,168 of the Rgveda where the mind is placed above all.\footnote{prāṇām āhur mātariśvānam vāto ha prāṇā ucvate/prāṇē ha bhūtām bhāvyam ca prāṇe sarvam prātiṣṭhitam (XI, 4, 15).}

Tvaṣṭṛ who, associated with Vāyu, animates the mythica bull and Mātariśvan who is identified with Prāṇa-vāta are originall igneous gods. The first has assumed, at an early date, the rôle of a divine artisan, the second has transformed itself from fire into wind. This is because of the close association of the two elements in the Vedic ideas. This association is not due only to the commonplace idea that the wind is recognised as exciting the fire but because of a notion of the parentage of the nature of the Vāta with Agni and also with the Sun, Sūrya, who in their company makes a triad (RV., VIII, 18. 9). Moreover the Sun has himself a breath, "he circulates across the brilliant paths, with his breath he breathes down below".\footnote{antās carati rocanāsyā prāṇād apānati RV., X, 189, 2.}

Similarly, of the fire which burns, it has been said that it 'breathed' (prāṇīt, RV., X, 32, 8), and another time it is said that it became 'at the time of its shooting forth, the flight of the wind'\footnote{vātasya sargo abhavat sārīmanti (RV., III, 29, 11).} which can be well understood by admitting precisely that it 'breathed'. All this gives evidence

\footnote{One may specially note that in RV., X, 168, 2, vāta is called, "the king of this entire universe" (asyā viṣvasya bhūvanasya rājā) whereas in AV., XI, 4. 1, it is the 'rāna which is said to have "become the lord of all" (bhūtāh sārvasyesvarō).}
of the already quite complex speculations regarding the wind, the natural force, to whose action is sometimes assimilated that of other natural forces such as the Sun and the fire, the animating power which is found in the bodies in the shape of the breath (prāṇa) or of the soul (ātman).

In the Avesta, the speculations regarding the wind are not pushed as far ahead as in the Veda; but it is true nevertheless that the wind is recognised to play a rôle which is quite eminent and that it appears with a number of traits which are similar to those ascribed to it in the Veda.

It is hardly worthwhile to emphasise certain similarities of the two groups of texts on the subject of the wind. These simply show that everywhere the representation of the wind is largely based on the commonplace observation of its action. It is not of much importance whether the Yast (VIII, 33) says that the wind brings the rain and that on its side the Rgveda (VII, 40, 6) wishes that the wind may give the rain. But the importance accorded to the wind on both the sides, as a natural element as also a supernatural being, is more significant. The notion of this importance must go back to the Indo-Iranian community; otherwise it would be necessary to suppose that this notion was formed among the Iranians and among the Indians independently or that it was formed among these people after their separation and that it was then communicated to each other.

But in the absence of all historical data capable of settling the question, these two last hypotheses can be judged only according to their intrinsic probability and which is rather weak. Given the important rôle played by the naturalism both in the Avesta and in the Veda, it would be difficult to suppose that this naturalism did not correspond to the very basis of the Indo-Iranian ideas. It will be still more difficult to conceive that in a largely natural mythology, the wind did not directly have its recognised place. Although one may admit that due to the date of its definitive redaction, the recent Avesta could have borrowed certain data from Brahmanic India, it is probable that the importance accorded to the wind in this Avesta goes back to the Indo-Iranian period as it is similar to the importance given to it in the ancient Veda.

Moreover the Avestan ideas regarding the wind seem to
carry in themselves the mark of their antiquity. In spite of the systematic character of the Iranian dualism, a dualism which rigourously divides, on principle, the beings into good ones and bad ones, the wind appears in the Avesta in an equivocal rôle. Now this exception to the dualistic systemisation can be explained as a case of the survival of an older concept, related to those of the Veda concerning the equivocal character of the divinities.

While examining the passages relative to Vāyu in the Avesta, first of all, it is found that all of them do not proceed from the same spirit. A litany simply proclaims, “we honour the audacious wind created by Mazda”.

1 In the same passage other elements (except the fire) and the chief beings habitually adored in Zoroastrianism are also declared to be worthy of adoration. The Yasna again invokes the wind, either under the name of Vāta or under that of Vayu. In XXII, 23, the sacrificer announces his desire to operate for the satisfaction of Ahura Mazda, of Amesa Spenta, of Mithra, of Rāman (who, as we shall see, is already a personification of the wind) and in the following passage (24), “from Vayu to superior action, who gets the better of other creatures, (and of) that which of you, O Vayu, is of Holy Spirit”, wherefrom it results both that the wind is a pre-eminent being and that it is not entirely good. Further on another litany declares: “We honour Vayu which is of the Order, we honour Vayu having the superior action...”, etc. (as in the preceding passage).

At the end of the Yasna comes back another invocation of ‘the wind which possesses the Order’, but this time it is to the name of Vāta that the epithet asavan, ‘who possesses the Order’, is joined, which proves that Vāta and Vayu are, at least in the Yasna, two names of the same wind, simultaneously a mythical element and a mythical personality. Moreover

---
1 vātomeca baršim mazdātām yazmaidē (Yasna, Spiegel Edn., XLI, 26, Westgaard and Geldner Edn., XI-III, 3). The phrase is taken up with insignificant variants in the Vispered, VII, 4.
2 vayaos uparō. kāryehe taradātō anyās dāman aetat to vayō yat to aesti spento. mainyaom.
3 vaem asavanom yazamaide vaem uparō. kārim yazamaide. (Yasna, XXV, 5).
4 vātohe asaono (Yasna, Spiegel Edn., LXIX, 11, Westgaard and Geldner Edn., LXX, 3).
the epithet *asavan* is remarkable as by a characteristic trait it proves the relationship of the Avestan concept of the Wind, Vayu or Vāta with that of the Vedic Vāyu or Vāta, the latter one also, as we have just now seen, places the wind in close relationship with the Order, the *ṛta*, equivalent of the Avestan *asa*.

The *Sīrōzā* (I, 21) which indicates the divinities to whom the thirty days of the month are consecrated, makes the 21st that of *Rāman*, of *Vayu* (to whom it gives the same qualifications as are given them by *Yasna*, XXII, 23), of Thwāsa, the atmosphere and of the infinite time, *zrvan akarana*. The 22nd day is consecrated to *Vāta* which comes from the four cardinal points (I, 22). Vayu and Vāta are, therefore, not always assimilated; sometimes the difference in names corresponds to a mythical doubling, so that one of them is sometimes the substitute of another and sometimes his doublet. This trait is an additional resemblance with the Veda where, similarly, the two names are employed one for the other, sometimes figuring together in the same passage, as is the case in the *Atharvaveda*, XIX, 1 & 2.

In the *Videvdāt*, the reference to the wind is principally made as a natural element, designated under the name of Vāta. Yima asks Ahura Mazda that his kingdom be free from the hot and cold winds (II, 5). In III, 42, the Law which chases away sins is compared to the wind (Vāta) ‘of right’\(^1\) which sweeps the atmosphere (thwāsa). The passages V, 3 to 7 envisage the case of the transport of a dead body by the wind and V, 12 & 13 refer to the wind which dries the earth. In V, 15 & 17, it is a case of the mythic wind but even then, identical to the atmospheric wind, which Ahura Mazda sends out with the waters of the Vouru kasa Sea. Vāta is nevertheless conceived in the same text as personified and doublet of Vayu because both of them are invoked one after the other, Vayu with his qualificative of *uparo kairya*, ‘having the superior action’, Vāta with those of heroic (*takhma*) and of ‘created by *dasināt*. If in the epoch of the author of the text, the orientation was done by turning the face to the east, as in India, it is the wind of mid-day and precisely, in a comparison of the *Afringān* of Rapith-win, 8, reference is made to the wind of mid-day as a favourable wind. Bartholomae, however (*Alttiranisches Wörterbuch*), believes that it is the wind of the east.
Mazda’ (Mazdadāta). At the time of their invocation are also invoked once again the supreme entities of Mazdaism (XIX, 13 & 16). Yet the Videvdāt knows also of an evil wind the demona, the wind (Vāta¹ daeva, X, 14) which it exorcises and it sees in Vayu mostly the spirit of death which carries the man fallen in water or in the fire (Vid., V, 8 & 9). On the contrary, a litany of the Nyāyism, (I, 8) invokes the ‘Vāta, healthy and of good intentions’.

The Yast mention several times Vāta in the form of a South and North wind (vāta pourvo apākhtara), in that of a bad one (III, 9, 12 & 17) and chiefly refers to his grandiose and propitious figure. Auxiliary of Mithra in his offensives, Vāta is said several times to be one ‘which shatters the defences’ (varathrajan). He shares this epithet with other “victorious” warrior entities of the Avesta and also with the Haoma, which has an important anti-demonical function. In the Veda, the parallel epithet vyṛṭrahan is not applied to him directly, but it has a use analogous to that of varathrajan in the Avesta.; it characterises a group of mythical heroes comparable to those of the Avesta and which includes notably the Soma, but among whom Indra dominates. Now Vāyu-Vāta is frequently associated with Indra in the Rgveda and this associates him directly with a group of warrior divinities which is the counterpart of the one which includes in the Avesta, its Iranian homonym. Another trait which

---

1 or vātya. ‘of the wind’ (Bartholomae—Wolff).
2 cf., Nyberg, Questions de Cosmogonie et de cosmologie mazdéennes. in JA., Oct-Dec., 1931, p. 205, where the wind, spirit of death, of the Videvdāt is identified with the “pitiless” wind of the Aogemodaša (77-81).
3 vātōm spōntōm hudānāhōm.
5 ibid. 6 ibid., p. 115-116.
7 In the Atharvaveda, XIX, 27, 2, the epithet Vyṛṭrahan is even juxtaposed to the name of Vāta but it is related rather to that of Candra which precedes him. In any case, the passage shows once again the wind grouped with the vyṛṭrahan divinities.—B. Geiger, Amś-a Sponia’s, p. 79, has recognised an Indo-Iranian trait in the ‘conqueror’ character of the god of Wind; Mr. Lommel Die Yasts des Avesta, Göttingen, 1927, p. 144, has contested the Indo-Iranian character of this trait. For him the Vedic Vāta would have been too late a personification to have been an Indo-Iranian divinity, but, in order to
appears in the Yast makes a rapprochement between the Avestan wind and the Vedic wind. According to the Yast (XII, 4, 6 & 9) Vātā along with other entities, accompanied Ahura Mazda at the preparation of the religious service and this reminds us of the invitations given to Vāyu in the Veda.

But the most important passage concerning the Wind is the Yast, XV (entire) known as the Rām Yast, dedicated to Rāman who is here the same as Vayu; everybody agrees in considering this text as a relatively late one in regard to its redaction. In fact, it presents itself as partly constituted of passages reproduced from other pieces of the Avesta. This is how in paragraph 5 it repeats the passage relative to Vayu of Yasna (XXV, 5) and that from I to 17 it takes up a legend of Videvdāt, (II, 5) in which Yima asks for the prosperity of his kingdom. But as regards Vayu it is richer than the rest of the Avesta.² Herein Vayu holds the rank of supreme god. The mythical heroes come in turn by turn to propitiate him, most of them to request for victory and Ahura Mazda himself is the first who invokes him and honours him ritually for obtaining victory over the creation of Añra Mainyu (2 to 4). It is to him and no longer as in the Videvdāt, to Ahura Mazda that Yima addresses his prayer. He is mostly asked to confer victory, which reminds one of his warrior aspects found in other Yastis, but he also dispenses all sorts of gifts. By his character of asavan, of “the possessor of the good Order”, he could evidently arrange everything happily. The same was thought about the Vedic Vāyu, to him a similar homage was rendered and to him oblations were made to flow, because he was told: “Thou protectest by the good Order”.³

support this opinion, he simply refers back to a page of Oldenberg, of little consequence on this subject. Moreover, it is not necessary that the wind be personified so that the representation one makes of it be linked with the idea of victory, mainly of an offensive victory consisting in the overthrow of the defence.

¹ This Yast is edited, translated and profusely commented upon along with the hymn to Vayu of the Aogemadaecā in Stig Wikander, Vayu, first part of a big study which may be followed by another of Mr, Ronnow on Agni and Vāyu.
³ ivām viśvasmaṇḍ bhūvanāt pāśi dhārmanā suṇyāt pāśi dhārmanā (RV.,
Certain enumerations of the names and the epithets of Vayu are important inasmuch as they specify the representation that is made of him. In these enumerations many traits of details remind one of the Vedic Wind. He is essentially strong and fast (aurva, 46, 54, 57), now in the Rgveda, the speed of the gods or of the mythical horses is several times compared to that of the wind. He has a chariot of gold just as the one possessed by Indra and Vāyu in the Rgveda, (IV, 46, 4). He is ‘blazing’ (saocahi, 47), ‘healer’ (baesazya, 56), states referred to with pleasure by the Vedic rṣis while noting on several occasions his action on the fire, while frequently presenting the fire itself as excited by the wind and while desiring, with an oft-repeated word-play ‘that the wind may fan the remedy’ (vāta ā vātu bheṣajām). This last concordance of the Veda and the Avesta is quite significant in so far as it points to an original relationship of concepts, because the idea of making the wind a dispenser of remedy could not have been one of those which suggests itself naturally to anyone who observes his action.

The Vayu of Rām Yast as the Vayu or the Vāta of other parts of the Avesta, therefore, very much resembles the Wind of the Veda. There is, however, a distinction to be made between the two in certain aspects. This Vayu is more strongly personified and his character of Cosmic force is extremely vague. He is made to say to himself, “I call myself

---

I, 134, 5). It is quite possible that one may see in asurya, as suggested by Sāyaṇa, a reference to the ‘demonical’ rather than to the ‘divine’ in view of the extremely equivocal sense of Asura.

1 cf., Bergaigne, Rel. véd., I, p. 27.

2 ibid, p. 26.

3 RV., X, 186; cf., also I, 89, 4 & VII, 35,4; cf, Bergaigne, Rel. véd. I, p. 34. Here one could ask if the two names that Vayu gives himself (Yast, XV, 45) fracara, ‘marching forward’ and aipicara, ‘marching back’ do not correspond to the two forms of the organic wind, prāna, ‘which breathes forward’ and apāna, ‘which breathes below’, the second being specially that of the inferior or posterior part of the body as we will see. Of course linguistically the words differ completely as the Avestan root car responds to the Ved. car or caḥ which is more recent (cf., Wikander, op. cit., p. 79) and not to an but the corresponding ideas are comparable and are undoubtedly related.
Vayu because I pursue (or chase) the two creations, that of Spenta Mainyu and that of Aûra Mainyu” (43), but this is for explaining by means of an etymology which is only a play on words, the name of Vayu by Vayemi, “I pursue”. Similarly the following addition is made, “I attain (apayemi) the two creations”, (43) “I conquer (vanâmi) the two creations” and “I operate well (vohu vərəzyami), for the creature, Ahura Mazda and the Amôsa Spenta” (44). Here there is no precise idea of any cosmic role ascribed to the wind; there are only the explanations of the qualificatives apayata, ‘who attains’, vanâ-vîspa, ‘who conquers everything’ and vohuvarsta ‘bene-factor’.

Vayu or Vâta has become a sovereign entity and is no longer a force of nature. It is true that in certain passages of the Avesta the wind is only a meteorological phenomenon, but this itself removes it away from the central concept of the wind in the Veda. The Vayu-Vâta of the Avesta do not come in the middle of the material phenomenon and the god, the Vedic Vâyu-Vâta is thus less divine and more of a natural force. The soul of the world, it is the god because of the fulness of its rôle. Being breath, it is a material force and in the unitary explanation which the rûsis try to give of the world and of the body, he is ready to be conceived as the great cosmo-physiological principle of movement. The form in which he has reached us in the Avesta, does not show that a concept of the wind, simultaneously as a cosmic soul and as a vital breath is as clearly attested as in the Veda. One, therefore, tends to conclude from the comparison of the Avestan and Vedic data on the wind, that a general concept of its eminent rôle in the universe and of its high rank among the powerful entities which co-operate for the maintenance of the Cosmic Good Order is Indo-Iranian, but it is by means of a more recent and exclusively Indian evolution that the wind has been conceived in the Veda as the common motor of the cosmic and individual lives.

This conclusion should, at least, suffice to establish the physiological theory of the Indian doctors of the classical epoch, according to which the wind plays an essential rôle in

---

the organic life, has antecedents which go back right up to the Indo-Iranian epoch where the wind already, like fire and water, the other elements of the physical life, occupied a big place in the speculations. But this is a "minima" conclusion. Many indices show the possibility of the existence in Iran at an early date, of concepts still nearer to those of the Veda than are not those of the actual Avesta and which can eventually go back to the Indo-Iranian period. It is necessary to examine this possibility, which is important not only for a knowledge of the antecedents of the Indian physiology but also for the entire history of the ancient cosmo-physiological doctrines of Iran and the Hellenic world.

The Avesta as it has reached us is not complete, but the analyses of its contents as found in their epoch and given by the Pehlavi books allow us to suspect a part of what has been lost and the cosmological statements of these books seem to reproduce the ideas which were, of yore, really Avestan. In fact, these books sometimes refer to the Avesta and every time we are unable to verify their reference in the actual Avesta, we cannot accuse them of having falsely ascribed to the sacred book the data which were unknown to it. False attributions could not have been accepted in a milieu and at a time when verification was easy. However, the interpretations of the authors could have been sometimes abusive and their indications cannot replace the original texts which have disappeared. We should, therefore, receive the Pehlavi complements of the Avesta with circumspection; on another side, it is certain that many of the ideas which were prevalent in ancient Iran were never included in the Avesta. There Pehlavi texts have not created ex nihilo all that they contain without having borrowed from the Avesta; a good part of their data can be Iranian and ancient and can even go back to the Indio-Iranian epoch, without ever having been Avestan.

As regards the problem of the Iranian Vayu, the researches of Nyberg have led him to suppose the existence of a veritable religion of Vayu, of a 'vayism', forming the counterpart of a 'zervanism', the religion of the Time and heterodox in comparison to the Avestan Mazdeism, although only traces of its existence be recognisable in the Avesta. A passage of the neo-platonist Damaskios ascribes to Eudemos of Rhodes, an
author of the IVth century B.C. and a friend of Aristotle, a piece of information according to which 'the Magis and the entire Aryan race' hold either Topos or Chronos as the World-principle. Nyberg recognises in the Topos the 'thwasa', the atmosphere, in chronos, Zrvan, the Time which two are often mentioned side by side in the Avesta and he proposes the identity of thwasa with Vayu. In this case this passage will attest the existence of zervanism, of a vayism whose traces he finds precisely in the Rām Yast and which could have been more particular in the East of Iran and in the warrior caste. This last hypothesis is based on the fact that in the Rām Yast (and generally in the Yasts) Vayu has the characteristic of a victorious god and is based on two other facts, namely the presence of the grammatical forms of the East in his adjectives and the frequency of the name of Vāta on the Indo-Scythian coins, which are also oriental. It may be objected that there is nothing significant in it, because the Indo-Scythian coins belong to the commencement of the Christian era and the redaction of the Rām Yast is also not very old; now if it be necessary to recognise the trace of a vayism in the information ascribed to Eudemos, then this vayism must have been known in the Occident from the IVth century B.C. The coins and the grammatical forms of the East, posterior by many centuries, cannot indicate that the East has been the first home of vayism. It is still more difficult to believe that the Parthians whose domination stated about a century after Eudemos, could have, according to a hypothesis proposed again by Mr.

1 Nyberg, Questions...in J.A., July-Sept., 1931, p. 103 & ff.
2 ibid., & Die Rel des alten Ir., p. 75. The arguments of Mr. Nyberg are accepted by M. Christensen, L'Iran sous les sassanides, p. 149. It can be, however, possible that thwasa corresponds rather to the concept of the aerial space, covering all that has the motive force running around the world. "Topos" indicates a place and not a moving energy. The facts observed by Mr. Nyberg that thwasa, Vata, and Vayu are invoked side by side in Yasna, LXXII, 10, Nyāyism, I, 8, & Vid., XIX, 16 (also XIX, 13) provokes not so much to assimilating them as to distinguish them, all the more so as in these same passages, other entities which can not be assimilated to them, are also invoked. Examples are those of the fravasti of Ahura Mazda and the Mathra Spénta, etc. It is not, however, doubtful that just as Vāta, Vayu and Rāman are only different aspects of the one and same entity, thwasa can also be considered as the fourth aspect.
Nyberg, played a rôle in the expansion of the cult of Vayu towards the West. But Mr. Nyberg raises the question of the geographical centre of the development of vayism only secondarily. The more important one is to know if it has really existed as an independent religion because that would imply such a big movement of speculations on the wind that it could be the centre of the diffusion of these speculations.

The fact that Vayu appears in the Rām Yast as superior to Ahura Mazda seems to support strongly the hypothesis of the existence of vayism as an autonomous religion. One can, however, observe that it is not rare that Ahura Mazda appears in the Avesta below the supreme rank without the necessity of seeing in it each time the traces of the influence of a competing religion. In the fargard XXII of the Videvdāt, he asks for help against Aūra Mainyu, from Mathra Spānta and mostly from Airyaman, just as in the Rām Yast, he honours Vayu by asking him to vanquish the demon. In the Yasts, Ahura Mazda has sacrificed to Ardvī sūrā Anāhitā to ask from him the favour of attaching himself to Zoroaster (V, 17-19) and he honours Tistrya (VIII, 25). These cases can be compared to that of Rām Yast and if one can invoke the well-attested existence of a special religion of Ardvī sūrā Anāhitā (120), one cannot do the same in the case of Mathra Spānta, of Airyaman, or of Tistrya. The case of the last-named one allows us to understand that basically the homage of Ahura Mazda to any entity does not necessarily place him below the latter. In fact in the Yast, VIII, Ahura Mazda says not only: “Myself who is Ahura Mazda, I honour by the expressed name Tistrya, the splendid, the brilliant” (25) but also that he has made him as his equal to enable him to struggle against a pairikā (50 & ff). Ahura Mazda, therefore, does

1 ibid. p. 219 & note.
2 It is true that Mr. Nyberg bases himself chiefly (op. cit., p. 202) on the fact that Vayu calls himself in the Rām Yast, the vanquisher of the two opposing creations, in support of his opinion that he is, in this text, a superior god to Ahura Mazda. But he could have been the vanquisher of the creation of Ahura Mazda, that is to say, he could have dominated the creatures without dominating the creator himself; it is therefore only the fact that Ahura Mazda has recourse to him which seems to give him a higher rank.
3 On which cf., Nyberg, Die Rel. des alten Iran, p. 260 & ff.
4 azōm yo ahurō mazda tistrim rāsvantem hvarēnān uhan tēm aokhiō... nāmana yasna yaze.
not go down in esteem when he honours one of his creatures, because by honouring him he does not accomplish an act of humble piety, but a rite whose efficacy is taught by him, this efficacy being necessary provided that that rite be in conformity with the Order (56). It should not be forgotten that we are dealing here not with Christianity but with a cult where the officiating person who honours the god by his name, does not perform an act of devotion but only magically sets in motion the action of the god. It is, therefore, possible that in the Rām Yast, Vayu may not be really superior to Ahura Mazda and it is not indispensable to believe that the veneration of Vayu has been frequent and exclusive for constituting a veritable religion of the wind. Moreover, it is a rule of the Yasts that they exalt without limits the entities to which they are dedicated and place them turn by turn above all. This is how is found in them an echo of the henotheism of the Vedic hymns. In that case, it appears to be possible to admit that the eminent rôle ascribed to the wind in the Rām Yast, as also in other parts of the Avesta, comes from the survival and the evolution in Mazdaism of the ancient and the naturalistic Indo-Iranian ideas on the wind. It is not necessary to represent to oneself, the formation of the Yast as the result of a syncretism of Mazdaism and of vayism. The hypothesis of survivals explains the concordances noted between the Avestan and the Vedic data. The hypothesis of vayism could equally explain them if it was to be admitted that this religion has precisely preserved the Indo-Iranian notions, but it introduces a superfluous deviation and brings in the risk of finally exaggerating the importance of speculations on the wind in Iranian thought.

Nevertheless, these speculations hold an important place and seem to have been linked with cosmological ideas, much nearer those of the Veda than it can be seen from the actual Avesta. We have seen that the wind and the breath had been assimilated in the Veda, that the breath was regarded as a wind animating the body and that, reciprocally, the wind was conceived as the breath of a Cosmic body. The actual Avesta contains nothing similar to it. It is true that the Vedic myths of the cosmic man, of the cosmic horse, of the cosmic bull must be originally related to the Avestan myths of the primordial bull (gous) and of the first man, Gayo-marōtan. But
if one relies only on the Avestan data, then neither man nor bull possesses a body representing the world. It can be that they were originally a celestial man and a celestial bull as was conceived by Darmesteter, but they do not cover the universe. In the Gāthā Ahunavaiti, (in Yasna, XXIX) the soul of the bull is presented as the spirit of the herds. According to Yast, XIII, 87, Ahura Mazda has drawn the Aryan race from Gayo-Maroetan. On the other hand, the Pehlavi tradition gives a cosmic significance to the myths of the primitive bull and the primitive man. According to the Bundahism, both are killed by Aña Mainyu. From the various parts of the body of the bull are born all sorts of plants, his semen goes to the Moon, whose light purifies it and produces a couple of bovids and then couples of all the animals (Chap. X & XIV). Similarly the semen of Gayo-marōtān, gathered on his death, is purified by the light of the Sun and later gives birth to two plants which become the first human couple (XV). All this is presented as having been taken from the Avesta and the Zādsparam which takes it up with more details and indicates (IX, 1) that a correspondence of the plants with each limb of the bull is given in the Dāmdāt nask. Here it is precisely the case of a nask lost from the Avesta, but the assertion can be accepted as the actual Avesta, instead of contradicting these myths, contains several details which corroborate them and most of all because several traits of these myths are Indo-Iranian. The Vedic texts compare with the semen of an animal, the rain which makes the plants grow and which assimilates itself to the celestial Soma, to the Soma whose relations with the Moon are not necessarily of a late origin as is admitted sometimes. In any case, the bull whose semen is in the sky and whose dead body giving birth to plants, represents all the earth and is a cosmic body; He is the world conceived in the image of an animal; He is sometimes conceived by the Vedic texts. This idea has all the chances of going back to the Indo-Iranian epoch.

---

2 ibid., p. 177.
4 It will not be of much use to object that in India the myths of man or
In the Pehlavi texts, one could easily pursue the research for concordances between the cosm-o-physiological doctrines of Iran and India. A passage of the Bundahish (from the recension usually called the “Big Bundehesh”), published and translated by E. Blochet1 deals with the human body considered as representing the world. The correspondences established by this text between the elements of the world and the parts of the body are found to a great extent in the Indian texts, but to a lesser extent in those of the Vedic group than those of the classical epoch. The Bundahish compares the movement of the Wind to that of life in the body (VII, 6)2 and there one may see the parallel of the Vedic conception of the wind and prāna. The Denkart teaches that air circulates as much in the earth as in the human body and produces the earthquakes, an idea which reappears in Caraka.3 As regards the constitution of the body by the three elements of water, fire and wind, the Pehlavi books sometimes agree with Caraka and other Indian doctors.4 But in these cases, one should not, however, hurriedly conclude that even the evident concordances between the Iranian and Indian teaching denote the existence of corresponding notions form the Indo-Iranian period. The remarks that we made, in the beginning of this chapter,

of the cosmic animals are not found from the most ancient Rgvedic hymns (the myth of the Puruṣa is found only in the Xth maṇḍala). Very old ideas can be found in relatively late texts. The concept of the world as a body is frequent among the people of inferior culture, it can therefore perfectly have been a part of the Indo-Iranian ideas. Moreover, the relative age of the hymns is sometimes appreciated without any serious criterion, by reason of sentiment. The older Vedic scholars have introduced in science the prejudice that hymns containing theosophical, philosophical and other speculations were necessarily more recent than those whose contents are more purely naturalistic. To their mind, all that concerned speculation was not sufficiently "primitive" to be able to belong the base itself of the Veda. But one can no longer accept such ideas if it is thought that much before the first Vedic hymn was composed (and this hymn itself supposes a degree of civilisation which admits the usage of speculations) various peoples not far removed from the Vedic Aryans, those of Mesopotamia, had both, speculations and various sciences.

2 Translation, West, op. cit., p. 27.
concerning the probability of current contacts between India and Iran during the centuries around the beginning of the Christian era, may be applied here. The Iranians and the Indians do not have only a common heritage from the pre-historic times, they also have in common a number of ideas which they have shared because of prolonged cultural relations and it is precisely each time the ideas were in accord with the old traditional notions held in common that the two peoples could have easily accepted together the later developments which had been given them separately.

We will, therefore, not examine here in detail the numerous rapprochements which can be made between the notions found only in the Middle-Iranian texts and in the Sanskrit works later than the Vedic epoch. We will limit ourselves to draw two conclusions from the comparison of the Vedic ideas relating to medicine with the corresponding ones in Iran. In the Indo-Iranian period, there does not seem to have existed any medical system which the Vedic Aryans could have brought with them into India. On the other hand, right from the Indo-Iranian period, several general notions concerning the cosmic rôle of the natural elements, such as the waters, the fire, the wind, had come into being. At the same time an idea of the correspondence between these elements and the constituent principles of the body had been developed and this must have prepared the latter-day development of the two parallel physiologies and cosmologies.
CHAPTER THREE

THE DATA OF THE VEDIC SAMHITAS ON PATHOLOGY

The Vedic literature contains, in all its parts, numerous references to the various parts of the body, to diseases and even to the functioning of the organism. In its oldest stratum, in the Saṃhitās, these references are fortuitous and they do not furnish us with enough data on the knowledge of the period. The Saṃhitās, being only the collections of hymns, of liturgical songs and of magical and ritual pieces, were in no way suited for descriptive accounts of the rudiments, which one could have acquired at that time, of anatomy, physiology and medicine. The references found in the most recent data of the Vedic literature in the essentially "brahmanic" stratum, that is in the Brāhmaṇas and in the Upaniṣads are more important for the contemporary state of science. There, often, the cosmophysiological speculations are discussed in a way, which though not at all systematic, allows us at least to have an idea of the same. But the indications of the Saṃhitās, thanks to their antiquity, are also quite precious. Moreover, their comparison with more recent data allows us to observe either their agreement or their disagreement with the latter ones. It is, therefore, possible to distinguish between the notions which go back to the oldest texts and those which appear at a later date and to fix certain points of relative chronology in the formation of the medical science of India.

There is quite an amount of temptation to stick on here. Yet, the difficult problem of the absolute chronology of the Vedic texts cannot be avoided here. The position of the scientific ideas of ancient India in relation to those of the anterior and neighbouring civilisations can be studied only if it is possible to bring these texts, if not to the dates, at least to the periods of general chronology. To decide, for example, if a certain Indian notion is anterior, contemporary or posterior to
a corresponding Greek notion, it is evident that it is not sufficient to state with precision the stratum of Vedic literature from which it is found, but it is equally essential to know at least the approximate epoch to which it appertains.

The existence of the Vedic literature is supposed by all other known literatures of India. Buddhism and Jainism, founded in the VIth century B.C., refer, in their ancient traditions, to the Brahmins and to their religion. It is certain that before their time, the essential part of the Brahmanic literature had been constituted and this had taken place a long time ago. Two concordant facts prove it. Firstly the language of these Brahmanic texts is not the language which had been in use during the centuries preceding the Christian era; it is much more archaic. Towards the end of IVth century B.C., at the time of the Expedition of Alexander and of the Seleucid Embassies to Central India, the current language was no longer the ancient Indian, the Sanskrit, it was already a form of middle-Indian; the forms of geographical names or of the names of men reproduced by the Greek sources, clearly establish this point. Moreover, in the totality of the Brahmanic literature, there are several successive strata of different ages as is shown by the evolution of terms or of the habits of style. Now this is the second fact which establishes the antiquity of the Brahmanic literature—the geographical horizon of the texts belonging to the oldest stratum is in the West of India whereas that of the linguistically more recent stratum, progressively extends itself towards the East. The authors of the oldest book, the Rgveda, belong to a circle of conquerors, the Aryas, fighting the indigenous people. The texts belonging to latter epochs thus lay out the stages of the conquest going from the West to the East, the conquest, which in the times of the Buddha and of Mahāvīra, had not only attained the East, but had also permeated the entire population for centuries, because the Sanskrit language, brought in at the time of the conquest and still used in the Brahmanic texts (which refer to it) had already transformed itself into middle-Indian.

Efforts have been made to have an idea of the time which must have passed between the successive literary strata, in which the Vedic and the Brahmanical texts can be chronologically spread out. These are of the Rgveda, of the other Vedas,
of the Brāhmaṇas, of the liturgical commentaries, of the Āraṇyakas, "books of the forest" for the use of sages who have retired into the jungle, of the Upaniṣads, speculative texts generally attached to the Brāhmaṇas and the Āraṇyakas, and lastly the Sūtras, manuals of ritual and religious legality, associated with other technical manuals on grammar, prosody and astronomy which together form the group of Vedāṅga or parts of the Veda. Long ago Max Müller had proposed to calculate in roughly two hundred years the duration of each of the earlier periods corresponding to the first stratum, the last one having taken a longer time and having been possibly elaborated (in part), even a long time after the beginning of Buddhism. Certain savants have thought that this period of two hundred years was too short, others as too long and Max Müller himself said that his choice was altogether arbitrary. He put it forward not as probable, but simply as being reasonably adopted for fixing the ideas while waiting for better things. His calculations showed that the collection of the hymns of the Rgveda was constituted sometime between 1200 and 1000 B. C.

It is not possible to be content with such an hypothetical dating. That is why efforts have been made, as had been done much before Max Müller, to fix the absolute dates of the Vedic texts in the light of the astronomical indications contained therein. Unfortunately, neither the effort of Colebrooke, who started from an astronomical text, much later than the Rgveda, the Jyotiṣavedāṅga, nor those of H. Jacobi and of B. G. Tilak, based on the interpretation of certain data in the Rgveda and dating this text several thousand years before Christ, have been convincing. The interpretations of the proposed texts were not always convincing and even if they were certain, it was not possible to calculate therefrom sure dates of these texts. These latter can always reproduce the astronomical data which are not contemporary to them but which have been inherited by them from an ancient tradition. Their indications cannot be decisive without cross-checking.

There is another means of dating these texts, which, with-

---

out being infallible, have at least the advantage of being based on passably credible historical data, namely the data of the Purāṇas which have been neglected and often discredited. The Purāṇas contain long genealogical lists which have greatly deceived those who have utilised them. These lists deserve all the criticism that has been made of them. They are not of a very old date and are full of disagreements and incoherent statements which completely condemn them. But before rejecting them, one must remind oneself that it is these very lists which have furnished the key to Indian history. It is in the genealogical lists of the Bhāgavatapurāṇa, read in the translation made by Maridas Pullé of a Tamil version, that de guignes had recognised in 1771, under the name of Sandragutan (Candragupta), the Indian king Sandrokottos mentioned by the Greek and Latin historians as a contemporary of Seleukos. These very lists, once again, in agreement with the Simhalese chronicles, describe the succession of the Mauryas, revealing that Āsoka was the grandson of Candragupta and permit us to utilise for the general chronology of India (before the IIInd century B.C.) the synchronism of Āsoka and the Greek king mentioned in the inscriptions of the former. Hence everything is not false in the Purāṇas. They furnish us the means to calculate the probable epoch of king Parīkṣit, legendary but only half so, whose praise is sung in the Atharvaveda (XX, 127) as of a living prince. One could, therefore, determine the probable period of the Atharvaveda.

According to the Viṣṇupurāṇa (IV, XXIV, 32), 1015 years passed between the birth of Parīkṣita and the consecration of the Magadhan king, Nanda. The same period is calculated at 1115 years by the Bhāgavatapurāṇa (XII, 11, 26) and at 1050 years by the Vāyu-(XCIX, 415), the Mātysya-and the Brahmāṇḍapurāṇas. According to these texts, the dynasty founded by

---

1 Date of the composition of the memoir which has revealed this discovery and which has been read at the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, in 1772 and published in 1778 in the Mémoires de l'Acad. des Inscr. et Belles-Lettres, Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 312-336. cf., H. H. Wilson, The Vishnu Purana, Vol. IV, London, 1868, pp. 230-81; F. E. Pargiter, The Purāṇa Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age, Oxford, 1913, pp. 60 & 74. The various variants manifestly go back to a common origin.
Nanda would have lasted a hundred years. Therefore, the Purāṇas, (leaving aside the somewhat aberrant data of the Bhāgavata) without agreeing on the exact figure, allow a period of eleven centuries between the birth of Parīkṣit and the end of the Nandas. Now this end of the Nandas dates from the time when Candragupta took over power in 313 B.C. It is, therefore, in the XVth century B.C., roughly towards 1400 B.C., that Parīkṣit of the Atharvaveda should be placed. A number of hymns of this Veda could be older still, as the hymn to Parīkṣit belongs to the most recent stratum of the collection.1

There are several facts to confirm the authenticity of the Puranic information on this point. First of all, the Purāṇas while calculating the time between Parīkṣit and Nanda, also fix the corresponding positions of the stars (Viṣ. p. IV, XXIV, 33). Now these astronomical positions suppose an impossible movement of the Great Bear around the Pole. They are merely arbitrary conceptions and at first view they seem to compromise the value of numerical data. But one must observe nevertheless that these astronomical observations, not being in any way the results of observation, could not have been traditional. They are the result of a clumsy effort at astronomically determining a given period of time. But this period of time has every chance of having been indicated by tradition and that of the Purāṇas can easily go back to an ancient period. The Purāṇas, in the form in which we have them, are quite late but several books of this name, which were most probably utilised as models, are already mentioned in ancient literature. Moreover, even in the epoch of Candragupta, the epoch which closes the period measured by the Purāṇas, Megasthenes has observed that the Indians possessed long genealogies of royal families which contained the names of 153 kings who ruled during 6042 years. Under such conditions, if it is remembered that the succession of the Magadhan kings, as given by the Purāṇas before and after Candragupta is confirmed by other sources and appears

---

1 Oldenberg had admitted that the hymn was contemporary to Parīkṣit (ZDMG, Vol. XLII, p. 238) but Bloomfield, after Roth, has supposed that Parīkṣit could have been a purely legendary pseudo-sovereign; cf., Vedic Index, under Parīkṣit.

2 Arrian, Inde, IX; Pliny, Nat. Hist., VI, XXI, 5 (Littre’s Edn.). Pliny gives 154 kings and 6451 years and 3 months instead of 6042 years. Solin follows Pliny.
to be exact, it will not be showing oneself as too credulous as regards the Puranic tradition if we say that they have correct ideas on the succession of anterior kings.

On the other hand the same tradition will have us believe that the grandson of Parikṣit, Satānika had studied the Veda at the feet of Yājñavalkya, a sage who is unanimously considered to be the first master of the White Yajurveda. Now it is perfectly plausible that the various recensions of the Yajurveda should belong to a period neighbouring the epoch of the composing of the Atharvaveda. On the contrary, the Brāhmaṇas, the Āraṇyakas and the Upaniṣads belong to more recent times as is proved both by the state of the language in which they are edited as also by the fact that they suppose as existing the same Vedic texts. Now the Brhadāraṇyaka-up., which belongs to the Śatapatha-brāhmaṇa of the school of the White Yajurveda, accords a lot of importance to Yājñavalkya and asks him through an interlocutor as to what happened to the descendants of Parikṣit, (III, 3, 1). This is quite a natural query if Yājñavalkya has been the preceptor of the grandson of Parikṣit. It shows that the school of the White Yajurveda had a souvenir of the relations of its founder with the descendants of Parikṣit.

It seems, therefore, quite well to situate the composition of the Atharvaveda and of the Yajurveda towards 1400 or a little afterwards and that of the hymns of the Rgveda, being older, towards at least 1500. The rest of the Vedic literature which is more recent, is to be necessarily dated in the centuries which follow, in part before Buddhism and Jainism, which suppose its existence and almost entirely before the IVth century B. C., the probable epoch of the grammarian Pāṇini. This latter

---

1 Viṣṇu. p., IV, 21, 2; Bhāg. p., IX, XXII, 37.
2 The date of the Sāmaveda has not been discussed here; this text simply consists of the Rgveda passages, arranged in view of liturgical songs.
3 It need not be said that inside the Vedic schools, in the various "branches" (Sākhā), it has been possible to arrange, retouch, even enrich the texts a long time after their composition. If the hymn of praise to Parikṣit of the Atharvaveda goes back, in all probability, to the time of Parikṣit, it has been possible to put beside it other hymns which were comparatively recent. The scrupulous faith with which the texts have been passed on up to our time does, in no case, favour the hypothesis of a long period of the re-editing of the texts. Once the concurrent Sākhās had been constituted, the texts had to be fixed definitely.
writes in a language which particularly corresponds to that of the ancient Gṛhyaśūtras\(^1\), which constitute one of the last strata of the Vedic literature. We may consider that the Brāhmaṇas and the Upaniṣads, the books which contain the biggest share of the cosmo-physiological speculations studied by us and are chronologically placed between the Samhitās and the Śūtras, belong chiefly to the period between 1000 and 500 B.C.

The Medical Rôle of Divinities:—Many of the Vedic divinities play, at least, occasionally, a medical rôle, in the sense that they dispense remedies or on the contrary, provoke diseases. This, of course, is not the place to record all that is available on the subject in the Samhitās as the divinities do not have much of an importance in classical medicine, whose formation we are studying.\(^2\) Only it is necessary to remind ourselves of the chief traits of the divine and the demoniacal medicine of the Veda in order to measure all that Āyurveda has rejected therefrom and the little that it has kept in an extremely restricted field.

In the first rank of the Vedic healers are the twins Āśvins\(^3\), the “ones provided with horses”, who have been compared with Dioscuro and who are also known under the name of Nāsatyas. The hymn X, 39, 3b of Rgveda invokes them as follows: “You, O Nāsatyas, it is you who are called doctors of whosoever is blind, of whosoever is weak, of whosoever has had a fracture”.\(^4\) It is the last expression which is their most typical characteristic as bhiṣaj, a word which ordinarily signifies doctor or healer but in the Rgveda denotes more precisely the


\(^2\) The richest selection of passages of the Veda concerning the medical role of the gods is found in G. N. Mukhopādhyāya, History of Indian Medicine, Vol. I, Calcutta, 1923 (cf., JA, July-Dec., 1933, fasc. annexe, pp. 102 ff). The most typical of these passages had already been studied occasionally by Bergaigne in his Rel. véd. to which a reference can be made. The work of Mukhopādhyāya is interesting for having published the therapeutic formulae which in the medical texts are ascribed to the gods. Reference may be made to it once for all. See also Reinhold F. G. Muller, Die Medizinen im Rgveda in Asia Major, Vol. VI, 1930. But this last follows the system of arbitrary interpretations of Hertel.

\(^3\) On the legends concerning the Āśvins one may consult C. Renel, L'évolution d'un mythe Āśvins et Dioscures, in Ann. de l'Univ. de Lyon, Paris, 1936, but the author is imbued with the prejudices of the Vedic interpretation of Regnaud.

\(^4\) .....andhāsya cīn nāsatyā krśāsya cid yuvām id āhur bhiṣajā rudāsya cit.
“bone-setter” because the hymn IX, 112, 1 proclaims: “Yes, all that is diversified, that are our thoughts, those are the things to whom men dedicate themselves; the carpenter desires what is cut down (wood), the bhīṣaj that which is fractured, the priest that which flows (soma)....” In them one has even desired to see the first orthopaedists of India as they have given a “leg of iron” to a certain Viśpalā, but she seems to be most probably a mare who had won a race, the apparel of prosthesis seems to vanish in a metaphor. Moreover a leg made entirely of iron would not have been of much utility because of its weight; it is certain that the Indians of the Vedic epoch did not fabricate any such thing.

In the Veda, the Āsvins are often the protectors or the rescuers of the blind, the decrepit and old and of persons fallen into a pit. The literature of the epics has also sometimes accorded them this speciality. The Mahābhārata (I,715 ff.) narrates the history of Upamanyu who, having become blind for having eaten the plant “sun” (arka), falls into a pit and who is rescued by the Āsvins after he had invoked them in a hymn as in the Veda. In this Mahābhārata-passage (721) they are called the “doctors of the gods” (devabhīṣaj), a title which brings to mind that of “divine doctors” (dālvyā bhīṣājā) given to them in the Ṛgveda, VIII, 18, 8, and which is repeated in the Yajurveda (VS, XXVII, 9, devānām bhīṣajā; Kath., XXVII, 4; Maitr., IV, 6, 2). Caraka describes them exactly in the same manner as the Mahābhārata and gives the following justification for the expression: “It is said that the Āsvins are the doctors of the gods, the conveyors of the sacrifice. In fact they have replaced the severed head of Dakṣa, the broken teeth of Pūṣan and the lost eyes of Bhaga and it is they who have treated the paralysis of arm of the one who has the thunderbolt (Indra). They have treated the one who has the rabbit (the Moon) seized by the royal disease and thanks to them, the Moon of

---

1 nā-anām vā u no dhīyo vi vratāni jānānam/stākṣā riśām rutām bhīṣāg brahmā sunvāntam ichati...
4 cf., RV, I, 15, 11, yajñavāhastā. Cakradatta, in his commentary of Caraka glosses yajña-vāhau by yajñah vahata iti. They are the same words which are later on employed by Śāyaṇa for explaining the Vedic passage.
whom the soma (the element of virility) had fallen has recovered his health. The son of Bhṛgu, Cyavana, an old lover, having become decrepit, was made lovely to look at and received, a lovely voice and became young once again. By these acts and many others they became the most eminent doctors of the Magnanimous ones such as Indra, etc., and to whom the utmost homage should be rendered. The men with two births prepare for them the libations of soma, the laudations, the formulae and all sorts of libations, the fumigations as also the beasts (to be sacrificed). In the morning, when the soma is pressed, Śakra partakes of the soma in the company of the Aśvins and on the occasion of the Sautrāmaṇi, the Blessed one (Indra) is happy in their company. It is Indra and Agni and the Aśvins who are mostly honoured by the twice-born; they honour them with the words of the Veda, differently than other divinities."

1 Variant pointed out by Cakradatta: atipacita, “too much cooked” but Cakradatta glosses: itatrapy atipccanena somapāṇātīyogam darśayaśi, “here by the expression ‘excessive cooking’, is shown the abusive use of soma as a drink”. The cooking in question is a case of digestion, cf., the following two notes.

2 But Cakradatta: grahāḥ somapāṇāpādratrāṇi, “cups for drinking the soma”.

3 Caraka, Cik., I, 4, 40-47:

āśvinau devabhīṣajau yaśāvāhāv iti śṛṇavai
dakṣasya hi śīraś echnam punas tābhyaṁ somāhitam| |40
prasīrṇā doṣanāḥ pāṣṇo netre noṣṭe bhagasya ca|
vaṛnīnā ca bhujastambhas tābhyaṁ eva cikitsitah| |41
cikitsitāḥ saśī tābhyaṁ ghrīto rājayaṁ ᵇraṇaḥ|
somāḥbibhittāḥ candrāḥ kṛtas tābhyaṁ punah sukhaḥ| |42
bhāravaś cyavanah kāṁyād vṛddhāḥ san vikṛtīṁ gataḥ|
vaivārnavasvaroperaḥ kṛtas tābhyaṁ punar yuvāḥ| |43
etāś caṇḍālaḥ ca bhuhaviḥ karmabhir bhisagottamau|
bhūvavatāh brahmāḥ pālayau ānunān ānānātīṁ mahātaṇānām| |44
grahāḥ stoirāṇi mantrāṇi taṁ nānā havāṁci ca|
dhāmrāḥ ca paśavas tābhyaṁ prakalpyante dvijatībhiḥ| |45
prārthaṁ ca savane somam śakrō 'śvānaṁ sāhāṁnute|
Sautrāmaṇyām ca bhagavān asītvhyaṁ saha modate| |46
Indraṁ caśāvinas caiva stīyante prāyaśca dvijatī|
stīyante vedāvākyeyuḥ na tābhyaṁ hi deva áh| |47

As has been observed to me by Mr. Renou, it is necessary to read cendraḥ in the verse 42 and translate as follows: “and thanks to them, Indra, fallen ill because of Soma…” although the various editions do not give this reading. Similarly atipacita should be replaced by atipavita in the variant remarked in the note 4. In fact, the MSS. of the Bibl. Nat., Sanscrit. 1304 (collection by Cordier of a Kashmirian MS.) reads: somatipavitaś cendraḥ, the original reading of the last word must be clearly cendraḥ. atipavita responds to the Vedic expression Somatipūta applied to Indra meaning “excessively purified by the soma”, “having received too many libations of soma”. It is all the more normal that Caraka refers to the episode of the healing of the drunken Indra, when in the ancient ritual there is a form of sautrāmaṇi which has the name of Caraka.
This beautiful tribute shows that, for Caraka, the Aśvins are the gods of another age and this was also the feeling of the editor of the legend of Upamanyu in the *Mahābhārata*, because he thought that they must be addressed in the antique style, whereas everywhere else, the hymns which dot the epic, are in classical Sanskrit. On his side, Suśruta describes the legend of the head of the sacrifice cut by Rudra and replaced by the Aśvins (*Sūtra*, 1, 14). We should, however, note that all the mythical facts thus mentioned in the classical medical texts are not already found in the *Rgveda*. The legend of Cyavana (Cyavana in the *Rgveda*) is here implied, but it is evident and it was quite natural that the medical texts have received the legends concerning the Aśvins from other mythological sources, which can be placed between the *Rgveda* and them. The references of Caraka relate chiefly to the epic form of these legends, although the origin of the epic form sometimes goes back to the *Black Yajurveda* as is, for example, the case with the disease of Soma which we will discuss later and also with the replacement of the severed head of the sacrifice (*Taitt. S*, VI, 4,9; *Kāṭh.*, XXVII, 4; *Maitr.*, IV, 6, 2).

The mythological reputation of the Aśvins as the doctors of the gods has quite naturally designated them for fulfilling, as we have already seen, a rôle in the teaching of medicine to human beings, a science reputed to be of divine origin. This reputation was also the cause, especially from the epoch of the *Carakasamhitā*, of ascribing to them the revelation of various formulae, and still later, even of the composition of several works. Indra, to whom they are said to have taught medicine, is, on his side, reputed to be the author of various medicinal preparations. We have seen that, in the Indian tradition, he is included in the group of divine instructors and it is because of his relations with the Aśvins that he is specially regarded as a master of medicine, because by himself he does not have the reputation of a healer comparable to that of the Aśvins. Actually it cannot be said that in the Veda he is a doctor-god. Only in some of the passages (Bergaigne, *II*, p. 495) is he presented as a rescuer like the Aśvins and often he is associated with them, they being called Nāsatyas on such occasions. By chance we even know that this association existed at a very early date even outside India. The well-known
treaty between the king of the Mitanni and Subiluliuma, the king of the Hittites (dated in approximately 1380 B.C.) enumerates in a list of divinities “the gods Mitras, the gods Uruwana, the god Indara and the gods Nasattiyas”, that is to-say, Mitra and Varuṇa, Indra and the Nāsatyas.¹

By the side of the Aśvins and of Indra, the basically favourable gods, there is another whose character, as depicted in the Veda, is equivocal and which will remain the same in the Ayurveda: he is the powerful and terrible Rudra. He can come to the rescue but he is always ready to fly into a rage; “May we not make you furious, Rudra, by the adorations, or by a song of maleficent tribute, O Bull, neither by means of a concomitant invocation. Make our sons grow by means of remedies; I hear that you are the best among the doctors.”²

This is one of those characteristics of Rudra which has developed most in the classical legends of Rudra-Śiva. The entire classical Sanskrit literature employs krodha, derived from the root krudh—(which figures in the Vedic passage just cited), to denote the state of frenzy of Śiva in his form of the destroyer. This is the normal state of Rudra; it is not, therefore, necessary to suppose along with Sāyaṇa that the adorations and other acts of cult described here are the incorrect forms of these acts of cult. All incitation, good or bad, can unleash Rudra. The Vedic invocation fortifying the magical power of the god to whom it is addressed, must be used with precaution when the god is as formidable as Rudra. But in his beneficent aspect, Rudra is, at other times, also celebrated as a doctor, notably in the Yajurveda, where he is the “first divine doctor” (prathamo daiyvo bhīṣak, Taitt. S., IV, 5, 1, 2; Vāj. S., XVI, 5).

Rudra’s sons, the Rudras, Rudriyas or the Maruts, have the same characteristics as he. On the one hand they are the gods of remedies while on the other they are terrible inasmuch as in their naturalistic aspect they represent the fury of

¹ cf. among others, G. Furlani, La religione degli Hittiti, Bologne, 1936, p. 50. Lastly, Dumézil, Naissances d’archange, Paris, 1945, p. 20. The plural number represents most probably the forms of dual numbers missing for the proper names in the language of the treaty. They are similar to the Avestan and Vedic ones which apply to two names constituting a couple. cf. Dumézil, op cit., p. 21.

² mā tvā rudra cakrudhāmā nāmobhir mā duṣṭuḥ vṛṣabha mā sāhūtī/ ūn no viramarpaya bheṣajēbhir bhīṣāktamāṃ tvā bhīṣājam śrṇomi/ | KV. II, 33,4.
the storms. To their friendly forms are juxtaposed their maleficent forms (Berg., II, 401). Moreover, the author of the evil is the one who can cure it most easily as he is its master. Rudra himself heals the evils which he creates (Berg., III, p. 33) and the Atharvaveda at the end of a hymn consecrating an amulet against disease formally declares that: "One who has done, may he undo, it is he who is the chief among doctors; that he may therefore prepare for you the remedies through the intermediary of the human doctor; he the pure".¹

Varuna, Sin and Disease:—Among the divinities having a medical rôle, Varuṇa is also worthy of being referred to. It is not so much for the rôle itself, which is small but because of his relations with an entity whose concept is a rudiment of the scientific notion, rta.

The rta is the regular order in general, being the moral rectitude, the ritual exactitude and the true law of the universe; in one word, it is the "Norm". Varuṇa is the Lord and the guardian of this "Norm". The concept of rta goes back to the Indo-Iranian period (see supra, p. 67); to the Vedic rta correspond exactly the Avestan asa and the Old-Persian rtaq. He has for basis the sentiment that all things are harmoniously regulated and are not left to chance in this universe. The fixity of the stellar figures, the periodical return of the mobile stars to similar positions, the evident verification of all the principal and regular phenomena of nature have, from a very early date, imposed this notion. Among the peoples inclined to explain the organism by the cosmos and the cosmos by the organism, this notion must have quickly extended itself from the sky to the earth, from the world to the living being. Although victim of innumerable accidents, the existence of this last one could not be conceived as being outside the orbit of the great cosmic law, as the same body was a little cosmos. If this is not, properly speaking, a scientific concept of natural law, it is at least an idea quite near the same. The scope of this idea is absolutely general because there is nothing which is not governed by rta, including the moral behaviour of man. Sometimes the Indian and the Iranian minds are blamed for having thus mixed

¹ yāś caṅkā-a sā niṣ karat sā evā sūхиṣati maḥi
sā evā tuḥhyām bheṣaṭāṇi krṇavād bhīṣājā śūciḥ | AV., 11, 9.5.
up the physical and the moral but it should also be recognised that this very mind has also raised above them a sufficiently large concept for covering both of them.

Oldenberg has carefully studied the rta and has very well observed that the origin of this concept lay in the spectacle of the regular movements of the sky, but he has not recognised that the generality of its application automatically brought in its extension to morals. In the simultaneous relationship of rta with the astronomical phenomena and moral behaviour he has only seen the double trace of an Indo-Iranian borrowing from the Semitics. Maintaining that Mitra, the habitual associate of Varuṇa, was the Sun and that Varuṇa was the Moon, he has supposed that the group of seven Ādityas, which is the culminating point of the two associates, was originally that of the Sun, the Moon and the five planets. Not finding among other Indo-European people the equivalent of a similar group, observing that the Indo-Iranians had another solar god and another lunar god and finding that they did not evince much interest for the planets, he thought that the group of Ādityas was by its origin a stranger to the Indo-Iranian mythology. He has supposed it to have been borrowed from the peoples who were more advanced in astronomy, that is, the Semitics. In the relationship of rta with the moral idea, he has seen a confirmation of his thesis because, he says, the Semitics seem to have raised themselves to a more mature concept of moral life earlier than the Indo-Europeans.¹ Such a building up of hypotheses without documentary support is astonishing when it comes from such a philologist as Oldenberg. Of course, it is plausible and one could look for new arguments to support it. One could observe, for example, that the name of Āditya signifying “son of Aditi”, of the “Absence of link”, would have fitted with the mobile heavenly bodies such as the planets (from the Indian point of view the Sun and the Moon are planets) in opposition to the stars, heavenly bodies which seem to be permanently linked among themselves. But this only seems to reinforce the first hypothesis, which identifies the Ādityas with the planets, without rendering others less gratui-

tous, and all that one can learn of the Indo-European pre-history of Varuṇa by confrontation with Ouranos is not favourable to the suppositions of Oldenberg. The essential characteristic of this god is that of being king and not Moon. In India, the god-Moon is a king surrounded by a group of constellations but Varuṇa is king in a larger sense and right from Indo-European pre-history itself; one cannot support its purely astral origin.

It was natural that the universal order, the notion whereof had been suggested by the regularity of cosmic phenomena, had been placed under the charge of a universal god-king and it is probably as his substitute that the Moon-god, Coryphaeus of the celestial procession, had received royal authority on this part of the domain of rta and royal authority in general therefrom. But these kings, Varuṇa in any case, are not capricious despots, Varuṇa makes the Norm prevail, he does not change it, either because he lacks the power to do so or because he does not have the desire for the same. Rta therefore, definitely appears as a quasi-scientific concept of celestial regularity, a concept extended to all the terrestrial and spiritual objects, which has been transformed into that of the universal Norm and has been influenced by the social representation of the monarchical organisation.  

1 Oldenberg did not accept the equation Varuṇa—Ouranos, as correct.

2 In a rectoral discourse published by M. Alsdorf after his death (die magische Kraft der Wahrheit im alten Indien, in ZDMG, 1944, pp. 1-14), Lüders has tried to give a new interpretation to the sense of rta. He maintains that in the post-Vedic epoch, when the word tends to disappear, it denotes “verity” and that this sense and this alone was the one which prevailed in the Veda. Its antonym anṛta would have always signified falsehood. The importance given to rta would come from the belief in the magical power of truth. This thesis appears to be unacceptable. Of course, truth has an eminent magical power in the Vedic ideas and the translation of rta by verity is satisfactory for the large part of the context. But this is due to the fact that the universal Norm is generally true, authentic. Otherwise it would not be the Norm in nature. If it were to happen that the moon were to rotate in the wrong direction, it will follow anṛta, it will make the Norm false, but as long as it does not happen, the Norm remains what it is and retains its permanent verity. The Norm is, therefore, precisely verity, but verity itself borrows its magic force from the Norm because all that is true fits in with it and works by its power. Darmesteter (Ormazd et Ahriman, p. 17), had well seen that the Vedic rta and the Avestan asa are simultaneously order and truth. Beside the opinion that in classical Sanskrit rta means only “verity” is not exact. This is the opinion of Indian lexicographers, because in the classical language, the sense has
In such like ideas disease is a phenomenon which does wrong to \( \text{ṛta} \). In relation to the normal order disease is a disorder, and, as in the then current magical concept like brings in like, disease is linked with other disorders such as sin. Sin in its turn is a transgression of \( \text{ṛta} \) and it makes little difference whether this transgression is committed deliberately or by chance. Voluntary or not, the anomaly of behaviour or of thought brings in that of the organism. This does not mean that no importance is attached to intention; it aggravates the fault as it adds the anomaly of desire to physical or ritual disorder. But the responsibility is automatic, it is not effected by the purity of intention; hazard brings in baneful consequences just as effectively as they are brought in by pre-meditated perverse action. This concept has remained effective in the whole of classical India. The Epic and Puranic legends are full of stories where an accidental shortcoming is punished as a crime and the Jaina ascetics take extremely detailed precautions to avoid the unconscious destruction of minute beings which they do not at all see and thus save themselves from the fatal consequences of unsuspected deaths. In the texts of the classical period, \text{dharma} substitutes \( \text{ṛta} \) but that is merely a change of vocabulary, \text{dharma} like \( \text{ṛta} \) is the universal normal order and starting from the \text{Ṛgveda} itself, the \text{dharma} of \text{Varuṇa} is several times mentioned in place of \( \text{ṛta} \).

Although the concept of Norm has guided Indian thought and even Indo-Iranian thought from early times towards an outline of the scientific interpretation of the word regulated by an immutable law rather than by the caprices of divine personalities, scientific medicine of the classical period has not preserved the old simplistic assimilation made by the Veda of the disorders of health with the ritual, moral or other disorders.

specialised itself in that of verity or justice, but \( \text{ṛṣeṇa} \) is sometimes used in late rituals as an equivalent of \text{vidhīnā}, "according to rules". Moreover, in the Veda, the word alternates with \text{dharman} which has specialised itself in the sense of "order". Lastly, it is not at all possible to separate \( \text{ṛta} \) from \( \text{ṛta} \) which denotes assuredly real phenomena but chiefly regular ones: the seasons and the menses. Besides if verity was the force which moves the word, it would be nothing but its Law or its Norm.

Similarly also the \text{dhāman}, the "law" of Varuṇa. In classical Sanskrit \text{dharma} has, by the passage of the consonant stem \text{dharman}—to the stem in—\( \text{r} \), finally prevailed.
This medicine was too attentive to the multiple causes of various disorders, causes observed by it directly or inferred from observations and according to its theories. But under the stress of beliefs prevalent among the non-medical circles, it has admitted, at a sufficiently late hour, the automatic influence of pernicious acts, especially when they are voluntary; because in this case they have a more serious effect on the creation of diseases.  

If in the Veda the responsibility of acts or of intentions, not in conformity with the Norm of the world, is automatic, the application of consequences is often effected by Varuṇa, the guardian of this Norm. Varuṇa "ties" the sinner to his "ties". The oldest hymns do not explicitly state the effect produced by them but the Atharvaveda drops a hint and the Brahmanical texts declare formally that the sinner tied down by Varuṇa is attacked by dropsy.  

This is in accordance with the fact that Varuṇa who, in the classical literature, will become the god of the waters or of the oceans or will be reduced to this secondary rôle, is already in the Rgveda frequently in relation with the waters.

Dropsy is a special disease, a special punishment of Varuṇa, but all sorts of other diseases spring from the infringement of the rta of any one of the natures. This is proved by the fact that Varuṇa, Lord of the Norm is, because of this link, the opponent of all diseases. He is invoked as the "guardian of the liquid of immortality" and he is told: "A hundred, a thousand remedies do you have, O king. Great, profound be your benevolence. Remove far off perdition, far far off. All sins committed, remove them from us". The number of remedies ascribed to him has little importance because the

1 This then concerns chiefly acts done in an earlier life. cf., Un chapitre de la Hārītasaṃhitā sur la rétribution des actes, in JA., July-Sept., 1934, pp. 125-39.

2 For example, AV., IV, 16, 7; Ait. brh., VII, 15 (the texts employ "seizes" in place of "ties": atha haikṣyākaṁ varuno jagraḥa, tasya hodaram jañiṇe..., seized the descendant of Ikṣvāku and to this descendant was born a stomach...").

3 cf., Berg., III, pp. 122 & ff and chiefly, the hymn, RV., V, 63.

4 RV., VIII, 42, 2: amṛtasya gopām...

5 śatāṁ te rājan bhīṣālaṁ sahāṣram urvi gabhīrā samatiś te astul bādhasva dūrē nṛṣṭīṁ parācaih kṛtāṁ cīd ēnaḥ prā mumugāhy asmāt RV., 1, 24, 9.
formula which mentions them is a stock phrase applicable to other gods. But their very mention indicates that in his invocation the poet thinks of the disease and of the return of health when he demands the removal of "Perdition" and of sin. Now the "Perdition", Niṣṭī has a name, which, by means of a sort of word-play, evokes the negation (preposition niḥḥ) of ṛta; it is also in some way "Anomaly" in general, which implies that all the diseases and sins depend on it.

Besides, the disease denoted by the most general terms like āmīvā and yākṣma, is formally put in relation with the sin. The Atharvaveda, taking up the hemistiches of the Rgveda, groups them in two verses, which illustrates very well the close relationship between physical trouble and sin, ritual or moral shortcoming, intentional or involuntary: "O Soma and Rudra, chase out the one who spreads herself everywhere, the disease (āmīvā) has penetrated into our house. Remove far away the "Perdition", far far away. All sins committed, remove them from us. Soma and Rudra, you, in us, in our bodies, deposit all the remedies. Untie, remove from us, whichever it might have been, the sin committed (by us) and attached to our bodies."1 Elsewhere, he has said that the medicinal plants chase, from each limb of the body, the "evil of sin", that is to say, coming from sin or attached to it (yākṣmam enasyām).2 Similarly all sorts of anomalies which engender physical troubles are rather associated with sin or Niṣṭī. The grāhi which, we have already seen, taking hold of the man, on whom Trīṭa has wiped off the sin of gods (supra, p. 43), is the type of seizing demons who can possess human beings. Among these are the rākṣas to whom are applied such epithets as "devourers" (astrīn), who particularly cause miscarriages and whose co-

---

1. *AV., VII, 42, 1-2:*
   sōmārūḍrā vi ṛhatam viśūcīm āmīvā
yā no gāyan ādvivēṣaj
bādhethāṁ dūrāṁ niṣṭīṁ parācaṁ kṛtāṁ cid ēnaḥ prā mumuktam
asmāt || 1 ||
sōmārūḍrā yuvāṁ etāṁ asmād viśvā tanuṣu bheṣajāṁi dhattam
ava syatam muñcātāṁ yān no āsat tanuṣu baddhām kṛtāṁ ēno
asmāt || 2 ||

2. *AV., VII, 7, 3.* The preceding verse invokes the plants against the "evil sent by the gods"…yākṣmād devēśitād…It is precisely the disorder of sin because such an evil has passed from the gods to human beings by the intermediary of Trīṭa (cf., supra, p. 36).
veda asks for the delivery of a man simultaneously from the one and the other (II, 9, 1). These rākṣas are themselves, in co-relation with the sorcerer-demons, the yātudhānas (cf., supra, p. 46). The nightmare (dusvāpṇa) is also, along with Nirṛti and the rākṣas, a cause of disorders because it is said: “that the stone for pressing (the soma), by talking may push back the rākṣas, the nightmare, Nirṛti, all that devours...”

Lastly, bad luck, materialised in the form of the black-bird, of bad omen, śakuna or śakuni, brings down, in association with Nirṛti, the sin on the human being or “wipes” it on him with the mouth of Nirṛti (AV., VII, 64, 1-2). All the causes of disorders are, therefore, related or allied; they belong to the domain of the sin, to the violation of the Norm and they affect, for most of the time, the healthy being like an impurity wiped off on him. That is why efforts are often made to treat them by the ritual of wiping off or of effacement as also by means of prayers.

These ideas have survived in classical medicine but not in the focal points of its doctrines. They have been preserved mainly in the common beliefs and have been introduced in the medical texts by the pressure of the latter without being integrated in their systems of more scientific explanations. The seizing demons, the grahas, the heirs of the grāhi attack specially children, just as the rakṣas attack the embryos, and, among other demons, certain śakunis are said to provoke diseases, studied by classical medicine in special chapters, separately and in addition to ordinary diseases about which it has to learn. The she-demon related to the grahas and who are given the auspicious name of “mothers”, the māṛkās, play, in the same texts of the classical medicine, a rôle of the first order. They are also attached though this time indirectly to Vedic souvenirs because they form a part of the pan-demonium grouped around Śiva who, undoubtedly of the extra-Vedic origin, already appears in the hymns in the forms, already seen by us, of Rudra. In any case, whereas classical medicine had

---

1 grāvā vādanno āpa rākṣāṁsi sedhatu dusvāpṇyam nirṛtim viśvam atriṇam...
(RV., X, 36, 4).

2 cf., Le Kumāratantra de Rāvana, pp. 62 ff., 177-8, On Śakuni, see the index of this book.

3 ibid., cf., Index, see the words Śiva, Rudra, Skanda.
to embark upon the path of the detailed explanation of morbid causes, in the epoch of the Vedic texts, it was thought to be enough if a relationship could be established between the pathological phenomena and all that appeared to be contrary to the Norm of the world if its origin could be ascribed to shortcoming and to fault, so that they could be fitted back in a general and familiar determinism.

Various Diseases: As our religious texts do not furnish us with systematic descriptions of the morbid states, the identification of these states is quite often uncertain and generally vague. The references made therein are, in any case, frequently sufficient to enable us to have an idea of the majority of the ailments mentioned therein. Moreover, every time we come across the name of a disease common to the Veda and to the manuals of classical medicine, we can try to apply the classical sense of this name to that passage of the Veda containing it; if this sense fits in well with the context and mainly with various contexts where that name comes in many a time, we have the right to admit that probably that sense is exact. This is the method which was used by Bergaigne for the determination of the sense of the Vedic words.\(^1\) It is true that here it could be objected that the sense of the name of a disease is not at all comparable to a commonplace term. Scientific nosology keeps old terms for an indefinite period of time, but being in progress all the time and subject to ceaseless modifications, it frequently changes the concepts covered by these terms. Various words like "leprosy" or "asthma" have no relation whatsoever with lepra or asthma [of the Greek language] and it will be false to use them today in the translation of a Greek text without pointing out that they are meant in a sense altogether different than in the actual usage. Similarly, when a term of the Veda, is also found in the Āyurveda, one cannot be sure, a priori that it possessed the same sense in the Veda as it had in the Ayurvedic texts. Here it may be pointed out that the possibilities of the evolution of senses should not be exaggerated. Lepra [in Greek] denoted all sorts of non-classified cutaneous ailments, whereas leprosy today is an individualised disease, defined by a certain group of symptoms and it is bacteriologi-

---

\(^1\) *Études sur le lexique du Rg-veda*, Paris, 1884, p. III.
cally characterised. Similarly Asthma denoted all sorts of breathlessness whereas asthma today is a dyspnoea of the expiratory type coming on by fits and characterised by the cytological formula of expectoration. But asthma and leprosy still remain the ailments whose essential manifestations are respectively respiratory and cutaneous. If, therefore, in ignorance of the exact sense which the Greeks gave to the word lepra, the sense of “leprosy” as known to the modern doctors, were given to it, one would be ascribing to the Greeks an exact knowledge which they did not at all possess. But if one were to be content with the supposition that among the Greeks lepra signified a serious cutaneous disease, that will be quite exact. One could undoubtedly find examples of more complete changes of sense than those which have come in the case of lepra and “leprosy” and asthma and “asthma”, but it will be difficult to find any which be such that nothing common exists any longer between the old and the modern connotation. Under such conditions, when a disease known to classical texts is found as mentioned in the Veda, if we do not have the right to believe that the Vedic authors knew it as it is taught by the Ayurvedic practitioners, we have, at least, the right of admitting that in the Veda also it is a disease of the same type as in the Ayurveda. Moreover the changes of sense between the Vedic period and the classical period could not have been as considerable as they have been between the Hellenic epoch and the modern period where medicine has profoundly renovated, thanks to modern discoveries, the significance of the old terminology preserved by it. Moreover, the terms common to the Veda and to the Ayurveda denote chiefly the states without specificity such as cachexy or isolated symptoms such as the lancinating pain. These states and these symptoms belong more to the domain of common experience than to that of medical diagnosis; their names are therefore more of commonplace expressions than technical terms whose significance would be subject to conventional changes.

One of the most important names of diseases in the Veda is yākśma which we have already met with. This word appears not only in isolation but also in compound words such as rājayakśmā, “royal disease”, and ajñātayaṃkśmā, “unknown disease”. These two compound words are found together in
RV., X, 161, 1: “I deliver you by means of oblation so that you may live, from the unknown disease and from the royal disease...”1 Yaksma is used in the plural in RV., X, 85, 2, 31; AV., IX, 8, 10, where the “poison of all the yaksmas” is exorcised. The White Yajurveda counts a hundred yaksmas (XII, 97) and it is clear that often it is a case of disease or diseases in a general sense.

The classical medical literature well knows the word to which it often gives a consonant stem: yaksman. In it the word rajayaksma denoted the cachexy resulting from various consumptive diseases, among which we may recognise pulmonary tuberculosis. It is called sotha, “drying up” and kṣaya, “diminution”. The Uttaratantra of the Suśruta-saṁhitā describes it as follows: “Followed by many disorders, coming in the wake of many disorders, difficult to know, difficult to push back, the ‘drying up’ is a disease of great strength. Because of the drying up of the organic juices... (which it provokes) it is called “drying up” and because it provokes the diminution of activity it is known as “diminution”. Because it was, as is known, the disease of the Moon-king, certain persons still call it the “royal disease”.2 One should, therefore, understand by yaksman, a state of decay, cachexy if it is a generalised disease and undoubtedly, an atrophy, a paralysis or even necroses, as we will see, if it is localised in an organ.

The denomination of rajayaksma is explained by the Vedic legend which says that Soma, the Moon, the king of plants, of heavenly bodies and of the Brahmins, had been attacked by decay, wasting away. This legend is found in the Yajurveda

---

1 muihcāmi tvā havisā jīvanaya kām ajñātayaksamād utā rajayaksmaṭ[[ See also AV., III, 11, 1.

2 Utit., XI-I: anekarogānugato bhakurogapuropamah

durvijīhanyo durnivārah śoṣo vyādhīnir mahābalah ||3||

sainājanād rasādānām śoṣo ityabhidhāvate

kriyākṣayakaravāc ca kṣaya ity ucyate punah||4||

rājñās candramasō yasmād abhūd eṣa kīlānayaḥ

tasmāt tathā rajayakṣametā kecid āhuḥ punah janah||5||

Dāhaka glosses kriyākṣayakaravāt as follows: kriyā cikītsā
dhāvānānāsanāvā karma tārara kṣayakaravāt, “kriyā is the therapeutics or the activity of the body, of speech and of mind, this is referred to by kṣayakaravāt”. The first term of the alternative is not credible, yet Vāgbhaṭa (Aṣṭāṅgasāngraha & Aṣṭ.-ḥṛdd., Nidāna, V, 3) takes up, with slight modifications, this passage and declares that the disease in question is called kṣaya on account of its reducing action on the body and on medicines (dehaoglobin kṣayakṛteḥ).
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(Taitt., II, 3, 5, 2; Maitr., II, 2, 7; Kāth., XI, 3). Prajāpati had given his daughters to the king Soma. The Taïtrīya-saṁhitā states more precisely that they were thirty-three in number and others say that they were the nakṣatras. But Soma was interested only in Rohini. Others left him and he was attacked by rājayakṣma.

Interpreting this story is a delicate matter. The notion of the union of the Moon-god seems to be attested right from the verse of the Rgveda "... and Soma is established in the bosom of these nakṣatras".¹ This is one of those rare passages where Soma is already, as is regularly the case in more recent mythology, identified with the Moon (cf., Bergaigne, Rel. ved., I, 158). The hymn where he figures is an epithalamium of Soma and Sūryā, the daughter of the Sun, or the Sun in a feminine form, but the word upastha, which denotes "bosom, lap" in a vague sense, had soon taken the sense of "female genital organs" which it has right from the Yajurveda (Yāj., XIX, 92). It has, therefore, been possible from a very early date to interpret the Vedic hymn as signifying that Soma, solemnly married to Sūryā, was also the husband of the nakṣatras. Now in the XIIIth book of the Atharvaveda, (1, 22, 23), appears a cow Rohini, wife of the Sun-bull, Rohita. An assimilation has, therefore, taken place between Sūryā and Rohini, the two feminine Suns. As regards the nakṣatras, they are the constellations. In the classical literature it is commonplace to proclaim that Soma is their king, (his bulk confers this rank on him) and to say that he "shines", rājati, and to call him in addition rājā, "king", by a play of words.² But the nakṣatras are also, in a more special sense, the twenty-seven or the twenty-eight constellations which lie along the monthly course of the Moon and Rohini is one among them right from the Atharvaveda (XIX, 7, 2) and the Yajurveda (Taitt., IV, 4, 10). Although the Taïtrīya-saṁhitā says that the daughters of Prajāpati were thirty-three in number, they have to be identified with the nakṣatras marking the stages of the Moon as the other saṁhitās affirm that these daughters are the nakṣatras.

¹ X., 85, 2, : átho nakṣatranām eśām upāsthe soma āhitāh.
² cf., for example, Rāmāyaṇa (Bombay), V, 2, 54: candro...tārāgaṇaṁ... virājan..., "The Moon...shining...along with his group of stars...". Also Caraka, Cik., VIII, 8: sa vimuktagrahaṁ candro virarāja viśeṣaṁataḥ.
From this point onwards, it is difficult to understand the legend. It is difficult to understand why Rohini, the co-wife of Soma along with other constellations, is said to be his favourite one, as the Moon, in the course of his revolution, successively covers the celestial spaces determined by these various constellations without specially stopping anywhere. On one side, the decay of the king Soma seems to correspond necessarily to the waning of the Moon and this undoubtedly provides the key to the myth, on condition that we admit that the favourite of Soma, originally, was not the constellation Rohini but the feminine Sun Rohini which has been mixed up with the other because of homonymy. Actually as the Moon approaches the Sun, it wanes to disappear finally before the new Moon, this corresponding with her conjunction with the Sun. The Moon gets back its greatness and its brilliance as it gets away from the Sun, to sit enthroned, the full Moon in opposition, in the midst of the constellations of might. But Soma does not take much time in returning to Rohini and to fall a victim to consumption once again. This schematic explanation is not, in any case, exhaustive because there are other complications in the legend. The Yajurveda (Taitt., VII, 1, 6, 2) describes a "red" (rohini) cow who is asked to come out of the waters for Soma; in souvenir thereof one must buy the soma with a red cow as its price. As Soma-Moon, the soma plant and sacrificial drink is in co-relation with a rohini. The link of this ritualistic aspect of the question with the astronomical aspect is to be looked for in the mythical relations of the lunar heavenly body with the celestial drink of immortality and the terrestrial libation of soma. We cannot stop here to discuss

---

1 Besides, this is what observes the Maitrayanis, II, 2, 7. Seized by the rajyakśma, Soma "rushes to Prajāpati". Prajāpati says to him, "say what is normal". He said thus what was normal, "That I may remain in all equally". That is why he remains equally in all (sa vat praśātāt ātmaratāt, tam prajāpatir abhavaḥ ēvam brūhīta sa ēva ātmaratāt, yathā sarvasveva samāvad ṣarvasveva samāvad vasayī).

2 Another complication lies in the fact that Taitt., II, 5, 6, 4 makes the nights of the fortnight to be the wives of Soma. He will be attained by disease as he does not co-habit with them during the night of the new Moon nor during that of the full Moon. The night of the new Moon being that of its conjunction with the Sun, therein lies a confirmation of the explanation given above. But that abstention during the night of the full Moon, when precisely it is in the midst of the constellations, raises difficulties. As the text has just now said that a woman should be approached neither during the night of the new Moon nor during
this problem any further but from only the preceding indications it appears clearly that ṛājayakṣma, in so far it is a disease affecting the king Moon, is an emaciation comparable to progressive cachexy and that if it attacks the soma drink, it must be, in all probability, a case of a decay of the energy inherent therein. It is therefore surely because of the violation of the Norm that the king Soma is siezed in the Vedic legend by ṛājayakṣma. In the Maitrāyaṇī-saṁhitā, Prajāpati makes Soma himself announce the name of the Norm infringed by him and the Kāṭhaka is equally clear: “He inhabited Rohiṇī; this being an anomaly, the yakṣma seized him”.2

The Vedic legend has been preserved in the classical medical texts. The Caraka-saṁhitā (Cik., VIII, 1-11) describes it with certain modifications, befitting a text having a scientific purpose. It starts by saying that “the body of the god Moon, too much attached to Rohiṇī and not taking care of his organism, starts to wither away because of amorous exhaustion”.3 This is a natural explanation of the consumptive disease given in advance. Later it gives a version similar to that of the Yajurveda. The neglected wives complain to their father who becomes furious and turns out his anger with his breath. This anger attacks the god Moon who comes to demand succour from Prajāpati. Prajāpati permits the Aśvins to treat him and the text adds “Anger, yakṣman, fever, disorder (are the evils which) have only one signification: misery”. As this disease had, first of all, attacked a king, it is considered as “royal yakṣman”. The yakṣman exorcised by the Aśvins, reached the world of humans; it took hold of men due to four causes: effort out of proportion with force, overwork, exhaustion, the

_________

that of the full Moon, one should probably see in the myth of Soma and his wives indicated immediately afterwards, the transposition of a religious interdiction. In any case, the myth in question does not agree with the one which is given a little earlier in the same text; this shows that this text is based on a complicated past of ritual and mythical speculations.

1 cf., Note 1 on p. 102.
2 XI, 3... sā rohīyāṁ evāvasat, tām tásmiṁ ṣāṁte yākṣmo ‘grhyāc....
3 rohīyāṁ atiṣaktasya śarīram nānurākṣataḥ/ ajagāmālapatām indor dehaḥ snehāparikṣayāt/—Cik. VIII, 2, cf. the translation (in French) of the entire passage in J. Filliozat, Magie et médecine, Paris, 1943, p. 42. The notion that amorous excesses are the cause of rāja-yakṣman is passed on to the classical literature, cf., Bhāgavadapurāṇa, IX, XXII, 23.
fourth cause of *yakṣman* being—let it be noted—irregular alimentation.”

It thus appears that the medical text narrates the legend of Soma and Rohini mainly to provide an etymology of the term *rājayakṣman* that it makes of the disease thus specified, a general consumptive ailment and it recognises for the same certain causes which are essentially natural ones. But in its version of the Vedic legend, it makes the *yakṣman* a seizing (*graḥa*, verse 8) demon, born of the anger of Prajāpati and it is by the power of the thought of Prajāpati’s anger that this *graḥa* has been created because Prajāpati is a *guru*, a spiritual master. The Vedic forms of the legend did not contain these particular details which, on the contrary, are quite commonplace in the epics and in the *Purāṇas* and this can lead us to think that the Vedic legend has come to medical tradition through a Puranic intermediary. The verse which introduces the account in the *Caraka-samhitā* seems to confirm it: “The ṛṣis have heard a story from the inhabitants of the sky, while it was being told, a story of amorous passion, an old one and concerning the Moon”.\(^1\) *Paurāṇi*, “old”, can also denote “Puranic”. It is true that the principal Purāṇas only refer to the legend in question and that besides, they are much more recent than the *Caraka-samhitā* which could not have been inspired by them. But it is well known that old Purāṇas have been lost or that at least a mass of legends grouped under the name of Purāṇas existed in the Brahmanic period.\(^2\) It is from these Purāṇas or from the body of the “Puranic” legends that the *Caraka-samhitā* has drawn inspiration.

In any case medical tradition has retained the idea that *rājayakṣman* is in correlation with sin as Dalhana, commenting on the passage quoted above (*Suśruta-samhitā*, *Utt.*, *XLI*, 2-4), concludes by saying: “It being so, it appears that the disease

---

1. *krodho yakṣmā jyaro roga eko ‘rtho duhkhasamjñītaḥ,
yasmati sa rājñāḥ prāg āsid rājayakṣmā tato maith[9].
sa yakṣmā hukṣrto śvabhām mānasam lokam ēgatāḥ,
labhidā catutvādaṁ hetum samāvīṣati mānavān[10].
ayathābalaṁ āraṁbham vegaśaṁdharānākṣayam,

2. *divaukaśām kathayatām ṛṣibhir vai śrū티 kathā,
kāmadvayaṇamucyuktā purāṇi śaśīnām prati—Cik., VIII. 1.
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(in question) is born of a fault in one’s acts’. Of course, it can be the result of physical activity but the expression karma-dośa has a moral resonance which cannot be mistaken. On another side, tradition without losing sight of the notion that rājayaksman is so called because the king Moon had been its first victim, also gives another interpretation of this name. Vāgbhaṭa (Ast.-s. and Ast-hrd., Nidāna, V, 1-2) says that rājayaksman is called “diminution, drying up and the king of disorders”. As the king of constellations and of the twice-born had it in olden times and as it is king and yaksman, it is considered as rājayaksman. It will be, therefore, necessary to translate this last expression as signifying yaksmānām rājā, “king of consumptions”. In his commentary on the Rgveda, Śāyaṇa also gives an abusive interpretation of the word as signifying yaksmānām rājā, “king of consumptions”, which corresponds to the expression, “king of diseases” (rogarāja) of Vāgbhaṭa.

As regards the form ajñātayaksma, it does not appear to occur in the classical medical literature, but the idea represented thereby seems to be present in the epithet dūrvijñeya, “difficult to know”, which we have seen being applied in the Uttaratantra to cachexy. This epithet, as also undoubtedly the expression ajñātayaksma, have quite a natural explanation. Decay is not a determined disease, clear in its origin like the one which provokes a wound; it is a mysterious invasion, a disorder with an uncertain evolution. There is nothing, therefore, to prevent us from admitting that the term yaksma has the same sense of “decay” or “consumptive disease” in Vedic as in classical medicine, subject to the reservation that it should not be supposed that the medical notions developed in the Āyurveda around this term were already familiar to the Vedic authors.

Decay is not necessarily general; it may remain localised in a part of the body; this is the least that seems to result from the examination of some terms whose use is associated with that of yaksma.

In the two references which it makes to the legend of the

---

1 evam ca sati karmadosajo vyādhir iti darśitam.
2 rājayaksma kṣayaḥ śoṣo rogarād iti ca smṛtah ||
   nakṣatraṅām dvijānām ca rājīḥ bhūḍ yad ayam purā|
   yac ca rājā ca yakṣmā ca rājāyaksma tato mataḥ ||
Soma attacked by decay, the Taittirīya-saṁhitā declares that Soma has contracted this disease because of his wives (jāyā), from where the birth of the disease is called jāyonya. It is possible that originally this jāyonya was not identical with the disease of Soma and had been brought near the latter one only to explain its name by an etymological play of words. But it is quite possible that jāyonya had been conceived as at least analogous to yaksma, which would justify the relationship. The Atharvaveda possesses a similar term, jāyāṇya, identified by the commentary with jāyonya and with rājayaksma. The hymn VII, 76, contains a conjuration against this jāyāṇya: “One who breaks the bones to pieces, who keeps himself under the sole of the feet, one, no matter who he be, who sits atop (of the head); I have chased all jāyāṇyas. The winged one, the jāyāṇya flies, it enters men. Here is the remedy of the two, of one who is intact and of one who is well-broken. We know your origin, O jāyāṇya, from where you are born, jāyāṇya. How will you, therefore, attack there (that man) in whose house we offer the oblation?” The hymn XIX, 44, which exalts the virtues of an unguent (aṭṭjana) sheds a ray of light which specifies the term jāyāṇya: “You are the rescuer of life, you are known as the remedy of all, (produce) therefore, O you unguent, well-being. Waters, produce well-being and security. One who is young, the jāyāṇya, the dissection of limbs, the viśalyaka, that the unguent push away all consumptive trouble (yaksma) out of

1 II, 3, 5, 2 and 5, 6, 5.
2 Bloomfield, Hymns of the Atharvaveda, in SBE, XLII, p. 561.
3 Yāh kikasāḥ prāṣṭrāti taṁīdyaṁ avātiṣṭhati
 nirāsām sārvam jāyāṇyom yāḥ kāś ca kakūdi śriyāḥ||3||
pakṣī jāyāṇyoh paṇăti sā a viśati pūruṣām||
tād ākṣatasya bhēṣajām ubhāyoḥ sūkṣatasya ca||4||
vidmā vai te jāyāṇya jānam yāto jāyāṇya jāyase||
kathām ha tātra tvām hano yāsyā krūmō havir grhē||5||
kikasa signifies “bones” in classical Sanskrit and can specially denote the vertebral. Bloomfield interprets ākṣita as “boil or sore, not caused by cutting” (Kauś.-s., p. XLIII, Also Am. J. Ph., p. 320) by reading ākṣata because Dārila, commenting on Kauś.-s., XXXII, 11 refers to ākṣata-bhaisajya, “remedy of the ākṣata” (cf., also Kauś. s., XXXII, 11) and thus seems to take it as a special disease. But it is much simpler to take ākṣita or ākṣata in its normal sense of “intact”. Caland in Kauś.-s., XXXI, 11, justly renders ākṣata as “nicht gebrochene (Tumor)”. The ākṣata-bhaisajya is quite naturally the “remedy of that which is intact”, that is to say, of the non-open collection.
the limbs...". 1 What immediately comes out of these texts is as follows: the jāyānya is a disease with superficial manifestations, which is treated with unguents, which can be ulcerated or not, which can be had anywhere because a formula expels it from the limbs and another points to its presence in the feet and in the head (even if it may not be understood to mean that it can go from the feet to the head) and in the last place which can provoke the necrosis of the bones. The term therefore stands for all types of suppurative ailments and of ulcers appearing externally. It is, therefore, quite understandable that this disease be included among the yaksma, the consumptive ailments, because the consumptive ailments bring in their wake a rapid atrophy of the neighbouring parts and sometimes even cachexy; the abscesses of the bones particularly provoke a veritable melting of muscles which cannot remain unperceived by even the least attentive observers. In other words, the jāyānya is to the rājāyaksma what a "phthisis" and not "tuberculosis") is to general consumption. But if it comes near rājāyaksma one may tend to believe that it had no relation with the ajnātayaksma, the "unknown consumptive ailment", because the Atharvanic sorcerer says to it that he knows it. However, it seems that the sorcerer boasts of himself either for imposing himself or for encouraging his patient.

The terms, which in the hymn referred to last of all accompany that of jāyānya, seem surely to denote the ailments of the same type, they being also treated by means of an unguent and being grouped under the generic name of yaksma. Harimān, "the yellow", is naturally taken to be jaundice, which goes well with yaksma, the jaundice which is regularly accompanied by thinning and asthma. On other occasions the Atharvaveda exercises the same, specially in the hymn, I, 22. It is sent back to the Sun conjointly with the "brilliance which is in the heart" (hṛdyota), that is to say, apparently, the supposed cause of jaundice: an internal flash of yellow colour, like that of the

---

1 āyuṣo 'śi pratāraṇam viśvābhēṣajam ucyase/ tād āîjana dvām samtātim sāmāpo ābhāyam kṛta||1|| yō harimā jāyānyo 'nēghedō viśvāyakah/ sārvaṁ te yāksmaṁ āngebhīyo bhār nīrhoty āîjanaṁ||2||

For the translation of the 2nd verse of the 1st stana, cf. notes of Whitney, Translation of the Atharvaveda, p. 966.
Sun and which radiates outwards through the skin and the eyes (principally the eyes if the skin is dark). The same hymn also sends jaundice to the birds, parrots and others, of whom certain varieties are yellow.¹ One could also admit that harimāṇ can stand for copper or fawn-coloured spots on the skin like the ones produced by leprosy.

Aṅgabheda is ordinarily understood in the sense of “pain rending the limbs asunder”; however in its correct sense this compound denotes the “section of limbs”. It can, therefore, designate the spontaneous mutilations provoked by leprosy and it would be natural to see beside an ailment which causes necrosis in the bones as the jāyāṇya, another which makes the limbs fall off.

Vīśalyaka is more difficult to explain. The commentary of Śāyana followed by Shankar Pandit, reads vīśalpaka or visarpaka² and it would mean erysipelas, the serpiginous disease. This reading is quite possible because in various Indian scripts the groups lpa and lya are easily mixed together. On the other hand, in an enumeration of diseases vīśalyaka is found alongside aṅgabheda and aṅgajvara, the “fever of limbs”, (evidently the local fever of lymphangitis, AV., IX, 8, 5).

¹ cf., V. Henry, La Magie dans l'Inde antique, 2nd edn., Paris. 1909, p. 182. RV., I, 50, 11, 12, invokes the Sun, Śārīya, against the “ailment of the heart”, hrddra and jaundice and contains the verse taken up by the AV. for sending jaundice to the parrots, etc. The substitution in the AV. of hrddutā by hrddrū of the RV., clarifies the innate uncertain sense of hrddrū. This term has been interpreted as designating “cardialgia” whose mention in correlation with jaundice will be quite out of place. It is more probable that in the RV., the Sun is invoked directly for chasing away the disease because it is he who causes it as proved to the Vedic sorcerers by the analogy of the morbid tint with that of his brilliance. It is true that a linking up of hrddutā to the root dyut, “to break”, which is said to be found in the AV., IV, 12, 2; 23, 5 and XII, 3, 22, is desired here, but another interpretation of the passages, by means of dyut, “to shine” (in a pejorative sense), is also possible. Besides if hrddutā were “the pain which breaks the heart”, how is it that jaundice is brought alongside this disease. Śāyana in his commentary says that hrddutā “burns the heart” (hrdyaṁ santāpayati) which seems to indicate that he recognises in the word rather the root dyut, “to shine”, than the root dyut, “to break”; however santāpayati can also be understood in the sense of “torrents”. Whitney adopts the translation “heartburn”. Beside hrddutā is found, several times, in the AV., hrddyaṁmayā as a synonym.

² Bloomfield, Hymns, pp. 531, 601.
Erysipelas would be quite in place beside it. However, the same word viśalyaka is found in other enumerations where neighbouring terms denote diseases of another type and chiefly, viśalpaka is a lectio facillor, whose authenticity is not certain. Bloomfield has rendered viśalyaka as “neuralgia” and this translation would be creditable if the neighbouring word anīghveda did certainly stand for a harrowing pain, all the more because AV, IX, 8, 2, places “ear-ache”, karnaśūla, immediately before viśalyaka. But the analysis of the word itself remains embarrassing. One could suppose that this is a case of an adjectival formation in ya on visala or bisala, “shoot, bud”, of the same type as dantiya from danta with the extra addition of the suffix ka (quite frequent in the names of diseases). The word bisa exists in the vocabulary of classical medicine in bisavartma (Suṣr., Utt., III, 26), “the eyelid in the form of a lotus-stalk” which is defined as below: “Is considered like the eyelid in the form of lotus-stalk, the eyelid which is swollen and has many small holes like the lotus-stalk inside water”. This aspect can be realised by glandular abscesses or by multiple styes causing oedema and opening out by as many small orifices. Viśalyaka could, therefore, even designate a disease “with buds” which would belong to the same category as the jāyānya.

The jāyānya is again quite near to the better defined lesions called, the apacits, “adenopathies”. The 1st and 2nd stanzas of the hymn VII, 76 of Atharvaveda (whose 3rd to 5th stanzas constitute a conjuration against the jāyānya) are employed against the apacits. As has been quite well shown by Bloomfield, apacit represents the disease known in classical medicine as apaci. Suśruta describes it quite clearly: “The kapha transforms the fat accumulated in the maxillary, axillary,
clavicular (fossa supraclavicularis) and brachial (elbow) joints, in the neck and in the throat as a hard nodule, round or long, fluctuating and causing little pain. This nodule, increasing in size because of other nodules of the size of the myrobalan-stone, resembling the eggs of the fish and others of the same (aspect) and being of the same colour (as the chief nodule) is called, because of the pre-eminence of the pile: apaci". It is, therefore, clearly a case of adenopathies, presenting themselves first in the form of isolated nodules (granthis), then becoming confluent (apaci) and which, of course, can be suppurating: "The ones, pruriginous, causing little pain, once crushed, disappear and others persist. This disease, coming certainly from the fat and the kapha, is difficult to vanquish; it continues for a number of years".

The Atharvaveda (VII, 76, 2) localises them, as Sūrurta, in the neck and in the armpits (upakaksya "which are under the wings", the translation of Whitney: "along the sides", faithfully follows the commentary and definitely gives the same sense), but he also places them in a region of the body, which is completely enigmatic, the vijāman intrepreted by the commentary, without mentioning the authority followed, as the region of genital organs (guhya-pradeśa). Probability would lead one to think of the inguinal regions, curiously omitted as the possible seat of apaci in Sūrurta and it can only be a twin-organ, the exact sense being "twin". Two incantations against adenopathies distinguish a black adenophore, mother of the neighbouring adenopathies: "Of the red adenopathies, the black one is the mother, have we heard" and in VI, 83, 3,

---

1 Nid., XI, 8,9: hanvasthikakṣaṣkakabāhushandhimanyāgaleṣapacitam tu medas/granthim sthiram yuttam athāyatam vā snigdham kaphas cālparujam karoti|/8|/ tam granthibhistvāmalakāsthimātrair matsyāngājālapratimais jathānyayāḥ/ ananyavarvarair upacīyamānam cayaparakaṛṣṇād apiṣam vodanti|/9|/ snigdha, literally "greasy" is the opposite of sthira, "hard", and designates evidently the adenopathies tending towards fluctuosity. The etymology given by Sūrurta has a play on the word upacīyamana and the use of caya helps to show that apaci is considered as a derivative of the root cī, "to gather"; but habitually this root with the preposition apa signifies "to diminish"; it is with upa that it signifies "to grow".

2 ibid., kandāyutās te`parujah prabhimmāḥ sravanti naśyanti bhavanti cānaye/ medhakaphābhāyah khalu roga eṣa sudustarō varṣagāṇdānubandhi|/10|

3 AV, VI, 25, 1-3, localises them in the neck, in the throat and in the shoulders (arm-pits).

4 AV, VII-74, 1: apacitām lohīnīnām kṛṣṇā māteti suśrūma.
adenopathy is called “mother of the black one” (ṛāmaṇī). The notion of a nodule, different from others, accompanied by others only as we have just seen in Suśruta, is apparently based on the observation that in a case of adenopathy with multiple cells, one of these, more developed and generally older, is the first to turn itself into an abscess. A little before the rupture of the thinned skin, it takes on a purplish-blue tinge, gangrenous. In this really appears a blackish tumefaction in the centre of others, which are simply red. Suśruta specified that the nodules accompanying the principal one have the same colour. This difference with the Atharvaveda is easily explained by the fact that in the beginning it is as described by Suśruta, whereas the Atharvaveda considers it (in its incantations) in the period when they run or are about to do so.\(^1\)

V. Henry has conjectured that jāyānya was the general diathesis of which the apacits were the external manifestations\(^2\), the jāyānya designating the inflammation of the osseous tissue, ulcers, etc., as we have seen, cannot be a diathesis. The relation it has with the apacits consists simply in that the apacits are a more individualised type of ailment since they are the ganglionic suppurations and not just any suppuration.\(^3\)

V. Henry has also conjectured and at the same time Bloomfield too, that jāyānya, because of its derivation from the root jan, “to beget”, or of a theme like jāyā, “wife”, could designate a congenital disease, or better still, a venereal disease\(^4\), and both of them have identified it definitely as

\(^1\) ibid., 1-2, the sorcerer declares that he pierces them (vidhyāmi). It is true that AV., VII, 76,1, calls them “dry” but this is precisely because the stanza announces beforehand the hoped-for result, to force it to produce itself. cf., V. Henry, Livre VII, p. 97.


\(^3\) The abscesses and the inflammations of the cellular tissue are designated in the AV., VI, 127,1; IX, 8, 20, as vidradhî, in classical medicine vidradhī which includes the common abscesses and the purulent visceral collections. The difference between jāyānya and vidradhā seems to lie in that the first word designates all sorts of suppurrant ailments, hot or cold, accompanied by local emaciation and the second, the collection of severe abscesses. In talking of the apacits, Bloomfield and V. Henry call it quite often “pustuls”, although they make of it, rightly, the scrofulous disease, the scrofula. The use of the word “pustuls” not only does not come up to reality but also does not conform even with the idea they have of the disease in question.

\(^4\) V. Henry, Livre, VII, p. 98; Magie... p. 192; Bloomfield, Hymns... of also Zimmer, Altindisch Leben, p. 377.
syphilis. Bloomfield has brought in favour of this identification, an argument which is more pleasing than solid. The Kauśikasūtra (32, 11-13), in the ritual indicated by it against jāyānya prescribes the attachment (to the patient) of an amulet tied with a cord of the lute (more exactly of viṇā) and where also enters another organ of the same musical instrument as a component. From this Bloomfield supposes that the pieces of viṇā are the substitutes of "nautch-girls" which must have produced the disease and that the charm is a homeopathic one.\(^1\) To suppose that the Atharvanic sorcerers were capable of recognising a relation of cause and effect between the frequentation of prostitutes and the appearance of the abscesses affecting the bones or of ulcers, is to credit too highly their spirit of observation and their clinical sense. Even today, laboratory tests are not sufficient for proving the aetiological relations of this type. As regards the idea that jāyānya can designate a congenital disease, it is not very probable, there being nothing to allow us to believe that the jāyānya in the Atharvaveda can be considered as appearing from birth and how could one then believe it to be congenital when it did not appear from that very moment?

The Profoundly Morbid Impregnations:—Another ailment or category of ailments is often taken to be not only congenital but even hereditary. The disease called, ksetriyā, "belonging to a field", is conceived by the Vedic commentators as hereditary or passing in the family, sometimes having been contracted during the period of embryo.\(^2\) The hymns of the Atharvaveda where the ksetriyā is exorcised (II, 8 & 10; III, 7) do not enable

---

1 Hymns..., p. 561, where jāyā, whose correct sense is "wife, one who gives birth to children", is rendered by "woman" in this case. Besides there is nothing to prove formally that venereal diseases were known as such from the AV. The Kauśikasūtra (27, 32) does specify the recitation of the hymn III, 11, along with the ingestion of boiled rice with rotten fish in case of the "disease of coitus" (grāmya) explained by Dārila: grāmyo vyādhir mithuna-saṁyogat, "the grāmya disease results from coitus". Now Hymn III, 11, begins with an invocation against rājayāksma and ajñātayāksma (cf., supra, p. 98) and Keśava also, in his commentary on the Kauś.-s., declares that all this is the remedy in case of "consumption by coitus", maitthuna-rāja-yāksam (Bloomfield, Hymns..., 341). Most probably, this remedy is meant for cases of exhaustion due to sexual excesses (as interpreted by V. Henry, Magie..., p. 20) and not for diseases, which are probably speaking, venereal diseases.

2 Bloomfield, Hymns..., pp. 286 ff. Ed. of the Kauśikasūtra, p. XLIV.
us to know its symptoms, but consider it as a bond (pāśa) of which two stars, the “unfastenings” (vicṛt) can deliver and they associate it with Niṛṛti and with the bond of Varuṇa. In classical medicine the term does not seem to have been employed, but in a comparison, the matrix is represented by the “field”, ksetra (Suśr., Śār., II-33). It is, therefore, conceivable that the commentators have been able to think that ksetriya was a disease arising in the foetus or, better, coming from the matrix, hence hereditary.

The grammar of Pāṇini explains the word by means of an equivocal phrase: “ksetriya is one to be treated in (or: for, concerning) another field (the field of another, of others).” The commentators are in doubt. The Mahābhāṣya¹ says that ksetriya is an abnormal form (nipāta) formed by the elision of the word para, “other”. In short ksetriya stands for paraksetriya. But the Mahābhāṣya does not give the sense of this term. Later still, the Kāśikāvrtti,² after reproducing the grammatical notes of the Mahābhāṣya gives examples of the use of the word ksetriya as attributive adjective and offers several explanations to choose from “...the disease ksetriya, ksetriya leprosy. The paraksetra is the body of another birth (a new body after transmigration); it is for³ this (body) that the ksetriya is to be treated. It is said that it is an incurable disease, which cannot be opposed, that is to say (that it does not) cease as long as one is not dead. Or ksetriya is the venom; it is treated by being

¹ ksetriyaḥ parakṣetre cikitsyah, V-2-92.
³ ...kṣetraḥ vyādhiḥ kṣetriyam kusṭham|parakṣetram janmāntaraśariram| tatra cikitsyaḥ kṣetriyam|asādhyo 'prayākhyeyo vyādhir ucyate| nāmṛtasya niyārtya hitarthah|athaḥ kṣetriyam viṣam|yat parakṣetra parāśarāḥ sanākramayya cikitsyate|athaḥ kṣetriyāni trṇani|yāni sasyārthe kṣetre jātāṇi|cikitsyāṇi nāsasyātyāṇi|athaḥ kṣetriyāḥ para- dārikāḥ|parādārikāḥ parakṣetram|tatra cikitsyaḥ nigratiṣṭayāh|sarvam caitat pramāṇam|
⁴ Bohtlingk, whose interpretation has been deemed as authoritative, has translated the sūtra of Pāṇini as follows: “kṣetriya bedeutet “erst in einem andern Körper zu heilen” d.i. “in diesem Leben “unheilbar””. This interpretation, though grammatically impeccable, is logically contesable. If kṣetriya is incurable in the present life, it cannot be said that it will be curable in another because that life, when it occurs, will be, in its turn, a present life. It is true that one can suppose that Pāṇini did not see this difficulty. But another interpretation is possible. If it is found that the disease ceases only on death, it is perfectly natural to say it should be treated for another body, so that it does not accompany in transmigration.
transferred to another field, i.e., to another body. Or the *ksetriya* are the herbs. When they have appeared in a field understood as in “a field of other plants because of the cereals they must be treated,”¹ that is to say that they must be destroyed. Or the *ksetriya* is the adulterous lover, the wives of others are the *paraksetra*, it is regarding this (*paraksetra*), that it should be treated, (that is to say) that he should be punished. And all this is deemed authoritative”.

The association made by the *Kāśikāvṛtti* with leprosy enables us to understand easily the idea it had of this word. *Kuśtha* translated here by “leprosy”, denotes in classical medicine all sorts of dermatoses, leprosy being one of the severe forms of the same. There is a decisive passage on it in Śuśruta: “When a woman and a man have (respectively) the blood and the sperm vitiated by the impurity of leprosy, the child born of them, is itself—it should be known—affected by leprosy. Leprosy in one, who has control over oneself, is curable, when it spreads to the skin, the blood or the flesh. When it has reached the fat, it is possible that it may be cured, but when it has reached beyond it, it becomes incurable. It is said that leprosy, a disease of sin, comes from acts such as the assassination of a Brahmin, of a woman, or of good persons or because of the appropriation of the goods belonging to another. If death takes place because of leprosy, it accompanies (the victim) even in his next birth and as there is no worse disease (*kastatara*), it is called *kuśtha*. When a patient takes a vow to observe the rules of life prescribed in regard to food and conduct, he may obtain release from this disease by means of best medicine and of austerities and can obtain a more favourable station (in the next life).² Evidently it is with notions contained in this passage that the author of the *Kāśikāvṛtti* wrote his explanation

¹ It is evident that *cikitśya* must not be translated as “to treat” or “to be cured”. *Cikitśya*, the desiderative form of the root *cit*., “to think”, signifies “to take into consideration, of which one must occupy oneself.” It is by means of a current specialisation that it is often taken to mean “treatable” or “to treat”, the sense which mixes itself with that of “curable” because it is a principle of classical medicine that only curable ailments should be treated.

² Śuśr., *Nid.*, V:

```quote
śrīpumāsaḥ kuśṭhadosād duṣṭaśoṅitaśukrayoh
yad apatyām tayor jātam śeyam tad api kuśṭhitam/[23]/
kuśṭham ātvamayaḥ (cf., 27) sādhyam tvagrakatipīśādīritam/
medogatam bhāved yāpyam asādhyam ata uttaram/[24]/
```
and since for Pāṇini kṣetriya designates a disease, this word should be understood in the sense which results from these notions. Particularly, one must understand not that the disease in question will be cured in a new body, but that it must be treated as much by recourse to religion as to medicine so that the new body (of the next birth) may be free therefrom.

We cannot know if, in the Atharvaveda, kṣetriya represents para-kṣetriya as in Pāṇini and we do not have the guarantee that the notion of transmigration was allowed in the circle where this Veda was elaborated, although, most probably, this notion appertains to the pre-Aryan, anterior basis of this text. But it is clear that the correct significance of the name, “one who appertains to the field”, gives an extremely plausible sense in accordance with what Suśruta has to say of the incurable dermatoses, which penetrate not only the skin, the blood and the flesh, but the entire body right up to its last elements. And, because it is a “bond” associated with the bond of Varuṇa, it must be definitely a “disease of sin”, as is leprosy according to Suśruta, and as are the majority of ailments just studied by us. Thus it appears to be absolutely possible that kṣetriya in the Atharvaveda designated diseases which completely impregnated the organism, such as the incurable leprosy. The fact that the Atharvaveda tries to cure it, proves nothing against this last point and must not lead us into supposing that its cure was necessarily expected only after transmigration. It is only the classical medicine, with sufficient experience to lay down with certitude the prognostics of incurability, which ordains the abandonment of incurable diseases. Hope and doubt justified the intervention of the Vedic magician and besides, we have seen that Suśruta himself gave prescriptions for treating cases of advanced leprosy and if not with a view to curing them, then at least for preventing their return after transmigration.

The Fevers:—By the side of major ailments which result

\[\text{brahmastriśajjanavadhaparavaharaṇādibhiḥ (cf., Hārīta, in JA, July-Sept., 1935, p. 136)/}\\karmabhiḥ pāparogasya prāhua kuśṭhasya sambhavam/25/\\mriyate yadi kuśṭhena punarjāte 'pi gacchati/\\nātaḥ kaśṭhataro rogo yathā kuśṭham prakṛtitam/26/\\āhārdācayoḥ proktām āsthāya mahaṭm kriyām/\\ausadhīnāṁ viśiṣṭanāṁ tapasāsa ca niṣevaṇāt (cf., Mahābh, XII, 5967)\\yas tena muciṣṭe jantuḥ sa puṇyām gatiṁ āpnyāt/27/].
from the insidious ascendency of the abnormal on the body and which are, therefore, more or less related to the guardian of the Norm, Varuṇa, one should also mention fever which can be precisely the child of Varuṇa. The *Aṣṭharvaveda* calls it *takmāṇ*.\(^1\) It clearly indicates in details its intermittent forms:

1. When fire (Agni) has burnt the water by penetrating them, there where those who observe the Norm make adorations, that is, it is said, the place of origin *par excellence* (of the fever). Knowing us well, spare us, O Fever!

2. Whether you are the flame or the heat or the one who aims the chips [of wood] (fire) be your place of origin, your name is Hrūdu, O god of the yellow. Knowing us well....

3. Whether you are heat or the burning heat or the son of the king Varuṇa, your name is Hrūdu....

4. Adoration to the cold fever. I bow to the burning Heat. To the fever which approaches once a day, once in two days, to one (who approaches) every third day, adoration be done.\(^2\)

There can be no hesitation in recognising the shiver of the paludal attack (cold fever), its stage of intense heat, its various forms, daily, once in three days, once in four days.\(^3\) Another:

\(^1\) The name of fever in classical Sanskrit is *jvara* which is known in the *Aṣṭharvaveda* as the second member of the compound *anga-jvara*, “fever of the limbs”, which we have already met with and which undoubtedly has already occurred in the *Ṛgveda*, I, 4,2-8, in the compound *nava-jvara*. There is a great deal of literature on *takmāṇ* which before being recognised as fever, was seen to represent the least expected diseases. cf., V. Grohmann, *Medicinesches aus dem Aṣṭharva-Veda mit besonderem Bezug auf den Takman;* V. Henry, *Magie...*; Macdonell-Keith, *Vedic Index*, etc. Lastly, Reinhold F.C. Muller, “Der Takman des Aṣṭhavaveda”, in *Artibus Asiae*, VI, 1937, pp. 230 ff. The article of P. Regnau, *Notes d’exégèse védique, Détermination du sens de “tani”, “man” et “takman”,* in *Congr. Or. 1897*, appertains to a series of systematic conceptions which are not acceptable.

\(^2\) I, 25:

yād aṅgir āpo ādhara praviśya yātrākṛṣṭavan dharmadhīrtō nāṁōṁśi

| tātra ta āṅkuh paramāṁ jāniṭram sa νaḥ samvidvān pārī yuṛdhī takmaṇi[1]|
| yād yādī vāsi śociḥ śakalyeṣi yādī vā te jāniṭram|
| hṛūdu nāṁśi haritasya a deva sa νaḥ...[2]|
| yādī sokō yādi vābhiśokō yādi vā rājīnu vāruṇasyāśi putrāḥ|
| hṛūdu|……………………………………………………[3]| namah śītāya takmāṇe nāmo rūdraye śociḥ krnōṁi


\(^3\) In classical medicine *trīṭyaka* denotes the fever which comes every third day (counting that of the first attack as the first), therefore the *trīṭyaka* fever. Therefore the fever that comes every fourth day is called *caturhaka* and there is no mention of a fever between the daily (*anyedyāṣṭa*) and the *trīṭyaka* (*Suśr., Utt., XXXIX, 67-8; Car., *Cik., III-34*). But here, *trīṭyaka* coming after the daily and the one coming every third day, can only be the one that comes every fourth day, the one that attacks every fourth day, excluding the day of first attack.
hymn invokes the cure of all the types of known fevers: “Destroy the fever that comes every third day, one that does not come every third day, the continuous and the autumnal, the cold fever, the hot one, the one that comes in summer and the one that comes in the season of rains.” Against this fever are invoked (V, 22-1) Agni, Soma and Varuna, and the same hymn (st. 12) relates it to other ailments: his brother is balasa, his cousin the pamana, his sister is cough (kasikā).

Balasa designates in medicine several ailments possessing the common characteristic of manifesting themselves in the shape of swelling and the word also serves as a synonym of kapha and sleșman, which denote the aqueous element of the organism. The balasaka-(equivalent of balasa) is, according to Suśruta (Utt., IV-8), an ailment affecting the white of the eye, wherein can be easily recognised the superficial cyst of the conjunction. The balasa of the Atharvaveda can have no relation with this cyst. The balasa represents once again in Suśruta (Nid., XVI-53) the suffocating oedema of the throat. Lastly among fevers, Suśruta knows one, which he does not describe but which he calls vāta-balasa and which, he says,

Moreover, classical medicine knows also this sense of trīyaka. The Sāṅgadharasamhitā, for example, differentiates between the intermittent fevers under question by describing them as alāhika, “daily”; dvīyaka, “coming every second day” and trīyaka “coming every third day” (2, II, 54-5).

1 AV., V, 22-13: trīyakam vītriyam sadam.[im uta śaradām/ ākāmnām śītam vīrūm grāṣamam nāsaya vārṣikām]| vītriyā has received several conjectural interpretations; the simplest one sees in it the fever, opposite to the trīyaka, (i.e., which is simultaneous the daily and the trīyaka); this interpretation here is quite natural, where the exorcism looks like a complete list of fevers in which the daily and the trīyaka have been mentioned in abridged form. kāṃṣyāhī bhavati site, mubindutulayaḥ, sa jñeyo mṛdura duṣṭa balāsakākhyāḥ, “There exists on the white (of the eye) something like a drop of water, shining like copper, hard, indolent. It is to be known by the name of balasa.” According to a variant it is covered with blood-vessels (strāvyā). The text followed here is that of Jadavji Trikamji (verse No. 9).

3 gale ca sōpam kuruḥ prvddhau śleșmānilau svāsarujopapannam| marmacchidām ductaram etad āhur balāsasamjñham nipuch vikaram|| “Śleșman and wind in excess provoke in the throat a tumefaction accompanied by breathlessness and pain and which injures the vulnerable points (of the throat); it is difficult to vanquish; the experts give this disorder the name of balāsa.

4 Suśr., Utt., XXXIX, 65 (Viṭa-balāsaka in the edition of Jibānand Vidyāśāgar, but sa in the edition of Jadavji Trikamji, Bombay, 1931 (verse No. 58). Jolly was the first to point out the probable relation between the balāsa of the AV. and the viṭa-balāsaka (Medicin, p. 72).
is due to an excess of *kapha*. The *Mādhava-nidāna* defines the same fever as follows: “A patient having a slow fever permanently (a continuous fever), who is dried up, swollen (who) suffers because of this, has his limbs stiffened, has lots of *ślesman*, suffers from *vāta-balāsaka*”\(^1\). This definition enables us to understand the reason why this disease has the name of *vāta-balāsaka*, literally, “one pertaining to wind and to *balāsa* (*ślesman*)”; the epithet *rūkṣa*, “dried up”, which figures among the symptoms, is characteristic of the action of wind\(^2\), the swelling comes from *balāsa*, the aqueous element of the organism. In the designation of this fever, *balāsa* is, therefore, a reminder of its pathogenicity. One may conclude, therefore, that right from the *Atharvaveda*, *balāsa* had the sense of the aqueous element of the organism and was applied to a febrile ailment only to call attention to the pathogenicity already conceived in the same manner in classical medicine. Nothing is farther from probability. The *balāsas* are a type of oedematous ailments; it is, therefore, quite possible that *balāsa* started with denoting the symptom of swelling and it is only secondarily that, after the theory of the classical medicine had been constituted, it became the synonym of *ślesman*, the swelling being the essential manifestations of *ślesman*, those in which can be seen directly in action the aqueous element of the organism.

A hymn of the *Atharvaveda* could, in any case, lead one to think that *balāsa*, far from being in this text, a “swelling”, denotes a mutilating and necrotizing disease. The hymn IV, 14 begins, in fact, as if seeming to qualify the *balāsa* of “the fixed trouble in the heart (or internal trouble) which breaks the bones (*asthi-sraṁśā*), which breaks the joints (*paruḥ-sraṁśā*)”\(^3\). In the light of this definition, one is tempted to put aside the identification of *balāsa* with swelling but, on the contrary, this identification is confirmed by a deeper examination of the

---

\(^1\) *nityam mandajvaro rūkṣah śunakas tena śīdati
dabdhāṅgaḥ śleśmabhūyatiḥ no ro vātabalāsakī||II, 40.*

\(^2\) *Caraka, Śūtr., XII-4.* The epithet of “dried up” seems to contradict that of “swollen” but there is no such conflict. It is common knowledge in clinical practice that a part of the body, the upper part, for example, appears thin and dry when there exist also liquid discharge and oedema.

\(^3\) *asthisraṁśāṁ paruḥsraṁśāṁ āsthitam hṛdayāmayāṁ balāsam...*
adjectives asthi-sraṁsā and paruh-sraṁsā. The root sraṁsa does possess the sense of “falling to pieces, of being detached” but in classical Sanskrit, when limbs are referred to, its general sense is “to release, to fall down because of heaviness.” Sraṁsā denotes “(one whose) limbs are disjointed”.¹ The Atharvaveda itself makes use of this root in this very sense, in a slightly modified form, in udaram śramśayitvā, “by making the stomach hang down”, (IV, 16-7) and this concerns justly the stomach of the sinner, which hangs down because it is swollen, because of the bonds of Varuṇa. It is, therefore, quite natural to admit that the root sramis in asthi-sraṁsā and paruh-sraṁsā evokes the heaviness of the limbs and the disjunction of the articulations, as a result of the synovial swelling and discharge. Moreover, tradition has preserved the idea that the hymn IV, 14 did refer to swelling, because Keśava, commenting upon the Kauśikasūtra (XXXIX, 30), which teaches the ritual use of this hymn, has this to say regarding the use in question: “It is said to be the remedy for ślesman”.² He, thus, understood balāsa as the aqueous element of the organism precisely in connection with the hymn where balāsa is called asthi and paruh-sraṁsā.

We will discuss a little later, the word pāmān in connection with skin diseases. The fever takmān along with the related ailments called balāsa, pāmān and kāśikā is sent, by the exorcisms of the same hymn, which names them together (AV, V-22) to the barbarian woman (dāsī, st. 6-7) and to the various stranger people having names which are mostly identifiable: the Bāhlikas (Bactrians), the Aṅgas (Bengal), the Magadhas (Bihar), the Gandhāris (Peshawar District). Others are less easy to situate, they are the Mujavants and the Mahāvīṣas. The Mujavant is the mountain, par excellence, from where comes the soma, destined for sacrifice.³ The Mahābhārata (X, 785) makes it (in all possibility it is the same mountain) the place where Bhava (Śiva) practises austerities and it is known that the ascetic Śiva stays chiefly in the

¹ cf., various references in PW under sram, in the lower part of the column 1390; Kumāraṇaṇa de Rāvaṇa, p. 181, column 1, under lus lhod, “relaxation of the body” which renders rastāṅgava, “the falling down of limbs” in Tibetan.
² ślesma-bhaśājayam ucyate.
Himalayas, in the North. The *Mahāvrṣas*, "those who have big bulls", seem to belong to lower Panjab.¹ This hymn against fever has been, most probably, composed in Central India, the Madhyadeśa, say between Delhi and Allahabad, because all the stranger people named therein surround precisely this region.

We may also remark that the *dāsī*, literally the "woman-slave", is the woman belonging to stranger people, hostile to the Vedic society and that the Muvants are particularly despised. The Merchant of soma, who brings the plant from the mount Muvant, is a being who is chased away by being beaten with batons, once the soma has been delivered.² It is, therefore, natural that in Vedic ideas, fever is sought to be discharged on such persons. The word *takmān*, for its formation, is attached either to the roots *taṅc* or *tak*. The former denotes "to contract, to coagulate" and is found only in the texts on grammar; it is, however, represented in usage by the forms *ātaṅcana*, "that which makes the milk curdle", *abhyaṅcā*, "curdling for another", *upātaṅkya* (that which makes the milk curdle). It is difficult to see the possibility of the semantic passage. *Takmān* shows itself as an agent-name and a word denoting "Coagulator" is not well-suited for designating fever. On the other hand, *takmān* could, more probably, be derived from *tak*, which indicates a rapid movement, the passage in the sense of "provoking a dash" in one "which causes a fit." This will explain that the word has been used to denote fever.³ Although this etymology is plausible, one may as well ask if it is not a loan-word. In fact, it can be observed that the *Atharvaveda*, (V-22—we have summarised its contents above) declares: "The Muvants are its abode, the Mahāvrṣas are its abode; from the moment of your birth, O

¹ A. Foucher thought, as he had very kindly indicated to me, that the Mahāvrṣas should be looked for there, because of the magnificent bovine race of Hissar, taller than man. It is the same race whose specimens were sent by Alexander to Greece.

² L’Agnijstoma, I, p. 47—The merchant is included among those whose food must not be eaten because of their abject condition, *Yajñavalkya*, I-185.

³ The root *tak* gives as derivatives *pāritakmya* (*RV*), denoting "one who dashes around", and *paritakmya*, "peregrination, revolution"; this confirms that *takmān* must have been derived from the same root.
Takman, you derive pleasure in living among the Bāhlikas”.¹ It is, therefore, not only because one desires to banish it to stranger countries, that it is sent there, but also because it is a disease of theirs and it cannot be excluded, ā priori that its name current in the country, where it was endemic, has been used. In any case, the word takmān has not survived in classical medicine², where, however, the study of classical medicine has had a big development. Only the names of its intermittent forms, as we have seen, have been preserved. We may also point out in this regard that it will be extremely misleading to date the medical notions according to the dates of the texts of the classical tradition in which they are arrested. The intermittent fevers are studied in the Suśruta-samhitā only in the Uttaratantra, suspected to have been appended at a later date and yet their notion was possessed from the time of the Atharvaveda. The silence of the older part of the Suśruta is explained by a simple lacuna in the editing of this text.

Isolated Morbid Phenomena:— The majority of other ailments which are named in the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda are isolated morbid phenomena. No effort is made for discerning across the groupings of these phenomena, the diseases of which they represent only the symptoms. In the presence of patients suffering from cephalitis, vomiting and constipation, we are used to evoke immediately the diagnosis of meningitis. The Vedic healer saw therein three disorders occurring simultaneously or, if he knew that these disorders were interconnected because of their co-existence and were connected with others which do not fail to accompany them, the disease that caused them to occur together was not

¹ ōko asya mūjavanta ōko asya mahāvyṛṣāṁ|
yāvaj jātās takmams tāvāṁ ast bāḥlikeṣu nyocarāh||5||

It is possible that on account of a certain assonance, the memory of the takmān has probably given the sense of “fever” to the word ātanka which normally denotes “torment” and is derived from the root tank [known only to the grammarians as also its other derivatives, except pratāṅkam (AV.) which has the sense of “furtively”]. Ātanka is used by Caraka (Cik., III-11) and Vāgbhaṭa (A.H., Nīd., I-2, etc., in the sense of “torments” or of “disease”. Only the Rājānīgṛhaṇṭu and certain lexicographers make it a synonym of jvara, but the Rājānl. itself (XX-1) takes it in the sense of “disease”. Caraka and Vāgbhaṭa, in the passage quoted above, also use it as a synonym of jvara but this is because they understand once jvara in the sense of “disease”.

²
determined for him and did not constitute for him a definite clinical entity. Behind the concrete lesions and evidently morbid accidents, he did not individualise the syndroms.

Expressions such as Śīrśaktī and Śīrśāmayā seem to denote the "pains in the head" whose precise nature cannot be determined by us because the Atharva does not let us guess their characteristics. Prṣṭyāmayā (AV., XIX, 34.10), "disease in the back", denotes lumbago as is apparently proved by a comparison with the Rgveda, I, 105-18: "He raises himself up like a carpenter suffering from pains in the back" (...uj jihite nicāyā īdāsteva prṣṭyāmayī ...)." The "flux", āsrāva, is simultaneously polyuria or even the normal flux of urine, diarrhoea, Haemorrhage, the excessive discharge of all that can normally or abnormally flow from the body. Śūla denotes the lancinating pain in karna-śūla, "pain in the ear" (AV., IX, 8-1). The names of skin-diseases, of which several are mentioned, seem to be only the simple names of morbid symptoms.

Alajī, mentioned in a list of exorcised diseases¹ is well known to Suśruta under the orthography of alajī. It is not a characteristic disease, but a type of morbid element, appearing in various diseases. It is one of the ten vesicular ailments (piḍaka) appearing as a complication in patients suffering from the "alteration of urines" (prameha), "alajī is red, white, pustulous, painful".² It can arise in the penis and can be, in that case, due to Śūka, concerning whose causal nature the commentators have different hypotheses³; it has, in any case, the same characteristics when it complicates the "alteration of urines". Lastly, alajī is also the name of the vesicles of sclero-corneal limb: "It should be known that parvanī is a type of swelling coming from blood, round, copper-coloured, short, accompanied by heat and lancinating pain, caused by a union of the black and the white (of the eye); there can be at this very (localisation) the alajī defined by the symptoms described

¹ AV., IX, 8-20: viśalyāśya vidradhāsyā vātikārāśya vālajēḥ
yāksmānam śāvesām viṣām nīr avocam ahūm tvā| |
—"of the Erysipelis (cf. Supra, p. 108) of the abscess or of that which produces wind, of alajī, the poison, of all the weakening ailments, I have chased them out of you, by speech".
² raktaṁ sitā sphaṭo vātī dārutā tv alajī bhavet.—Suśr., Nid., VI-12.
³ Suśr., Nid., XIV, 1 & 5.
above (i.e., according to the commentator Dalhaṇa, defined by the same symptoms as the parvanī from which it differs only by additional thickness). The most probable old sense is, therefore, “vesicle”, in any case the name is that of a morbid form and not that of a disease.

Kilāsā is found in the Atharvaveda along with palitā, denoting “pale”, but is classically applied to hair turned white by age or pain² and the exorcism of the hymn I, 23, aims to restore the normal colouring, weakened by kilāsā and palitā.

This hymn is important enough to be examined in its entirety:

1. You are born at night, O sombre plant, black and dark. O rajāṇi, colour this Kilāsā.

2. And make disappear from here that which is spotted, the kilāsā and the pale. That the colour which is its (the colour of that which is white) may penetrate you. Chase the whites away.

3. Devoid of white is your solution, your station is devoid of white, you are dark, O plant, make disappear, from here that which is spotted.

4. By incantation I have destroyed the white spot which is in the skin, of the kilāsā born from the bones, born from the body, produced by malefic.³

In classical medicine the word rajāṇi denotes sometimes

---

¹ tāmṛā tanvi dāhaśilapapanā raktā jñeyā parvanī vyṛtasaphā
dāvā sandhau krṣṇaśukle 'laī syāt tasminn eva khyāptā purvāṅgaḥ||
—Utt., II, 6.

The “vesicles of the limb” are not the veritable limbs, yet they resemble them and that is why we call them so. It is because of this resemblance which, in India as in Europe, has caused the use of the same word for denoting them as also the real vesicles.

² Sūr., Nid., XIII, 32-3.

³ nāktam jātasya oṣadhie rāme krṣṇe āśikni ca
idām rajāṇi rajāya kilāsasam palitām ca yāti[1]|%
kilāsām ca palitām ca nir ito nāsavaḥ pṛṣat[2]|%
dātvā śvō viśatām vārṇaḥ pāra śuklāni pātaṇaya[3]|%
āśitam te pralāyanam āsthānam āśitam tāvā%
āśikny asy oṣadhie nir ito nāsayaḥ pṛṣat[4]|%
āśitijāśya kilāsasya tanujāśya ca yāt tvacī%
dūṣyā krātya brāhmaṇā lākṣma śvetām anūnaṣaṇī[4]|%

V. Henry, Manuel védique, p. 136, note. remarks in connection with st. 3 that pralāyana is derived from pra-li, “to dissolve oneself”; He understands: “black is thy decoction (read: solution), black is thy station (on the stalk)”. i.e., “dead or alive, thou art always black”. This interpretation, however, is uncertain. One can also read: “Devoid of white (when) thou art in the lying position...” which signifies “dead (pulled out) or (yet standing) you are black”. In the same work V. Henry interprets svā varṇah of st. 2, as applicable to the plant and understands it as follows: “take the proper colour (O plant, in the patient’s body)”, i.e., “become there dark, and thereafter, darken him.” It is more natural to think that the aim of the formula is to transfer the pale spots to the plant, because it is black in essence, it will absorb that white.
the curcuma and at others the indigo. Curcuma being of
clearyellow shade cannot be in question in this hymn; Indigo,
on the contrary, can be, with equal facility, qualified with
black inasmuch as the same names are employed in Sanskrit
to denote the black and the dark blue and it is we who,
according to propriety, translate them as “blue” or “black”.
On the other hand, indigo is obtained by leaving the indigo
plant to be fermented in water; therefore it seems likely that
the word pralidyana, “dissolution”, refers to this process of
extraction. In any case, kilāsa is evidently a disease of the
skin which is characterised by decoloration; it is, therefore,
an achromatism, a morbid phenomenon which can be produ-
ced by different causes and which is clearly described by the
the text by being associated with kilāsa and paitā, the “pale”.
Classical medicine ranges kilāsa among the kuṣṭhas, that is to
say, skin-diseases (and not only leprosy, contrary to the
common translation given by the dictionaries). Suśruta
characterises it as follows: “The kilāsa also is a variety of
skin-disease. It is of three types, due to wind, due to pitta
and due to ślesman. The difference between the skin-disease
(the most serious, leprosy properly called) and kilāsa lies in the
fact that kilāsa attains (only) the skin and does not ooze out.
The one due to wind is circular, rose, rugose and disintegrates
a great deal (desquamates). The one due to pitta is like the
leaf of the rose-coloured lotus and is encircled by inflammation.
The one which is due to ślesman is white, smooth, thick and
pruriginous. Among (all) these the one which appears in
confluent circles, develops at an extremity and has red hair, is
incurable as also the one which is burned by fire (cicatrisation
of burning).”

The precise indication given by this text concerning the
difference existing between kilāsa and leprosy shows us clearly
that one must not identify these two diseases. The form of
kilāsa due to the wind seems to be psoriasis which has nothing

---

1 kilāsam api kuṣṭhavikalpa eva
rat trividham, vātena pittena ślesmaṇā ceti
kuṣṭhakilāsasayor antaram tvagotam eva kilāsam aparjirāvi ca
nad vātena maṇḍalām aruṇām paruṇām paridhvanīsī
cā pittena padmaparā-pratikāśasam saṇarakāham ca ślesmaṇāpi śvetam
snigdham bahulaṃ kaṇḍūmaccal
tesu sambaddhamaṇḍalam ante jātam raktaroma cāsadhyam agnidagdham
cal|--Suśr., Nid., V-14.
THE DATA OF THE VEDIC SAMHITAS ON PATHOLOGY

to do with leprosy. The two other forms do not appear to have any corresponding forms in our nosology but are also not of leprous nature. The fact that kilāsa is a purely superficial disease in Suṣruta, does not accord with the data of the Atharvaveda which, though it situates the white spot of kilāsa in the skin, declares that kilāsa can come from the bones or from the "body". The kilāsa of the Atharvaveda cannot, therefore, be the same disease as that described in Suṣruta and one may ask oneself if it does not represent, as is generally believed, a name of leprosy. Later, in classical medicine, this name could have been deflected from its older meaning, to be applied to more superficial types of dermatoses and of a different nature. But first of all, it must be observed that even in classical medicine there exist several forms which are very near kilāsa but which can be more profound. In fact, on the above-quoted passage of Suṣruta, the commentator Dalhāṇa observes that according to the teaching of Viśvāmitra: "(The disease), which attaining the skin, does not cause oozing, is called kilāsa. When it crosses the skin and penetrates (the constitutive) elements (of the body), leaving the name of kilāsa, it should receive the name of Śvitra". It is, therefore, possible that in the Atharvaveda, kilāsa already denoted the same disease which is found later in other classical authors. These later authors, however, do not distinguish the exclusively cutaneous form of the disease, which is accompanied by deeper lesions. The only difference that will persist after all, will be due to the fact that the Vedic text considers the disease as coming out from the depth on to the surface, whereas the classical doctors recognise an inverse sense in its clinical evolution, which is more reasonable and is explained quite naturally by a better knowledge of pathological facts.

Moreover, whether kilāsa has changed or not changed its sense between the Atharvaveda and classical medicine, in the hymn translated above, it is considered only as a disorder of the coloration of the skin due to malefices and it is sought to be suppressed by a tinerture and by incantations. We know

1 tvaggam tu yad asrāvi kilāsām tat prakīrtitam|
yadā tvacam atikramya tad dhātun avagāhate|
hityā kilāsasamījīhām ca śvitrasamījīhām labheta tat]
well that achromy often exists along with leprosy but the Vedic sorcerer limits himself to stating the superficial symptom and to perceiving at the most that it can hold on to deeper lesions. There is nothing to attest that he conceived it as a simple manifestation of a polymorphic clinical entity and as a complex one like the one called "leprosy".

The word pāmnā, which figures in the Avesta as in the Veda and denotes a "cousin" of fever, has already been studied (supra, p. 52). The disease known as kumbhikā in the Atharvaveda is also related to skin-diseases, concerning which the context gives us no information, but which is well-known in classical medicine. Like alaṇī, it is a morbid form which can be met with at the penis as also in the eyelids. In the first case1, it is compared to the stone of the rose-apple fruit, in the second it is said thereof that "the vesicles resembling the grains of Pistia stratiotes L., which arise on the eyelids, provoke swelling: when they burst, they are the vesicles kumbhikā". The same hymn of the Atharvaveda mentions along with kumbhikā dāṣīkā which denotes "conjunctival secretion".

Vedic pathology gives a large place to wounds, to poisons and to parasitic worms but we are given information only regarding the magical exorcisms used to oppose them. It should also be recognised that the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda,

1 kumbhikā rakta-pittotthā jāmbavāsthī-nibhāśubhā—"the k. comes from the blood and pitra, it resembles a stone of the rose-apple fruit and has a bad aspect"—Suṣr. Nid., XIV, 4b. Ḍalhaṇa takes aśubhā in the sense of "black".

2 kumbhika-bīṣa-prātimāḥ piḍakā yās tu vartmajāḥ! adhmāpayanti bhinnā yāḥ kumbhika-piḍakās tu rāḥ!—Suṣr., Utt., III-8. The etymology of kumbhikā, manifestly derived from kumbhī, "pitcher", "vase", and literally denoting "small pitcher", is well-explained by the fact that once the vesicles are open, they transform themselves, especially when they are situated on a swollen tissue, into small craters—comparable to small receptacles. It cannot be admitted that they have received the name kumbhikā because of their analogy, at the commencement of their evolution (when they are still a protrusion) with the grains of the kumbhikā plant because the other quoted passage of Suṣruta compares them to a totally different type of grain, even though it gives them the same name. Moreover, the use of kumbhikā as the name of a disease as also the use of kumbhī to denote the pitcher goes back to the Atharvaveda, whereas its use in Botany does not seem to be known before Suṣruta. It is rather the name which has caused the grains of kumbhikā to be selected as the element of comparison. The grains of kumbhikā are simply the extremely small grains of a gigantic lentil of water resembling a lettuce.
being collections of hymns, are not books of medicine and did not have to explain the contemporary pathology. Useful indications are only accidental; the data of classical medicine, when it relates to diseases, whose names were already in use in the Veda and when this data are in accord with Vedic indications, enables us to have some idea of the diseases known to the Veda. But where the indications are too vague and where the medical tradition is silent, we are left only with etymological conjectures, which, by themselves, are not plausible. Moreover, whether possible or not, they do not have any interest for the history of medicine. Even when the older sense of the word, supposed by its etymology, is clear, it is not sure if it applies to the passage where it is found to be employed. The Veda, though ancient, is not an ancient book in which only forged words have been inserted intentionally. Sufficient time must have passed between the formation of medical terms (those alone interest us here) and their insertion in the Veda to enable all sorts of deviations of sense and the specialisations of usage. Moreover, the medical names are quite often deflected from their sense right from the time of their formation itself. These terms are habitually drawn from banal ones denoting objects with which is compared the disease or one of its salient characteristics. The name of the lancinating pain, śūla, is, for example, the same word which denotes “lance”, slightly deflected from its original meaning. Here the deviation is insignificant, but sometimes the deviation is so great that the secondary meaning retains only an extremely vague relation with the original meaning and the latter does not enable one to comprehend the former. It is in this manner that one of the last words examined by us, kumbhikā, has as its older meaning, “small vase or small jar”. According to this meaning it could be supposed that a plant of this name is a gourd and all sorts of hypotheses could be made regarding a disease, called kumbhikā, imagining it to dig petty holes under the skin as it really does. But one could rather imagine it in the form of fistulised liquid-containing pockets or even as cysts looking like small jars. Thus one would run the risk of completely misleading oneself. We will, therefore, leave aside a series of morbid phenomena till we obtain more information regarding them, as we can have some idea of their nature only
by means of etymological considerations of doubtful value.

The disease *apvā* is chased away from the interior of the abdomen (*AV.*, IX, 8-9), and in an incantation of the black-magic found in the *Ṛgveda* (X, 103-12), an *apvā* is called upon to trouble the spirit of the enemies, seize their limbs and burn their hearts. This does not enable us to identify it.\(^{1}\) The disease *viklindu* (*AV.*, XII, 4-5) attacks the man guilty of keeping a cow instead of giving it to Brahmans. *Glāu* and *galuntā* (*AV.*, VI, 83-3), *Udyugā* (*AV.*, V, 22-11), *Nīrāla* (*AV.*, VI, 16-3) cannot be as yet seriously identified even if they were diseases. *Vilohitā* (*AV.*, IX, 8-1; XII, 4-4) according to the manner of the formation of the word, probably denotes a flux of the blood (of the nose)—Bloomfield, the decomposition of blood (V. Henry) or anaemia (Whitney). *Pramóta* probably denotes the dumb (*AV.*, IX, 8-4), *Viṣarā* (*AV.*, II, 4-2), *Viṣarika* and *āśarika* (*AV.*, XIX, 34-10) are evidently derived from the root *śr*, “to break”; probably they denote various forms of contusive pains, but *visara* appears in a list of names having the chance of being applied to provocative demons of diseases rather than to the diseases themselves. These names are (*AV.*, II, 4-2), *jambha*, from the root *jabh* “to pound”, which signifies “tooth” in the *Ṛgveda* and later “jaws”,\(^{2}\) *viskandha* and *abhisocana*. Other names of the same type are found elsewhere: *sāṁskandha* (with the new *viskandha*, *AV.*, XIX, 34-5), *Śipada*\(^{3}\) (in *aśipadā*, with a privative particle, *RV.*, VII, 51-4), *Śimīdā* (*AV.*, IV, 25-4 and in *aśimīdā*, *RV.*, VII, 51-4). For all these words one can only resort to etymological conjectures which, though linguistically sure, are of no value, in the

---

\(^{1}\) Oldenberg, although doubtful, translates “diarrhoea” (*Réél. du Veda*, p. 425) which cannot be defended in the presence of the passage of the *Ṛgveda*, which Oldenberg had before him when he made the translation. In the passage in question, it could also refer to something else than a disease (cf., Bloomfield, *Hymns*, 327; V. Henry, *Manuel védique*, index which proposes “panic, rout”).

\(^{2}\) All sorts of conjectures have been made regarding the disease provoked by the demon Jambha who attacks children and who is a *rakṣas* (Ḍārila on *Kauś. S.*, XXXII, 1). Zimmer and V. Henry had thought it to be the crisis of dentition; Bloomfield took it for a crisis of convulsions and Caland that of *trismus*. It is not possible at present to settle the question.

\(^{3}\) The commentator *Śāyana* recognises therein the disease. *śipada*; unfortunately this disease is not known elsewhere. He probably thought of *śipada* which is the elephantiasis.
absence of decisive context, for fixing the sense in which they are used.

_ Demons and Abortion:_ Certain names of Vedic diseases can also be the names of demons already referred to by us. Many of their misdeeds do not directly interest us, but the rakṣas already encountered by us and who specialise in provoking abortion seem, according to a hymn of the _Rgveda_, to be considered capable of causing the death of the child during the different stages of confinement. This hymn is interesting to study as it thus seems to attest that the different stages of confinement as also the risks run by the child during this period, had been noted.

1. That with the help of the incantation, Agni, killer of rakṣas, push away from here one who, being ill, having a sinister name, sits in thy foetus, in thy womb.
2. That, which being disease, having a sinister name, sits in thy foetus, in thy womb, (he) the eater of flesh\(^1\), with incantation Agni has expelled it.
3. The one, who kills thy (foetus), which is about to descend, which is seated, one who (kills it) when it slips fast, who wants to kill it when born, we suppress it from here.
4. The one who separates thy thighs, who lies down between husband and wife, who licks the womb inside, we suppress it from here.
5. The one, who having become a brother, a husband, having become a lover, lies down with you, the one who desires to kill thy progeny, we suppress it from here.
6. The one who lies down with you, having misled you by means of sleep, of obscurity, him who desires to kill thy progeny, we suppress it from here\(^2\).\(^\star\)

\(^1\) _kravyādām_ in the accusative refers to a demon, causing abortions and this is not the only example of a similar use. But frequently Agni itself receives the epithet of “eater of flesh”, _kravyād_. In this case, it refers specially to the fire of the funeral pyre (cf., V. Henry, _Maṭie_ . . . p. 217). Here then is another example of antagonistic forms, assumed by the same entities. Here, Agni, the Fire, chases the _kravyād_; elsewhere he himself is the _kravyād_ (cf., Oldenberg, _Rgveda_ . . . _Noten_, Berlin, 1912 on X, 10-9-11).

\(^2\) _RV_. , X, 162:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{brāhmaṇagnih samvidāno rakṣohā bādhatām itēh} & \text{āṃiva yās te gārāhaṃ dūṛnāmā yōnim āśaye}; [1] \\
yās te gārbaḥām āṃiva dūṛnāmā yōnim āśaye & \\
agnis tām brāhmaṇā sahā niṣ kravyādām anīnaṣat;[2] \\
yās te hānti patāvantām niṣatsnāṃ yah sarīṣrpāṃ & \\
fatām yās te jīghāṇṣati tām itō nāsayaṃsi;[3] \\
yās ta uru vihārata antarā dāmpatt śāye & \\
yōnim yō antar āreḷi tām itō nāsayaṃsi;[4] \\
yās tvā bhrātā pātir bhrātvā jārō bhrātvā nīpādyate & \\
prajām yās te jīghāṇṣati tām itō nāsayaṃsi;[5]
\end{align*}\]
It seems that verse 3 alludes to the different periods of confinement. If the foetus can be killed when it is descending, this is during its entry into and passage of the pelvic canal where it can die in case of prolonged labours. The seated foetus appears to be one that presents itself by its seat. If this manner of presentation is not the most dangerous, it is at least the most frequent of abnormal presentations. Lastly it is at the time of coming out that the child slips fast because of the last contractions which no longer meet with any resistance, and because of the viscous coating covering the child. There also the child is exposed to dangers such as a violent fall or a serious drawing of the cord.

Generally the verse has been interpreted a little differently. Mr. Reinhold Müller, latest of all (Asia Major, Vol. VI, p.343) understands the term just translated by us as "one who is about to descend" as denoting "hurrying itself" (eilenden) because the root pat, from where the term of the text patāyantam is derived, denotes "to fly" (in the Rgveda). But right from the Atharvaveda itself, pat takes the sense of "to fall" (hence the translation given)² and the present hymn can be considered as belonging to an epoch neighbouring that of the Atharvanic incantations of the same type. It is true that, in the Atharvaveda, patay continues, as a general rule, to denote "to fly". But since the sense of a Vedic word can be determined essentially according to the conformity with the context and the accord with later tradition, it should be possible to admit that the meaning of "to fall down" is already attested in the Rgveda (our hymn), because it is the only plausible meaning. "To fly" in the literal sense, would be absurd. "To hurry" or "to precipitate" are secondary senses in the same way as "to fall down" and cannot be preferred to the latter. Moreover, regardless of the understanding that the foetus is descending or that it is hurrying, it should be recognised that, in the two cases, an allusion is made to the first period of parturition. It is, therefore, right that we have

² Although the sense of "to fly" remains very much alive (e.g., AV., I, 11-6; yathā pātani pākṣiṇah, "as fly the birds").
therein evidence guaranteeing that the Vedic authors had observed and distinguished the phases of confinement and the corresponding accidents; this, however, does not prove the existence of an advanced obstetrics. Hence once again we find a pathological fact in the Veda, but only in a stage purely rudimentary, but which shall be later taken up with considerable progress in classical medicine, because Indian obstetrics, specially that of Suśruta, is one of the most complete and one of the most audacious of antiquity.

THERAPEUTICS

In the Vedic samhitās therapeutics appears essentially as consisting of incantations, magical practices and prayers. As such, it could have only a slight echo in classical medicine, based on the knowledge of diseases and the determination of their causes.

The majority of hymns used in curative charms, whether they belong to the Rgveda or to the Atharva. are formulae of exorcism of this type, irrespective of the fact whether the disease aimed at is presented as being caused by the action of a demon or not. But it is certain that the recitation of hymns did not suffice. It was accompanied by a ritual, which has not been preserved for us in the oldest texts but by others like the Kauśikasūtra attached to the Atharvaveda. This Sūtra has probably modified the ceremonies in usage in the epoch of the Atharvaveda but it certainly contains ancient traditional data and gives an extremely exact general idea of Vedic therapeutics. This therapeutics is essentially magical. We have, incidentally, picked up some of its traits, which show that it has little to do with the really medical.¹ The numerous plants mentioned in the hymns manifestly assume the rôle of magical ingredients rather than that of veritable drugs. We have already seen the use of rajani, “colouring”, which, because of its dark colour, is used to re-dye the decolourised skin and will absorb the decolorisation, of which it is antagonistic. This is not a truly medical use. One of the chief remedies mentioned (RV., I, 43-4, VII, 295; AV., II-27-6, VI-57), the remedy par excellence

¹ For more details, cf., V. Henry, Magie . . .; Caland, Altindischen Zauberritual, Amsterdam, 1900.
of Rudra, jālāsa is, according to Bloomfield, only urine, who interprets in this manner the indications of the Kauśikasūtra, or rain-water conceived as cosmic urine according to Geldner:¹ in any case it is not a real remedy. But, á priori one must think that in the Vedic epoch, one could not have helped observing the medicinal properties of certain plants and of their products, but these are not generally these properties which appear in the hymns. The bdellium (guggulu or guglulu), for example, to which classical medicine attributes medicinal properties, figures in the Atharvaveda only as an odorous product, suitable for chasing away bad influences; it retains this characteristic in the field of exorcism right up to more recent epochs.² The hymn, XIX, 38, is addressed to the bdellium of Sindh and to that of the ocean, that is to say, brought in by maritime commerce.

Along with bdellium, the hymn addresses itself to a certain Arundhati. Often this name denotes a certain star, but here a vegetable product is meant, also mentioned in the Atharvaveda, which calls it lākṣā too (AV., V, 5-7). Now lākṣā is the resin known as “lac” which flows out as a result of pricking caused by an insect, called Coccus lacca, in the branches of various types of trees, of whom the chief are Ficus religiosa, Ficus indica, Rhamnus jujuba and Butea frondosa. Hymn V says, in verse 5, to Arundhati: “You come out of the good Ficus infectoria, from Ficus religiosa, from Acacia catechu, from Grislea tomentosa, from the good Ficus indica and from Butea frondosa”.³ Acacia catechu gives the black

¹ cf., Macdonell-Keith, Vedic Index, see jalāsa-bhesaja.
² Kumāratantra de Rāvana, pp. 14 ff., 40, n. 1.
⁴ Bhadrāt plākṣān nis tīṣhāy aśvathāt khadirād dhavāt|bhadrān nyagrādhāt parṇat...

The translators have always supposed that arundhati denoted a creeper, which attaches itself to certain types of trees (cf., Vedic Index, see the word). It is said that it climbs the trees (AV., V, 5-3) but the trails of resin run on the bark as the stalks of creepers, with which they can be compared. The names of trees from which it “comes out” remove all doubt. Moreover Arundhati receives the name of lomāśa-vakṣand (AV., V, 5-7) which has been translated by Roth as: “am Leibe behaart” and which is included in the Vedic Index as signifying one which has “a hairy stem”. But these interpretations are based only on the supposition that it is a plant. The root vakṣ denotes “to grow; to shoot up” (Ger. Wachsen, etc.). The word should therefore be understood to mean “one which has a growth of
catechu which is obtained not by incision as the gums, but by boiling the bark; the incision of the bark furnishes a certain gum. Grislea tomentosa produces a variety of honey in its flowers (red in colour and used in dyes like the lac), its wood is succulent and eatable. There is every reason to believe that the resins and gums grouped under the names of arundhatī or lākṣā¹ were not solely those which are produced under the action of the Coccus lacca and which form the red lac but also those which are produced from those very trees by means of incision. In fact, in hymn V, 5 (st. 6 & 7), it is said that arundhatī has the colour of gold (hiranya-varna) and that of the Sun (sūrya-varṇa) which can be correctly applied to resins but not to the red lac.

Arundhatī is used to obtain the cicatrisation of wounds and heal up that which is broken. V. Henry believed that it owed its virtues solely to the speculation of popular grammar on the etymology of its name, arun . . . might have signified arus, “wound”, and -dhatī might have suggested the idea of the root dhā, “to heal”.² He put aside deliberately the hypothesis that recognised healing properties might have given it its name. The case where the name of a thing commands its use in magic is extremely common and many Indian plants or vegetable products draw their properties from an etymological hypothesis or from a popular etymology.³ But here etymology has had no rôle to play. Once arundhatī is recognised as the r.sin-gum, the reason of its use as a healer becomes evident; this gum which comes to fill up the incisions in the trunks of trees and stops them by hardening is the

¹ lākṣā is the term from which the word lac is derived by means of the Persian-Arabic lak or lakk and the Latin (mediaeval) lacca. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea (6) mentions lac as lakkhos. The two forms of Persian-Arabic are the exact transcriptions of Indian forms. In Mid-Indian, lākṣā had to change into lākhā (attested in Pali) or lakkhā (on the final vowel cf. J. Bloch, Indo-Aryan, Paris, 1934, p. 41).


³ Kumāratanta . . . , pp. 32-3.
healing type. In the ritual of the Kauśikasūtra, where the translators have, this time, recognised the real nature of the product, appearing one under the name of lākṣā, this lākṣā is dissolved in boiling water, mixed with milk and given to the patient to drink. In another practice taught by the same text and its commentaries, the wound is washed with a solution of lac, which is also given to the wounded person to drink. One can easily understand the sense of this curative rite. If the wound is bloody, it is probably a homeopathic rite if the lac used is red as supposed by Caland and Henry, but lac is chiefly given for drinking to repair the wound of the patient by the same process as that of the tree. Because the resin which springs in the wound fills it up and closes it, comes from the interior of the tree.

Despite the mystical character of Vedic therapeutics, one may ask oneself if in certain passages, one should not recognise references to methods of treatment that are really medical. These could have been used in practice but concerning them the hymns, because of their character, can only rarely provide any information. One may ask oneself, for example, if vesical catheterism was not known. Hymn I, 3 of the Atharvaveda, used as an exorcism against the retention of urine, actually refers to a reed (śara) which could serve as a sound, because verse 7 says: “I break thy urethra as the dyke of a pond . . .” and it is quite natural to think that an operation for making the urine flow was really performed by means of the reed. Hymn I, 2, on its side, says: “We have recognised as the father of the reed (“or of the arrow” made from the reed) Parjanya (god of rain) who nourishes abundantly; we have recognised for its mother, Earth which has numerous aspects . . . just as the shaft of an arrow stands between the Sky and the Earth, that similarly may this cane stand between the disease and the flux”. The cane in question is a hollow stalk of a

---

1 XXVIII, 14.
2 XXVIII, 5-6.
3 Magie . . ., p. 181, n. 1.
4 prā te bhīnadhī mēhanam vārtram vecantyā iva/
5 vidmā śārāsyā pitāram parjānynam bhūridhāyasam/
   vidmā śvasya mātāram prthivīṃ bhūtvarpaṃsasi/
   yātha dyām ca prthivīṃ cāntās tīṣṭhati tējānam/
   eva rōgam cāsrāvām cāntās tīṣṭhatu mūhya iti/
plant similar to the sugar-cane, the Saccharum munja. It can, therefore, be said that it relates to a sound made from a similar stalk. This sound, once in place, is well situated between the painful vesical globe and the flux of urine which flows out at its other end. Unfortunately a difficulty renders this interpretation doubtful. First of all, it is not clear if an extremely fine stalk of the Saccharum munja can be hollowed and used as a sound. Only a sufficiently voluminous stalk can be emptied of its internal sap, while keeping its sides sufficiently resistant, but then it is impossible to employ it as an urethral catheter. Possibly this referred only to a symbolic operation. The hollow cane has been used without being introduced in the urethra for mimicking and leading by means of initiative magic the flow, which it was desired to be produced by the urethral canal.

We cannot pursue the examination of innumerable magical practices, which constitute Vedic therapeutics as they have no rôle in the formation of the scientific medicine of the classical epoch. Of course, it is admitted that magic prepares the appearance of science and furnishes it within its first elements. But it seems to be an illusion. Certainly medical magic starts to treat all sorts of ailments, thus providing the magician with an occasion to observe them. Besides, the curative charms comprise the use of a large number of plants and of products which, leaving aside their supposed magical virtue, can have a real physiological action. From there it is readily concluded that the magician ends up by acquiring, more or less in spite of himself, exact notions of pathology and of therapeutics. But this is too vulgar a manner of conceiving the formation of scientific notions. A notion can be called scientific only if it comprises a rational element, the rudiments of the natural explanation of a phenomenon or of the justification of an observed property. When the healer observes a disease, if he contents himself with only observing the symptoms of the disease, he makes neither science nor magic; he does not get out of pure empiricism. If he tries to explain the observed disease, two things can happen. Either he joins it immediately to a system of phenomena with which the disorder shows some analogy, allowing its participation in this system of phenomena without trying to find out any reason thereof; in that case he
poses a magical relationship. Or, by means of reasoning he relates it to a group of understood facts. It is only then that he establishes or sketches out a scientific explanation. It is possible that the same man, who has, at first, posed a magical relation, later on conceives a scientific explanation, but the latter does not result from the former. On the contrary, the latter could only have been delayed by the former. The right path does not lie in the prolongation of the wrong route. A person, who after losing his way, finds it, does not owe his success to his former mistake; he owes it to his research. Similarly, if the healer finds a truly medical explanation of pathological facts, it is not because he has at first tried a magical speculation, he has continued the research from which the former would have led him away.

Historically, the magical interpretations are tried before scientific explanations because they are simpler to elaborate, but to believe that the former have prepared the second is to allow oneself to be duped by the sophism, *post hoc ergo propter hoc*.¹

In the domain of therapeutics, the magical use of drugs is still less conducive to their rational utilisation. To enable a magician to recognise the natural efficacy of a magically used drug, two conditions need to be fulfilled. Firstly, the magical use should take place under those special conditions which may enable the manifestation of efficacy. Secondly the magician, observing the success, should stop linking it with his magical rite, that is to say, should precisely stop thinking as a magician.

Only this much can be easily admitted that in the case where the magician sees his rite succeeds, when an accident interrupts its normal cause, he can be put on the way of recognising that the efficacy did not depend on that rite but was the result of the virtue inherent in the element employed. Experience can, then, confirm to him the existence of this virtue in that element. Thus, by an accident of the magical operation, a real property can, certainly, be discovered. But still, this is not the scientifically recognised property; it is merely an empirical datum, accidentally acquired. It is true

that this datum can be precious and that it is essentially medical but it is not even then scientific because practical medicine contains a large part of empiricism. Science comes in only from the moment when the efficacy of the remedy is systematically explained and where its properties are rationally applied.

Once again magic, which in spite of itself serves empiricism and nothing but that, does not always furnish it with valid data. If, perchance, the magician can cease to attribute a curative action to magic and can relate it to drugs, it is certain that he cannot always, if he employs several drugs, discern the one which is really efficacious. In such a case he runs the risk of introducing false notions in empiricism, of as much overburdening it as of enriching it by others.

Classical Indian medicine claims to explain by means of a coherent system the pathogeny and applies its therapeutics as a function of its theories; its design is entirely scientific, even though many of its doctrines are, in fact, erroneous. It cannot, therefore, have its bases in the pathology and the therapeutics of the Veda. It does not, however, follow that the classical medical texts are not rich in Vedic souvenirs. We have seen that a number of Vedic names of diseases are explained by naturally climbing back from their meaning in classical medicine to the sense possessed by them in the Veda. But in the Veda, we have not found the prefiguration of ulterior pathological doctrines. Moreover, we will take up this problem in connection with physiological notions of the Veda.

As regards therapeutics, Vedic souvenirs do exist in classical medicine, but they are extremely limited. A number of the names of plants already attested in the Vedic samhitās reappear in classical texts. But they are mostly employed for dogmatic reasons or because their efficacy has been empirically recognised and not because they formed part of the magical arsenal of the Veda. One may, however, pick out in the medical samhitās prayers of the same type as those of the Vedic magicians. The Suśruta-saṃhitā notably contains a prayer destined to reinforce the effectiveness of emetics. First of all, the text declares that “among the emetic substances,
fruits and others, the fruits of *madana* (Randia dumetorum Lam) are the best". It indicates, thereafter, with precision the preparation of potions, prepared from these fruits, whose emetic properties are, moreover, perfectly real. But their use must be along ritual lines.

"Facing the North, accompanied by the chanting of incantations, the patient should be made to drink it with his face turned to the East after he has recited this mantra: "that Brahma, Dakṣa, the Aśvins, Rudra, Indra, the Earth, the Moon, the Sun, Agni and the Wind, the rṣis, the groups of those who have the medicinal plants and the mass of spirits, guard you! That this remedy be unto you like the elixir of the rṣis, like the divine ambrosia, like the nectar of superior dragons".

The mantra does not belong to Vedic poetry; it is in Sanskrit verse of the most common type. But by the purpose behind it, it constitutes the survival of the spirit of Vedic therapeutics. But this is only an indirect survival because formulae of this type have been perpetuated in those of later Hindu religion, particularly in the abundant literature of the kavacas, the "armour", which have been extremely popular right up to now and which itself prolongs the Vedic prayers only because of the general purpose which inspires it. It is, undoubtedly, rather by the pressure of beliefs current in non-medical circles than by a direct souvenir of the religious therapeutics of the Veda that this mantra has been introduced in the Āyurveda. There also it constitutes an exceptional case. As a general rule, the therapeutics of the Āyurveda does not comprise the use of any invocation. Holy prescriptions are

---

1. *vamanadravyānām phalādyānām madanaphalāṇi śreṣṭhatamāṇi bhavanti* (Sūtr., XLIII, 1).
4. In the preparation of emetics, it has been, however, a traditional practice to use this mantra, corresponding to that of *Suśruta Kalpaśhāna* (I, 16) and Vāgbhata reproduces it (Aṣṭ. S., Sūtr., XXVII, Vol. I, p. 139; *Aṣṭ hr., sūtr.*, XVIII, 16-17) following it by a Buddhist mantra addressed to the Bhaisajya-guru Buddha (cf., *JA*. April-June, 1934, p. 303, n. 1).
found there, but they do not habitually constitute a part of medicine properly so called. They concern, for example, the ritual of birth, occasionally mentioned with reference to birth, but, evidently, they do not constitute an integral part of the obstetrical teaching.¹ At the most, one may find cases where the use of certain plants in therapeutics does not seem to be justified by their real properties and seems to be a survival of their utilisation in Vedic magic.²

---

² ibid., pp. 32-33.
CHAPTER FOUR

THE DATA OF THE VEDIC SAMHITĀS
CONCERNING ANATOMY

The number of anatomical terms found in the Vedic Samhitas is quite large. A large number of different parts of the body have each a special name and sometimes several names. Many of these names have passed from Vedic Sanskrit into classical Sanskrit and are consequently met with both in medical texts and in Vedic hymns, because they do not have a strictly technical value and their knowledge has never been limited to savants. The notions represented by them are quite rudimentary in so far as the internal organs are concerned, their anatomy, even in Europe, having been unravelled much later. Moreover, it is difficult to understand, by means of the Vedic texts, the manner in which the authors of these hymns understood the organs named by them. It goes without saying that the Vedic hymns contain no anatomical description; it is only accidentally that the different parts of the body are mentioned chiefly in magical incantations, where they are enumerated in order to chase away the disorders of each one of them or in the passages where the elements of the body are placed parallel to those of the universe. And, unfortunately, there are no precise anatomical descriptions in the medical books; lesser still the figures. In India, where oral instruction surpasses other forms, anatomy, which can be really learnt best only by direct examination, was certainly taught orally. The books contained only lists to help the memory. We cannot, therefore, always identify an organ, whose name is nevertheless employed both in the Vedic and Ayurvedic texts. Moreover, a certain number of names are found only in the Veda.

Much work has been done by R. Hoernle on one aspect of Indian anatomy, namely, Osteology.1 But this part of

1 Studies in the Medicine of Ancient India, Part I: Osteology...
anatomy is less important for the constitution of medical doctrines and the work of Hoernle is based on ruinous foundations. However, the credit, usually given to him, does not allow us to neglect an examination of his work.

Several hymns enumerate the limbs of the body of man or of the cow or of the celestial bull (RV., X, 90 and 163; AV., II, 33 almost identical to RV., X, 163; AV., IX, 7 & 8; X, 2 & 9; XI, 3 & 8, etc.). Hoernle had thought to have found in the Hymn X, 2 of the Atharva, a nomenclature of bones related to the one found in the Caraka-samhita (Śār., VII). Now the observed concordance does not imply any relation of dependence between the two texts. First of all it is abusive to claim that the hymn in question contains a nomenclature of bones. This hymn enumerates the limbs of the body of the Cosmic Man, asking, regarding each of them, its respective creator. Caraka, on his side, indicates the number of bones contained in each part of the body. It is not at all necessary to suppose that in the times of the Atharvaveda, there already existed a list comparable to that of Caraka and which, as believed by Hoernle, inspired the hymn in question. This hymn refers only to the most commonplace notions regarding the human body, and when two texts start enumerating the parts of the human body, the concordances, established perforce between them, do not suppose any imitation of one by the other. Besides, the Vedic hymn contains several terms which are entirely unknown to Caraka or which have been employed by him in other passages only. Without paying any heed to these facts, Hoernle has prepared a table (p. 112) where the words of the hymn and those of Caraka are put in correspondence, one against another, and are accepted as synonyms. But in order to maintain these similarities, he is forced to lend to the author of the Vedic hymn the strangest ideas. This is how he establishes a

Oxford, 1907, taking up the articles of JRAS, 1906, pp. 915 ff., & 1907, p. 1 & ff. This work has been very well received by the critics (cf., notably Barth, Œuvres, pt. p. 296; A. B. Keith, ZDMG, 1908, p. 136), although his most excessive inductions have been challenged. The attention to minute detail and the erudition of the critical apparatus conceal, at first sight, the inanity of the basic hypotheses. We have already observed, pp. 8 & 9, that the conjectures of Hoernle on the History of the Ayurveda are unacceptable.
correspondence between stana, “bosom”, and pārśvaka, “side”; now the Atharva says: kāti stānau vyadadhuh (st. 4), “How many (gods) have disposed (his) two breasts” and Hoernle feels obliged to understand that this refers to “the sides of the two breasts”. He coldly supplies the word “side” in the translation. One case of this type should have sufficed to warn him that the Vedic hymn did not have bones in view. He has not hesitated from changing the naturally attributable sense of certain terms of the hymn to find them a pendant in the medical list. For example, he puts skandha of the hymn (st. 4) as an equivalent of the word grīvā, “neck” of Caraka, which he translates as “neck-bones”, but skandha in classical Sanskrit signifies “shoulder”; this word appears for the first time in the Rgveda (I, 32-5) in the form of skandhas having the ramifications (of the trunk of a tree). In our hymn it is in plural number; one may, therefore, think that it denotes the “ramifications (of the human trunk)”, shoulders, neck etc; nothing allows us to suppose it as an equivalent of the word grīvā of Caraka, specially when grīvā is employed precisely in that first part of the stanza, where the other figures. Hoernle also places the words lalāta and kakāṭikā with regard to the

1 How many disposed (the ribs of) the two breasts? p. 110.
2 Hoernle places along with grīvā of the Atharva, jatru of Caraka which he gives as an equivalent of grīvā (although grīvā also appears in the list of Caraka) and which he translates as “wind-pipe”. The translation, which he has thought to justify by ten pages of discussion (Osteology, pp. 158-68) is inadmissible. He has, himself, shown clearly that jatru in singular denotes the base of the neck. (p. 162) but he claims that it is also the synonym of grīvā, “neck”, which (although denoting, once again according to him, the osseous cervical column) is ranged among the cartilages by Suśruta; it can, therefore, denote the “duct”, hence the translation “duct” for jatru. But it is not exact that Suśruta “in his class-list of bones enumerating the cartilages, or tender bones (tarna), makes them to include “the nose, the ears, neck (grīvā) and eyeballs” (p. 160) because Suśruta says: ghranakarna-griviකොළුසු taraṇam, “the cartilages are in the nose, the ears, the neck and the coverings of the eyes.” (Śūr., V, 17) as Hoernle had himself correctly understood at first (p. 77). Hoernle also says (p. 161) that in regard to the disease called manyastambha, “hardening of the muscular mass of the neck” (torticollis and contraction), Caraka employs the expression grīvā antarāyamyaite, “the neck becomes bent inward” (Car., Cik., XXVIII, 41) whereas Viśeṣa (Aṣṭāṅga-hṛdaya, Nid., XV, 22) says jatru āyamyaite whence grīvā=jatru. āyamyaite denotes “is drawn” (like a bow, the comparison in Viśeṣa follows immediately) and it refers to the disease called antarāyama, “tension inside” (that is to say here in flexion), a type of tetanus (emprosphotonos). The words of Caraka denote therefore that the neck is contracted (and therefore twisted as explained by the commentators, which Hoernle understands
compound of Caraka, nāsikā-gaṇḍa-kūta-lalāṭa, denoting together the bones of the nose, the cheek-bones and the arcs of the eyebrows. He imagines that kakāṭikā represents the bones of the nose and the cheek-bones conceived as an unique bone. But kakāṭikā is most naturally explained as a doublet or kṛkāṭikā\(^1\) denoting “neck” and the stanza where it occurs can be translated: “Which is the god (among the gods) who, the first, has climbed the sky after having constructed his brain, his front, his neck, his cranium, that which is constructed on the jaws of man.”\(^2\) We cannot, therefore, confidently make use of the identifications proposed by Hoernle although they have been often accepted (Vedic Index, see word Śārīra, in part.; Dasgupta, Ind. Phil., Vol. II, pp. 284 ff). On another side, the explanations of the Vedic commentators such as Sāyaṇa and Mahīdhara do not always deserve to be accepted. The enormous distance separating, in time, these commentators from the texts interpreted by them, creates the fear that they have not known the real meaning of

---

1 By the vocalisation of r (cf., viṣaṇa, RV., X, 155-1; J. Block, Indo-Aryan, p. 35). The equivalence proposed by Hoernle will be justified only if the correspondence of the two lists had been established as necessary and absolute, but precisely he gives this equivalence as one of the proofs of the correspondence of the two lists. He, thus, argues in a vicious circle.

2 mastiśkam asya yatamḥ lalāṭam kakāṭikām prathamḥ yāḥ kapālam|citvā cītyam hāṁvoh pūrvasya dīvām ruroha katamāḥ sā devāḥ. 8. cītya, as has been observed by Senart (Légende du Buddha, Paris, 1882, p. 99, n. 3) has a double meaning, signifying “that which is to be constructed” and the “wood pyre, the pyre having the jaws of the cosmic Man as an image”. V. Henry says (Livres, X, XI, & XII., p. 48) that the preceding verse shows the tongue as placed “on (between) the jaws” (hāṁvoh hi jīhāṁ ādadhat...), and that in consequence cītya must denote the tongue. In any case, this is in no way an anatomical term but a technical term of liturgy and at the same time a commonplace term used to denote simultaneously the organ which is between or over the jaws and the fire of the sacrifice represented by this organ. Hoernle sees therein the confirmation of his comparison with Caraka (p. 177) because he claims that the piling up on the jaws [“structure (pile) of the two jaws”] denotes the teeth, the alveolars, the osseous palate and the climbing branches of the lower maxillary. But the preoccupation of the author of the hymn is not that of the osteologist; he saw in the Cosmic Man something else than a skeleton —lalāṭa denotes the lower part of the front, the arcs of the eyebrows.
many ancient words (especially of those which evoked no interest for the traditional religion). Often enough their explanations betray a profound ignorance of anatomy, even of classical anatomy known to the medical authors of their times. Lastly the etymology, although often clear and capable of attaining, by means of rigorous methods of the comparative Indo-European linguistics, a high degree of probability, indeed the certitude, cannot suffice to give the meaning of technical words such as the names of anatomy. The primitive meaning which can be restored, does not indicate quite surely the derivative meanings in which the words have been used in the texts. This is proved by numerous examples in our languages. A name like pancreas, whose primitive sense is undisputably “all-fleshy”, does not suit the organ which it denotes. This is the gland of the spongy aspect, in which no part of flesh enters. Even in antiquity it did not correspond, in its etymological meaning, with the organs so named by the medical authors. If we had only the etymological meaning of this word to give us some information on this organ, one could only propose false identifications.

Therefore the sense of many of the anatomical terms of the Veda must remain uncertain. It is, however, useful to compile an index of these terms, even if that were for drawing attention to them and eventually to provoke an improvement of their translation. It is also useful to include in this index those names which refer to the bodies of animals, often better known because these bodies were opened up under the knife of the butchers and the sacrificers. This review of the vocabulary will enable us to have an idea of the anatomical knowledge of the Vedic period and to see the reserve drawn upon by the authors who elaborated the Ayurvedic science.

Anatomical Nomenclature of the Vedic Samhitas

ámśa (m): shoulder.
amhubeći (f): vulva (“which–has a narrow slit”) \((VS)\).
dksi (n): eye. At the end of a compound, akṣa.
grajjivā (n): tip of the tongue \((VS, MS)\).

---

1 The term anatomical has been taken in a wide sense, comprising in the index even the names of the organic liquids or “organic breaths”. Abbreviations used: \(V=\) Veda, all the samhitās; \(RV=\) Rgveda; \(AV=\) Atharvaveda; \(IV=\) Yajurveda=totality of Taittirīya samhitā \((TS)\).
āṅga (n): limb, body, cf., āṅgāparvaṇi (TS), “limbs and joints”, corresponding respectively to the full and New Moons, whose totality constitutes the body of the year.

āṅguri (f): finger (AV) (RV: su-āṅguri).

āṅgulā (m): finger (V) (at the end of a compound): (Cl.).

āṅguli (f): finger (VS., Cl.).

āṅguli (f): finger (AV., Cl.).

āṅghri (m): foot (VS., Cl.).

āṭiruj (m, dual): bend of the knee (VS).

atiruj (m, dual): bend of the knee (MS).

adharhanu: cf., hānu.

anā (m): breath in prāṇa from RV and alone from Br. cf., āna.


ānūka (m, n): cf., ānūkyā (AV).

ānūkyā (m, n, dual): spine regarded as a double bone (?) (RV, AV).

anuvṛj (m, f, dual): two fleshy elements near the back (Sāy.) (TS, AV). cf., anuvṛj.

antahpārśvā (n): intercostal muscles (VS); antahpārśvā (n) (TS).

antarā: name of organ (?) (TS).

antarodara (m): internal abdomen (interior of the abdomen) (AV).

apānā (m): breath directed downwards (V. except RV, Cl.) cf., pāpavāta.

apikakṣa (m): region of the armpit, shoulder (RV), cf., kakṣa.

apikarnā (n): region of the ear (RV).

aratnī (m, dual); elbow, fore-arm (cf. aratnī=elbow) [RV, VS, (XX-8. Mahādhara: aratnī-hasta-deśau, “the aratnis are the two regions of the hand”)] cf., hāsta.

ālgā (m, dual): groin (MS, VS).

āvaka (m): flesh in the form of vallisueria (an aquatic plant with sheath-like leaves (TS, KS).

avakrandā: organ of the cry (larynx?) (VS, TS, MS, KS).

āśru (n): tear.

āsthivāṃ (m): knee (“which has a stone”, the rotula) (Cl.); also aṣṭhivant, cf., āṭvaṣṭhīve (n, dual); thigh and knee (VS).

Maitrāyaṇī-samhitā (MS), Kāṭhaka-saṁhitā (KS) and Vājasaneyi-saṁhitā (VS); Br = Brāhmaṇa; Cl. = Classical Sāṃskrīta (including medical); Sāy. = Sāyaṇa; Mahi. = Mahādhara. The absence of abbreviation at the end of the meaning of the word indicates that the meaning in question is common to the entire literature from the RV to Classical Sāṃskrīta.
asán (n): blood (AV, Cl.).
ásu (m): vital breath.
ásřj (n): blood.
asthán, āsthī (n): bone. At the end of a compound—astha.
āni (m): In RV, “pin of the axle”, but a prehistoric meaning of “knee” is proposed for the Indo-European by comparison (E. Benveniste, Origines de la formation des noms en indo-européen, p. 105): now āni in Suśruta (Śār., VI, 28) denotes a vulnerable point (marman) constituted manifestly by popliteal sciatica after their division above the articulation of the knee.
āṇḍā (n, dual): testicle.
ātmán (m): (a) breath, soul, pneumatic entity; (b) body (in opposition to limbs) (VS, Cl).
ānā (m): (a) mouth (RV, Sāy.: nose; cf., Cl. āhana); (b) breath (cf., anā) in udāna, vyāna, samāna from AV, rare Cl.
ānatā (n): region of the neck (Sāy., TS, KS).
āntrā (n, pl.): entrails, small intestine.
āś (n?): mouth (RV).
āsān (n): mouth (V).
āsvā (n): mouth.
īkṣu (m): lower eye-lashes (VS, MS, TS).
īrmā (n): front-foot of animal (AV).
uchalakha: dual, hapax (?) (AV).
udā (n): eyebrows (VS, MS, KS, Br.).
uttarahanu: cf., hānu.
utsādā (m): protuberance (from the body of an animal) (YV).
udāra (n): abdomen.
udaryā (n): flesh of the stomach (YV).
uudāna (m): breath directed upwards (V. except RV, Cl).
—udhan: cf., under udhan.
upapakṣa (m): side (TS).
upās (m): upāstha (RV).
upāstha (m, n): genital organs (chiefly feminine)—“that which is held below”, “foundation” (VS, MS, KS, Br. RV): figurative use supposing the sense of “lap”, “bosom” (I, 146-1: pitrār upāsthe,” in the bosom of his parents”).
ūras (n): chest.
ulba (n): embryonic membranes (later Vedic: amnios, cf., Kumāratantra, p. 35).
uṣṇīhā (f., dual, pl): cf. uṣṇīsa(?): cranial protuberations (parietal vertex and bosses) (RV, AV).
ūdhan, ūdiar, ūdhas (n): Mamma; also udhan in tryudhan. RV: ādhan, no Cl.
ūbadhya (n): contents of the entrails (undigested nourishment) cf., āvadhya.
ūrī (m): thigh.
ūavdhya: RV orthography of ābadhya.
ṛkṣālā (f., pl.) vessels (or tendons) which are found above ankles (in the quadrupeds) [VS (Mahī. gulphādhaḥsthā nādyah)].
ṛjas (n): corporeal vigour (Cl. medicine: vital sap).
ṛṇī (m): arm (Neisser, Zum Worterbuch des Rgveda (RV).
ṛṣṭha (m): lip.
kākāṭikā (f): neck, cf. kṛkāṭa (AV).
kakud (f): tourniquet (culminating point), bosse of Zebu, (AV),
  cf. Śittakakud (TS) and below kākud.
kākṣa (m): armpit (AV, Cl.) cf. apikakṣā.
kāṅkukha (m): cf. the following (AV. Paipp.).
kāṅkāsā (m, pl.): part of the head (?) (AV).
kaṇṭhā (m): throat, larynx (AV, in sahākaṇṭhikā; MS|VS, in adharakaṇṭhā & šuṣkakaṇṭhā; alone: Cl.
kaṇṭhya (n): flesh of the neck (VS).
kanānaka (m): apple of the eye (TS).
kānīnaka (m): apple of the eye (VS, Cl.).
kānīnikā (m): apple of the eye (MS).
kānīnikā (f): apple of the eye (AV, MS, TS, KS, Cl.).
kapāṇjala (m): pastern (YV).
kāprth (m): penis (“which gives the pleasure”) (RV).
kaphauḍā (m, dual, hapax): Böhtlingk-Roth “elbow”? (AV, X, 2-4). Appears in an enumeration of the parts of the body attached to the trunk. Could be brought near kapola, “cheek”, which is more recent but the disaspiration will be unusual (cf., J. Bloch, Indo-Aryen, p. 59). One can not invoke the disaspiration of Pali kaponi=Skt. kaphoni, “elbow”, given by Childers following Abhidhānapadipikā, this reading not being found in the texts (communication of Helmer Smith). One could ask oneself
if *kaphaula, in the dual, would not designate two humid organs (ola) of phlegm (kapha) such as the lungs, but kapha is found only in the Cl. and ola in later lexicons.


kará (m): hand. All the texts, but the RV uncertain. In Cl. become secondarily “ray”, cf., L. Renou, JA, July-Sept., 1939, p. 346.


karūkara (n): ? (AV, Br.).

kāna (m): exterior part of the ear.

kākud (f): palate [Cl. (Lexicons)], cf., kakud above.

kāti (m.: closed fist (RV).

kikáśā (f; YV, Cl. m): vertebra (Cl. “bone”), cf., under jatru.

kukśi (m, dual and pl.): small pelvis, pelvic regions.

kulphá (m): gulphá (cf. kusṭhā & kuhá).

kusṭha (m, dual): big sciatic cut (MS, VS). (Mahī. kاكūndara
and cf., Suśr. Śār., VI, 31).

kusṭhā (dual): a part of the horse’s body (TS). (Bloomfield, Vedic Conc. under pratiṣkramaṇam ku.) cf. gusṭhā.

kusṭhikā (f., pl.): a part of the legs of the cow (?) (AV).

kusindha (n): trunk (described as one which is held by the thighs and supported by the shoulders) (AV, also Br.).

kuhá (m, dual): part of the horse’s body (TS). (Vedic Conc. under viṣyam kuhābhīyām) cf., guhá.

kṛkāta (n): neck (AV, IX, 7-1) (opposed to laḷāta as kāṭikā). 

keṣa (m): hair [V. except RV (but RV: keśīn, keśavant, etc.), Cl.].

koṣyā (n): two chunks of flesh situated on the covering of the heart (Mahī. VS, TS,) (Padapaṭha, nikoṣya).

kroḍā (m, Cl. n): breast (of horse) (AV, Cl.).

klómān (m, Cl. nl): probably lungs [V. except RV (VS, XXV-8: plural)]; sometimes right lung, more often totality of lungs (singular) or lungs (and their lobes) (pl.).

kṣip (f, pl); finger, index? (RV).

kṣīrā (n) milk.

khé (n): openings of the body (AV, Cl.).

khāḍā (m): molar tooth (TS, KS).

gābhasti (m): arm, hand (becomes Cl. “rays”; cf., L. Renou, JA.,
July-Sept., 1939, p. 345.)
gārbha (m): 1. womb; 2. embryo.
gavīni, i- (f); ureter (?), two canals which collect the urine coming from the entrails (Sāy. on AV, I-3-6) TS (in the mantra corresponding to AV, I, 11-5) cf. parīnah.
gāvīnikā (f): ureter (AV, I, 11-5) (Sāy. gavīnike yoneh pārśvavartinyau nirgamanapratibandhike nādyau,” the g. are the two canals situated on the sides of the uterus and hindering the expulsion’’?): IX, 8-7 (yā ārū anusārpatyā atho eti gavīnike, “the one—the disease—which creeps along the thighs and attains the g.”). 
gātra (n): limb.
gudā (n): 1. rectum (TS, Cl.); 2 vagina (VS).
gudā (f, often pl.): rectum, big intestines.
gulphā (m): ankles (V. except RV, Cl.)
guṣṭhā: cf., kusṭhā (KS).
guhā (dual): cf., kuhā (KS).
grdhrā (m): armpit [TS (Sāy. kaksā but in pl.), KS].
grīvā (f): neck [V, generally pl., Cl., sing. and grīva, m. (cf., grīvadaghnā, TS)].
glau (m, pl.): vessels of the heart (MS, VS, (Mahā. hṛdaya-nādyāh).
cākṣan (n. dual): eye (AV).
cākṣas (n): eye (RV, AV).
cākṣu (m) eye (RV, but hapax cāksos=cāksūsoḥ).
cākṣas (n): eye.
cārmān (n): skin, leather.
chavi (f): glow which attains the eye [TS. (Sāy. netragata kāntik), KS].
chubuka (n): chin (RV, Cl. cibuka, cubuka).
jaghāna (m): posterior (in comp. also jāghana, q.v.).
jāṅghā (f): leg.
jaṭhāra (n): abdomen.
iatrū (m, pl.): clavicles and sternum, or clavicular and sternal regions (specially sub-claviculars and sub-sternals. Cl. base of neck, joint of neck and of the chest). In Śat. Br., VIII, 6-2-10: iṁā ubhayatraya parśavo bodhāḥ kikasāsu ca jaṭrūṣu,"his sides are attached on both hands to the Kikasās and to the jaṭrus”. Therefore, k, = vertebra, j, = sternum, to which are joined the clavicles.
jāghana; cf., jaghāna.

jānu (n): knee, cf., jīnu.

jāmbīla (n): stomach, but Mahī. jānumadhyā-bhāga, “middle part of the knee” [VS, MS, KS, TS (Sāy. āmāśaya, a more probable interpretation than that of Mahī, because the context refers to teeth and tongue which pulverize the plant which is deposited in the stomach.)].

jāmbha (m): 1. jaw (RV, AV, VS, Cl.); 2. teeth (Cl.).

jāmbhya (m): teeth, specially lateral teeth (Sāy. on TS, V, 7-11, YV).


jīhvā (f): tongue, cf., agra-jīhvā.

juhū (f): tongue (of Agni, a metaphorical expression) (RV).

jīnu=jānu at the end of a compd. and in jīubādh (RV).

ṭakarī, ṭakarī (f): pelvic organ (?) indeterminate (TS. in the same formula AV t. is rephased by mehana), KS(ṭakarī), (TS).

ṭagarī (f)=ṭakarī (AV, Paipp.).

tānman (n): liver (TS, Br.).

tanū (f): body.

tālu (n, rare. m): palate (VS, Cl.).

tedani (f): blood (?) [AV, VS. (Mah. tedanīm devatām)].

ivāc (f): skin.

ōda, ōdant: teeth in ubhayāda ōdant, “one who has teeth on the two jaws” (RV, AV, TS).

dāṁṣṭra (m): canine tooth (VS, MS, KS, Cl.).

dānta (m, n): teeth.

danta-mūla (n): dental root, better still, base of teeth (VS, Cl.).

dūṣikā (f): rheum (V. except RV, Cl.).

dōsān (n, dual): 1. lower part (of the fore-feet of an animal) (AV), 2. arm (AV, TS).

dōs (n.m., RV once): arm.

dhamāni, -ī (f): vessel (relatively voluminous according to Sāy. cf., Snāvan) (AV, Cl.) cf., p. 130.

nakhā (n): nail.

nandāthu (m): sexual organ (lit., “pleasure”) (TS, KS).

nās (f): nose, nostrils (dual), cf., nās.

nāsya (n): vibrissa (VS, MS KS).

nāḍī (f): canal, vessel (AV, VI, 138-4, spermatic canals or cords;
ye te nāḍyau devākṛte yāyos tiśhati vṛṣṇayam, “the two canals made by the gods, in which resides virility”; KS, Cl.). cf. vṛṣṇya and p. 158.

nābhi (f): Navel [V. except RV, (but nābha at the end of a compd. RV), Cl.].

nās (f): nose (RV, II, 39-6) cf., nās.

nāsā (f): nose, nostrils (AV, Cl.).

nāsikā (f, dual): nostrils.

nikoṣyā: cf., koṣya & śīṅgi.

nlpakṣāti (f): second rib (cf., pakṣāti) [VS, TS, (Sāy. rib adjacent to the pakṣāti, second free rib?) MS, KS].

nirbādhā (m): protuberance (cranial ?) (YV).

pakṣā (m): side.

pakṣāti (f): first rib [VS (13 are mentioned for each side), KS, MS, TS (Sāy. daksiṇa-pārśvasya mūle varittamānā yeyam vānkrīḥ sā pakṣātiḥ, “p. is the rib situated at the base of the right side”, first free rib?)]

pākṣman (n): upper (eye) lash (VS, MS, TS, Cl. (eye) lashes).

pād (m) foot, cf. pād.

pāyas (n) milk, eventually sperm.

parinah (a): corr. in KS, XII-9 to gavīnyau of TS, III, 3-10-1.

pārus (n): joint (joint or, often, portion included between two joints, limb or member of the body) (V., Br.).

pārvan (n): ibidem.

pārsu (m): rib. (V., Br., Cl. parśukā).

pāsas (n): penis (V. except RV., Br.).

pājasyā (n) ? [Sāy. on RV, chest, on TS.: heart; Mahī.=limb which is the cause of force in a quadruped; Geldner on RV=“inguem” (abdominal coating?); V., Br. (in RV, tri-pājasya)].

pāṭurā (m): totality of transversal apophyses [VS, TS, (Sāy. etā vaṅkrayo yasmin prṣṭha-bhāgagate ’sthipārśva’se sambhandhyante so’yam pāṭurāḥ)].

pāṭora (m)=pāṭurā (KS).

pāṇi (m)=hand.

pād=pad.

pāda (m): foot.

pādu (m): foot (RV).

pāpa-vāta (m): “bad wind” (TS, V, 7-23; Sāy.=apāna).

pāyu (m): anus (V. except RV, Cl.).
pārśvā (n., m.): side.
pārśṇi, i (f.): heel.
pittā (n.): bile [V. except RV., cl.]
pibas=pīvas.
pīvas (n.): fat (RV, AV).
pucha (m, n.): tail [AV (other expressions, X, 9-22 for tail of serpent, bird, etc.) Cl.]
purītāt: cf. the following (TS).
purītāt (n.): pericardium [AV, VS (XXV-8, Mahī.: purītad hṛdayācchādaṇākam antram, “p.=entrails which cover the heart”)].
pulītāt: pericardium (KS).
pulītāt: pericardium (MS).
prṣṭī (f, pl.): vertebrae (V, Br.).
prṣṭha (n.): back.
prṣṭhā (f. (comp.), dual); flesh near the anus. ? (Sāy.), (TS, KS)
pratīṣṭhā (f): leg (“supporting point”) (AV).
pratyāsā (m or n ?; dual); excrescence near the sexual organ (Sāy.) (TS, KS).
prāpād (f): fore-foot (AV).
prāpada (n, dual or pl.): fore-foot (animals). (AV).
priṣādā (m): hymen ? [TS (Sāy. “sort of particle of flesh which falls at the time of defloration?”), viṣasana-kālapatito māṁsa-leśa-viśesāḥ), KS]. cf., viṣasana.
prāṇā (m): 1. vital breath; 2. breath of the anterior part of the body.
plāśi (m, sing.): urethra, penis? (Mahī. śiśna); pl. spermatic canals and urethra (excretary canals) (Mahī.: śiśna-mūla-
naḍyāḥ, “canals at the base of the penis”) (V, Br.).
plīhān (n): spleen.
bārs va (m): gum (Sāy.: danta-mūla-māṁsa, “flesh at the base of teeth”) (YV).
bāhu (m, dual): arm.
bīla (n) 1. orifice of sectioned vessels (AV); 2. excretory orifice (AV, I, 3-8, vastibila, “orifice of the bladder, urinary meatus”).
bīja (n): sperm (lit., “seed”, “grain”).
bhāṁsas (n): anus ?, anterior part of the hip-bone (Macdonell-Keith, Vedic Index) (RV, AV).
bhasad (f): behind, vulva (V, Br, Sūtra).  
bhāsad (m): behind, buttock (Mahī., RV, AV, VS) (Mahī. nitambau) (MS).  
bhāsman (n): part of the body? (YV).  
bhrū (f): eye-brow.  
majjān (m): marrow.  
mātasna (m, n, dual): unindentified viscus [RV, (Sāy. pārśvāyor vartamānav āmrapalākṛtī vrkkau, “kidneys looking like mangoes, situated in the sides), VS. (Mahī.: grivādhaṣṭād-bhāgasthitahṛdayobhaya-pārśve asthinī,” bones—or “stones” or “mass” found on each side of the heart, below the neck), (MS, KS).  
mānya (f, dual & pl.): muscular tendinous mass of the neck (V. except RV, Cl.).  
mārman (n): vital point (essentially vulnerable) (V., Cl.).  
malhā: which has excrescences at the neck (goat) [TS (Sāy. galastana), which, according to the Vaidyakanighaṇṭu quoted by Umesa Chandra Gupta, Vaidyaka-sabda-śindhu denotes chagagalastastana “(appendix in the form of) udder found on the throat of the she-goat”).  
mastiṣka (m, n): brain.  
māṁsā (n, sing. & pl.) flesh.  
mukha (n): mouth.  
muskā (m, dual): 1. testicles; 2. big lips (AV).  
mustī (m): fist.  
mūtra (n): urine.  
mūrdhān (m): head.  
medhāra (n) Penis, cf., mehāna.  
mēdas (n): fat.  
mēhana (n): 1. penis (as an urinary organ) (RV, Cl.); 2. urethra (AV, Cl.).  
yakān (n): liver.  
yākṛt (n): liver (V. except RV, Cl.).  
yōni (f): womb, vagina.  
raśa (n): forehead (VS) cf. lalāṭa.  
rāṣa (m): fluid of life, organic sap, sexual secretion, cf., pp. 27, 165.  
rētas (n): sperm.  
rōman (n): loman.  
romāśa (n): vulva (lit. “which has hair”) (RV).
róra (m, dual): articulation of shoulders (VS, MS).
lalāṭa (n): forehead (especially lower part of the forehead, arcade of the eyebrows). (AV) cf., raraśa.
lóman (n): hair.
lóhita (n): blood (V. except RV, Cl.).
vákṣas (n, sing and pl.): breast, chest.
vānkrī (f): rib.
vaṇaṅkāraṇa (n): organ of defecation (RV).
vaṇiṣṭū (m): cf. the following (MS, KS).
vaṇiṣṭhu (m): colon (V, Cl., VS, XIX-87: kumbhō vaṇiṣṭhur janītā śācitibhir yāsmīn āgre yonyām gārbho'ntah," "the vase vaṇiṣṭhu is generator by assistance; in it, in the beginning, in the womb is the foetus", Mahī.: sthūlāntra, "big intestine". But, in a popular type of anatomy, confusion can arise between a big viscus shallow like the colon and the uterus, which being gravid, fills up the stomach.)
vaṇpā (f): epiploon (specially the fatty epiploon of the bullock, the thin epiploon of the horse is not well-known, cf., P.E. Dumont, L'Āśvamedha, p. 185) [V. (RV in vaṇpāvant, vaṇpodara), Cl.].
vārtas (m): eye-lash (VS, MS).
vārtman (n): eye-lid (AV, Cl.).
vaśā: vaśā.
vaśā, vaśā (f): fat of the muscles.
vastī (m, f): bladder (V. except RV, Cl.).
vāha (m): shoulder (of the bullock, "the one which carries") (AV, VS, TS).
vājina (m): sperm (MS).
vāyu (m): breath (of the mythical bull = wind) (AV, IX, 7-4; Cl.: wind and wind of the organism = organic breath).
vāla (m): horsehair, mane, horse-tail (V. except RV, Cl.).
vāldhāna (n): tail (TS).
vījāman (n): genital organs (Śāy.), inguinal regions? (cf. p. 110) (AV).
vīśāna (n): horn (crumbling. "which detaches itself") (AV).
vṛkkā (m, dual): kidney (AV, VS, MS, Br., Śūtra).
vrkya = vrkká (TS).

vrśa (m, dual): testicles (VS, Cl.).


vaitasā (m): penis (metaphorically “which is related to the reed”, cp. rod) (RV, AV, in lit. sense, Cl.).

vyātta (n): open mouth (AV, VS, TS, Br., cf., Cl. vyattānana, vyāttāsya).

vyānā (m): breath diffused in the body.

vṛś (f): finger (RV).

śakunisādā (m): part of the horse’s body? (YV).

śaptra (n): labial commissure? (KS) cf., snāptra.

śaphā (m): hoof (of quadruped).

sūrā (n): 1. body; 2. parts of the body (pl.) (RV).

śārkara (m): granular bone; rugose (small bone of the face and of the cranium) [TS, V, 7-11 (Sāy. śārkaraḥ tatsadrṣāni kaṭhināsthini)].

śākhā (f): finger (metaphorically, RV. denotes in Cl. the limbs by special use of the sense of “branch”) cf., skandhā.

śikhanḍā (m or n, dual): flesh above the hips (Sāy.) (TS, KS).

śīṅgi (f): part of the entrails (TS, I, 4-3-1; but VS, XXXIX, 8: ... śīṅgini kośyābhyaṁ ... , Mahī.: śīṅgini śingisamjāṇī daivatāni, “ś = the goddesses called ś.”).

śītāman (n): according to Nirukta “arm”, “womb”, “liver”, “fat” (VS), cf., śītīman.

śītāman (n, dual): excrescence near the sexual organ (Sāy.) [TS, KS, (“mant”) cf., śītāman.

śip (m): in śipivīṣṭa (= śepa, Nirukta). Probably, skin, prepuce (RV, TS, KS).

ślpra (n): lip ?, tooth ? (RV, MS).

śzpā (f, pl.): denture (RV).

śaras (n): head.

śīnā (n): l. penis? (RV, AV); 2. tail.

śirsā (n): head.

śirsān (n): head (V).

śīrsakapālā (n): cranium, brainpan (head-bone in the form of potsherd) (AV, TS, Cl.).

śukrā (n): sperm.
śūpti (f): shoulder (according to the Avestan supti) but Sāy: mouth (RV).

śrīga (n): horn.

śēpa (n): penis.

śepha (m): penis (TS).

śnāpta (n): labial commissure (Mahā. VS). cf., the following.

śnyāpta (n): labial commissure (TS). cf., śaptra and śnāpta.

śmāśru (n): beard.

śrōṇi (f): hip (V, Cl. pelvi-perineal regions).

śrōtra (n): ear (organ of hearing, not the external ear)., cf. karna.

samsiddā (n): cf. the following (KS).

samsīddā (n): nostril [TS, (Sāy.: samatakasaroṇo nāsikādiḥ, “continually flowing nostrils”, etc.)].

sākhti (n, dual, pl.): thigh (V., Cl.) by euphemism “vulva” (V).

santāna (m): tendon ? (TS).

saudhī (m): joint, articulation.

samānā (m): concentrated breath (V. except RV., Cl.).

sātu (m): womb (but an improbable conjecture) (RV).


simāna (m): vertex, line of the parting of hair and of the body (AV, Cl.).

sūtrī (f): womb (of the cow ?) [AV, IX, 7-4 (But the hymn refers to the mythical bull)].

śṛkvan (m, n): labial commissure [RV, Cl. (Suśruta, śṛkvanī, f)].

śēhu (m): indeterminate viscus (AV, KS).

skandhā (m, generally pl.): ramification of the trunk (cf. skandhas, RV, I, 32-5, referring to a tree) (V, Cl.), cf. śākhā.

stāna (m, n): breast, udder, dug.

stukā (f): tuft of hair (on the head of a horse) (RV, AV), cf. the following.

stupā (m): tuft of hair (VS) cf. the preceding and the following.

stūpā (m): tuft of hair (MS) cf. the preceding.

strala (n): vulva but exactly “that which is feminine”, a sense which generally suffices (AV, VIII, 6-4 ?). All the texts: “that which is feminine”.

sthūra (m, dual): fetlock-joint of a quadruped (VS, TS, KS, Cl.).
sthūragudā (f): big intestine (TS, MS, KS).
sthūlagudā (f): big intestine (VS).
snāvan, snāvān (n): tendon (cf. Cl. snāyu) but Sāy. (on AV, II, 33-6) fine vessel (cf. dhāmanī) (AV, VS, TS).
snāvanyā (m or n, dual): base of five tendons (Sāy.) (TS, KS).
srákva (m or n): mouth of carnivorous animals? (RV).
svēda (m): sweat.
hānu (f, dual): jaw (V, Cl.) cf. uttarahanu, “upper jaw” and adharahanu, “lower jaw” (AV).
ḥālikṣṇa (m or n): (AV, II, 33-3; in TS, V, 7-23, name of animal).
ḥāsta (m): hand, also fore-arm (cf., aratnī); trunk of elephant.
ḥārdī (n. m): heart (RV, AV).
hirā (f): blood-vessel (AV, VS, MS, later Vedic hitā, Cl. sirā) (cf., p. 160.)
ḥṛd (n): heart.
ḥṛdaya (n): heart cf., sthūlahṛdayā, (TS). “big heart?”
ḥṛdayāgrā (n): point of the heart (VS, Cl).
ḥṛdayaupaśād (m): organic mass located near the heart (YY). The interpretations “aorta” (VS, XXV-8) or “heart and pericardium” (dual, TS, V, 7-16) proposed by Böhtlingk & Roth are not justified by the Commentaries. Mahī.: hṛdaye upaśete hṛdaya-upaśam hṛdayastham māṁsam, “flesh which lies on the heart, which is situated on the heart” and the aorta is not a “piece of flesh”. One should rather take it as referring to the left auricle or to the fatty and conjunctive mass which cover the heart. On TS, Sāy.: hṛdayamadhyam aṣṭadalam māṁsapadman aupaśam tadveṣṭaṇam māṁsam, “the centre of the heart is a lotus with eight petals, the upāśa is the flesh which surrounds it”. The heart is usually compared, in the classical period, to a lotus and in the Chānd-up., VIII, 1, 1-2, but the description of the pericardium as flesh is not satisfactory.

The examination of numerous terms contained in the above list shows that many of these are metaphorical or periphrastic designations. They are not veritable terms, consecrated by the usage of the language. They are much less technical terms. Occasionally employed in the mantras of the ancient Saṃhitās, these designations have often remained in the vocabulary of the later Vedic texts, Brāhmaṇas, Āraṇyakas and Sūtras. This is
how they are so frequently encountered, but it does not follow that they were never really in usage. It is quite natural that belonging as they did to the fundamental mantras, they have often been taken up again in the literature devoted to the interpretation and the ritual application of these mantras. But they have not come out of the sacerdotal jargon and have not come into classical Sanskrit. Not possessing the value of the anatomical terms, they are not found in the medical texts. Moreover, a certain number of words used in the Vedic period have gone out of use during the centuries that passed between this epoch and that of the scientific manuals. On the other hand, in these manuals are to be found many other anatomical terms found from the Veda onwards. It is here that one finds terms which are quite often authentic and which have been preserved not because of the sacred character of the mantras containing them but following the preservation of the Vedic language itself in classical Sanskrit.

Leaving aside banal terms such as the ones which denote organs like the heart, feet or hands, there are certain others which deserve to be studied, because in medicine they have become technical terms, while retaining a great part of their old Vedic value. They correspond to Vedic notions which have remained as formative elements in the classical doctrines of the doctors. They can be divided in two groups: names of organs or of the regions of the body and names of the substances which compose the body. From the first group we will retain only those which denote the organs or regions playing a specially important and characteristic rôle in the physiological conceptions of Āyurveda: the canals and the vulnerable points.

The canals are denoted in the Vedic samhitās by the names of nādi, dhamāni and hirā. The first two have been preserved without any change in the Ayurvedic texts, the last one having been replaced there by the term, sirā.

The sense of nādi (written as nāli) in the oldest passage where it appears (RV., X, 135-7) is “flute” or “straw”: “. . . here is the seat of Yama which is called the residence of the gods; this flute of his is blown; it is prepared by the
chants”.¹ The root *dham*, used here for “blowing”, is the one from which is derived *dhamáni* practically becoming a synonym of *nádi*, but which, in the *Rgveda* (II, 11-8), is a “breath”² (“sent by Indra,” *indresitām dhamānim . . .*) and not a tube which conducts the breath. The term *nádi*, on the contrary, was definitely a conduit of air and it has remained the same in the anatomical exercises of the Yoga. But it has also been a “tube”, capable of being filled up with any material. The *Atharvaveda* (VI, 138-4), regards as *nádi*, the two conduits of the human body, which are the spermatic ducts or the cordons (cf., p. 124). Moreover, the word *nádi* is to be met with as a derivative of *nāda*, “reed”.³ Similarly, in the Ayurvedic texts, *nádi* does not exclusively denote “channel for air”, but is commonly used to denote “channel” in general. This is how *nádi* has come to denote the nourishment-providing vessel of the umbilical cord: “the umbilical vessel of the embryo is connected with the maternal vessel carrying the organic sap”.⁴ It also denotes the tubulure of an inhalatory apparatus, an apparatus causing “vaporisation by tube”, *nádisveda*.⁵ Therefore, the general notion of *nádi* in the classical medical texts is the same as it had been in the Vedic epoch.

In the epoch of the *Atharvaveda*, the mystical speculations on the similarity of the *nádi* of the human body with the cosmic regions had already commenced. But in this respect Ayurvedic medicine has not preserved the heritage, which has been passed on, in its entirety, first to the later Vedic texts and then to the texts of Yoga and Tantra. The hymn X, 7 on *skambha*, the “support” of the world poses, among other

¹ *idām yamāsa sādānam devamānām yād yeyāte| tyām asya dhāmyate nāḻir ayám gīrāhīh pāriśkṛataḥ||
This sense of “flute” or “reed” is found elsewhere, for example, *Kāth.,* XXIII, 4, beside other names of musical instruments.

² Sāyaṇa writes that it is the “voice” put forth by Indra. Actually it refers to the effect of thunder, voice, (and in consequence, breath) of the cloud.

³ *dhamáni* is, on its side, derived from *dhamana* given as a synonym of *nāda*, “reed”, in the *Amarakosa*, but *dhamana* is found quite late. Actually speaking it deno¬es “one who breathes in” (on the formation of the word, see Renou, Grammaire Sanskrite, p. 168).

⁴ *mūtus tu khatu rasavahāyām nādyām garbhahābhināḍī pratibaddhā, (Suṣr., Śār., III-27).

⁵ Suṣr., *Utt.,* XXI-3, cf., “nāḍī i the form of the elephant’s trunk” (hasṭi-suṇḍākāra ṇa). *Cik.,* XXXII, 2; *Car.,* Śūtr., XIV-43; cf., J.L. Doreau, Les bains dans l’Inde antique, p. 84.
enigmas, the following: "The one, in whom, in the Man are closely reunited immortality and death, the one whose ocean and the canals are closely re-united in the Man, that support, utter its name, which one is it? The one of whom the four quarters are the main canals, the one on whom the sacrifice has advanced, that support, utter its name, which one is that?"¹ The Man referred to here is the Cosmic Man as also the man, both of whom have their basis in the same entity. From the macrocosmic view-point, the expression "canals" can be said to refer firstly to rivers and especially to celestial rivers and from the microcosmic point of view "ocean" can be said to refer to the totality of the organic liquids. The second mention of the "canals" implies that the canals of the body are understood as the currents of energy radiating from all sides in the world, such as the solar rays emitted in all directions, mentioned in the Chāndogya-upaniṣad, III-1, etc.

Dhamāni is met with in the Atharvaveda and has the precise meaning of "blood vessel", where the hymn, I, 17 is an exorcism against haemorrhages. There it is an antonym of hirā, which, at first, seems to denote also blood vessels though of smaller calibre: "... if the smallest stops, let her stop, the big dhamāni. The middle ones of hundred dhamānis, of thousand hirās have stopped..."² The biggest vessels are the least numerous and Śāyaṇa commenting upon AV, II, 33-6 considers the dhamānis as the relatively voluminous vessels. However, another passage of the same Veda directly contradicts the one translated above: VII, 35-2 mentions a thousand dhamānis and of a hundred hirās. But Śāyaṇa agrees with the later Vedic literature which replaces hirā by hitā and recognises 72,000 vessels of this type,³ defining them as nādis, "like a hair split thousandfold".⁴ The dhamānis are, therefore, to be understood as the big vessels. Moreover, in another passage,

¹ yatrāṁavat ca mṛtvāśca puruṣe dhī samāhīte/
   samudrā yāsya nādyāḥ puruṣe dhī samāhītā|
   skambhām tāṁ brūhi katumāḥ svi i eva saḥ //15//
   yāsya cātisāraḥ oradīśa nādyās tiṣṭanti prathamāḥ/
   yaññā yatra pāraṅkānta skambhām... //16// AV, X, 7-15-16.
² ... kanisthikā ca tiṣṭhāti tiṣṭhād id dhamānir maḥ [2]
   satāsāya dhamānirnām sahāsrvasya hirānām|
   āsthirin madhyamā ... (AV, I, 17, 2-3).
³ Brhad-up, II, 1, 19.
⁴ ibid, IV, 2-3 & 3, 20 (yatā keśaḥ sahasraḥ da bhinnah).
the Atharvaveda refers once again to the hundred dhamánis (VI, 90-2). It is, therefore, the relatively smaller number which is preferably attributed to dhamánis.

Macdonell and Keith have thought that, in the Atharvaveda, dhamáni probably denoted "artery" or "vein", or more generally "intestinal canal".¹ Not one of these three translations can be accepted. There is nothing to prove that in Vedic times distinctions were observed between arteries and veins and, on the contrary, there is every reason to believe that these distinctions were not known because they are found missing in the Ayurvedic medicine itself, which is, however, much more advanced. Moreover, while employing the word "artery", an ambiguous term, it should be clearly explained whether it is to be understood in the old sense of "aerial canal" or in the modern sense of blood canal coming from the heart. As regards its translation as "intestinal canal", it contradicts both the contexts and the commentator ² and agrees only imperfectly with the general sense of the word in Sanskrit.

The Suśruta-samhitā challenges an opinion current in its time, which took the sīrās, the dhamánis (sic) and the srotas (conduits) to denote the one and the same thing. It, however, admits that their functions, even though distinct, are analogous.³ The main dhamánis are 24 in number and are born at the navel from where they spread, ten upwards, ten downwards and four horizontally.⁴

² On AV, I, 17-3 Sāyaṇa explains that the dhamánis are the main nāḍīs which go to the heart (hrdayapatānām pradhāna-nāḍīnām) and that the hīrās are the sīrās (classical form), the nāḍīs of the branches (sākhā-nāḍīnām), that is to say of the limbs; this implies that they, themselves, are the vascular ramifications. On II, 33-6, he explains dha. as denoting the thick sīrās (stūlāh). [The passage, II, 33-6 is found as a variant of XX, 96-22. Śaṅkar Pandurang, Vol. IV, p. 794, dhamáni is found here after snāva which is rendered by Sāyaṇa as fine (sūkṣmāh) sīrās]. On VI, 90-2, (Ed. Śaṅkar, Hymn, 263-2), he simply replaces dhamáni by nāḍyāh. On VII, 35-2, an incantation for making a woman sterile, he interprets hīrās as being the small vessels found inside for supporting the embryo sarbha-dhāranārtham omār avasthitāh sūkṣmāh and the dh. as the big vessels which are the external support for the womb (avaśṭambhikā bāhyāh stūlāh); it is, however, in this passage that the hīrās are 100 in number and the dh. 1000.
³ vibhaktakaranāṁ apy avibhāgaiva karmanu bhavati, "even for those whose functions are distinct, there is something like an analogy as regards functions".—Suśr., Sar., IX-1.
⁴ tūsāṁ tu nābhiprabhavāṉānām dhamaṇināṁ ūrdhvagā daśa cādhogaṁīnyār cataśraṁ tīvṛayedhi—Suśr., Sar., IX-2; also Śaṇṭa, XIX, Suṣr., Sar., IX-2; also Śuṣr., XIV-1.
Those which go upwards maintain the organism by carrying particular things: sound, touch, form, taste, smell, inhalation, exhalation, yawning, hunger, laughter, talking, crying, etc. They reach the heart and become three-fold, they are (then) thirty in number. Among them, ten carry two by two, the wind, the bile, the phlegm, the blood and the organic juice. By eight are seized the sounds, forms, tastes and smells. By two one talks, by two is uttered the loud cry, two are employed for sleep and two for awakening. And two carry tears, two which are located in the bosom carry the mother’s milk. It is these two which carry the sperm coming from its two “udders”.

The following portion of the text similarly details the functions of the inferior and horizontal dhamánis, which carry in the body the entire matter of flow and circulation. The intestines, therefore, figure in the list of dhamánis, but the dhamánis are not, in general, the intestines; they are simply the canals of the organism. In the Atharvaveda, they are more particularly the vessels but the word must have had, from the beginning, the general sense of “canal” which it has in Ayurveda.

As regards sirās or sirās, they are sometimes, in classical medicine, understood as veins. A chapter of the Suśruta-saṁhitā (Śār., VIII), devoted to blood-letting, is entitled sirāvyādha vidhi, “the technique of the cutting of the sirās”. It follows, therefore, that those vessels, which we call “veins” are the sirās, but not that the latter always represent the veins. In fact, the word is, most of the time, a synonym of dhamáni and of náḍī. Like the dhamánis, the sirās “have the navel for their root and they spread from there upwards, downwards and horizontally”. Like them, they carry the circulating organic

---

¹ ārdhva-gāh śābda-śparśa-śarūṣa-gandhaprayaścittāsa-śṛmbhi-kṣuddha-
sitakathitāruditādīn viśeṣān abhivahanṭaḥ saśīram dhārayanti | tās tu
hrdayam abhīprapannās triḍhā jāyante, tās trimśat | tāsām tu
vātāplakapakāśopitarasān āve āve vahataḥ, tā daśa śabdāra-prarasaga-
gandhān āstabhīr gṛhaite | dvāḥyām bhāṣate ca dvāḥyām ghoṣam
karo ti dvāḥyām svāpi ti dvāḥyām prātibhūhyate | āve caśruvāhīnayauc
āve stāmyam śriyā vahataḥ stanasāṁśārite | te eva śukram narasya
stāmyam abhivahataḥ . . . (Suśr., Śār., IX-3).

² tāsām nābhir mālam tataḥ ca prāsāranty ārdhvaṁ adhaṁ tiryak ca—
Suśr., Śār., VII-1.
fluids, specially the wind, the bile, the phlegm and the blood. Like them, they can carry everything: “There is no sirā, which carries only the wind, the bile or the phlegm. It is, therefore, said that they carry all. Since they are the fixed derivatives of the corrupted elements of trouble which develop and overflow and that is why it is said that they carry everything”. This, however, does not assimilate them completely to the dhamānis as it is only on the occasion of the corruption of the elements of trouble that they can transport something else than the four principal liquids.

According to medical texts, therefore, the sirās are, in principle, more specialised than the dhamānis. These latter are a type of quite big vessels whereas the former are more numerous, 700 instead of 24, are finer and in them habitually circulate only extremely thin liquids. They have ramifications throughout the body. “By them, the body is like a garden or like a field with water-channels”.

From all these facts it follows that the anatomy of the classical texts of medicine is, in so far as the notions on the various canals and vessels of the body are concerned, a direct descendant of the Veda. It is equally from a Vedic conception in preserving the corresponding Vedic name that classical medicine has elaborated one of its most characteristic notions of anatomy, that of the vulnerable points or marman.

We do not have a special term for denoting the points of

---

1 Suśr., Śār., VII-4. Here the text does not add the word rasa, the organic juice, but Mahidhara, who is also a very late author, while commenting on the word hirā in the VŚ, XXV-8, says that they are the nāḍis which carry nourishment (annavāhīnyo nāḍyah). Now nourishment circulates in the body in the form of the rasa, a form which it assumes by digestion... cf., infra, p. 165.

2 na hi vātām sirāḥ kaścin na pītām kevalam tathā/ śleṣmānam vā vahanty etā atāh sarvavahāḥ smritāh[14]/ praduṣṭānām hi doṣānām, uccṛtyānām pradhāvatām| 

3 Suśr., Śār., VII-1: Sapta sirāsatāni bhavanti.

4 As we have seen, the Atharvaveda gives respectively the figures of 1000 and 100 except in a passage where the figures are reversed.

5 ibid., then follows: yābhīr idam sarīram ādama īva jalāhārinibhik kedāra īva ca... This justifies the explanation, given by Mahidhara, of hirā, as “conduits carrying nourishment” (cf., note above). Even this is possible that Mahidhara had this passage in mind because he gives an etymology of hirā by the root har, used here in the word “channel” hārīṇi: haranty annarasam iti hirā, “the hirās carry away the juice of the nourishment”.

---
the body, whose wounding can either be fatal or particularly serious because it causes paralysis. The Veda calls these points *marman* which the *Ṛgveda* employs mostly in the references to the killing of *Vṛtra* by god Indra. The form is derived from the root *mr*, “to die”, and it means above all a “mortal point”.¹

The Ayurvedic texts have an extremely detailed catalogue of the *marmans* and they are, in general, quite easily identifiable, thanks to the precisions that are furnished. They are most often the big vasculo-nervous packets or the tendons and the important nervous trunks. Because of haemorrhages which they determine or the paralyses or functional impotences they bring in, the wounds thereof are extremely serious. From its point of view, the *Suśruta-saṁhitā* sets out the reasons of this gravity: “The vessels of four types² which are in the body are ordinarily found to be contained in the *marmans*. Refreshing the tendons, the bones and the flesh as also the articulations, they protect the body. Also, when a *marman* is injured, the wind which is spread, diffuses itself all around. Now, the wind, spreading itself, propagates extremely serious ailments in the body” (Śār., VI).³ There is nothing to prove that right from the epoch of the *Ṛgveda*, the danger of the wounding of the *marmans* was thus conceived, nor even that they had been catalogued. But the notion of *marman*, like that of the *sirās*, had already been individualised. Medicine has not created this element of its anatomical representation; it has received the same from the Vedic tradition in a ready-made form and has only developed it.

The constituents of the body recognised by the Veda are those which Āyurveda has also recognised. The majority comes within the same sense and the notions concerning them are, properly speaking, not anatomical but commonplace. Such are the blood (*lohita*), the flesh (*māmsa*), the bone (*asthi*), the narrow of the bone (*majjan*), the fat (*medas*) and the sperm

---


² The *sirās* carry the wind, the bile, the phlegm and the blood.

³ *caturvidhā yās tu sirāḥ sārīre prayena tā marmasu sannivitiḥ/ sānyavasthitāṁśāṁ tathāvyu sandhīṁ santarpya deham pratipālayati/23/ tataḥ kṣate marmanī tāh pravṛddhāḥ samantaḥ vāyur abhistrotiḥ/ vivardhamānas sa ca mātariśvā rujāḥ sutivrāḥ pratanoti kaye/24/
(ṣukra). But others correspond less to the observations of the anatomists and are nearer the theoretical conceptions and the fact that they are found simultaneously in the Veda and in Āyurveda is quite characteristic of the rôle played by the old ideas of the former in the formation of the latter.

In classical medicine, rasa denotes, among other things, an organic juice of primordial necessity. "That which is called rasa is the essence produced by the extremely subtle fire of the rightly digested nourishment". It is, therefore, chyle but in the organism it has a rôle which largely goes beyond that of chyle. It is found in the heart and from there it spreads through the 24 dhāmanis in the entire organism. "It is aqueous, but on reaching the liver and the spleen, it becomes red, and forms the blood. In this connection Suśruta quotes two verses: "the waters, reddened by the fire which has its seat in the human bodies, without being altered by the one which shines (in the external world), it is called 'blood'. Therefore, the blood of the woman called 'menses' comes from the organic juice (rasa) and (shows itself) from 12 years and disappears at fifty years". In a long passage where he explains the conditions necessary for the formation of the embryo, Caraka insists on the importance of the rasa furnished by the mother: "This embryo is born from the mother; in fact, in the absence of rasa, the course of life of the mother is impossible".

Now the Rgveda has a passage showing that the notion of rasa (rāsa) as the maternal contribution in the process of fecundation had already been established: "The wife clasps the

---

1 ... āhāryasya samyakparinātasya yas tejobhūtaḥ sāraḥ paramaḥūkṣmakaḥ sa rasa ity uvāte ... Suśr., Śūṭr., XIV-1. Daḥana explains tejobhūtaḥ as vahnisambhūtaḥ: It is actually under the action of the internal fire that the nourishment is digested. Thereafter Daḥana gives other interpretations, which render tejas as ghrta, "heated thing" (specialised in the sense of clarified butter, ghee) and tejobhūta. "equivalent to saying—become comparable to ghee".
2 sa khalva āpyo raso yakṣaptiḥānau prāpya rāgam upaiti—Suśr., Śūṭr., XIV-1, end.
3 bhavataḥ cātra | raṁjitam tejasā tu āpah śarīrasthena dehinam/ apyaṇpanah praśannena raktam ity abhidhīyate|rasād eva sīriyā raktam raṁjasamījan pravartate|tad varṣād dvādaśād ūrddhvan yāti paṅcaśātah kṣayanāh|—Suśr., Śūṭr., XIV-2. Dalhaṇa explains praśannena as prakṛtriṣṭhena.
4 raṣajaḥ cāyam garbhaḥ| na hi rasād rite mātuḥ prāṇayātrāpi syāt ... Car., Śūṭr., I, 11, 18.
husband in her arms, they spread the virile milk, in delivering herself she milks for herself the rāsa... .”¹ This passage should be read in conjunction with those where a “semen” (retas) is attributed to the mother-Earth as also to the father-Sky (RV., I-159; 2, et VI, 70, 1).² Hence the idea that the Indian medical men have formed of the rôle of the female rasa in generation has antecedents in the Veda. Moreover, in the hymns of the Ṛgveda, rasa is frequently associated with soma, whether it is a question of the rasa of the soma or that rasa be called “somic” (somia),³ and the precise souvenir of this Vedic correlation has remained alive in medicine. The Suśrutasamhitā after having posed the problem of knowing whether the rasa is saumya or taijasa (igneous), affirms that it is saumya but is modified by the fire.⁴ Of course, this epithet merely signifies that it is “somic”, whether it refers to Soma as a mythical liquid or as a sacrificial liquor. All that it says is that its nature is humid; the echo of the Vedic tradition is equally clear here.

Another echo of the same type, and quite near, is to be found with reference to the organic element, which in the classical texts of the medicine is called ojas. The same word ojas signifies “force” in the Veda and designates, for example, sometimes the force of Indra; sometimes that of Vṛtra.⁵ The word goes back to Indo-Iranian because it is found in the

¹... a jāyā yucte pātim | tuṁjāte vṛṣṇyam payah paridāya rāsam duhe...
RV., I, 105, 2. The group of words vṛṣṇyampayah duhe is parallel to the formulae śukram payah duhe... (I, 160, 3; IX, 54, 1).
² Bergaigne, Rel. véd., I, 239, sees therein the effect of the mechanical vocal application of the same attribute to the two partners of a pair designated in the dual number, whereas this attribute fits only one of them. In fact he could not conceive that one could have believed that the woman delivered a “semen”. But this was a banal belief of antiquity, not only in India but also in the Hellenic world (cf., Consorinus, De die natali, VI, who attributes it to Alcmeon, Epicurus, Anaxagoras, Empedocles and Parmenides). The secretion of the vulvo-vaginal glands during coitus could mislead in this respect. One could easily take for genitals a secretion, which was only sexual, cf., infra, p. 190.
³ Grassmann, Worterbuch, see rasa, cf. also the passages such as the Taitt.—ś, II, 2, 10, 4, where it is said... “soman... rasa... gachaty...” “the rasa goes to soma”, this rasa being of one who has been ill for a long time.
⁴ Suśr., Suśr., XIV-1. Passage ending in what is quoted in p. 165, f.n. 2. Besides the fire Agni is normally associated with Soma in the Veda and there Soma is sometimes considered as liquid fire, cf., above p. 60.
⁵ cf., Benveniste—Renou, Vṛtra et Vṛthragna, pp. 131. 158.
Avesta as aqjah, associated with vṛathra, and in the sense of “force that is naturally infused in the limbs.”\(^1\) In medical texts it is “vital juice”, a substance whose presence in the body is necessary for active life: “ōjas is of the nature of Soma, unctuous, white, fresh, substantial, fluid, pure and sweet; it is the principal seat of life”.\(^2\) This substance appears only during the eighth month of the life of the embryo and it is its absence which renders the young, premature babies unviable.\(^3\) It is essentially that which contributes vigour to the organism, whose nourishing substance is the rasa. It is near rasa because it has the nature of soma and because, at the same time, it is tejas, a calorific radiation of activity, whereas the rasa is also, though belonging to the category of liquids such as the soma, impregnated with activity by an internal fire. “The tejas accompanying the bodily elements from the rasa up to the sperm\(^4\), is certainly the ojas. This is what is called “force”, according to the decision of our own text. Because of the force inherent in it the flesh becomes firm and develops, there is easiness in all the movements, clearness of voice and of the skin, the internal and external organs fulfil their respective functions”.\(^5\) It can be seen that it is not only because of the name that the ojas of the medical texts is identified with that whose possession was attributed by the Veda to the warrior Indra.

There have, however, been claims to identify the ojas as it is described by Suśruta with albumin. Kunja Lal Bhishagratna has defended this theory\(^6\) on the ground that albumin is precisely an essential element of the constitution of

---

1 ibid, p. 7.
2 ojah somātmakam snigdham śuklam śitam sthiram rasam\| viviktam mṛdu mṛtvnam ca prādāyatanamuttamam.—Suśr., Sūtr., XV, 14, (23 in the Jadvji Trikamji ed. quoted in the Kumāratantra, p. 29, f.n. 2). Dalhāna explains somātmakam by saumyam on which see supra; cf. also supra, p. 27.
3 cf. Kumāratantra, p. 29.
4 cf. supra, p. 27.
5 ... rasādīnām śukrāntānām dhātūnām yat param tejas tat khalv ojas, tad eva balam ity ucyate sva-sāstra-iddhāntat | tatra balena sthiropacita-mānsatā sarvacetāsu apratīgātah svaravargaprāsādo bāhyānām abhyanatānām ca kāraṇānām atmakāryapratipattir bhavati—Suśr., Sūtr., XV, 13.
tissues and that Caraka-sāṁhitā shows the presence of ojas in the urine in case of the disease of madhumeha. But it is clear that madhumeha is the disease where urine has sugar, the diabetes. The loss of vigour in this disease, where an unusual element appears in the urine and where diuresis is extremely increased, could easily lead to the supposition that ojas escaped in the form of this element. But it does not follow that the doctors had discovered albumin or glycogen; what is true is only that they have recognised the presence of an element which they supposed to be ojas and which we study in chemistry under the name of glucose. But Kunja Lal confuses glucose with glycogen and supposes a correlation of the latter with albumin and thereby links albumin and ojas. He thus brings to Āyurveda the honour of the discovery of albumin without noticing that it implies the attribution of an absurd theory, whereby albumin enters the composition of the tissues of the foetus only in the eighth month of gestation.

It is better to say simply that the Ayurvedic notion of ojas is the theoretical concretisation of the Vedic concept of bodily vigour.

One last liquid of the body still remains. The bile has the same name, pitta, in both the Veda and Āyurveda. In the theory of the latter, it has an intimate connection with fire, representing in liquid form the fiery element of the organism. This concept could not have resulted from an observation of pathological facts. Undoubtedly the morbid manifestations, in which bile appears to play a rôle, can themselves be febrile, but they are not necessarily so. The bilious vomitings, accidents wherein the participation of bile is particularly evident, can be produced outside all hyperthermia. A theoretical speculation is necessary to make bile into a form of fire, and the existence of some similar speculation in the Vedic period is guaranteed by the Atharvaveda and the Yajurveda. The same passage in these two texts says to the Fire, “O Agni, thou art the bile of the waters”.

The mythology of the fire hidden in the waters or of the fire in aquatic form is Indo-Iranian, as already seen by us

---

1 ágne pittám apām asi, AV., XVIII, 3, 5: Vāj.—s., XVII 6; Kāth.—s., XVII, 17.
(pp. 58 ff). What is new and characteristic here is the identification of the fire with bile. We do not understand how this identification is made, how the fire hidden in the waters, the fire whose prototype is the thunder about to burst, has been assimilated to the fire but the fact that the assimilation is made in the Vedic texts is valuable for its date. The medical concept of the fiery quality of bile goes back to antiquity.

The wind which could be considered as pertaining to anatomy in Indian thought, must be, first of all, studied with regard to its physiological action. The phlegm, the watery element of the organism, is not named in the Vedic Samhitās. One of the terms designating it in the classical text is balāsa and figures in the Veda but only as the name of a disease and in that capacity we have studied it (pp. 117 ff). It appears, therefore, that to the Vedic Samhitās only a part, though an important one, of the anatomical elements having an essential rôle in medicine, is known. The study of the data of Physiology will lead us to an analogous conclusion.
CHAPTER V

THE DATA OF THE VEDIC SAMHITAS ON PHYSIOLOGY

The information that we can obtain from the hymns and sacrificial formulae relating to the ideas the Vedic authors could have had concerning the play of organic functions, is obviously scanty. Numerous allusions have yielded us the names of diseases, of organs, of parts and elements of the body, but they cannot replace the enunciations of theories. However, people have tried to find in the Veda proofs to show that the fundamental theory of Ayurvedic physiology, that of the three active elements—wind, bile and phlegm—was already known at the time of the composition of hymns.

A hymn addressed to the Aśvins, after saying that they give thrice the remedies of the Sky, of the Earth and of the Waters, calls on them to carry (vahatam) to the son of the reciter the tridhātu śārma (RV., I-34-6). Śarman denotes “protection” or “well-being”, but the latter sense has come in only classical Sanskrit. The commentator Sāyaṇa has understood it to refer to the well-being of the three bodily elements of classical medicine. However, tridhātu means literally “consisting of three objects”, therefore “triple”, and it refers to the triple protection of three sorts of remedies which are mentioned here. Moreover, the following verse also contains the word tridhātu, and there the sense of triple is unchallenged. The translators have, at a very early date, recognised that the interpretation of Sāyaṇa had been abusive. Langlois who published in 1848 the first complete translation of the Rgveda, although, generally speaking, he has not been a faithful translator, has rightly recognised and pointed out in a note that tridhātu śārma vahatam simply signified “triple auxiliairie ferte”, although, in translation, he has followed the sense of the commentary. The majority of other translators have not even taken note of the interpretation of Sāyaṇa, except Wilson who has accepted it without reserve because he had

1 Rgveda Somhiti, Vol. 1, p. 95, and the French adaptation of this translation by Pauthier and Brunet in the Livres sacrés de tous les peuples... Migne ed., Vol. II, p. 39, Col. 2.
made it a rule to follow the commentary, and has thus led the historians of medicine to believe that the fundamental theory of Indian pathology was to be found in the Rgveda. Reinhold Müller has done well to refute this view once again.1

The question has been raised again à propos the Atharvaveda by Dasgupta.2 In an article in the Hastings Encyclopaedia,3 Bolling had quite rightly said that the theory of the tri-doṣas or tri-dhātu did not appear in the early Vedic texts and was found for the first time only in the Atharvaveda-pariśiṣṭa (68), a later appendix of the Veda itself. He had also maintained that the expression vātīkṛtanāśani (AV, VI, 44-3) does not prove that the wind was already conceived as a bodily element and a cause of diseases; this expression signified "which destroys what is transformed into wind" and not "which destroys that which is made by the wind". Moreover this compound qualifies a remedy which in the preceding verse is called "remedy of the flux (diarrheal, probably)" āsrāvabheṣajam, and the wind in question is undoubtedly that of the intestines.4 But Dasgupta thinks that another passage shows clearly that diseases were divided into three categories caused by the wind, the water and the fire. In the AV., I, 12, 3 the words, yó abhraja vātajā yāḥ ca śuṣmo . . . , seem to signify "(the disease) which is born of the cloud (of the humid), one that is born of the wind and the one which is dry . . . " At least this is the type of translation which results from the explanations of Dasgupta who derives śuṣma from the root śuṣ, "to dry". But Reinhold Müller5 has justly remarked that the words abhraja and vātajā merely qualify śuṣma. One must understand these words to mean, as translators have done so far: "... the śuṣma which is born of the

1 Die Medizin in Rgveda, in Asia Major, Vol. VI, p. 335. Cordier, although he quotes only the translations of Langlois and Grassmann, had, like Wilson, admitted on the basis of Sāyaṇa that the theory of the tri-dhātu was already found in the Rgveda (in his first work on Indian Medicine: Etude sur la médecine hindoue, Paris, 1894, p. 27).
3 Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, 1911, Diseases and Medicine (Vedic).
4 Moreover Vātikāra (AV., IX, 8,20, cf., above, p. 101, n. 1) which appears to be another form of Vātikṛta—can denote only "that which is produced by the wind". On the interpretation of Sāyaṇa, see Dasgupta, loc. cit.
5 Über pitta oder galle unter Bezug zur Trīdoṣa—Lehre der Altindischen Medizin in Janus, 1934, pp. 77 ff.
cloud and the one that is born of the wind . . . .” Besides the sense of šuṣma in this passage is uncertain. The root šuṣ in Vedic can also denote “to whistle”; in the AV. this word has even the sense of “vigour”. In any case Bloomfield translates it here\(^1\) by “lightning” and Whitney as “blast” (with doubt). One should, therefore, renounce all attempts at finding the formal proof of the existence of the theory of the tridhātu or tridoṣa in the Atharvaveda. Dasgupta also gives another argument; he observes that in AV., VI, 109, pippalī, the long pepper, is at the same time called “the remedy of the vātikṛta” and “the remedy of the kṣipta”. He interprets vātikṛta as denoting “that which is produced by the wind” and kṣipta as madness. The classical literature does consider madness as being due to the wind of the organism. But we have just now seen that vātikṛta denotes “that which is transformed into wind” (grammatically no other interpretation is possible), and kṣipta cannot denote madness. The root kṣip denotes “to throw”. In classical Sanskrit it also frequently signifies “to destroy, to wound”. In the passage referred to above, kṣipta denotes, as in the classical, “wounded” or, what comes to mean the same thing by a roundabout interpretation, “that which is produced by an arrow that is shot” (Roth: Schuss-oder Wurfwunde). In kṣiptacittā, kṣipta applies to the spirit to signify that the spirit is troubled or distracted and it is least probable that one has to suppose here, in place of the most natural one, some other sense.

But, if the fundamental pathological theory of classical medicine had not assumed shape at the time of the redaction of the Rgvedic hymns and even of those of the Atharvaveda or, if at least nothing can prove to us that it had assumed shape, it does not seem to be doubtful that right from the time of the Atharvaveda, elements had, in part, been prepared for its elaboration. We have seen (p. 117) that balāsa designated swellings, the aqueous infiltration of tissues and that it has become a name of the aqueous element of the organism, the ślesman, “phlegm” or “mucus”. The fire which has a manifest rôle in affections like fever, was accepted as an important element in physiology, because of the equivalence postulated since the Veda between

---

the macrocosm and the microcosm and already the bile had been assimilated with the fire as it is in medical theory.

As regards the wind, the Veda shows that it was already conceived simultaneously as an organic and cosmic force and the multiplicity of the organic winds, already distinguished one from the other, shows that pneumatology which dominates the physiology of Āyurveda was already in the course of formation.

We have already examined in the Vedic texts the most characteristic ideas of ancient India concerning the wind, the cosmic and universal force and the prototype of all motor-force in the microcosm and the macrocosm (pp. 61 ff.). Comparison with the Avestic data has shown us that these ideas were largely Indo-Iranian. Here we still have to show the extent to which the Vedic texts already contain, either in germ or in full form, the special concepts of Āyurvedic medicine on the rôle of the wind in the economy of the organism. For this purpose we have to study those principal passages of the Veda which contain the names of the vital winds, the prāṇas.

Arthur H. Ewing has patiently collected the references to these breaths in the entire Vedic literature, adding in an appendix some of their definitions found in classical literature.¹ He has frequently compared and reproduced various translations proposed by philologists. All this work of analysis and classification is and will remain extremely useful. The conclusions reached by him are given briefly here:—

1. The point of departure for the series of prāṇa is the word prāṇa, "breath in general";
2. The division of the respiratory activity into inspiration and expiration is primitive and appears at an early date in the dual compound, prānāpānau;
3. With his habit of careful observation, the Hindu could have, and in all probability, has observed from an early date the interval between respirations, wherefrom the supposition of a breath remaining even in the absence of

prāṇa and of apāṇa, i.e., vyāna, "separate respiration";
4. With a desire to create a more varied play of symbols, terms analogous to prāṇa, apāṇa and vyāna have been multiplied by grafting the root an on to the pre-verbs sam- and ud-, which gives us samāṇa and udāna;
5. Apāṇa in the sense of expiration has been superceded by udāna; secondarily udāna appears, etymologically more convenient, to denote expiration;
6. Wishing to establish similarities between the different members of the series of prāṇas and the bricks of the altar of Agni, one has been led to give to apāṇa a sense other than the original one;
7. In the Upaniṣads efforts have been made to explain secondarily the localisations adopted to meet the ends of sacrificial symbolism for diverse prāṇas. For example, the fact that apāṇa had been placed in the tail of the bird-shaped altar has led to its localisation in the intestines and in the urinary canals; samāṇa, having been placed in the middle, could become an agent of digestion;
8. Deductions of this type on localisations and functions of prāṇas are more or less the contributions to Indian ideas of anatomy and physiology but have no value in themselves, as they do not account for the formation of the series of prāṇas on an empirical basis. Each attempt at explanation is to be taken, as the expression of an individual opinion insofar as it is not merely traditional;
9. As regards the translation, the results are mostly negative. Where the entire series appears, it is always symbolic and one can do no more than transliterate.
10. However, a positive result of some value is there: prāṇa signifies either the double process of respiration or "inspiration" in opposition to "expiration".

The majority of these conclusions are not at all valid as they are implicitly based on the double postulation that the Indians, speculating on breath in the organism, could only have originally, in view the respiratory breath and that they had, later on, given it no thought except those relative to ritual symbolism. The idea that for the mere requirements of this symbolism and because of the mechanical play of the grammatical rules of the formation of nouns, the Indians found themselves in
possession of a nomenclature of breaths and that they have been obliged to invent physiological reasons for justifying this nomenclature, is presented as a result. This, however, is only a strange hypothesis.

Ewing has been led here by the method adopted rightly by him but which he has blindly applied. He has studied the mention of the breaths successively in the diverse strata of the Vedic literature and this was necessary. But, when in an earlier stratum, the context would not yield a definite sense, he has seldom tried to enlighten himself about the definite meaning found in a more recent stratum. He does not seem to have envisaged that the sense given in the more recent texts could have been anything but a novelty in these texts; he had believed that it was the result of an attempt at interpreting a more ancient text. In fact, lightly inserting a value guaranteed only by a Brāhmaṇa or an Upaniṣad into a Vedic Ṣamhitā could lead to anachronism. But the lack of seriousness is reflected in the belief, without proofs, that a value clearly expressed only from a certain date did not exist earlier. If an obscure or apparently absurd ancient text gets clarified when such a value is brought in there, one may believe that it was in its place there although it had been found there in so explicit a manner only in a text of later date, from where it had been drawn.

Moreover, although having collected in an appendix (p. 307) the definitions of the prāṇas given by Suśruta, Ewing has not thought of seeking light from the works of Indian physiologists regarding the physiological concepts of the breaths. Not only has he limited himself to the data of his texts without clarifying the ones by the others, unless they were of the same epoch, but he has also neglected the tradition of the specialists of the question studied by him. It is true that in this respect he was merely following a usage then current among the translators of Vedic texts. Those could have rejected the evidence of Āyurveda as being very late, but they did frequently accept the still more recent interpretations of commentators like Śaṅkara, who were not physiologists. Evidently the question must be taken up again. It must be taken up here specially as regards the most ancient references to the diverse organic breaths.

In the Rgveda appear only two names which are given to them later on, firstly the one that is used as the generic designa-
tion of all of them: *prāṇa*, followed, only once, by *vyāna*. But the root *an*, “to breathe”, is also found accompanied by the pre-verbs *apa* and *sam*. *Prāṇa* has the general sense of breath, of life. The most important passage wherein it occurs is the one already noted by us (p. 63) where the atmospheric wind is regarded as produced by the breath of the Cosmic Man. The cosmic wind is already clearly conceived as having for its motor this breath or wind, even when it does not show itself in the form of wind itself because in a hymn to the Sun it is said, “Inside it circulates the brilliant, breathing by its own breath.”

The passage is obscure, inasmuch as the female being designated by the “brilliant” cannot be surely identified and hence it is not possible to affirm whether *apa* denotes here the “downward” direction or more generally “outside”, “keeping itself away”, which is imparted to the breath. With the pre-verb *sam*-, *an* is once used in “today he is dead, Yesterday he has gathered his breath”. As regards *vyāna*, it is assimilated in the spring of the chariot of *Sūrya* in verse 12 of the epithalamium of *Sūrya* and *Soma* (X, 85) a large part of which is found again in the *Atharvaveda* (XIV, 1).

These passages are not very significant and it should be noted that all the uses of *prāṇa*, that of *vyāna* and those of the root *an* with the prefixes *apa* and *sam* are found, except one, in the 1st and the Xth Books of the *Rgveda* which are the latest. The only exception is in the IIIrd Book. Evidently, it does not follow that breath was not still well-known at the time of the composition of the most ancient hymns. The subjects of these gave no opportunity to its mention. But the references become more numerous in the Xth Book and in the *Atharvaveda* where relations between the Cosmos and the human or animal body are referred to more often, which leads to a mention of breath and the breaths; at the same time the limbs of the body are

---

1 *antās carati rocanāsyā prāṇād apānati*—*RV.*, X, 189. 2 . . . “Sound” is in the masculine; it can, therefore, stand for the breath of the Sun, because of whom the brilliant one (the Dawn) progresses while breathing.

2 cf., Oldenberg, *Rveda, ad. lo* . (p. 366). It is difficult to understand why Ewing says here, “It is clear that *prāṇa* is here viewed simply as physical breath” (p. 251), whereas *prāṇa* belongs precisely to a luminous celestial being.

3 *adyā mamāraṁ sā hyāḥ sām āna*—*RV.*, X, 55, 5.

referred to more frequently and there is speculation on the whole subject.

Prāṇa, alone, has the same meanings as in the Rgveda, meanings which have become fixed elsewhere. It denotes the vital breath, hence life, and hence the cosmic soul. But in the Atharvaveda, prāṇa is sometimes used in the plural number; upto seven prāṇas are counted\(^1\) and the names of seven of them are given. These figures suffice to establish that the breaths in question are not, all of them, respiratory. Thereafter one must ask oneself if they do not correspond to the breaths which are mentioned in classical medicine under the same names, explicitly defining them the while.\(^2\) Even when profound differences in nature could be discerned between the known breaths of the Veda and those whose existence is taught by medicine, it will be evident, solely because of the plurality of the breaths and the identity of their names, that medicine, for its pneumatology, depends on the ancient ideas of the Veda.

Two breaths are most frequently named, prāṇa and apāṇa, mentioned separately or in a dual compound. Making a pair in this manner, they seem, at first view, to represent inspiration and expiration and the contexts generally go well with this natural interpretation. The texts of classical medicine sometimes use the compound prāṇāpāṇau in the same sense,\(^3\) when they refer to vital breaths in general and do not limit themselves to mention only prāṇa. As these texts interest themselves in the apāṇa chiefly insofar as it circulates downwards in the body, they can group under this name the totality of organic breaths opposed to prāṇa. That is why prāṇāpāṇau, even though nominally denoting only two breaths, can represent the complete series of five recognised by medical theory. One may be led to believe that here lies a later extension of the sense of apāṇa, at first limited to that of inspiration,\(^4\) but, if in the Atharvaveda

---

\(^1\) There are seven prāṇas, seven apāṇas and seven vyānas (AV. XV., 15, 1). The three hymns XV, XVI and XVII of Book XV are devoted to an enumeration of these breaths identified with the astronomical elements of the Universe and some other connected entities.

\(^2\) Regarding the medical definition of the prāṇas, cf., supra, p. 28.

\(^3\) cf., for example Caraka, Śar., I, 98. Cakradatta explains here by uucchvāsanihśvāsa, "inspiration and expiration", III, 16.

For a long time the translators have indifferently given the sense of "inspiration and expiration" to prāṇa and apāṇa. Caland has maintained
the interpretation of *apāna* as inspiration fits in generally well with the contexts, it is not always so. Some of them are explicable only if the words *prāṇa* and *apāna* have already meanings approaching those attributed to them by the doctor and also by the Upaniṣads which frequently understand *prāṇa* in the sense of thoracic breath and *apāna* or the abdominal breath as has been very well demonstrated by G. W. Brown.¹

The hymn XI, 4 applies to the cosmic breath, it exalts the functions of the breath in the universe and mentions twice together, but otherwise separately, *prāṇa* and *apāna* or the corresponding functions, "The *prāṇa* and the *apāna* are rice and barley: The (Cosmic) Bull is called *prāṇa*. *Prāṇa* consists of barley and *apāna* is called rice".²

The identification of *prāṇa* with barley and of *apāna* with rice has not been explained. Henry³ and Deussen⁴ have contented themselves by noting that rice and barley were the chief bases of nourishment, but this does not show in the least how the idea of identifying barley with expiration and rice with inspiration could arise if *prāṇa* and *apāna* had denoted nothing but these two phases of breath. Now in hymn XII, 3, there is the question of an all-powerful god "who, with *prāṇa*, fills up the Sky and the Earth, who with *apāna* fills up the stomach of the Ocean".⁵ This shows the idea of a connection between *prāṇa* and nourishment and also of a connection between *apāna* and the waters. These connections will be purely absurd if *prāṇa* here denotes inspiration and *apāna* expiration. But in the classical tradition of physiology, *prāṇa* sits in the mouth and is the agent of digestion of the aliment; *apāna* sits in the lower part of the body where it pushes the liquids to excretion. If it is

---

¹ *Prāṇa* and *Apāṇa*, JAOS, XXXIX, p. 104.
³ The assimilation of *prāṇa* and of the Cosmic Bull is apparently explicable by the fact that both of them are in turn the centre of the pantheistic speculations, familiar in the *Rgveda*.
⁵ *yāḥ prāṇēṇā dvā-līniḥ tarpāyati apāṇēṇa samudrāxya jathāram yāḥ prapti—AV*, XIII, 3, 4.
admitted that their rôles could have been already envisaged in this manner at the time of the Atharvaveda, one can understand the relation established between prāṇa and nourishment and apāna and the waters. Moreover, as barley is a cereal of high terrain and rice is a plant of flooded terrain, in a theoretical repartition of the two aliments between two types of breaths, barley naturally had to be assigned to prāṇa and rice to apāna. Besides it is not only in the physiological traditions of Suśruta and Caraka that prāṇa and apāna are conceived under forms other than those of breath. The Chāndogya-upaniṣad says of the prāṇa, “of the mouth” (mukhyā), which is the principal one at the same time¹: “Because therewith one eats, one drinks, one supports the other breaths”.² In the Atharvaveda the epithet of bhuridhāyas³ is given to prāṇa. The localisation of apāna in the lower part of the body is current in later Vedic literature.

The verse of the Atharvaveda which follows the one identifying prāṇa and apāna with barley and rice, contains yet another inexplicable proposition if prāṇa and apāna are understood as respiratory breaths: “He puts to play apāna, he puts to play prāṇa, the Man, inside the matrix. When thou, prāṇa, thou, pushest, then he is born again”.⁴ This refers to the Cosmic Man compared in his development with the embryo and probably to that of the Sun which can concretely represent the Cosmic Man and which is reborn every morning. In any case we understand that the embryo was conceived as having, inside the matrix, pneumatic activity and as being born under the sush of the breath. Now, of all the conceivable organic breaths, the only ones which can have no rôle in the embryo are inspiration and expiration. The others, the animal spirits, which circulate in all parts of the body in formation are according to the classical physiological doctrine the agents of its growth and it is the breaths which determine the delivery. If, following this, we translate, “He put in play his inferior breath, he puts in play his superior breath the Man, inside the matrix . . . ”, we can avoid

¹ Also in Brh.-up. I, 3, 7 ff.
² tena yad aśnāti yat pibati tena itarān prāṇāṁ avatī—Chānd.-up. 1, 2, 9.
⁴ āpāṇati prāṇatī piruṣo gārbhe antaraḥ|
yadā tvām prāṇa jīnvasi ātha sā jāyate pūnah||—AV., XI, 4, 14.
the necessity of making the embryo breathe in a full space.1

Moreover, one would except that prāna and apāna would not, in the Atharvaveda, always designate exhaled air and the inhaled air. As the prāna or the breath in general of the Cosmic Man is the wind, it is an internal wind because the wind circulates inside the Universe, the body of the Cosmic Giant.

The examination of the data on breaths other than prāna and apāna in the Atharvaveda confirms the existence of speculations concerning organic breaths during the period of its composition. These speculations were already quite close to Ayurvedic theories.

Translators have often recognised vyāna as a wind diffused all over the body. Ewing has, in this case2, taken recourse to the reference in the Chāndogya-upanishad (I, 3, 3) which says that vyāna is the “joint” (sandhi) of prāna and apāna. He saw therein respiratory air retained between two movements and then circulating inside the body. Elsewhere, the passage of the Rigveda, where vyāna figures as the spring of the symbolic car, had already indicated that this vyāna was conceived as the element of junction. But if prāna is the breath of the upper part and apāna that of the lower one or of the back part, then vyāna circulating in the middle of the body is exactly the one that unites them.

It is their permanent intermediary in somatic spaces rather than being the occasional interval between expiration and inspiration. The simultaneous mention of the three is more complete as the enumeration of organic breaths than that of prāna and apāna and less equivocal, as the latter two answer also to the two phases of respiration.

This is how, undoubtedly, should be interpreted the passages where the three breaths are mentioned in the Atharvaveda.

---

1 It may be objected that if the assertion is absurd, it can in any case be thought to have been made by the author of the hymn. An example may be found in the Chinese Taoist, Ko-hung (Pao-pou-tseu), referring precisely to an intra-uterine respiration (t’ai-si). This is pointed out by P. Wieger and he expresses his surprise about it in European medicine (Histoire des croyances . . ., 3rd ed., Hien-Hien, 1927, p. 391). But with Ko-hung it does definitely refer to ideas borrowed from India, as underlined by Wieger himself and the respiration in question is, in reality, a garbha-prāna, a play of animal spirits in the matrix and in the foetus.

loc. cit., pp. 277 and 280.
For example, XI, 5, 24, where the pair prāṇāpānau and vyāṇa are declared to have been engendered by the Brahmanic student, mythically transposed into a sort of Cosmic Man. For example, once again and chiefly, VI, 41, which is an ordinary charm for health "for the spirit, the thoughts... the apāna, the vyāṇa, the prāṇa giving much of nourishment... where evidently prāṇa so qualified is not at all the expiration but, as we have seen, the nourishing breath localised by the Chāndogya-upānīṣad in the mouth and which will be known to classical physiology.

Samāna is mentioned once in a verse of the Atharvaveda where the other three are also named. This is in the hymn X, 2, which asks as to who has made all the things in the cosmic body: "who has woven therein prāṇa? Who has woven apāna and vyāṇa? Which god has founded the samāna in the Man?" This is one of the hymns which enumerate most carefully all that is found in the man; it is natural that its list of organic breaths is more complete than in any other passage of the same collection. The expression avayat, "has woven", recalls by pun, as noted by Henry, avayat, "has breathed", but it also evokes the idea of the network of the dhāmanis and of the sirās stretched all over the body. One may ask oneself if the author has consciously desired to evoke it as being the one where the prāṇas circulate in the body. In any case nothing allows us to specify the special value of samāna in this passage.

Udāna, the fifth breath of the classical list, is mentioned twice (XI, 8, 4 and 26) in a hymn which like the preceding one gives us an "inventory of the man". With him are named prāṇa and apāna in a pair in dual number and it is itself associated in the pair vyānodānau with vyāṇa. Samāna does not figure in this series. The context does not help us understand the correct sense of udāna but its mention does at least show that the Atharvaveda already knows all the breaths of the classical series.

Before leaving the data of the Atharvaveda, it should be observed that the hymn to the breath (XI, 4), wherein are found very clear passages preventing us from translating prāṇa and apāna as "expiration" and "inspiration", occupies a separate

---

1 mānase cétasea...pāṇāya vyāṇāya prāṇāya bhūridhūyase|—AV, VI, 41, 1-2.
2 ko asmin prāṇām avayat kō apānām vyānām u| samānām asmin kō devō dhi śūrayapūruṣe|—AV, X, 2, 13.
place in the rituals prescribed in the Atharvanic Sūtras. This could induce us to suppose that it is a case of aberration or has been introduced specially in the Veda and that it reflected opinions alien to the rest of the collection. But nothing of the kind can be supposed as the interpretations which are valid there, are also valid in the hymns beyond suspicion. The absence of use in the ritual, which, moreover, is not total, does not bear the least significance and, even if it were proved that the doctrine of this hymn was an aberration from the rest at the time of its appearance, it will no less remain a proof of the Vedic sources of classical physiology.

The data of the Saṃhitā of the Yajurveda on the prāṇas lend itself, like that of the Atharvaveda, to an interpretation of the series of breaths made in the light of the physiological theories, expounded later on. Wherever more than two breaths are mentioned, it is not possible to identify these breaths with inspiration and expiration. Even where only two breaths appear, this identification is not always satisfactory.

The formulae wherein prāṇas are referred to are mostly limited to a call for prosperity. All the five prāṇas are mentioned together a number of times. In the Vājasaneyī-saṃhitā, XXII, 33, it is said “That, thanks to the sacrifice, life may succeed, svāhā! That, thanks to the sacrifice, the prāṇa . . . apāna . . . vyāna . . . udāna . . . samāna . . . the eye . . . the ear . . . the speech . . . the spirit . . . the ātman . . . Brahman . . . light . . . the sky . . . the celestial vault (literally: the back) . . . the sacrifice, thanks to the sacrifice, may succeed, svāhā!” The Kāṭhaka contains a series of homages to different breaths enumerated in an order a little different, prāṇa, vyāna, apāna, samāna and udāna. Thus the following formula is twice repeated: “Protect my prāṇa and apāna, protect my samāna and vyāna, protect the two forms of my udāna.”

1 cf., V. Henry, Livres X, XI et, XII . . . p. 147.
2 āyur yajñēna kalpatām svāhā prāṇō yajñēna . . . apāṇō vyānō . . . udānō . . . samānō . . . cākṣūr . . . śrōṭram . . . vāg . . . māno . . . ātmā . . . brahmā . . . jyotir . . . svār . . . prṣṭhām . . . yajñō . . . yajñēna kalpatām svāhā!—VS., XXII, 33.
3 . . . prāṇāya nāmo . . . vyānāya . . . nāmo in the midst of similar other formulae of homages addressed to numerous entities and diverse divinities—Āśvamedha, II, 1-5.
4 prāṇāpāṇau me pāhi samāna-vyānau me pāhi udānāripute me pāhi.—Kāth., V, 5; VIII. 12.
yanī-samhitā also makes an invocation of each of the five prāṇas which recalls the one of the Vājasaneyī-samhitā: "For life svāhā! For prāṇa . . . apāna . . . vyāna, samāna, udāna . . . the eye . . . the ear . . . the spirit . . . the speech . . . svāhā!"\(^3\)

These litanies do not furnish any indications on the precise sense attached to each name. They present the series of five breaths with changes in the order of enumeration proving that the enumeration does not have an essential importance. The one of Kāthaka asking for protection for the breaths has for its pendent a similar formula but therein figure only prāṇa, apāna and vyāna and this formula is common to the Vājasaneyī-samhitā and the Maitrāyaṇī-samhitā\(^2\) Similarly the formula of this latter Samhitā beginning with "For life . . . " is also found in a shorter form in the Vājasaneyī-samhitā: "For prāṇa, svāhā! For apāna . . . vyāna . . . the eye . . . the ear . . . the speech . . . the spirit, svāhā!"\(^3\) This proves that the enumerations of three or five breaths are absolutely equivalent and that there is no ground for seeking to identify the three breaths with the phases of respiration, which one should not be tempted to establish when there are five of them. Besides prāṇa which itself alone designate the totality of organic breaths, the series also designate the same ensemble irrespective of the particular forms that are given and the five particular forms are quite clearly the same as the ones whose notion is preserved in classical medicine while developing the theory thereof.

We should also take note of the nature of entities arranged besides the breaths in the preceding litanies; these are the organs or the psychic faculties or they refer to psychic activity. Now according to the physiology of the Āyurveda, the breaths are the agents or the motors of these faculties and of these organs in the body. It is not by accident that they are put side by side in the litanies of the Yajurveda. Moreover the speculation of the

---
\(^1\) āyuṣe svāhā prāṇāya . . . cākṣuṣe . . . śrōtrāya . . . mānase . . . vācē svāhā,
—Maitr. —s., III, 12, 9.

\(^2\) prāṇām mē pāhī|apānām mē pāhī vyānām mē pāhī . . . —Vāj. S. XIV, 8;
Maitr.—s., II, 8, 2.

\(^3\) prāṇāya svāhā|pānāya vyānāya svāhā cākṣuṣe svāhā . . . , etc.—Vāj.—s.,
XXII, 23. It can be seen that the suppression is preferably of the udāna and the samāna. When there are four breaths, it is samāna which is omitted, cf.; Kāth., XXXIX, 3: XL, 5, where it is omitted. But others are also omitted, for example in Vāj.—s., I, 20 are mentioned only prāṇa, udāna and vyāna.
authors of the Brāhmaṇas and the Upaniṣads has given rise to numerous texts which give us an insight into relations conceived in ancient times between organic breaths and psychic phenomena, particularly sensorial ones. The "prānic", "pneumatic" nature of the ātman, of the soul is a major principle of Vedic philosophy. It is not, therefore, surprising that from the epoch of the Yajurveda, the organic breaths have been placed beside the elements of psychic activity. The medicine of Suśruta and Caraka, in explaining the psychic activity in terms of the interplay of the prāṇas, was once again following the organic tradition of Vedic antiquity.

One should therefore not be surprised in having to suppose, at an ancient date, a pneumatic concept of life, carrying the notion that breaths are found in the entire body and command the actions of the same. This is not attributing extremely advanced ideas to the Vedic times. The air coming out of the lungs during expiration is not the only breath of the body, it appertains to the upper part of the front part of the body, which contains others in the abdomen. The pains and the involuntary movements of the entrails are felt as being in evident relationship with the flatuosity, which are independent of respiration. Many centuries were not needed, nor as Ewing believed, mystic speculations as intermediaries were necessary so that, knowing and naming inspiration and expiration, one should have noticed the existence of other breaths in the body. And from the time the breath in general had been, since an early date, assimilated with the wind, which latter had from the time of Indo-Iranian pre-history been conceived as the principle of activity, it was easy to conceive a system of pneumatic cosmo-physiology or to feel its existence. If the Vedic Samhitās do not themselves offer us a systematic explanation, which they need not have offered, they at least give us, in an already constituted form, the technical vocabulary which was, later on, to accompany the pneumatic theory in its period of full development. Under these conditions, when the intelligibility of Vedic formulae postulates the existence of at least a start of this pneumatic theory during the period of their composition, it is perfectly normal to accept the same.

One can, then, come back to the desperate conclusions of the exegetes who, envisaging only the speculations regarding in-
spiration and expiration, have declared that the interpretation of the lists of multiple prānas in ancient Vedic texts is impossible.⁠¹ These exegetes had the tendency to see, in the use of the names of breaths which could not be brought back to those of respiration, a purely verbal and mechanical amplification, wherein primitively only the names of the air coming out of the lungs during expiration had figured as a matter of right. It will be more correct to see therein the first traces of physiological conceptions, very simple besides, but which have later dominated Indian medicine and also the mystical technique of the Yoga, based in part on the control of breaths.⁠²

---

¹ Ewing already quoted and Deussen on whom Macdonell and Keith (Vedic Index, see prāna) base themselves for saying: “The exact sense of each of these breaths when all are mentioned cannot be determined”. Keith, in particular, is sure that the Brahmins understood nothing of what they themselves said of the five prānas: “The term prāna is subdivided into five elements among other divisions, and these five are obviously incapable of presenting any intelligible picture to the mind of the priests.” (The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upaniṣads, Cambridge, Mass., 1925, p. 484). Oldenberg has justly recognised the correlation existing between the nomenclature of the breaths in the Brāhmaṇas and in Medicine (Die Weltanschauung der Brāhmaṇa-text, Göttingen, 1919, p. 66), but he has, on that occasion, gone back to the data of the Samhitās and has not directed his reflections to that subject, not having recognised the importance of the physiological concepts in the “pre-scientific science” (Vorwissenschaftliche Wissenschaft) which he was studying (cf., p. 67).

² cf., Les origines d’une technique mystique indienne, in Revue Philosophique, April-June, 1946.
CHAPTER VI
VEDA AND ĀYURVEDA

We have, at first, summarised the data of classical Āyurveda as it is found in the form of already constituted classical doctrines in the schools of Caraka and Suśruta. We have thereafter analysed the medical notions found in the Vedic samhitās. We should now try to have a short estimate of these Vedic notions. We can, at the same time, seek to determine the exact position of the Āyurveda in relation to the Veda.

The comparison of the data of ancient Iran with that of the Veda has enabled us to recognise the antiquity of the speculations which were prevalent on both the sides and which were, later, to find a place at the base of the theories of classical Indian physiology. In fact cosmological speculations go back to the period of Indo-Iranian pre-history as they are found in the ancient texts of both India and Iran. They relate to the rôle of elements such as fire and water and to that of wind considered as one of the chief forces of nature. But the details of medical knowledge had, still, not been fixed in this period. The nosological nomenclatures of the Veda and of the Avesta are independent and do not share a common heritage.

During the period of the most ancient Vedic texts, between 1500 and 1000 B.C., appear numerous allusions to diseases, to remedies and to limbs of the body or to its constitutive elements. There is already a number of terms which will be found later in the medical texts, and the sense they have therein most of the time helps us to understand the ancient passages where they occur. But the names of explicable diseases refer to affections with evident manifestations and not to doctrinally individualised syndromes. This shows that during the Vedic period pathology, although possessing a rich nomenclature, was not yet scientifically developed. The therapeutics is magical or rudimentary and does not yet prescribe treatments conceived and applied following scientific theories, as will be the case with classical medical texts. These later texts have preserved,
only in an extremely reduced measure, the heritage of this Vedic therapeutics.

Anatomy possesses an extremely ample vocabulary in the Veda, but quite a large number of terms in use are only metaphorical designations and all of them have not survived. Many of the internal organs are named, notably in the texts referring to the sacrifice of the horse. But the principal lists of anatomy are found in the hymns which establish similarities between the human or the animal body and the various parts of the universe, considered as the immense body of man or animal. A certain number of notions concerning the constitutive elements of the organism, which have been preserved in classical medicine, come from the Vedic tradition: that of organic sap, the *rasa*; that of the vital sap, seat of vigour, the *ojas*; that of bile conceived as liquid fire.

Vedic physiology is essentially based on the belief that multiple breaths circulate inside the organism. The concept of this circulation is associated with the existence of a system of internal canals. Both this concept and this notion will become fundamental in classical medicine. Already in the Veda the breaths have names which they will constantly have later on. When only two of them are named, they correspond either to inspiration and expiration or to the breath of the antero-superior part of the body and to that of the postero-inferior part. When three, four or five breaths and sometimes more are named, they correspond to specialised diverse animal spirits whose functions have been specified by classical medicine.

Therefore Āyurveda has chiefly inherited from the physiological speculations and from the anatomical notions of the Veda. It has preserved a part of the nosological nomenclature but has almost entirely abandoned ancient therapeutics. It has thus drawn chiefly for doctrinal elements on Vedic speculations to establish its physiological theories, the one concerning the primordial rôle in the body of the wind of nature, and also the one concerning the rôle of water and fire, the latter being represented by bile. But the theory of three active elements of the organism which, on their equilibrium being disturbed or because of functional anomalies, become its three elements of trouble (*tridosha*), the wind, the phlegm and the bile, had not been constituted at the times of the Vedas themselves. In fact
the notion of phlegm hardly prefigures in the *Atharvaveda* which limits itself to mentioning an oedematous affection whose name will be, later on, used to designate occasionally the phlegm itself. It is only in a Brahmanic text, really ancient and going as far back as the first centuries after 1000 B.C., the *Satapatha-Brāhmaṇa*, that the phlegm is named under one of its principal names, the *ślesman*. But even here phlegm is not presented as an essential element of the organism.

Indian medicine has, therefore, drawn on the Veda even for the principal elements of its general doctrines. Thereby Āyurveda is the legitimate heir to the Veda, but it has developed to a large extent the patrimony thus received. It has coordinated and systematised ancient ideas and it has constituted an immense treasure of observations and experience, both concerning the diseases and the means of curing them. When we come across it for the first time in classical texts, it seems to us as if there is a chasm between the knowledge accumulated by it and the scanty medical notions which can be found in the ancient Vedic texts. The intermediary works, those where we could have seen the gradual constitution of the vast edifice which, all of a sudden, appears before us in an already achieved form, have not reached us. It is, therefore, all the more precious to measure the considerable depth of the Vedic soil to which go the basic roots of Āyurveda. It is also because of the necessity of a continuity between Vedic speculations and the classical doctrines of Āyurveda that we can affirm with certainty the existence of an intermediary tradition.

The legends of the origins of Āyurveda could not have, in this respect, fixed our judgement. They may take back its origins to the farthest antiquity and attribute the transmission of its teaching to Vedic personalities with known names, but we cannot follow them therein. They do not, as we have seen, inspire confidence. They cannot be taken to be based on authentic facts. Above all, they invoke arbitrary and tendentious genealogies whereby obscure families claim descent from illustrious stocks. They form a part of a system of similar legends concerning the origin of other sciences; therein they resemble more the products of a competition in a sort of nobiliary pride than the souvenirs of schools concerning their real history. At present we see, however, that these legends have not deceived
us, at least concerning the essential fact emerging therefrom, namely, the existence of a continuous intermediary tradition between the speculations of Vedic times and the teachings of medicine in the specialised manuals.

It is true that one may ask oneself, whether their data, artificially combined, do not prove that a solution of continuity has been produced in this tradition. In fact, one may suppose that if medical ideas had been regularly transmitted since the Veda, the memory of the actual transmission could have been as well preserved as that of the teachings and could not have been replaced by legends. One may put forward the hypothesis that at first the medical ideas of Veda got fixed without giving rise to evolutionary developments and that the authors of medical systems that arose later, for example, under the Greek medicine, desiring to refer their new science to its antique traditions, have covered this science with Vedic reminiscences and have cooked up the history of a tradition fictive in reality. But such an hypothesis cannot be maintained and we will see that it is essential to look for other explanations because legends have replaced the real history of tradition.

It should be observed first of all that it is not only in the domain of medicine and of other sciences that India has legends in place of history. The desire for perpetuating lists of masters and disciples is attested frequently and in quite ancient times in Indian literatures. Sometimes even the circumstances of the transmission are indicated with a wealth of detail but not in a systematic manner. Evidently more constant attention has been paid to basic things than to the manner in which the ancestors had learnt them and every time it has been desired to establish the continuity of tradition it has been found necessary to reconstitute, with the aid of probability, the chain, all of whose links had not been preserved. This can be undoubtedly explained by the facts that the notions concerning the instruction received, being considered as accessory, were not put to heart with as much of care as the tenor of this instruction. Orally transmitted without the rigour observed in the study of fundamental texts which were, however, exactly learnt by rote, the traditions concerning instruction have got altered and sometimes got lost so as to be later restored by conjectures or by imitation of the parallel traditions claimed
by other schools.

In any case, it is impossible that the legendary character of the teaching concerning the origins and the transmissions of instruction implies the non-existence of real transmissions or of long breaks in the traditions, because we see everywhere a legendary character and we cannot suppose everywhere the irreality of or the break in traditions; that means supposing a chasm between the entire culture of ancient India and the entire one of classical India.

In fact, whether we study the Brahmanic, Buddhist or Jaina texts or the scientific treatises, the Dharmaśāstras or the technical manuals, we always find legends replacing history we have been looking for. In the most favourable cases the legends are at least mixed with historical data. One should also note that it is in Brahminism, where the continuity of tradition is most certain, that the obscurity regarding the transmission of teachings is at its worst, whether because of the absence of information or because of the effect of legends. However, the old texts are available to us in their authentic form and in their archaic language. They could not have come to us without a continuous and uninterrupted tradition although this itself may have been forgotten. In the presence of this important fact, we must recognise that the legendary character of the data concerning the origins and the transmission of medicine is in conformity with Indian practice and in no way implies that the antiquity claimed for the origins is false and that the existence of a continuous transmission of teaching since antiquity is fictitious.

We have, besides, positive indices concerning the real existence of this continuous transmission and the progressive development of doctrines. A number of allusions and important pieces of evidence, in fact, cover the considerable space of time which separates the Vedic sāṃhitās from the manuals of classical medicine.

First of all, there is at least one theory whose permanence can be observed by us and it is an essential theory, namely that of breaths. It appears constantly across the entire literature of Upaniṣads which goes in its origins to the Brāhmaṇas and comes right into the classical period. We have already seen references to breaths in the principal and the oldest Upaniṣads,
notably in the *Bṛhadāraṇyaka* which forms a part of the *Satapathabrāhmaṇa*. In the more recent upaniṣads these references become more and more clear, and come nearer the final data of classical medicine.

In the *Bṛhadāraṇyaka*—and in the *Chāndogya*—the distinction of five breaths is clear (*Bṛh.*, III, 9, 26; *Chānd.*, III, 13, 1-5; *V.*, 19-23) but it is not found alone, chiefly in the *Bṛhadāraṇyaka*. Sometimes three breaths are considered (*Bṛh.*, III, 1, 10; *V.*, 14, 3; *Chānd.*, I, 3, 3), or four (*Bṛh.*, IV, 4, 1), or six (*Bṛh.*, I, 5, 4) or seven (*Bṛh.*, II, 2, 3); indeed ten (*Bṛh.*, III, 9, 4). Moreover, the precise doctrine of the localisation of five breaths is not formally enunciated therein. Several passages can be understood better on admitting that these localisations were already conceived as indicated in the classical doctrine but they are not described. On the contrary, later Upaniṣads clearly formulate the theory of five essential breaths with indications of their physiological rôle.

The *Maitrī*, (II, 6) defines prāṇa as the breath which goes up (*ya ūrdhvan uṭkrāmati*), apāna as the one which goes down (*yo’yan avāṁ samkrāmati*), vyāna as the one which favours other breaths (*yena vā etā anugṛhitā*), samāna as the one which sends the thickest element of nourishment into the apāna and brings the minutest in each member (*yo’yan sthaviṣṭho dhātur annasyaśōne prāpayati anisṭho vānge’nge samānayati*) and udāna as the one which disgorges and swallows the drunk and the eaten (*yo’yan pītāśitam udgirati nigarati*). These definitions denote a theory which differs in certain details from the classical theory, vyāna being simply given as the adjutant of the totality of other breaths and not as a principle of the movement of the body and the function of swallowing being attributed to udāna, whereas in the classical doctrine it has become prāṇa. This last difference, moreover, does not in the least indicate that classical theory had not been conceived at the time of the *Maitrī* because the *Chāndogya*, (I, 2, 9) had already taught that one ate and drank thanks to the prāṇa of the mouth (*mukhya*). Therefore, it shows simply the existence of a view different from one that has become classical.

---

1 *Apāna*, therefore, is not, in this text, the inhaled breath but the internal wind of the body, that of the excretion of the refuse of digestion, digestion rendered effective by *samāna*. 
The Praśna (III, 5 ff.) situates apāna in the anus and in the organs of generation, prāṇa in the eyes, ears, mouth and the nostrils, samāna having a digestive function, in the centre (of the body), vyāna in the canals and in one of them, udāna which loses here its physiological rôle to assume that of conducting the Self of man to its destinies after death.

In later Upaniṣads, particularly in those of the Yoga, references to the doctrine of five breaths are very frequent but are often later than in the texts of classical medicine; they do not have, therefore, as opposed to the earlier ones, much of interest to show this doctrine in an already constituted form between the period of the Veda and that of Āyurveda.

A chance reference in a grammatical text, which was pointed out to me by my guru, Jules Bloch, gives us another decisive proof for the history of the Ayurvedic doctrines in this very period. A vārttika of Kāṭyāyana on Pāṇini (V, 1, 38) mentions, in fact, in a number of examples concerning suffixes indicative of cause, the appeasement (śamana) and the excitement (kopana) of wind, bile, and phlegm (vāta-pitta-śleṣman) and their morbific coming together.1

This simple reference fully assures us that the pathological doctrine of the trīdoṣa, whose elements, as we have seen, had not been gathered together in the period of the Vedic samhitās, as the mention of the phlegm does not appear before the Ṣatapatha-brāhmaṇa, had been fully constituted in Kāṭyāyana’s time. Kāṭyāyana is traditionally said to have lived under the Nandas, overthrown in 313 B.C. by Candragupta, and was therefore an author of the time of Alexander; this is in accord with the chronologies of other well-known grammarians, his predecessor, Pāṇini and his successor, Patañjali2, although somewhat lower dates could also have been proposed.3

Under these conditions and although we do not possess the real medical texts of the period which elapsed between the Ṣatapatha-brāhmaṇa and Kāṭyāyana, we have to place in this period the definitive formation of the general doctrine of the

---

1 Thus vātika designates that which appeases or excites the wind, vāta; samnipatīka that which is caused by the reunion of the wind, bile and phlegm.
pathology of Āyurveda which we have later found to be common to all the great manuals of classical period.

A detailed study of the later Upaniṣads and the Vedic Sūtras will yield still more indirect proofs of the existence of great activity in the field of physiological speculations anterior to these great manuals and on which they have clearly drawn. We have, already, had the occasion to show elsewhere as to how the theories of Suśruta and Caraka on sleep and dreams and on the relation of the spirit with the heart could be related in part to concepts taught in this respect by older Upaniṣads like the Brhadāranyaka and comparable for most of the time to those of the Greeks.¹

Lastly, another type of evidence comes from without to assure us the continuity and the activity of the Indian medical researches before their literary blossoming. The Greeks who were the contemporaries of Alexander have left this evidence for us.

It is true that their opinions are divided. Nearchos says that medicine has very little use in India, except against snake-bites, the sobriety of the inhabitants ensuring them freedom from disease and that the Sophists cure the diseases that are eventually caused by some divine help (Nearchos in Strabo, XV, 1, 45; Arrian, Ind., XV, 12). Others say that the Śramaṇas call themselves doctors but are only magicians (Strabo, XV, 1, 70, where the Śramaṇas are ‘Pramnai’). On the other hand Megasthenes talking of these very Śramaṇas indicates that the second rung in esteem after that of the ascetics who have retired to the forest is given to doctors by the population. Of these doctors he says that they make use more of diet-control than of medicines and that among the latter liniments and cataplasm are made use of more often; the rest appears to them to be more or less suspect of bad effects (Strabo, XV, 1, 60, where they are called ‘Garmanes’). The same Megasthenes also talks in the same passage of the existence of the speculations on man and elsewhere of the existence of ideas analogous to those of Greeks relating to cosmology, to elements and attenuates the reproach made of Indians, of mixing too much of

fiction with philosophy, by saying that Plato had done the same thing. On his side Onesicritos says that the Gymnosophists undertake much research concerning natural phenomena, the presages, the diseases (Strabo, XV, I, 65) and among the Musicanos, where he observes that the sciences are not cultivated, he notes that in this respect medicine is an exception.

We have certainly to reject opinions similar to those of Nearchos, the belief in the perpetual health of Indians being a proof of the insufficiency of information. The evidence of Megasthenes who had lived for a long time in India as ambassador and not for a short period as a conqueror is necessarily more competent and is to be accepted as it is in full accord with all the Indian data.

In other points of information furnished by Megasthenes we have got an indirect proof of the activity of medical research in India from the end of the 4th century B.C., because Megasthenes tells us how the diseases of elephants were treated and we see thereby that a secondary branch of medicine, that of the veterinary art of elephants had already assumed a physiognomy which we find it to possess in later texts of elephantology, particularly in the Āyurveda of Elephants, the Hastyāyurveda attributed to Muni Pālākāpya. In fact we have already had an occasion to show that the prescriptions indicated by Megasthenes were in conformity with those of this Āyurveda.1

We are, therefore, very well assured by the data of the Indian texts corroborated by foreign sources, that Indian medicine, during the seven or eight centuries preceding the Christian era, had never ceased to be actively cultivated and directed towards the definitive constitution of its doctrines; this is when the great classical texts have appeared. The loss of earlier works should be attributed to the exclusive authority acquired by these latter and possibly as we have seen, due to the contempt felt by certain Vedic circles concerning the doctors, in spite of the general opinion which had been favourable to them.

We thus reach the conclusion that classical Indian medicine which is found in a fully constituted form in the didactic

---

1 Les gajásāstra et les auteurs grecs, JA, 1933, pp. 163 ff.
manuals belonging to the environs of the Christian era, has its essential bases (doctrines of wind and of the breaths, of the fiery nature of bile, etc.) in the ancient Vedic texts, anterior to the formation of the Greek science, but that it has been elaborated and constituted as a system during the period of the efflorescence of Greek science and parallel to it. We have now to examine the analogies and the eventual relationship the two could have had.
CHAPTER SEVEN

THE AYURVEDIC THEORY OF THE WIND AND GREEK PNEUMATISM

The texts whereby the three oldest Indian manuals of medicine teach that all motor activity inside the organism comes from an internal organic breath identical to the atmospheric wind are in close accord amongst themselves. On this point the doctrine of Ayurveda is particularly clear and definite. A similar physiological concept of the wind also exists in Greek medicine, although it is not equally clearly admitted there. A. Götze has observed that the Hippocratic text *Peri Phuson* (The Winds), makes one think of the great rôle played by the concept of breath in Indian thought of the period of the Brähmaṇas and he had no doubt that the Greek work had been under oriental influence. The question of this influence can be definitely decided by a simple rapprochement but the analogy noted by Götze is evident and the *Peri Phuson* concords even with those of the texts of classical medicine, particularly with those which are said to belong to the school of Ātreya Punarvasu.

Of the two texts which claim to report the very words of Ātreya concerning the wind, the more important is of the Caraka-samhitā. The one of the Bhela-samhitā which has reached us in a single manuscript is, at places, considerably altered. This comparison, nevertheless, suffices to show that the ideas presented on either side go back to a common source older than both the texts. The *Suśruta-samhitā* usefully completes in details the enunciations of Caraka and Bhela.

**CARAKA, SUTRASTHANA, XII**

[1] "We are now going to explain the chapter relating to

---


7. The editions referred to are abbreviated as follows:
functions and disorders of the Wind". [2], says the blessed Ātreya. [3] Conference of Rṣis: Desirous of knowing the opinions of one another regarding the knowledge of the functions and disorders of the wind, the great Rṣis sat together and asked one another, "Which property has the wind? What excites

N. = Narendranath Śāstrī, Lahore, 1929, with Vyākhya Āyurveda-dīpikā of Cakrapāṇidatta (Cakr.);
J. = Jivananda Vidyasagar, Calcutta, 1896;
Ś. = Sarthkara Śāstrī, Bombay, no date;
K. = Khemraj Srikṛṣṇadāsa, Bombay, 1898, with Hindi translation by Pandit Mihiracandra;
H. = Harinath Sarkar, Calcutta, no date (towards 1880), with the Vyākhya of Cakrapāṇidatta almost rigourously identical with that of N. of which it can be the model;
G1. = Gaṅgādhara with the Vyākhya (Jalpa-kalpataru) of the same, Calcutta, 1868-1871, or G2; re-edited by Narendranath Sengupta and Balaicandra Sengupta, Calcutta, 1928; the text of Gaṅgādhara and that of more or less similar editions is without any authority with regard to the text commented by Cakrapāṇidatta, in view of arbitrary corrections and modifications, cf., Hoernle, Osteology, p. 21 (which wrongly indicates the edition of 1879 as the first edn. of Gaṅgādhara, but the one of 1868-71, indicated above does not seem to have been complete; in my copy it has 1,200 pages and ends in course of the XVIIIth Adhāya of the Śūrṣṭaṇā). Hoernle is mistaken in affirming that Ś. is a mere reproduction of G., but it follows G. quite closely.

Manuscript: M. Bibl. Nat. Sanskrit, 1304, copy of a manuscript in Sārada script kept in the Deccan College written by Cordier on a copy of J. The indications in italics are added by us. Cakr. stands for Cakrapāṇidatta's commentary.

1 According to Cakr., Kalā-guṇa "property, chiefly favourable, quality", or aṁśa "portion". The second sense cannot be accepted; it cannot refer to "portions and non-portions of the wind", although Gaṅgādhara has understood it in this manner (vātasyamāṁyakṣayānāṁ) unless it be said to refer to the minute details concerning the wind or the diverse points of the doctrine of the wind. The former sense is found elsewhere in Caraka and is derived from that of portion, Sūtr., X. 3: caruśpadanāṁ ṣoṣaṣakaśāṁ bhēṣajamitrī bhīṣaṇo bhāṣanteḥ aduktiṁ pūrvādhyāye ṣoṣaṣagunamitī tadbheṣaṁ, "Medicine has four feet and sixteen pāṁśī", say the doctors; that which has been said in the preceding Chapter (XI, 9): "possessing sixteen qualities, that is medicine". Wherefrom kalā-guṇa (Cakr.), in the sense that the parts referred to here are qualities; four of medicine (instruction, etc.); four of drugs (efficacy, etc.) four of the compounder (ability of preparing the drugs, etc.) and four of the patient (memory, obedience for prescriptions, etc.) One can, therefore, translate "qualities and defects of the wind"; or "that which the wind has or does not have as qualities". But kalā also denotes the arts and techniques (ordinarily said to number 64, which is 4² when 16 is 4²; kalā is habitually in relation with the number 16, the kalā or the divisions of the lunar disc are 16 in number, the year has 16 parts, Brh.-up., I, 5, 14; similarly the man, Chāṇḍ.-up. VI, 7, 1; Prāṇāṇā, VI, 1, 6). It can also refer to that which is done by the wind or that which is not done by the wind, or does the wrong way, of its normal and abnormal functions, therefore the translation given above, which fits better than the other ones is possible in the real context of the chapter.
it? or which are the objects that calm it? And how, without having got it, that which lacks both consistency and stability, is it excited by the exciters or calmed by the sedatives? And which are its own actions that it, excited or not, circulates or does not circulate in the body, at the moment when it circulates in the body or outside the body?” [4] Characteristics of the Wind: Thereupon Kuṣa, of the family of Sānkṛtya, said: light, cold, violent, sharp, inconsistent to touch, these are the six properties of the wind.1 [5] Exciters of the Wind: As soon as he heard these words, Kumāraśiras Bharadvāja said: “It is just as the gentleman has observed. These are the properties of the wind; now, the wind is made excited by actions having similar properties and exercised by the drugs of the same type and the virtues of the same kind, because the means of reinforcing the elements are the putting into play of corresponding properties.” [6] Sedatives of Wind: As soon as he heard these words, the doctor from Bactria, Kāṅkāyana2 said: “It is just as has been observed by the gentleman. These are the things that excite the wind. Thereafter, the contrary ones are the sedatives of the wind, because the antagonist of the exciter is the means of calming the elements”. [7] Mode of Action of the Exciters and the Sedatives: As soon as he heard these words, Badiśa Dhāmārgava said: “It is exactly as has been described by the gentleman. These are the sedatives of the excitation of the wind. Also, we are going to explain the way, in which attaining the wind3, which lacks both consistency and stability, the exciters and the sedatives, excite it or calm it. The exciters of the wind are, in truth, things which produce for the organism the bitter, the light, the cold, the violent, the sharp, the inconsistent and the hollow. The wind, having taken up residence in such and such an organism, growing, gets excited.

1 cf., below, (7) where another pāṇi enumerates seven of them. cf. Suṣr., Nid., 1, 6, infra.
2 That is to say, “of the line of the Sogdians”, cf., supra, p. 38.
3 Gaṅgādhara and others who have followed him, have changed “in reaching it” into “without reaching it” to reproduce the expression used in [3]. The correction is useless as one feels that at the beginning of the conference [3] one might have supposed that the wind could not be reached, because of its inconsistent character, but once the action on similar or opposite properties having been admitted [6] it might have been thought that it could be reached, wherefrom the change of expression.
The sedatives of the wind are things which produce for the organisms the unctuous, the heavy, the hot, the smooth, the slimy and the sticky. The wind installing itself, circulating in such and such an organism, he is made calm”. [8a] Functions of the Wind: As soon as he had heard the right statement of Badiša, approved by all the rṣis, the royal sage Vāryovida¹ said: “Without any doubt it is exactly as has been stated by the gentleman and, in truth, after having adored the wind, we will explain, to the best of our ability, proving by means of observation, inference and comparison², the functions of the wind, excited or not, which circulates or does not circulate in the body, at the moment when it circulates in the body or outside the same. Nature of the Wind: The wind is the support of that which retains the chain³, it consists of the breath of the front, of the upward breath, of concentrated breath, of diffused breath, and of low breath. Physiological Functions: It promotes movements of all types, it puts brakes on the wind and also guides it⁴, this puts in motion all the faculties, it is the conveyor of objects of all the faculties, the distributor of all the elements of the organism, which brings about the coherence of the body, it is the promoter of speech, is the matter⁵ of contact and of sound, the basis of the power of hearing and of touch, the source of joy and of liveliness, the kindler of fire, the drier of the elements of trouble⁶, the expulsor of impurities, the

¹ Or Vāryovida, “One knowing the wind”, lectio facillior which differs from the preceding one by the displacement of only the repha written over the syllable yo to the syllable vi. The aberrant reading of M denotes “knower of that which has reference to the three properties” (of Nature according to the Sāṃkhya philosophy).

² The three measures-criteria (pramāṇas) enumerated are those which are habitually recognised in the Nyāya philosophy, minus the revealed word (śabda), not considered here, except in S, which adds its equivalent, the teaching (upadeśa). The reading of M and that of the variant indicated by H, which comprise observation, inference and teaching correspond to the theory of Sāṃkhya. The text has, therefore, been modified respectively by the advocates of Nyāya and Sāṃkhya.

The chain (of weaving) is the body (Cakr.: tantram kārīram), that which supports the chain corresponds to the joints (Cakr.: sandhi). One may, thus, understand tantrayantra as the “machine of the body”.

⁴ Cakr. explains: “the one which puts brakes on the mind, which puts itself movement when the object is not desired and is the guide of the mind when the object is desired.”

⁵ Cakr.: prakṛti kāraṇaḥ, “prakṛti—instrumental cause.”

⁶ Cakr.: doṣasamīśoṣaṇah—kāraṇkṛta-dosāsamīśoṣaṇah, “drier of the dosas—drier of the humours of the body”.
border of the thick and fine canals, the maker of embryos. It becomes the determining cause of the prolongation of life when it is not excited. [8b] *Pathological Functions*: But when, in truth, it is excited in the body, it inflicts on the body all sorts of derangements to the detriment of the forces of colour, of well-being and longevity. It puts in tumult the mind, attacks all the faculties, throws down the embryos, provokes malformation, makes it go on for too long a time, engenders fright, chagrin, bewilderment, sadness, loquacity and blocks the breaths. [8c] *Normal Cosmic Functions*: Of the one which is in its natural state, the functions, when it circulates in the world, are, in truth, the following, i.e., the support of the earth, the flaming up of the fire, the regulation of the continuous course of the sun, of the moon and of the totality of the stars and the planets, the formation of clouds, the emission of waters, the putting into movement of the course of water, the production of flowers and fruits, the piercing of that which pierces, the division of the seasons, of the elements, the determination of the quantity and the aspect of elements, the elaboration of grain, the growth of cereals, the dryness and the secondary drying up and the tranformation of that which is not transformed. [8d] *Perturbing Cosmic Functions*: Of the one that is excited, the functions, when it circulates in the

---

1 Cakr.: bhettā kartātalalle saṅrōpattiyā kāle, “borer, maker and that at the moment of body-formation”.
2 Or variant, vyāvarttayaṭṭ, “it throws upside down”.
3 lit., “of the one that supports”. The use of expressions of this type is the mark of a certain finesse.
4 lit., “of the flaming one”.
5 K.: “of the intelligences”, bad reading due to the easy confusion between gha and dha in Nāgari.
6 Cakr.: māṇiṁ parimāṇaṁ samsthānāṁ ākṛtis tayor vyaktir abhivyaktih kāraṇamiti yāvat, “māṇiṁ is the quantity; saṁsthānāṁ, the aspect; of these two it is the vyakti, the manifestation, i.e., the instrumental cause.”
7 Cakr.: abhisāṅskārōṅkura-jananaśaktīth, “abhisāṅskāra, the germinative power”.
8 Ś. K.: the drying of humidity; M.G.: the drying of the dry one (commentary of G.: drying of things which are a little hum’d, vikledadhināṁ upaśoṣaṇam). Cakr.: avikledah pākakālādarvāg aviklinnarvam upaśoṣaṇam ca pākena yavādināṁ, ādrānāṁ eva vikledapośaṇam, “avikleda, absence of humidity before the movement of maturity and upaśoṣaṇam, secondary drying up because of the maturity of the humidity of unripe barley, etc.” One should thus understand that it is the cause of the general drying up and of the drying up of the ripening cereals.
worlds, are, in sooth, the following, i.e., the levelling up of the summits of the mountains, the uprooting of trees, the overflowing of the oceans, the rising of the lakes, the pushing back of the courses of water, the trembling of the earth, the swelling of the clouds, the production of the mist, of thunder, of dust, of sand, of fish, of frogs, of serpents, of caustics, of blood, of stones, and of lightning\(^1\), the destruction of six seasons, the clearing\(^2\) of cereals, the calamities\(^3\) for beings, the complete destruction of existences, the production of clouds, of the sun, of fire and of the wind which bring to an end the four yugas of the world. [86] *Divine Nature of the Wind*: It is the blessed and the imperishable source of beings\(^4\), the author of the existence and non-existence, the ordinator of well-being and of troubles, the death, Yama\(^5\), the tamer, the Lord of creatures, Aditi\(^6\), the one which does everything, the one that has all the forms, the one that goes everywhere, the director of all the concatenations, the atom between existences, penetrating Viṣṇu, who traverses the worlds; yes, the wind is the Blessed one”. [9] *Objection*: Having heard Vāryovida, Mārici said: “Even though it is so, what is the relationship of this notion, either for the expression or for the doctrine, with the science of the medical man or whether this doctrine, which has just now been stated, does really concern the science of the medical-man”\(^7\). [10] *The Medical and General Interest of the Doctrine*: Vāryovida replied, “The medical-man, does not consider that the wind possesses an extreme force, has an extreme violence, that it acts very promptly and brooks no delay when it is forcefully excited, what precautions he will

---

\(^1\) Cakr. does not comment upon the expressions between “thunder” and “lightning”, probably because he did not think them to be subject to confusion but, since they constitute an hetroclite enumeration inserted accidentally between “thunder” and “lightning” they appear to have been interpolated after the editing of the commentary of Cakr., M. adds “thunder”.

\(^2\) Cakr.: āsaṁghāto 'napāda 'napacayo vā, “assaṁghāta, non-production and non-abundance”. Saṁghāta is, properly speaking, density.

\(^3\) Cakr.: upasarga mārakādiprādurbhāvah, “upasarga, appearance of pests, etc”.

\(^4\) Or, “of the elements”; cf., Gayadāsa on Suśr., Nid., 1, 6, infra.

\(^5\) The god of death.

\(^6\) The Vedic goddess “without links”.

\(^7\) M., Ś., G.: “Is it made in consideration of the science of the medical man?”
take, having prepared himself thoroughly, to protect from the very beginning, to forestall, fearing loss of time. The praise of the wind made in this sense is, besides, worthwhile for health, for increasing the forces and for good mien, for the acme of extreme longevity. [11] Physiological Rôle of the Fire: Māricci said: “It is fire which, inside the organism, incorporated into bile, excited or not, renders things good or bad, i.e., digestion, absence of digestion, vision, absence of vision, measure of and its lack as regards warmth, and colour of the normal state and that of the abnormal one, heroism and pusillanimity, anger, joy, aberration, serenity and other pairs (of the opposite) beginning with these ones.” [12] Physiological Role of the Aqueous Element: Having heard the words of Māricci, Kāpya said, “It is Soma which, in the organism, incorporated into phlegm, excited or not, renders things good or bad, i.e., firmness, laxity, plethora, thinness, softness, virility, powerlessness, knowledge, ignorance, consciousness, aberration and other pairs (of the opposites) beginning with these ones.” [13] Synthetical Conclusion of Ātreya: Having heard the remarks of Kāpya, the blessed Punarvasu Ātreya said, “All of you, gentlemen, have said the right thing except that your remarks have been exclusive. All, in sooth, the wind, the bile and phlegm, in normal state, make man, with his faculties intact, full of vigour, good mien and in

1 Cakr.: pittāntaragata iti vacanena sārtre jvalādi yuktavahhinisedhena pittosmarūpasya vahneh saddhāvah darsayati na tu pittāddabhedāṁ pittenāgrināndasya grahanyādhyaye vakṣyamāṇayāt tathā pitta-harasayā sarpiṣo'gni-vardhanatvenoktavāt. ‘By the expression, ‘incorporated in the bile’, is specified the real nature of fire in the body in the form of bile and heat, as it is impossible that fire in the body may have flames, etc., but it is distinguished from bile by the fact that in the chapter on chronic diarrhoea mention is made of a reduction of fire by bile and also following what is said about [medicine with the base of] ghee which destroys bile by increasing the fire’. The first passage which thus puts fire and bile in antagonism is Čik., XV, 63 (in Ś.: XIX, 63): pittam...agnim dpāvayat hanti jalam taptam ivānalam, “the bile... inundating the (digestive) fire destroys it as hot water destroys fire”. But this implies that if bile is not fire, it is like hot water and therefore it contains an igneous element. The second passage is Čik., XV. 196: parikṣyamāṁ sārtrasya dpānam snehasanyutam/dipanam bahupittasya tiktam madhura-sārhyutam, “Having observed the crudeness (absence of digestion by cooking) of the body, an enflaming (medicine) containing (some) fat (is beneficial), if the body has much of bile, the (beneficial) enflaming (medicine) is one having the pungent along with the sweet one.” The two passages belong to the latter part of Caraka-sāraṁśtā, added by Drṭhabala.
good health; thus he manages to live a long life, just as morals, interests and pleasures, rightly practised make man attain the utmost happiness in this world. But rendered abnormal, they take him into the abyss of adversity, just as three seasons, rendered abnormal, lead the world to calamity during their respective periods.” [14] Conclusion: All the rṣis approved this discourse of the blessed Ātreya, and were glad thereof.¹ [15] And there is (a verse) on this subject: “Hearing this discourse of Ātreya, all approved (it), and the rṣis were glad like gods hearing the words of Indra”. [16] Verse on the above: Résumé: The six properties, the cause of two types², the multiple function, that which also appertains to the wind, the quadruple³ function respectively that of phlegm and of bile, [17] the opinion which is of the great rṣis and that of Punarvasu all this, a propos of the functions and disorders of the wind, has been presented.

COLOPHON:—In the manual of Agniveṣa, re-edited by Caraka, in the section of verses⁴, the twelfth chapter, entitled, “Functions and Disorders of the Wind”, is finished.

The discussion of the rṣis gathered together shows clearly the various tendencies which have dominated the ancient physio-cosmological speculations of Indians and whose classical theory is the synthesis summarised by Ātreya. He attributed the main rôle in the organism to an unique element, wind, fire or water, the last one of these, water, is represented here by soma, the cosmic liquid par excellence. This inevitably recalls the attitude of the Ionian Physiologists seeking the primordial element and finding the same, Thales in water, Anaximenes in air or Heraclitus in fire. In all the cases, the effort aims at supplying a purely physical explanation of the universe and of

¹ This final formula reminds us of the one which regularly ends the Buddhist Śūtras, “Thus spake the Blessed one; satisfied the...(listenest) were glad of the Blessed one”:

$idam$ $avocā$ $bhagavān$ $attamānāḥ$ $te$ $bhagavato$ $bhāṣitām$ $abhinandannīti$;

in Pāli; $idam$ $avoca$ $bhagavā$ $attamanā$ $te$ $bhagavato$ $bhāsītām$ $abhinandun$ $tī$.

² Cakr.: $dvividho$ $heturiti$ $vātaprakopahetur$ $vātāprasamahetuh$, “Cause of two types, cause of the excitation of the wind, cause of the calming down of the wind”.

³ Quadruple, because it differs according as it is in the body or in the world and whether it is excited or not.

⁴ Or Śūrasṭhāna, “section of the sūtras” (lit., place of the Śūtras).
the organism, both conceived as having the same nature. In the opinion of Vāryovida, where wind is assimilated to an entire series of gods, indeed to the Blessed One, to the supreme God, the point of view cannot be held to be mystic, in spite of the protests of Mārīci who feels that the assimilation of the wind to the gods comes out of the framework of speculations that are really medical. The Indian gods in question are not really supernatural beings, powers which freely govern Nature by placing themselves above it. They are included in it; they are eminent therein, but only as participants. Besides, the wind, as it is described by Vāryovida, is nothing but the material element known as such, and when Vāryovida identifies it with the gods, he does not substitute the natural notion of the wind with a mystic representation but, on the contrary, he furnishes a materialistic interpretation of the being of the gods and aims to be fully rational, but not entirely concrete. Our text does not describe in detail the physical action of the breath inside the organism. The ṛgis who discuss the wind or breath judge that it is, in each movement or change, the activating force, but do not see in each case the mode of action of this force. Their conceptions were too vague to be able to concretise themselves as physical representations and a deepened observation would have destroyed them immediately instead of making them more precise. In any case, the consideration of the properties enabled them to materially render the account of the action of wind in the organism without any necessity of having to make it physically precise. From the fact that breath entered the organism, it followed that it introduced therein its properties. When calm it put them to work in normal manner: excited, it disturbed the organism by means of their excesses as also by its own mechanical action. One could, therefore, without having to specify the concrete process of the latter, understand its normal or disturbing functions by referring them to the play of its properties in an abstract manner.

The corresponding text of Suṣruta will give us more details on the pneumatic pathology of Āyurveda. But beforehand, the comparison of the text of Bhela, thought to have integrally reproduced the teaching of Ātreya, like that of Caraka, will enable us to go back to the doctrine in the state which consti-
tuted the common fund of the teachings of Bhela and Caraka.

BHOLA, SUTRASTHANA, XVI

[1] “We will now explain all that relates to the functions and the disorders of the wind,” says the blessed Ātreyā.² [2] “Which is the chief element of trouble, and the least important one?” one asks. Having saluted Ātreyā the black, the great rṣis gave a discourse. [3] Physiological Functions of the Wind: Someone has said concerning the same, the main effect: As long as the wind subsists which decomposes nourishment, man lives. [4] It is the wind which, in sooth, causes the semen to fall in the woman. The wind decomposes the menstrual blood of the woman. Because of the wind woman becomes sterile. [5] Neither men nor women are sterile (by nature): either, in the receptacle, the wind is cold and has dried the sperm, [6] or the wind has diminished the sperm and the sperm is suppressed by the wind. All that is seen, blinked and moved, [7] and the diseases of the black (?), in women, it is assuredly thus that they occur. It is because of the wind that the hunchbacked, the crippled, the lame and persons suffering from lumbago, [8] as also those having atrophied limbs or having limbs in excess exist, along with others of the same type. Cosmic Functions of the Wind: The inertia of animated beings and the silences of the rivers⁵, [9] the quaking of the earth also, is due to the

---

¹ This text is known through an unique manuscript (Tanjore, No. 10773 of Burnell, become No. 11085 of the catalogue of P.P.L. Sastri, Srirangam, 1933, p. 7410). The transcription of this manuscript has been edited by Asutosh Mukerjee, University of Calcutta, Journal of the Department of Letters, Vol. VI, Calcutta, 1921, pp. 26-8 (for this passage). This edition is called E, it gives within brackets the conjectural readings to restore the text, proposed by Ananta Krishna Shastri. They are reproduced here with the sign, conj. or E. conj. A certain number among them accords with the readings of N. (below) but are less suitable. Three other transcriptions of the same are found in the Cordier collection of the Bibliothèque Nationale: Sanskrit 1183, copy in Nāgarī of Pt. C. Krishnayya, p. 19., l. 1 to 20, l. 1, 6 (N.) Sanskrit 1183, copy Telenga; p. 43, l. 5 to 46, l. 8 (T); Sanskrit, 1184, Latin transcription in the hand of Cordier not used here because copied from the preceding two.

² Reproduces 1 and 2 of Caraka.

³ E.: this is an element of trouble which [in its] least [state] surpasses a hundred.

⁴ Literally, “destroyed”, that is to say, decomposed, which is a way of representing digestion.

⁵ E.: “The inertia of animated beings, sudden and fixed”, The conjuncture causing to disappear the mention of rivers is not necessary, because
wind. Steam is produced under the influence of the wind, from steam is born the cloud, [10] from the cloud escapes water from where are born the germs; or the thunder issues therefrom[?]. One must know that the force of the group of stars and that of lightning comes from the wind. Thanks to wind, the fire, the husband of the holy oblations, burns. [12] Because of the wind the rivers flow and reach the earth. Divine Nature of the Wind: The semen spread in the matrix is affected by the wind of properties. It can destroy bile¹ and phlegm. With² one of them, the wind, excited, disperses itself in the body. Varieties of Organic Breath: Thus are distinguished the diffused breath, the breath on high, the concentrated breath, [15] the breath below and the breath of the front, according to its multiple specialisations in corporeal beings. The diffused breath, which ensures its own horizontal extension, regularises the breath on high, [16] the breath of the front ensures the placement of the breath below but starts, among corporeal beings³, the raising of the concentrated breath. It holds also under its dependence, [17] the faculties, the spirit and the soul of the beings, of the corporeal beings. Considered as special, another wind is called "breath below".⁴ [18] Drying and marching, and also thought to be without feet, the wind is said to be the principal element among the five elements. [19] These four are linked with the wind; the wind is everywhere, always. From the wind results the emission of the wind, of the sperm and of the excrements, [20] and it is from the cooking of that which

the action of the wind on the rivers is mentioned a little farther (12) and in Caraka, 8d. The silent rivers are a sort of pendant to inert beings. The wind, the force producing noise and movement, stops them when it suspends its action.

¹ E.: empoisoned bile.
² addya of the following verse, replaced in E. according to an unlikely conjecture, by dhāra, "nourishment", which will oblige us to understand that the wind is excited by nourishment. This interpretation is possible but it will oblige us to make anyataram as a complement of hanyād and to supply "or" after "bile and phlegm". The case envisaged by the text as it is presented here is the one where the wind is associated with bile or phlegm, a frequent case according to the classical doctrine.
³ According to the reading in E.; "puts the corporeal being into action".
⁴ Following another theory one should, undoubtedly, understand that apāna (moreover often opposed alone to prāṇa in Vedic texts) is considered as a type of wind distinct from prāṇa and possessing an autonomy equal to that of prāṇa.
is eaten that results the function of the breath below; this is what is taught. The breath of the front comforts the elements; it is considered that the breath of the front is life. [21] The diffused breath is, in the body, the movement and the closing and opening of eyelids. That which, besides, in a creature, goes on high is that which is moved by the breath on high [22] [which produces] sneezing, hiccup, cough, sigh and speech. That which swells the rectum and the body in all the ways, [23] the wind which is held therein is called "breath below". For such reasons and for others which make us see the reality, we will characterize in the corporeal being the wind to be the main element." Thus spake the blessed Áteryā.

COLOPHON:—In Bhela, sixteenth chapter.

This passage of Bhela differs externally, in so far as length and presentation are concerned, from the corresponding chapter of Caraka as the latter is in the form of a dialogue in prose and the former a much briefer enunciation in verse. These differences, however, cannot suffice to weaken the tradition which says that both Bhela and Agniveśa have preserved in their texts the teachings received from Átreyā. These differences could be due to the intervention of Caraka who revised the book of Agniveśa. Moreover two versions of the same course by different listeners can considerably differ from each other. The fact that the names of the traditional masters of Áyurveda, such as Átreyā, Agniveśa and Caraka are suspected of being more legendary than historical, does not prevent the two texts from agreeing as regards the basic part of the pneumatic doctrine presented by them as having been taught or approved by Átreyā. If it is not at all sure but only possible that the inven-

---

1 According to the graphically plausible correction of E. conj.: "it is the cooking of that which is eaten, that is the function of the breath below". This sense, in any case, will not be in accord with the ordinary doctrine according to which it is samāna which kindles the digestive fire cooking the ailments, whereas aprāṇa ensures the expulsion of the excreta as has exactly been said here. It will, therefore, be better to translate the text without correcting it and to understand that it is the cooking of the ailments which gives rise to excretory function of the aprāṇa, because it is the cooking which produces the excreta, thus furnishing the matter on which aprāṇa exerts itself.

2 E.: the movement of the body.

3 A verb is supposed by the accusatives, or they should be corrected as nominatives.

4 E. conj.: the syncope.
tor of this doctrine should have been really called Ātreya, is it not at least doubtful that it had existed at a time before the composition of the Sarīhītās of Bhela and Caraka? The considerable differences in editing which appear when the two texts are compared prove precisely that neither of them can be considered as an imitation of the other and that the general concordance between their teachings must be due to a common source of inspiration. We find definitely in both Bhela and Caraka, the notion of the identity of the atmospheric wind as also of the organic breath which, whether in nature or in the body, is the cause of all the activities, the divine cause, but whose divinity consists in its material power of being the element of nature.

The text of Suśruta which follows, again develops and with more details, the same theory although according to tradition, it does not belong to the same school. This pertains to the origin, according to the common appearance, of the two great schools of Āyurveda and guarantees thereby the antiquity of the theory which necessarily pre-existed in its diverse but concordant expressions.

**Suśruta, Nidanasthana, 1**

[1] We will now explain the etiology of the diseases of the wind. [2] Suśruta questioned Dhanvantari, the best of those

---

1 This text has been established following the texts mentioned hereunder: Madhusūdangupta, Calcutta, 1835 (M.).
Kālpīrasana Kaviśekhara, Calcutta, 1898, in Bengali script (K.) with the commentary of Dalhāṇa (DK.) and Bengali translation; Yādavaśarman (Jadavī Trikamjī), 2nd. edn. Bombay, 1931 (Y.) with the commentary of Dalhāṇa (DY.).
The commentary of Dalhāṇa (D.), the Nibandhasamgraha, is quoted following the preceding editions as also the separate edition of Jivananda Vidyasagara. 3rd. edn., Calcutta, 1891 (DJ.).

The Nyāyacandrīkā of Gayadāṣa has been preferred and for the same the MSS. of the Cordier Collection, copied from the MSS. of Bikaner Library (No. 1762) by Umeshchandra Gupta, *Bibl. Nat. Sanskrit*, 1177, p. 1-37 (G.)

G. gives variations noted here as G. var. A number of the explanations of Dalhāṇa are taken from Gayadāṣa; that is why the latter, an early commentator, has been followed before Dalhāṇa. The verses are numbered only in J. and Y., Y. adding a second phrase after the first one of introduction, his numbering thus differs by one from that of J. In K. the numbering is by group of the verses of the beginning.

2 Y. adds: thus says the blessed Dhanvantari.
who supported the Order, born with ambrosia\(^1\), after having saluted his feet. [3] “O, the best among those who talk, tell me the localisation, the function and the ills of the wind in a natural state and disturbed by excitants”. [4] Having heard his discourse, the best of the doctors replied: *General Theory of the Wind*: “The Being existing by himself, that Blessed one is, it is said, the wind. [5] Since it depends only on itself, existed perpetually and also because it goes everywhere, it is for all the objects the universal soul to whom the entire world renders homage.\(^2\) [6] It is he, the efficient cause of the beings\(^3\), in their conservation, their birth and their destruction. Not manifest but with its action manifest\(^4\), it is sharp, cold, bitter.\(^5\) [7] It goes horizontally, has two properties\(^6\), and lots of passion.\(^7\) Its power is inconceivable, it is the conductor of the elements of trouble\(^8\), it shines among the multitude of ills.\(^9\) [8] It acts promptly, circulates constantly. It has its seat in the intestines and in the rectum. Teach me its characteristics when it circu-

---

\(^1\) Reference to the legend which places the birth of Dhanvantari incarnated here in the king Divodāsa, in the churning of the ocean which also produced ambrosia.

\(^2\) J., Var. of Cordier... the ancients have rendered homage.

\(^3\) Or “of the elements”. G. justifiably makes a *rapprochement* between Car., Sūr., XII, 8e (above) and leaves the choice between the two interpretations of—bhūta, “beings” or “elements” (p. 8, 1.13: bhūtānām praṇādān mahābhūtānām va caturānāṃ).

\(^4\) D. *avyakta* dṛṣṭaṁ mitih | vyaktaṁ karmā prakāṣṭaṁ kriyāḥ: “avyakta, of invisible form, vyakta, of manifest action”.

\(^5\) cf. Car., Sūr., XII, 4 and 7, which is reproduced by G., by reading: —ṛṣekṣaḥ śīto laghuh sūkeṣma ca lado viṣadaḥ karaiti, “bitter, cold, light, subtle, mobile, inconsistent, sharp”.

\(^6\) G., p. 10, 1.4, DY.: dviguṇa iti śabdasparsagunah, “has two properties”—has as properties sound and touch (that is to say, those of being heard and felt). DJ. and DK.: śitasparśa, “the cold and the touch” (bad reading).

\(^7\) This refers to the property “passion” (rajoguna) which the Sāṁkhya recognises in Nature as a specially active property. The expression amounts to saying: “it has lots of activity”, cf., Śatapatha-brāh., VIII, 7,2,10: dviguṇo bahulatarah (in an entirely different context).

\(^8\) Of the impurities of the body or of the three elements of trouble, but in this last case it should be admitted with those who stand for this interpretation, that it is its own conductor because it is one of those three (G. and D.).

\(^9\) One could simply translate: “it is the king of the multitude of ills” in accordance with the Bengali version (vyādhipāgara rājā) but G. and D. do not accept that rāj be taken here as a synonym of rājān. (G., p. 11, 1.1: nāyam rājṣabdo rāja [Carr.—ju] parājyāḥ;—DY.: nātā [DJ. & and DK. have by mistake nanu] rājṣabdo rājaparājyāḥ; G. explains: rogasaṁāhe rājātī, D.: rājate śobhate.
lates in the body. [9] Normal Functions of the Wind in the Body: When it is not excited, the wind ensures the equilibrium of impurities, of the organic elements and of fire, the entering into contact (the sensation) in the domains (of the faculties) and the normal occurrence of various activities. [10] Just as fire is divided into five as regards names, as regards seats and its own functions, similarly is the wind divided, which has only one denomination, one localisation and one activity. [11] The breath of the front and the breath on high, the concentrated breath, the diffused breath and the breath below are the five winds which, when they keep their places, keep the corporeal being going. [12] The wind which circulates in the body is called the breath of the front, prāṇa, it sustains the body, makes nourishment enter inside and supports the breaths.

---

1 G.: “the entering into contact with the objects of faculties, the disorganisation of faculties, of the organic elements and of fire”, that is to say, on one side it closes the circuit on sensation, makes the feeling subject attain the objects falling under the control of sensorial faculties and on the other that it is the antagonist or the regulator of the disturbing elements of the organism.

2 G. and D. specify that it refers to five forms of the fire in the body and enumerate them. They add that it does not refer, as desire some, to five ritual fires.

3 The suffix maya here possesses an abstractive value, cf., vāmaya, “oratorial art”, exactly “that which consists of words” (L. Renou, Grammaire Sanskrite, Sect. 201). However G. and D. understand kriyā—āmayaḥ kriyāyānānapācanādikāyā āmayendamālapākādāna, “as regards function, i.e., the cooking of nourishment, etc.; as regards disease, that is to say, the acidity, the maturing (excessive combustion), etc.” The Bengali translation, seems justifiably, not to follow them (sei prakāra eka vāyu nāma sitāna o kriyā, “similarly the wind, one, as regards names, seats and actions”). The English translation of K.L. Bhishagratna, Calcutta, 1911, Vol. II, p. 3, is too free to judge the interpretation on which it is based. The Latin translator, Fr. Hessler, Erlangen, 1844, Vol. I, p. 169, has understood it as G. and D.

4 G. p. 13, l. 11, notes that “in another book, the breath of the front is said to be seated in the heart; the breath of the front is in the heart, the breath below in the rectum, the concentrated breath goes in the centre of the umbilic, the breath on high is situated in the region of the thorax, the diffused breath goes in all the limbs and the articulations. cf., in fact, Yogaçādāmanyuyapanīsad, 23-24, with some difference.

5 Others than him or simply “Life” which is a usual sense of prāṇa. G. p. 13, l. 14: prāṇadhavatva-vacanena tu hydayadhavatvam anukram (prāṇadān viśeṣena hydayamārmaśṭhitirvad, “by the expression, support of the heart, because the breaths have their seat principally in the vulnerable point of the heart”. G. develops thereafter this interpretation, D. takes up a part of this development. Both of them add a quotation yathā saindhavāvyah śankumupāya dhāvāt tadvā prāna (G. adds antilo). “Just as a horse of Sind runs off having uprooted its peg, similarly the breath (G. the breath of the front) arrested, escapes at the time of death tearing off all the winds”. In D. this quotation is introduced
Troubled, it produced principally affections such as hiccough and panting. The one called the breath on high, superior wind, goes upwards. [14] By means thereof opens out that which has the characteristic of being said, sung, etc... It produces specially the ills which come above the clavicles. [15] The one that circulates in the receptacles of the uncooked and of the cooked, the concentrated breath (samāna), in concert with the fire, cooks the nourishment and separates the particular substances which are found to be produced thereby. [16] It produces ills such as the tumours, the weakening of the (digestive) fire, diarrhoeas, etc. The one which circulates in the entire body, the diffused breath (vyāna) acts to bring in its wake the organic sap, [17] and makes perspiration and blood flow and causes the occurring of the gestures of five types and excited, it provokes chiefly the ills which traverse the entire body. [18] The one that has for seat the receptacle of the cooked (the intestines), the breath below (apāna), it is this wind which, at a convenient moment, brings in its wake the excreta, the urines, the sperm, the embryos and the menses downwards. [19] Excited, it provokes the terrible ills which stay in the bladder and the rectum; but the troubles of the sperm and the urinary ills are produced by the excitation of the diffused breath and of the breath below (associated). [20-21] And, all together, excited, they (the five winds) tear the body undoubtly.

I am going to explain below the disturbances provoked by the wind when strongly excited, seated in different places. The wind excited in the receptacles of the uncooked (the stomach) provokes ills such as vomitings, etc.

by yaduktaṁ śrutau, "it is said in the Veda"; in G. by yaduktam suśrute, "it is said in Suśruta". Cordier in a note in his hand on the MSS. of G. supposes it to refer to an older edition of Suśruta because it is not the practice of the commentator to thus denote the text commented upon by him. But the good reading must be śrutau as the quotation is an approximative reproduction of the Brh.-up., VI, 1,13.

1 G., D. variant: the domain of that which is said, sung, etc.
2 The stomach and the intestines.
3 Var.: with the help of the fire.
4 Var.: the tumours, the diarrhoeas where there is association with fire.
5 G. and D.: extension, contraction, flexion, recovery, latropulsion or according to others reported by D.: march, extension, recovery, opening of the eyes and closing of the eyes.
[22] Bewilderment, swoonings, thirst, the gripping of the heart, the point of the side. The one that has its seat in the receptacle of the cooked (the intestines) provokes the noise of the entrails and the sharp pain (colic) in the nombriel.1

[23] Dysuria and constipation, the intestinal occlusion, the suffering at the trifurcation (of the trunk and of the hips). Excited, the wind can produce the death of faculties (sensorial and active) in the ear, etc. [24] That which is found in the skin can provoke bad tint, the quivering, abruptness, sleep (tegumentary insensibility), cooking, pricking, chapping, desquamation. [25] That which has arrived in the blood can provoke ulcers, that which has its seat in the flesh can provoke painful nodosities,—similarly the one that has its seat in the fat can provoke new ulcerous indolent nodosities. [26] That which has attained the vessels can produce lancinating pain, contraction and the plenitude of vessels. That which has attained the tendons can provoke paralysis and shaking, lancinating pain as also convulsion. [27] That which has reached the joints renders them painful and swollen and can provoke the drying of the bones and their fissuration as also lancinating pain, the one that has its seat in them. [28] And when it has attained the marrow, the illness never gets calm; when the wind has attained the sperm, there is an absence of production or there is troubled production. [29] The wind which goes everywhere, covers successively the constitutive elements of the hands, the feet, the head and can attack the entire body of men. [30] The one that goes everywhere provokes paralysis, convulsions, sleep (anaesthesia), swelling and lancinating pains and mixed (with other elements causing trouble) in the seats that are said to be those of complex ills. [31] The wind that has reached the limbs can provoke innumerable ills. There can be inflammation, heating and swooning when the wind is associated with bile. [32] Cold, swelling and heaviness, when it is enveloped in phlegm.

Pricking as by needles, horror of touch (hyperaesthesia) [33] and other disturbances of the bile can occur when the wind is associated with blood. When the breath of the front is enveloped in bile, vomiting takes place and inflammation.

1 Var.: the sharp pain and the intestinal occlusion.
appears. [34] When it is enveloped in phlegm, there appear weakness, depression, lassitude and bad mien. When the wind of high is associated with bile: swooning, inflammation, dizziness, lassitude. [35] Absence of transpiration and horripilation, diminished (internal) fire, cold and impotence, when it is enveloped in phlegm.

[36] When the concentrated breath is associated with bile, sudation, inflation, burning and swooning. And when it is enveloped in phlegm, excess of phlegm, excreta and urines, horripilation. When the breath of below is associated with bile, there can occur inflammation and burning and (in women) flux of the blood.

[37] When it is enveloped in phlegm, heaviness in the lower part of the body. When the diffused blood is enveloped in bile, convulsions, lassitude. [38] All the limbs are heavy and there is the stiffness of the points of bones, (such is) the symptomatology (liṅga) when the diffused breath is enveloped in phlegm and there is also the paralysis of movements. [39] Generally, in delicate persons, in those who take undue amounts of nourishment and live beyond measure, because of excessive fatigue due to women, due to spirituous drinks and exercises which are the paths of ills, [40] following a deviation in the regimen of the seasons and irregular use of fatty bodies, etc., the windy blood gets excited in those who are chaste as also in the corpulent ones. [41] The one who goes with elephants, horses, camels and others, has his wind excited because of the habitual causes (of excitation), because of nourishment of vegetables, etc. pungent, hot, acid and caustic edibles as also because of heatings, etc. (becoming) too habitual. [42] Rapidly the blood gets corrupted and blocks the path of the wind. This wind, immediately rendered violently excited by the blocking of its route, can immediately trouble the blood a great deal. [43] The latter, mixed with the wind, disturbed by its predominance, is called "Windy Blood". Similarly bile mixed with disturbed blood, disturbed phlegm mixed with disturbed blood. [44] Fearing the touch, suffering from pricking pain and drying up, from

---

1 39 and 40 probably interpolated.
2 Var.: following the affliction.
sleep (anaesthesia), are the feet because of the windy blood. Because of bile and blood they have a violent inflammation, are extremely hot, have red swelling and are smooth. [45] They are pruriginous, white and cold, swollen, inflated and impotent when the blood is disturbed by phlegm. And the ailments, when the blood is disturbed by all, make manifest in the feet, their individual aspects. [46] As premonitory symptoms, they are soft, perspiring, cold (or) possess opposite characteristics, have a bad colour, a pricking pain, sleep (anaesthesia), heaviness, heat. [47] When it (the blood) has reached the sole of the feet, sometimes also the palm of the hands, like rat-poison¹, it infiltrates the body. [48] When it has spread up to the knees, and when it is an effusion, being fragmented (that is to say, in the form of spread-out spots, petechiae) and when it is accompanied by complications like those of the weakening of the breath and of the flesh, [49] blood can become incurable (or) curable after several years. But when excited wind invades all the vessels, [50] then by a sudden attack it causes lively convulsions all over the body occurring at all moments, and as this convulsion is caused at all times, it is traditionally called “convulsor” (ākṣepaka), [51] is called “tension-producer” (apātānaka)², the one which makes descend (pātayai), by intervals, if the wind associated with phlegm violently occupies the (vessels). [52] The one which makes it hard like a stick is serious, that is the “tension-producer like a stick” (daṇḍapātānaka, upright tetanus). When it seizes the jaws very strongly

¹ D.: poison of Ficus glomerata which is in reality the name of a skin-disease (audumbara, Sūr., Nid., V, 3), but the rat-poison, thought to be contained in its sperm, is well-known to Sūrūta as giving rise to extended accidents, Kalp., VI, 5-7, which describes exactly the swellings, eruptions, fevers, panting, weakness, etc. caused by the corruption of blood.

² This word depends on tan, “to extend”, and not on pat, “to fall” hence the etymology proposed here is fallacious. The diseases in question are the different forms of tetanus whose “convulsion-causing” wind provokes spasms. The names of ākṣepaka, apātānaka are the epithets of the wind as tetanus-causing functions but easily become names with morbid forms provoked by the latter; in that case these words are used for ākṣepaka-rōga, apātānaka-rōga, etc. It has been believed that apātānaka denoted epilepsy (Sūr., trsln. of K.L. Bhishagrāma) undoubtedly because of the indication that there is a fall but epilepsy is well-known and is described elsewhere as apasmāra and the mention of falls, which are not the characteristics of tetanus (whose access, in any case, is incompatible with the standing position), seem to be due to the care shown for etymology; the rest of the piece refers clearly to tetanus and to the diverse forms of tetanic accidents.
(trismus) use of nourishment becomes difficult. [53] The one that makes the body bend like a bow draws its name from the hardness of the bow (dhanuḥstambha). It has its seat in the fingers, in ankles, abdomen, heart, chest and throat. [54] When the wind, impetuous, causes the convulsive expansion of the tendons, (the patient) has his eyes fixed, the jaw rigid, the side twisted (pleurothotonos), and (he) vomits phlegm. [55] When the man is bent like a bow inwards, then the wind, powerful, provokes its “contraction inwards” (emprosthotonos), [56] and if the tendons of outside ¹ are found in the expansions it provokes the “outward contraction” (opisthotonos). The experts call incurable the one that causes the chest, the hips and the thighs to incurvate.

[57] The wind associated with phlegm and bile and even the wind alone can produce the “convulsion-producer” (ākṣepaka) and another, the fourth is born of the traumatisms.² [58] The “tension-producer” which has abortion for its cause, or which occurs because of haemorrhage, or which has the traumatisms as cause, is not cured. [59] When the wind, excessively excited, attains the vessels going downwards along with those going horizontally and those which go high in the body, [60] then, releasing the links of articulations on one side, it injures the side and the best of practitioners call him “affected on the side” (hemiplegia). [61] The one who is tormented by the wind and whose entire half-body is paralysed and insensible, (he) falls³ and even loses life. [62] It is known that the side injured by pure wind ⁴ is the most difficult to cure, the curable is that which is in relation with another (element of trouble), and the incurable is that which brings atrophy in its wake. [63] The wind

¹ D.: “the tendons of outside are those which have their seat in the soles of the feet, in fleshy mass (calf of leg, etc.), in the posterior parts of hips, of the back and of the neck”. These are the muscles whose contraction causes opisthotonos.

² There are three types of “convulsion-producers” due respectively to wind, to wind associated with phlegm and with wind associated with bile, a fourth type is of traumatic origin. This last form, where the coming in of the disease is apparently due to traumaism, is distinguished from tetanus seeming to be spontaneous, which were considered as pertaining to medical pathology, even in modern times before it was known that D. lists various classifications of tetanus in four types.

³ Var.: following the same.

⁴ Alone, without the intervention of the phlegm and of bile.
excited can climb from its seat to the heart and the head, it torments the temples and can cause convulsions in limbs and can also bend them. [64] With eyes closed, without any movement, or with eyes fixed, one whimpers, without breath, or one can breathe with difficulty, with consciousness abolished. [65] One can be in one’s normal state when the heart is freed and one swoons when it is enveloped (in the wind) by the wind accompanied by phlegm, one should know it to be apatantrakā.1

[66] As against sleeping during daytime, in one posture², in one position, of one look in an abnormal sense³ the one that is enveloped in phlegm provokes torticolis (manyāstambha).

[67] In pregnant women, in parturition, in children, old men and the weak⁴, in the case of the diminution of blood, the one who cries aloud and masticates hard objects too much, [68] laughs, yawns, and due to weight, due even to an unequal level⁵, going to the head, the nose, the lips, the chin, the forehead, the junctions of the eyes⁶, [69] the wind torments the visage and engenders thereafter facial paralysis (ardita). Half of the face becomes twisted and even the neck gets twisted, [70] the head deviates, there is liming of speech (Aphasia) derangement of the eyes, etc. and suffering on the same side of the neck in the chin and in the teeth.

[71] The one who has horripilation in the beginning, trembling, eye-trouble, wind going up, sleep (anaesthesia) and pain in the skin, seizing of the muscular mass of the neck and of the jaws, the experts in diseases call his (trouble) the disease “ardita”.⁷

[72] The one who is weakened, whose eyes do not blink, whose

---

1 According to Y. (note): “hysteria”. The design suits well enough the convulsions and the “hysterical” coma, but also the manifestations with an organic substratum such as can provoke a number of neurological affections, meningeal haemorrhages, etc.

2 Specially of a posture in sitting position. Var.: of an irregular position.

3 Var.: of an upward glance.

4 The first half of the verse is rejected by Jejihat and others.

5 Var.: of unequal respiration.

6 Lines of junction between the brows and the lids, the eye-lids and the white, etc. (Sūr., Uṣṣ., I, 14). In fact, in facial paralysis there is a complete displacement of the eye-lids in relation to the eye.

7 Here it does not refer merely to facial paralysis, but rather to facial neuralgia with trophic troubles (troubles of the eye), or to serious facial paralysis with lagophthalmia (absence of blinking indicated in verse 72), secondary contractions and neurological troubles associated together (paralysis with hemiplegia and aphasia).
speech is continually limy, his ardita is not cured assuredly as also if he is three years old and of the one who trembles. [73] The tendon of the heel and that of the toe which is tormented by the wind can retain the extension of the thigh; this is what is called “sciatica” (grdhrast). [74] The tendon of the palm and of the fingers, in the back in the region of the arm, diminishes the function of the arms; this is what is known as “brachial paralysis” (vīśvācī). [75] The swelling in the centre of knee, due to the wind and to the blood, very painful is the “jackal’s head”, massive like the shout of the jackal. [76] When the wind happens to sit in the hips and causes the tendon of the thigh to convulse, then the man can become lame and, following the death of the two thighs, become paraplegical (pangu). [77] The one whose legs shake while walking and who walks like a lame person, one should know him as the “lame because of sinewy fasciculia” (kalayakhaṇja), whose ligaments of articulations are loose. [78] When the foot is placed in an irregular manner, the wind can produce pains; it should be known that it is the “thorn of the wind” (vātakaṇṭaka) which has its seat in the ankle. [79] The wind associated with bile and blood provokes inflammation in the feet and specially following a walk: it is called “inflammation of the feet” (pādadāha, acrodyne). [80] The one whose feet have horripilation and are as if asleep, it should be known that he has the horripilation of the feet (pādaharṣa) born of the excitation of the phlegm and of the wind. [81] The wind which, having its seat in the region of the shoulder, after having dried up the articulation and bent the tendons, stays there, engenders the “arm below” (avabāhuka). [82] Where the wind stays filling the vectorial canal of speech, whether pure or associated with phlegm, deafness (bādhirya), is produced because of it. [83] The one

1 Var.: whose speech is limy and indistinct.
2 Literally: “head” but preceded by jackal, that is to say that its name is formed of śrāṅk, “head”, preceded by kroṣṭhuka, “jackal”, therefore, kroṣṭhukāstrāṅk, “head of the jackal”.
3 According to G.: “convulses a little”. Here it refers in fact not to violent contractions but to paraplegia or spasmodic monoplegia.
4 Var.: and can be put to sleep.
5 Literally: “that which has a link”. Var.: the link of the shoulder.
6 Literally: “of the words”.
in whom the wind provokes a shooting pain in the ears as if cutting the jaws, temples, head and the neck, he is said to have the "shooting pain of the ears" (karnaśūla). [84] The wind with phlegm having filled the vectorial canals of speech, renders men inactive, dumb, speaking through the nose, or makes them stammerers. [85] The suffering that goes downwards, arriving in the receptacles of the faeces and of the urines, as if cutting the rectum and the genital organs, is known as the "quiver" (tūnī). [86] The suffering which, arrived in the rectum and in the genital organs, winding the wrong way, occurs with paroxysms in the receptacle of the cooked (in the intestines) is called "contrary quiver" (pratiśūnī). [87] The abdomen with rumbling, the seat of extremely violent pains, strongly swollen: one should know that to be "distension" (ādmāna), terrible due to the stoppage of the wind. [88] When the side and the heart are untrammeled and when it reaches the receptacle of the undigested (stomach) it should be known as the "contrary distension", where the wind is filled with phlegm.

[89] One should know that a nodule, firm like seed-stone, enlarged upwards, elevated, is a "seed-stone of the wind" (vātāśṭhīlā), blocking the external outlets. [90] One should say that the one accompanied by pains, blocking the winds, the faeces and the urines, developed horizontally in the abdomen is the "seed-stone in the contrary direction" (pratyāśṭhīlā).

THE HIPPOCRATIC MANUAL "ON BREATHS"
The three great Indian texts of medicine are thus unanimous in making the wind as the soul of the world and of the body, in the concrete sense of the word "soul". The various winds, organic breaths or "animal spirits" are the principles of the entire manifestation of life in the body. The differences between Suśruta and the texts of the tradition of Ātreyā do not go to the basis of the doctrine; they are, above all, a result of the fact that Suśruta does not insist on the cosmic rôle of the wind and, on the contrary, gives details of its action in the body. Suśruta makes a concordant enunciation, though technically

---
1 Pain as if due to a quiver full of arrows. Similarly the "shooting pain", śūla, is the pain caused by a blow of the lance.
much more medical, referring to a later development of medicine. The Hippocratic manual *On Breaths* teaches the same general doctrine as taught by the three Indian texts, being nearer the first two texts, because of the much less technical nature of its enunciation and, in any case, offering concordances in detail with those of Suśruta.

For a long time the Hellenists have been struck by the literary character of the manual, *On Breaths*, composed, it is said, like a discourse meant for a large audience.¹ E. Maass has thought that his author had imitated Gorgias² and the most trustworthy opinion today seems to desire it to be the discourse of a sophist. This will explain its much less technical character—which, in any case, is a fact—and will imply that its attribution to Hippocrates is false.

On this last point, it is difficult to reach a definite judgement. The critics have never been unanimous on the manuals that are to be accepted as authentic³, the proposed criteria of authenticity being hypothetical and a thousand hypotheses being possible according to the manner in which are conceived the spirit of the Master and his preoccupations. But it is probably certain that the manual *On Breaths* is, in its form and doctrine, different from the majority of the most important pieces of the collection. Yet, the peripatetician Menon thought this text to be a work of Hippocrates and this implies, as has been shown by Diels, that Aristotle had considered it as such.⁴ Diels and Wilamowitz have thus come to the conclusion that Aristotle had seriously deceived himself and this opinion of theirs has generally been accepted.⁵ One must, however, observe that it is not only the form of the text which militates, in the eyes of modern critics, against its authenticity but also the mediocre esteem they have for it and which makes them think it to be

⁴ Hermes, XXVIII, 1893, p. 432.
unworthy of Hippocrates. Yet, the manual On Breaths (14) describes a natural pathogenicity of the sacred disease closely resembling the one described in the special manual On the Sacred Disease which is generally thought to be one of the chief claims to glory of the "Father of Medicine". However it may be, the manual On Breaths did not appear to be quite denuded of value to Aristotle and we will see, after having summarised it, and in part reproduced in the translation of Littré, that it had been in accord with the generally trustworthy doctrines of Greek medicine at least since the epoch of Hippocrates. It belongs definitely to the Hippocratic tradition as it had been constituted before the epoch of Aristotle and Alexander.

SUMMARY AND EXTRACTS OF THE MANUAL "ON BREATHS".

(1) Greatness and Difficulties of Medicine. Necessity of recognising the general cause of diseases. (2) The Cause of Diseases is one: All the diseases have one single mode of being; they differ only in their location. Firstly, they have among themselves no similarity, because of the diversity and the dissimilarity of places they affect. However, for all of them there is only one form and one cause, always the same. That which it is, I will try to explain it in the following part of my discourse.

(3) Of Air considered as an agent in the world: The body of men is nourished by three types of aliments; they are called food, drink and breaths. The breath, known as wind (anemos) in the body, air (air) outside the body. The air is the most powerful agent of all and in all; it is worthwhile to consider its force. The wind (anemos) is a flux and a current of air; when, therefore, accumulated air becomes a violent current,

1 Blass, Hermes, XXXVI, p. 405, has supposed that the manual On Breaths attributed to Hippocrates by Aristotle and Ménon was not the one that has reached us but a text of greater value on which the existing one was composed. This hypothesis has been approved by Th. Gomperz, Les Penseurs de la Grèce, French trans., Paris, 1928, Vol. I, p. 321, note: it remains, nonetheless, a simple hypothesis.

2 The summarised portions are in italics.


4 cf., Car., above, 8 c-d; Bhela, 8-12; Suśr., 4-8.


6 cf., Car., 8e; Bhela, 12; Suśr., 5.
the trees fall, being uprooted by the impetuosity of breath, the sea raises itself\(^1\), and the ships of large dimensions are thrown on high. Such is the power it possesses. Invisible, in truth, to the eye, it is visible to thought; because which effect would be produced without it?\(^2\) From where is it absent or where is it not present? The entire interval between the earth and the sky is filled by breath. This breath is the cause of winter and of summer\(^3\): dense and cold in winter, in summer soft and tranquil. Even the march of the sun, of the moon and of stars takes place by breath\(^4\); because for the fire the breath is nourishment, and the fire deprived of breath could not live\(^5\), so much so that the eternal course of the sun is maintained by air, which itself is light and eternal. Evidently the sea also has a part of the breath\(^6\); because the swimming animals cannot live when deprived of this breath, and how can they live except by drawing the air through water and from water? The earth is the base where the air rests\(^7\), the air is the vehicle of the earth, and there is nothing that be devoid thereof. (4) Of Air considered in the body of the animals: Such is, therefore, the reason of its force in every other thing; as regards mortal beings, it is the cause of life in them and of the diseases in patients\(^8\), and so great is the need of breath for all the bodies that man, who deprived of all solid and liquid nourishment can live two or three days and even longer, would perish if the outlets of the breath in the body were to be intercepted, even for a brief part of the day. So very predominant is the need of breath! Moreover, in man, all the actions are subject to intermissions, as life is full of mutations, this action alone is never interrupted in mortal animals, all busy in inhaling and exhaling air. (5) The Air is the cause of diseases: Therefore it is said that all the animals participate largely in the air; now

\(^1\) cf., Car., 8d.
\(^2\) cf., Car., 8c; Bhela, 12; Suśr., 6.
\(^3\) cf., Car., 8c.
\(^4\) cf., Car., 8c; Bhela, 10.
\(^5\) cf., Bhela, 11.
\(^6\) To pelagos metekhei pneumatos: Littré translates less clearly, "the sea is in communication with the breath."
\(^7\) Other reading: "and, for the moon, its base is on it" (khai ti mini epi touteou to bathron).
\(^8\) cf., Car., 8a and b; Suśr., 6.
one should explain immediately, that according to all probabili-
ty, the source of diseases should not be placed elsewhere, so
that when it enters the body, whether in excess or in lesser
quantities, or too much at a time, or dirty with morbific
miasma. These remarks do not suffice for the thing in general;
now coming to the facts themselves in the following part of
this discourse, I am going to show, that all the diseases are
produced thereof and proceed therefrom. (6) *Air is the cause
of fevers and first of all of epidemic fevers and of epizooty.*
When air is infected with miasma which are the enemies of
human nature, men fall ill; when it becomes improper to another
animal species, it is the latter which is struck. (7) Air is the first
cause of sporadic fevers determined by aerophagy: When the
body is filled with aliments, it is also filled with air, abundantly
if the aliments rest; now, if they rest, their quantity preventing
them from going on; the lower part of the abdomen thus
obstructed, the winds spread themselves in the entire body, and,
falling on the most sanguine parts, they cool them off; follow-
ing this cooling off of these parts which are the sources and
the roots of blood, shivering runs in the entire body, and the
blood being entirely cooled, the entire body shivers. (8) *Air is
the cause of the principal phenomena which accompany the
fevers, shivering, trembling, yawning, resolution of articulations,
transpirations, cephalalgia:* This is why shiverings precede fevers.
Depending on the quantity and on the coldness of the winds
which irrupt, shivering is as much stronger as they are more
abundant and colder, as much weaker as they are reduced and
less cold. In shiverings the tremblings of the body are pro-
duced in this manner: the blood, flowing back before the cold
which pursues it, agitates across the whole body to run to the
hottest parts of the body. Such is its vagabond course. The
blood having thrown itself far from the extremities, the viscera
and the fleshes tremble; because certain parts of the body
become hyperemic and others anaemic, now the anaemic parts,
under the influence of the cold, far from keeping their immo-
bility, are seized by spasmodic movements as heat has left
them; and the hyperemic parts, due to the accumulation of the
blood, tremble and cause inflammations, as there can be no
immobility where there is superabundance of this liquid. Yawns
precede fevers, when lots of accumulated air, coming out of
the upper side at the same time, opens forcibly the mouth as is done by a lever; there is, in fact, the easiest exit... when the largest part of the blood has thus been gathered, the air that had cooled it, gets heated in turn, being dominated by the heat: having thus become an incandescent mass, it communicates its heating to the entire body. And the blood cooperates with it; because put on this braser, it evaporates; and it shuts itself from the breath; this breath arriving at the pores of the body, perspiration is produced because the condensed breath falls into water, and, traversing the pores, shows itself outside... The cephalalgia accompanying the fever is explained as follows: the paths of the blood get narrow in the head; because the veins are filled with air; thus filled and burnt, they cause cephalalgia; in fact, the blood, forcibly pushed in one path, being hot, cannot flow rapidly, as it encounters lots of obstacles. Therefrom the throbings which are produced in the temples. (9) Air is the cause of ileus and of colic pain: The breath when it falls on soft parts, unhabituated and intact, it pushes itself in like an arrow, and penetrates the flesh, throwing itself sometimes into hypochondrium, sometimes into sides, sometimes into both.1

(10) Air is the cause of fluxions and of Hemoptyses:... when the veins of the head are filled with air, firstly the head becomes heavy because of winds that oppress it; then the blood whirls, which the winds cannot make flow because of the narrowness of the paths; but the thinnest part is shown across the veins; this liquid, when it has been accumulated, flows out by other exits, and the point of the body where it flows becomes the seat of disease... Because phlegm mixed with acrid humours, wherever it goes, causes ulcers in parts of the body not used to its presence... The inhaled air arrives by the throat in the chest, and goes out by the same path; so when the breath which comes from below, encounters the flux going downwards, cough occurs and phlegm (phléagma) is thrown upwards. Things being so, ulcer is caused in the throat... because necessarily a painful part retains the breath... (11) Air causes the ruptures, Rigmata: The ruptures (Coan Prognoses, 418) have the following cause: when different parts of the flesh, by some violence, get detached from one another, and the breath insinuates itself in

1 cf., Sufr., 20-22.
the interstice, this excites suffering (On Diseases, I, 20). (12) *Air is a cause of Hydropsy:* If the winds spread themselves in the fleshes, dilating the pores of the body, these winds are followed by humidity for which the path has been made by air; the body having thus become imbibed, on the one hand the fleshes melt, and, on the other, the legs get tumefied... (proofs drawn from what occurs when the ascites is punctured). (13) *Air is the cause of Apoplexies:* When the winds, abundant and cold, penetrate the fleshes, the penetrated parts become insensible: abundant winds run across the entire body? The entire body is struck with apoplexy; do they get fixed in a certain part? it is this part; do they get dissipated? the disease gets dissipated; do they persist, the disease persists. The continual yawnings of these patients prove that it is so. (14) *Air is the cause of Epilepsy:* I attribute the same cause again to the disease called sacred. (*It is the blood* which in the body, unites most with intelligence (phronisis). When it is in its normal state the intelligence remains intact, otherwise it gets altered. This is the case in sleep where the blood gets cooled and in drunkenness where it gets suddenly increased in quantity. Much of the breath being mixed in the entire body with all the blood, it creates several obstacles in several places in the veins (phleps). When much air charges the thick veins full of blood and charging them, stays there, the blood is prevented from flowing; here it stops, there it goes slowly, elsewhere more quickly. In such a way that the flow of the blood across the body becomes irregular, and all sorts of irregularities are the result; the whole body is drawn on all sides; the parts get contracted under the action of the trouble and the derangement of the blood; perversions of all types manifest themselves in every way; during this time the patients are struck with anaesthesia, (they are) deaf to what is said, blind to what is done (and) insensible to suffering: so much has the air by its trouble troubled the blood and dirtied it! It is also not without reason that froth comes to the mouth, air, penetrating by jugular veins (sphagitidan phileban) passes, it is true, but while passing, draws

---

1 Suśr., 20, 26, 27.
2 Suśr., 24, 30, 32.
along the thinnest part of the blood, the liquid thus mixed with air gets white, because the air appears in its purity across the subtle membranes; this is why all the froths are white. So, when do persons who are victims of this disease get free from the access and the tempest which assails them? This is what I am going to say. The body, because of the exercise it receives from suffering, gets heated, and the blood with it; the blood, heated communicates its heat to the winds; under this influence, the latter get dissolved and dissolve the coagulation of the blood; they come out in part with exhalation, in part with the phlegm. The ebullition of the froth ceases, the blood comes back to normal, the tempest roused in the body gets pacified and the attack is over. (15) Conclusion: In definitive, the winds are, in all the diseases, the principal agents, all the rest are only concomitant and accessory causes; this alone is the effective cause; I have shown it. I had promised to show the origin of diseases, and I have established that the breath, sovereign of the rest, is the same in the body of the animals. I have applied the reasoning on known diseases, where the hypothesis is seen to be veritable. If I were to enter into details of all the affections, my discourse on the same would become too long, but it would be neither more exact nor more convincing.

The general concordance of the doctrine of this text with that of Indian pneumatism is evident. The similarities in detail of the pathogenic representations are equally so. But there are also differences. The manual On Breaths (5, 6) talks of spots introduced in the body by the inhaled air and explains the epidemics. Our Indian texts contain nothing similar. The Greek discourse explains a pathogeny by the association of blood and wind which recalls the totality of the theories of Suśruta (42). But in his theories corrupted blood blocks the wind, from where the excitation of the wind, which in its turn troubles the blood. In the former, it is the wind which cools the blood and then gets heated by contact and pushes it violently, even though its heat obstructs its circulation. The final result is the same: there is an obstacle in the normal course of the breath and of the blood, but somewhat different on both sides, there had been speculations on the mechanism of this accident. It should, therefore, be recognised that there is a profound analogy between the doctrine of the manual On
Breaths and Indian pneumatism but not a close correlation. It seems excluded that there was textual borrowing. On the Indian side the doctrine propounded is too ancient, because of its Vedic attachments and because of its Indo-Iranian pre-history, to have been born under Greek influence; at the most it could have been influenced in certain details. On the Greek side, only a free imitation of an Indian model could be admitted as there is no literal concordance. It is true that the eventual Indian model could have been a text other than the ones that have reached us. But, besides the fact that it will be a gratuitous hypothesis to put forward and defend, the Greek puts forward a doctrine which appears, on enquiry, to have been very well attested in the Hellenic world. If there has been a borrowing from India, it has been in the shape of general ideas and it has been of an entire part of the Greek medical text rather than that of the author of the manual On Breaths acting alone. The problem posed by the concordances between this manual and the Sanskrit works is not one of borrowing a text but that of cultural relations.

Nelson has already justly noted (p. 101) that the rôle of the essential element of the cosmos attributed to the air goes back at least to Anaximenes, that Diogenes of Appollonia and others have exalted the all powerfulness of the air, considering it as the principle of life and of thought, and lastly that in the Hippocratic manuals On the Sacred Disease and On the Nature of Man, also appears a doctrine of pneumatic physiology.

It is easy to find in the Pre-Socratics and in the Hippocratic Collection many other concordances with the manual On Breaths which show the extent to which the latter is linked with several theories current among the Greeks and at the same time quite analogous to those of India. Just then, in the Pre-Socratics, are found teachings on the rôle of the air or of the breath in the world, and in the Hippocratic Collection are found the data concerning its action in the body. Nevertheless the pre-occupations of anatomy and of physiology are frequent in the pre-Socratics.

---

1 H. Diels, Doxographi graeci, Berlin, 1879. (quoted hereafter as Dox and by number), trans. in P. Tannery, Pour l'histoire de la science hellénique, second edn. by A Diés, Paris 1930, (quoted as T. and by page-number); J. Voilquin, Les penseurs grecs avant Socrate, Paris, 1941 (quoted as V and by page-number).
Diogenes of Appollonia, who died towards 428 B.C. recognised numerous vessels in the body; he believed that the soul entered the child after birth with the cold air attracted by the heat of the body and that death came when the air quitted the veins. The blood during sleep pushed the air towards the chest and towards the abdomen (Dox., 426, 436; T., 334.; V., 149-159). But a little earlier undoubtedly, Empedocles (who died towards 430 B.C.) had defended the existence of canals traversing the fleshes and ending in the nostrils where alternatively, by the flux and the reflux of the blood, air entered and went out. According to him, sleep would correspond to a moderate cooling of the blood (Dox., 435; T., 336; V., 126) and this last doctrine is found in our manual (14) with the one saying that intelligence depends on the blood; an opinion which also belongs to Empedocles (T., 345, V., 116; frag. 105). Empedocles did not admit breathing in the embryo before birth (Dox., 425; T., 335).

On this last point, Empedocles and Diogenes of Appollonia have been contradicted by the Hippocratic manuals which, like the Indian books, taught the existence in the embryo of the circulation of the breath coming from the mother: *On the Embryo of eight months* (12) *On the Nature of the Child* (12) [wherein are recognised, as in India, a feminine and a masculine semen\(^1\), with which the breath gets united, this breath organises all the parts of the embryo (17)] and *On Flesh* (6). As opposed to this, the school of Sicily, which had very strong links with Empedocles, has given a great deal of importance to the theory of pneuma\(^2\) which was to become much later, after Celsus, the characteristic doctrine of the “pneumatic” school\(^3\) and which was to play, in Hellenic and Hellenistic philosophy and mysticism, a rôle comparable and parallel to that of *prāṇa* in India.

The circulation of air in the vessels is admitted again in the Hippocratic manual *On the Alimentation* (31). The retention of air intercepted in the vessels is considered as the

---

\(^1\) cf., *supra*, p. 165-6.


\(^3\) cf., M. Wellmann, *Die pneumatische Schule bis auf Archigenes*, Berlin, 1895.
cause of the sudden loss of speech, with dizziness, convulsions, etc. in the manual *On Diet in Acute Diseases* (App., 4 & 5). According to this text the breath and the blood united produce Quincy (App., 6). The manual *On Ancient Medicine* (22) refers on its side, to the action of the internal winds, the pains and even to the abscesses in the region of the liver and of the diaphragm, its exposition reminding us of *On Breaths* (9).

The manual *On Breaths* thus belongs to an entire Greek literature of pneumatic^1^ physiology which serves as a pendant to Sanskrit literature concerning the physio-pathological rôle of the wind inside the organism. It is the eventuality of the relations between these two literatures rather than that of the relations between the texts themselves compared by us that we should envisage.

---

CHAPTER EIGHT

THE TIMAEUS OF PLATO AND INDIAN MEDICINE

ANALOGIES of the same type as those that have been noted between Indian medical texts and the Hippocratic manual On Breaths, being expressions of ancient Greek pneumatic conceptions, have already been pointed out between a theory taught in the Timaeus and the Indian doctrine of pathology. Armand Delpeuch\(^1\) has been struck on finding in the Timaeus in the form of explanation, quite aberrant in comparison with Hippocratic medicine, the classical teaching of Ayurveda, whereby diseases are provoked by the wind, bile and phlegm. But he believed that he could refer this teaching back to the Veda and thought that Plato had received it from the Pythagorean tradition, Pythagoras being reported to have searched for a medical philosophy in India.

It is impossible to accept the idea that the doctrine in question goes back, in its complete form, up to the Veda, but it is certain that its analogy with the thesis of the Timaeus is remarkable.

Plato recognises three classes of diseases. The first are due to the alterations of the four constitutive elements of the body similar to that of the universe—earth, fire, water and air (82 a-83 e). Others are related to humours produced by the elements and are susceptible to corruption (83 e-84 c). The third class (84 d) comprises diseases due to pneuma, to phlegm (phlegma) and bile (khole). This is the thesis which is in accord with the classical Indian doctrine. The exposition of Plato is, unfortunately, extremely rudimentary and very confused.\(^2\)

Summary and Extracts (84 d-86 a):

""When the lung, distributor of air in the body, is obstruct-

---

1 A. Delpeuch, La goutte et le rhumatisme, Paris, 1900, pp. 26 ff.
ed by discharges of (reũma), the circulation of air in the body is troubled, on the one hand the parts that do not receive their freshening (supplies) get corrupted and, on the other, air does violence to certain vessels (phleps), causes them to be distended, twisted and dislocates them. And it shuts itself in that part of the body where the diaphragm is found. ¹ Thus are born frequently a number of painful diseases accompanied by abundant perspiration. Often in this way, the flesh gets dis-jointed inside the body, air gets therein, unable to get out there-from and (becomes) the cause of suffering identical to that provoked by air come from without. ² Such suffering is, above all, very great when the air applies itself to the tendons (neuron) ⁸ and to the vessels which are there and causes them to swell. Then it causes the extensor muscles to distend as also the muscles adhering thereto and causes them to contract in the contrary direction. The diseases resulting from this tension have, for this reason, received the name of tetanus and episthosnos. It is difficult to bring any remedy to them and, most often, it is the fevers which, coming in then, resolve them. ²⁷

The white phlegm (defined in 83 d as mixed with bubbles of air) is dangerous if the air of the bubbles contained by it is retained in the body; it is less dangerous, if the air goes out, but then the skin gets spots of white (85 a). If the phlegm gets mixed up with black bile and troubles the “extremely divine revolutions” which occur in the head, there can be produced the disease called the sacred one because it appertains to

¹ Rivaud thinks that it refers here to the pathogeny of pulmonary congestions and to bronchitis, but the air which shuts itself in the diaphragmatic region could not determine similar affections. It refers to the air retained in the centre of the body and which provokes the diseases that follow, the latter not being of the respiratory type.
² cf., On Breaths, 11; Suṣr., 20, 26, 27.
⁸ The nerves and the tendons, all the ‘cords’ are confused in Greek anatomy, the same being the case in Indian anatomy, the ‘nerves’ in the modern sense of the word are confused with the snāyus or tendons.
The Hippocratic manual On Diseases, III, 14 and 15, describes the tetanus quite well and also admits its curability in certain cases. It omits among the symptoms fever, which is, nevertheless, extreme and which is noted by Plato, who, in accord with other Hippocratic manuals (Aphor., IV, 57; Coan Prognoses, 348; On Diseases, I, 7; On Crises, 61) makes of it a favourable symptom. On tetanus and on opisthotonus; Suṣr., 51-57, who relates them similarly to the wind, but in association with the phlegm.
the sacred substance in us.\textsuperscript{1} The sour and salty phlegm produces extremely diverse catarrhal diseases.

"For the ailments called phlegmonous, because they provoke burning and swelling, they are, all of them, caused by bile" (85 b). When the bile goes out, it provokes tumours; retained, it provokes inflammatory diseases, mostly when it gets mixed with the blood. The blood contains fibres which prevent it from being too liquid (it is the observation of the coagulum separating itself from the serum which, apparently, has given rise to this theory of fibres). The bile which belongs to the blood become old, which is "hot and liquid", causes by its heat, if it flows in the blood in abundance, disorder in the fibres. It can penetrate up to the marrow and burn it, provoking death. But if it is in small quantities it can be pushed back by the vessels in the thorax or in the abdomen and from there can be evacuated (85 e).

The passage terminates with an enumeration of fevers. The continuous ones are due to fire; the daily ones are due to air; those occurring every third day to water, slower than fire and air; those occurring every fourth day are due to earth, which is slower still. The sources of this pathology have not been fully elucidated.\textsuperscript{2} Mr. Rivaud asks himself if Plato had not accepted from all sides different hypotheses which he had not sought to reconcile. It is certain that one could find, scattered in various texts, the elements of the doctrine of the \textit{Timaeus} and that until now no Greek medical text, grouping these elements in the manner in which he has grouped them, has been pointed out. The Hippocratic manuals present different pathological theories but they recognise most often the action of the four elements (which is also done by Plato in his description of the first class of the diseases), or of four properties, the cold and the hot, the dry and the humid (cf., \textit{On Ancient Medicine}, 1, which combats this theory); or of four humours, blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile (\textit{On the Nature of Man}, 4) or blood, bile,

\textsuperscript{1} This explanation of the name is not, as is known, in accord with the Hippocratic manual \textit{On the Sacred Disease} which says that it should be so called as it is considered to be coming from the gods, but who contested the opinion that it can be provoked by divinity.

\textsuperscript{2} cf., A. Rivaud, \textit{loc. cit.}, pp. 114-5. A.E. Taylor, \textit{A Commentary on Plato's Timaeus}, Oxford, 1928, p. 599, is embarrassed; he believes that Plato must have made use of a source which he does not find in what is known of the Greek medical tradition.
water and phlegm (On Generation, 3 and On Diseases, IV, 32); or of bile and of phlegm (On Diseases, II, 2), etc. Only in Indian medicine is found in the form of a received doctrine a pathogeny similar to that of Plato, some details being in concordance on the two sides, some being different.

The pathogeny of troubles due to the wind differs in the Sanskrit texts and in the Timaeus, because of the fact that, in the latter, Plato brings in the lung as the distributor of the air in the body whereas the Sanskrit texts do not even mention it on that occasion. Plato has also a theory of breathing which says that something like a trap of fire and of air was introduced by God in the body, where it would go out alternatively.¹ This theory does not appear to be found in India. But the idea that the wind retained in the body provokes therein pains and convulsions, is a part of classical Indian teaching. The text of Śuśruta, studied above, links specially tetanus to the wind under its various forms, stressing the predominance of contractions on such and such a group of muscles, extensor or flexor. The concordance with the Timaeus in this respect is complete.

The theory of phlegm in Plato is quite similar to that of the śleṣman of Indian doctors. Plato has described the phlegm before indicating its rôle in diseases. “Serosity (ichor) when it comes from the blood is sweet, the one that comes from black and acid bile is malignant, above all, when because of the action of heat, it gets mixed with the salted quality. Another type of serosity is formed from new and tender flesh, dissolved in the air...we call it white phlegm (leukhon)” (83c-d). Śuśruta, on his side, teaches: “The phlegm is white, heavy, unctuous, viscous and cold. But, sweet when it is not burnt; when burnt, it can be salty”.² Although the formation of the phlegm is taught differently in the Greek and Indian texts, and although only the Greek text brings in the black bile, both agree on a theory which is quite strange and to which the observation of real facts does not naturally lead, namely the

¹ 78. Galen had rightly judged this concept to be difficult to follow. He has, nevertheless, explained it in detail, cf., Ch. Daremberg, Fragments du commentaire du Galien sur le Timeé de Platon, Paris-Leipzig, 1848, pp. 18 ff.
² Śuśr., Śuṭr., XXII, 12: śleṣmā śveto guruḥ snigdhah picchilah śita eva ca, madhuras tv avidagdhah syād vidagdhah lavanaḥ smṛtah.
passage of the phlegm from sweet to salt under the action of
heat.1

Concerning the ‘hot and liquid’ nature of the bile, Plato
agrees fully with the old Vedic idea of the igneous nature of
bile, an idea inherited by Ayurvedic medicine. He brings in
the bile from a liquefaction of extremely old fleshes, getting
black under the action of prolonged heating and becoming
bitter or acid. The bitter parts plunge themselves in the blood
and this results in a green tint. Finally the younger parts of
the flesh give the yellow colour along with bitterness (83 a-b).
Suśruta cites a verse summarising the Indian ideas concerning
the bile: “The bile is bitter, liquid, fetid, black and also yellow,
hot and of acrid taste, and when it is burnt, it is acid.”a
Some of the notions which agree on both sides, are of little
significance. The amertume of the bile is a commonplace and
universal fact but the same is not true of the theory saying that
the bile, under the influence of heat, becomes acid.

The explanation of certain diseases by the irruption of
bile in blood is common to Plato and to Indian doctors who
call this accident rakta-pitta, “blood-bile” (Suśruta, Uttara-
tantra, XIV) and attribute to it the origin of the spontaneous
haemmorrhages which occur principally in the course of acute
diseases. It is probably because the idea has been conceived in
the presence of the forms of grave icterus, relatively frequent
in a tropical country and characterised both by jaundice and
multiple haemmorrhages. But the Platonic theory of the fibres
of the blood does not appear to be found in Indian medicine.

The fevers enumerated by Plato, while finishing his
exposition concerning the diseases of the body, are well known
in India, not only to doctors, but even to the authors of the
magical conjurations of the Atharvaveda.3 In any case their
knowledge is necessary in all those countries where they occur
within the eastern basin of the Mediterranean as also in India.

1 The experience of heating the phlegm and of subsequently testing it
after having tasted it before could have been carried out. The manual
On Flesh, 4, prescribes to cook the tissues to appraise the properties.
But the phlegmatic secretions (mucosity for example) are salty before
being cooked. It should, therefore, be a theoretical opinion and not an
experimental statement.
2 pittam tikṣṇam dravam pāti nilam pītam tathaiva ca,
usṇam kaṭurasāh caiva vidaghan cāmlameva ca.—Suśr., Sūtr., XXI, 8.
3 cf., supra, pp. 115-116.
The explanation of their varieties, given by Plato, according to the elements in question, does not agree with the usual pathogenic theories of Indians.

Leaving aside the passages dealing with the pathogeny by air, with phlegm and with bile, and those that concern the very nature of phlegm and bile, other concordances with Indian ideas are also found in the Timaeus.

One and the same comparison is proposed in the Timaeus and in Suśruta. Plato says that the gods have "dug canals in our body, similar to those established in the gardens, so that it may be watered, as by the course of a stream" (77c-d). Suśruta does not bring in the demiurge but says that by the presence of vessels "the body is like a garden or like a field with water-drains". But it is evident that such a comparison is so natural that it could have come to the minds of both Plato and Suśruta quite independently.

Among the vessels Plato distinguishes two conduits placed on both sides of the vertebral column, and of the generating Medulla and which, near the head, branch out in interconnected form (77d-e). Mr. Rivaud rightly hesitates regarding their identification, but it seems to refer in Plato to a theoretical concept, based merely on a vague knowledge of the existence of thick vessels near the vertebral column, because he says: They (the gods) dug two dorsal vessels, as the body was in double, having a right and a left" (77 d). These vessels do not really correspond to any anatomic reality but are, on the other hand, a datum of theoretical anatomy of India which is, this time, not furnished by the Sanskrit medical texts themselves but by the mystical literature of the Tantras. In fact it is a thesis current in this literature as also in the later Upaniṣads which refer to the same ideas. It amounts to saying that two canals called idā and pīngalā are found on the two sides of the vertebral column and of a central canal called the suṣumna.

1 Suśr., Sār., VII, 1, cf. Supra, p. 163. This comparison is also found in Aristotle (De part. anim, 668 a, 10) as has been pointed out by Rivaud, Timaeus, p. 207, note.

2 Page 207, note, he identifies them with the Aorta and the veins of the superior and the inferior cave, but, at p. 98, he shows the difficulties in this identification.

cf., Aitribudhnya-samhitā, XXXII, 27 and 29; Kṣurikopaniṣad, 16. Numerous references are to be found in the index of Mahadeva Sastrī, The Yoga Upaniṣads, Adyar, 1920.
the three cross one another in the body. Moreover, the tantric texts vary as regards the question of their crossing one another.¹

In *Timaeus* is to be found yet another concordance with the doctrines of Tantric mysticism. Plato, while establishing a relationship between the elements of nature and geometrical forms (55e-56b), gives the figure of the cube to earth, that of the triangular pyramid to fire, that of the octahedral to air and that of the icosahedral to water. Now the *tantras* also represent the elements symbolically in various diagrams (*manḍalas*) by means of analogous geometrical figures, although plane ones; earth by the square, fire by the triangle, air by a figure of six points (two equilateral triangles superposed one on the other), water by a figure resembling the crescent Moon and ether by the circle.² This is a case of the encounters of symbolism whose history is quite complex; because in Egypt on the Zodiac of Denderah, a monument later than Plato (of the epoch of Ptolemy) is found a representation of the solar light by several chains of triangles.³ The Tantric texts containing these several points of agreement with the ideas of *Timaeus* are also much later than this last work.

One should also count the belief of Plato in metempsychosis and his theory of the vision among the concordances of his ideas with that of India. This is not the place to examine the former but the latter conforms to the medical concepts of India in so far as Plato admits the existence of a fire inside the eye, the fire which, on meeting the external light, links up, by the union of the similar with the similar, the object with the perceiving soul (45 b-d). Similarly Suśruta describes a fire which is a form of bile called *ālocaka* and which, localised in the eye, is the agent of vision.⁴ The Platonic theory of the visual fire

¹ The idea of a similar crossing of thick vessels in the body is found in the Hippocratic collection (*On the Nature of Man*, I, where several "veins" forming the third pair of the system described, go from the temples to the lungs, the one from the right side coming to the left side and vice versa).
⁴ Suśr., *Śūtr.*, XXI, 7.
is, moreover, far from being isolated in the Hellenic world and Bühler had, long ago, drawn the attention of Th. Gomperz on the analogy presented by the theory of the vision of Alcmaeon of Croton (VIth century B.C.) and that of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika philosophy of India. In Alcmaeon the theory seems to be different from that of Plato but the existence of an intraocular fire is put forward in principle. On this point the accord is complete between India on the one hand and Alcmaeon and Plato on the other.

The interpretation of all these concordances between the doctrines of Timaeus and those of the physiologists, indeed the mystics, of India is delicate. It seems difficult to relate all of them, at the same time, to the coincidences of hazard. The similarity of subjects studied and the rudimentary means then available, both in India as in Greece, to the human mind for solving the problems of Physiology and of Pathology can explain all of them only with difficulty. Noted at a time when it was readily believed that Plato had reproduced the ideas of the so-called Pythagorean Timaeus and that Pythagoras had known the ideas of India, these concordances could have been easily considered as the witnesses of the dependence of Pythagorism and Plato on India. But today, and although the question of the eventual relationship of Pythagoras with India has never been seriously settled, this question cannot be settled with equal ease. The romance of the Pythagorean Timaeus is considered as based, for a large part, on the dialogue of Plato himself and the value of the ancient tradition which says that Plato had probably borrowed the clearer part of his Physics and Biology from the Pythagoreans, is contested. From another side, the possible influence of the Orient on Plato has been postulated by several authors, without anybody having

---

1 cf. Rivaud, Timaeus, p. 105.
3 cf., Theophrastes, Des Sensations, 27.
4 Rivaud, Timaeus, p. 18.
5 ibid., p. 24.
been able to point out any precise data as our sources of information, concerning the Iranian or 'Chaldean' doctrines, which have been almost exclusively considered, are quite precarious. All that we can say today is this: that the concordances of *Timaeus* with Indian doctrines appear to us to be more striking because these Indian doctrines are much more accessible to us.

We have briefly pointed out the resemblances between the *Timaeus* and the Indian ideas found at quite a late date. We have chiefly stopped to look at patent similarities between the medical doctrine of the *Timaeus* and the Ayurvedic pathology whose essential elements, as we know, date from the Vedic epoch and which became a system between the epoch of the Śatapatha-brāhmaṇa and that of the grammarian Kātyāyana, i.e., approximately between the VIIth century and the end of the IVth century B.C. Plato lived from 428 or 417 to 347 B.C. and the *Timaeus* belongs to the end of the life of Plato, to the second quarter of the IVth century. On his side, the Hippocratic manual *On Breaths*, whose pneumatism has been found by us to be comparable to that of India, although not dated, belongs to a period quite near that of Plato and, in any case, to a period before that of Aristotle and of Alexander.

Thus the two groups of precise concordances noted by us between Greek and Indian medicine refer to the same period, anterior to the expedition of Alexander in India, an expedition about which it is generally said that it marked the first contact between India and Greece. In order to interpret correctly the concordances noted above, we will, therefore, have to see if the two worlds presenting them were, at that time, in reality, totally strangers to each other.
CHAPTER NINE

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN GREECE AND INDIA
BEFORE ALEXANDER

It is currently admitted that it is because of the expedition of Alexander to India that India has been put in communication with the Hellenic world. It is quite natural to state that only when the Greek armies entered India and for the first time occupied the basin of the Indus did the Greeks and the Indians start really knowing each other. It suffices to compare the data on India possessed by the Greeks before Alexander, for example at the time of Herodotus, in the middle of the Vth Century B.C. with the data acquired by them during this expedition (an idea of the same can be had by the numerous fragments of Nearchos, of Aristobulos, of Onesicritos or of Megasthenes) to appreciate the immense progress that the direct contact had realised in the knowledge of India in the West. It is also clear that this progress has had no immediate consequences because the direct contact was very soon broken by the expulsion, after the death of Alexander, of the Prefects he had left in India and by the reconquest of the Indus basin by Candragupta.¹ To convince oneself about the same, one has only to note that during the centuries that followed, the majority of Greek and Latin authors who have written on India have borrowed their information from the contemporaries of Alexander and Seleucos. And, in this matter, one should not limit oneself only to noting the facts gathered from what we possess of Greek and Latin writings because the evidence of Strabo gives us the guarantee that even in those writings that have not reached us, but which were available to him when he wrote his Geography, about the beginning of the Christian era, little had been added to the data of the epoch of Alexander. Strabo, in fact, strongly deplores that this state of affairs does not enable him to draw a satisfactory picture of

¹ Justin, Epitoma Historiarum Philippicarum, XV, 4, 12, ff.
India (XV, 1, 23).

Strabo is even severe on those companions of Alexander who have written on India and on their rare successors. According to him, these men had rushed through India as soldiers, had seen only some parts, had learnt a great deal only by hearsay and did not agree, even among themselves on what they had seen with their own eyes. If, therefore, even those who, in a large number of cases, had been able to learn directly about the Indian world, have such a precarious and such an uncertain knowledge of India, it is difficult not to believe that, for better reasons, during the preceding period, the two worlds of Greece and India have been completely unknown to each other.

If one were to hold to these considerations one could be tempted not to pursue the enquiry and to conclude right now that no intellectual communication could have taken place between India and the Hellenic world before Alexander and that the analogies observed between the medical doctrines of India and Greece of that epoch are purely fortuitous, no matter how numerous and precise they may be. However, it must be observed that intellectual exchanges do not necessarily suppose complete and reciprocal knowledge, not even direct contacts. It will, therefore, not be correct on our part to say that because India and Greece had not known each other very well in antiquity, nothing could have passed from one to the other. To pursue the examination of the question of their relationship, it will suffice to find out if any intermediary had existed between them. We know that the Persian Empire had been this intermediary.

The conquest of a part of India by the Achaemenian Persians or rather the conquest of India in the narrow and original sense of the word, that is to say of the Indus valley, is attributed to Darius I, but it should go back partly to Cyrus, as has been shown by Foucher. In fact Darius, in his inscription of Behistan, declares that he has re-established his authority on the entire domain of Cyrus and mentions amongst

---

the satrapies forming this domain of Gadara, that is to say Gandhara which, at that time, extended from the Hindukush up to the Hydraotes at least, descending towards the south up to Multan, thus comprising the entire far North-West and the greater part of the Punjab. Moreover, Pliny has reproduced an older piece of information which said that Cyrus had destroyed Cappissa, that is to say, Kāpiśī, to the South of the Hindukush, therefore at the beginning of his conquest of Gandhara.

These facts, in their totality, are corroborated by Arrian (Ind., I, 3) who writes that the people living between the Kophen (Kubha, river of Kabul) and the Indus, had been the subjects of the Assyrians, then of the Medians and then of the Persians and that they had paid tribute to Cyrus. These facts are nowhere contradicted by tradition, which, though contested, said that the same Cyrus had met with a disaster while trying to attack the Indians, because it manifestly relates to an attack on the people of the lower Indus, of Sindh. It seems that this attack was directed through Gedrosia as, according to Strabo who refers to this tradition without giving it much credence, it was for the glory of marching his entire army through a region, where Cyrus had lost his, that Alexander withdrew from India through Gedrosia (XV, 1, 5).

It was left to Darius to bring Sindh into the Achaemenian Empire but, as Gandhara was a land of Indian culture, a narrow and direct contact of this culture with the Achaemenian civilisation should undoubtedly start before 528 B.C., the date of the death of Cyrus.¹

Herodotus has recounted how Darius had (apparently in 519 B.C.) deputed the Greek Skylax of Karyanda in Caria, to explore the lower course of the Indus and how Skylax, starting

¹ According to Ktesias (Persica 6) Cyrus died of a wound inflicted on him by an Indian soldier belonging to a corps allied against him with the Derbices, people living to the east of the Caspian sea, and who had brought to them the elephants of war. But Ktesias is contradicted by Xenophon (Cyrop., VIII, 7, 3-38) who makes Darius die in his place, by Herodotos (I, 214) who says that he was killed in a battle against the Massagetes and by Beroso (Fr., 29, 6-7) who makes him die in a war against the Dahai of Parthia. The incertitude, therefore, is very great, although some parts of this information are irreconcilable. The fact reported by Ktesias can lead only to the inference that the presence of a corps of Indian soldiers with elephants in a region to the east of the Caspian was not considered impossible. It is true that Ktesias has often left the domain of probability in his writings but we will see that at least commerce did regularly bring Indian goods to such regions.
from Kaspapyros or Kaspatyros (now Multan) reached the Indus, took to the sea and arrived, thirty months after his departure, at the Egyptian port, from where, in earlier times the Phoenicians had left for the periplus of Africa. The conquest followed a little later. The inscription of Darius at Persepolis, between 518 and 515, mentions the Hidu, that is to say the Sindh among the satrapies.

The Persian occupation continued up to the conquest of the Achaemenian Empire by Alexander in 331. It was, therefore, kept up, probably with variations in the extent of subject territories, during approximately 185 years. Over this long period, the India of the North-West had been subjected to the deep influences of Persia, and which has, often been noted. One of the most notable ones was the local adoption of the Aramaic alphabet used in the Achaemenian administration confined in the whole empire to the functionaries of Babylonian culture. This alphabet had been completed with new forms and diacritical signs and adapted to the phonetic transcription of the Indian languages, just as had been the case, at a later date, with regard to these languages of the Arabic and European alphabets. It constituted the script called Kharoṣṭhi which should, for the sake of clarity and exactitude, be called Arameo-Indian.¹ Unfortunately, no document in this script and dating from the period of the Achaemenian domination has reached us. The oldest specimens known are the inscriptions of Aśoka which date from the middle of the IIIrd cent. B.C. and are, in consequence, about eighty years later after the end of the Persian administration. We can, consequently, know nothing of the relations between the learned of India and the functionaries of Irano-Babylon. At least we have the proof, in the existence of the Arameo-Indian script itself, that these relations were effective, because the adaptation of the Aramaic alphabet to Indian languages is the result of a savant effort and supposes the intervention of competent grammarians.

This fact is pregnant with consequences. In 525, a few years before the conquest of Sindh by Darius, Cambyses had conquered Egypt and there also had been installed the

same administration of the Aramaic language as had been the case in India. By means of this step, the Achaemenians had thrown a bridge of Mesopotamian culture between Egypt and India. The big unit formed by the Persian empire had been sufficiently coherent to enable numerous exchanges between its farthest parts. Historians have not always justly appreciated the organisation of this empire. As has been very well pointed out by Sylvain Lévi, "We have taken up the cause of Greece, espoused, exaggerated its just grudges; the Persians are the vanquished and the Barbarians".  

It is true that they have not imposed, not even powerfully spread in their territories a civilisation which was specifically and exclusively Iranian. But they have created political unity transcending races and religions. It is to the glory of Cyrus and Darius that they tolerated the beliefs of their subjects and this toleration has favoured the flowering and the exchange of thought. On the side of syncretisms (all of them have not been happy though) this has given rise to a large interchange of ideas where all the tributary people could bring in theirs and obtain those of others.

The Greeks had put in many products of their genius and had been easily able to draw therefrom many new suggestions or precious knowledge. The King of Lydia, Cresus, had conquered the Greek establishments of Asia Minor towards 560 and Lydia fell to Cyrus in 546. Ionia did not remain a peaceful subject of the Persians for long. It revolted from 499 to 494. The Persians sacked the Ionian towns and the bloody battles were not conducive to activating intellectual exchanges. Those which could take place with the Greece of Europe were also undoubtedly compromised by wars. But a large number of Greeks did, at that time, espouse the cause of the Persians and the conflicts between peoples did not hinder the activity of scientific and philosophical speculation. Moreover, the war was not continual. Miletus having taken the oath to Cyrus, stayed for some time, in perfect peace with the Achaemenians (Herodotus, I,169) and some of the most notable of its children, like Hekateus were the partisans of an entente with the Persians. Moreover, the war itself was sometimes the occasion of deport-

2 Herodotus, I, 26-27.
ing captives who, humanely treated in exile, could take the ideas of their country far. After the occupation of revolted Miletus in 496, a contingent of Milesian prisoners was first led to Susa, and then settled on the Erythrean sea at the mouth of the Tigris (Herodotos, VI, 20). The epoch of these wars is precisely that of the philosophers of Ionia. Thales and Anaximander flourished at the time when Cresus subjected Ionia. Anaximenes died in 525; Heraclitus wrote a little after 478; Anaxagoras, born in Asia Minor, at Clazomenes, lived chiefly at Athens but came back to end his days in Asia Minor, at Lampascus, towards 428. At the boundary of the Persian empire or incorporated therein, Ionia in its essential period of intellectual activity, has remained a part both of the Asian world and the Hellenic world. Its radiance reached both of them. It is difficult for us to believe that the Ionian thinkers have had no influence from the side of orient and that they remained blind and deaf to all that came from that side. India was not unknown to Miletus. One of its illustrious citizens, Hekateus, towards 500 B.C., possessed information concerning the geography and the peoples of India; the little fragments of his work that have been preserved for us show it to us directly. Unceasing relations, chiefly maritime, had put Ionia in contact with all the insular and the riverain people of the Mediterranean, especially with Egypt. Thales whose ancestors, according to Herodotos, were of Phoenician origin\(^1\) and Heraclitus are often considered as having acquired important knowledge in Egypt.\(^2\) As regards Thales, Tannery even thought that he had acquired the means of forecasting eclipses in Egypt and that, as this means was rather Chaldean, possibly the Egyptians had borrowed it from the Chaldeans, before the time of Thales.\(^3\) But Tannery forgot that Lydia, to which the motherland of Thales was then subject, was of Mesopotamian culture. This fact renders useless the hypothesis of an intervention of the Egyptians, at least for

---

\(^1\) I, 170. Modern authors have seldom noticed this fact. Many have sought to combat it. However Th. Gomperz has remarked that their objections only prove that probably Herodotos may have been mistaken, but it is unlikely that the Greeks had, without any motive, given a foreign origin to one of their great men. (Les penseurs de la Grèce, French trans., p. 76, f.n. 2).


\(^3\) ibid., p. 62.
a loan of the Chaldean astronomy. The exchanges take place not only in particularly suitable countries; the political state of the Mediterranean Orient made them possible everywhere and in all directions.

They took place equally with the Greek colonies of Italy, of Sicily and of Cyrenaica. We know the precise circumstances of the historical relations about which we do not know positively whether they ended in intellectual exchanges but which, at least, offered the requisite conditions for the establishment of such exchanges. This is how at the beginning of the reign of Darius, in the same epoch when the Great King was having the lower course of the Indus reconnoitred by the Greek Skylax, a part of the inhabitants of Barka in Cyrenaica\(^1\) was abducted and transported to Bactriana where lands were allotted to them for founding a new Barka (Herodotos, IV, 204). The presence, at the end of the Vth cent B.C., of Greeks or of men of Greek culture in India or at the gates of India is thus well attested. The deportees of Barka, of course, never came back to the West but they could have brought western ideas to India. Skylax, for his part, came back from his voyage and wrote a report thereof, which has unfortunately not reached us. Herodotos (III, 125-127) has also recounted the story of the doctor of Crotona, Demokedes.\(^2\) This doctor who accompanied Polycrates, the tyrant of Samos, when the latter was drawn towards an ambush at Magnesia by the Persian Oretes, was made a prisoner and sent to Susa in 522 B.C. A little later, Darius, suffering from an ankle-sprain and not finding himself any better after eight days of treatment by the Egyptian doctors, was informed of the presence and of the qualities as doctor of Demokedes; the latter was then forced to treat Darius. The doctor was successful and remained, although against his will,

---

\(^1\) At Cyrene flourished an important medical school but chiefly a little later, in the Vth century, cf., M. Wellmann, ‘Alkmaion von Kroton’, *Archeion*, XI, 1929, p. 156. Herodotos says that at one time the Crotonians were considered as first among doctors and those of Cyrene as second (I, 131).

\(^2\) Suidas, under the word *dimokhydis*, says that his father had been the priest of Asklepios at Cnida and Jamblique makes a Pythagorean of him (*Vie de Pytha.*, 357), cf. A. Gotze, “Persische Weisheit in Griechischem Gewande”, in *Zeit. fur Ind. und. Ir.*, p. 97, who rightly notes the importance of the presence of three doctors in India for the history of medical communications between Iran and the Hellenic world.
attached to Darius. Having, later on, cured the queen Atossa of a suppurated ailment in the chest, he succeeded in making her to persuade Darius to send him under escort to reconnoitre Greece in view of an invasion. There he succeeded in escaping from the Persians and re-entered Crotona where he married the daughter of the famous athlete Milon. He sent word of this marriage to Darius because, says Herodotos, the name of Milon was, at that time, very well-known in the Persian court. Suidas says that he wrote a book on medicine.

Demokedes was certainly an eminent doctor although his cures at the court of Persia have probably been more fortunate than difficult. The sprain of Darius, painful as it naturally is during the first days, was not very serious, otherwise it could not have been rapidly cured as is said to have been the case by Herodotos. Undoubtedly Demokedes was lucky to have been called in a little before the normal attenuation of painful phenomena, but it is certain that the medical school of Crotona, the town of athletes, had specialised in the treatment of traumatisms and that Demokedes had personally acquired a great renown in the Hellenic world before he got attached to Polycrates. He was, therefore, capable of spreading in Iran Greek medical knowledge of great value as also of learning foreign theories and methods.\(^1\) As he was able to come back to Crotona and was probably able to write there, he could have made known the Oriental data and techniques. The Achaemenian Court was certainly a meeting place for intellectual exchanges as reports from all the satrapies converged there and as the story of Demokedes himself tells us about Egyptian doctors and a Greek one assembled there. Moreover, relations between Susa and Crotona existed independently of the chance captivity of Demokedes at Susa as, according to Herodotos, Milon was well known in the Iranian Court.

Two other Greek doctors have been employed by the Achaemenians. It is known that according to a legend and certain texts, which are very probably apocryphal\(^2\), Hippocrates had refused the parents of Artaxerxes, who had ordered him to

---

come for fighting against an epidemic, but Appollonides of Cos practised in the Court of Artaxerxes from the beginning of the reign of this prince, even if he had not been there before him. In fact, he cured Megabyze, wounded during the troubles which followed the failure of the conspiracy of Artaban against Artaxerxes in 464, seven months after the assassination of Xerxes which took place during the summer of 465. He had more time than Demokedes to propagate Greek medicine in Iran, but did not return to his country. He was shamefully executed in 440 for having seduced Amytis, the widow of Megabyze, under the pretence of curing her of an hysterical disease.

Lastly Ktesias of Cnidus, who has narrated these facts, was for a long time the doctor of Artaxerxes II and is said to have ended his days in his own country. He has remained famous by the fragments of his writings preserved by Photius and one of which was specially devoted to India. This work is of little value, in so far as it has reached us, because it is full of fables, but its existence positively guarantees that which was rendered, a priori, probable by the state itself of the Achaemenian empire, that is to say, that information concerning India could reach the Greeks by the intermediary of Iran. If the information of Ktesias is fantastic, it does not follow that nothing serious could have been then brought from India. Ktesias is not a critical author—the fragments of his work on Persia prove this point—he is certainly responsible for having listened to fables. Besides, Photius has been able to choose in his work the most extraordinary allegations and leave aside data which were truer but less striking. It is not doubtful, however, that the functionaries of the satrapies of Gandhara and of Sindh could bring nothing but the marvellous to the Achaemenian Court.

It may be stated that the facilities offered by the great unity of the Achaemenian empire to the cultural exchanges between India and the West have proved to be of little effect. A serious error of Herodotos incidentally proves it. The Father of history was a Greek of Asia, he hailed from Halicarnassus, in Caria.

---

1 Ktesias, Persica, 30.
2 ibid., 42.
which was under the Persians. He lived from approximately 480 to 425. A great traveller and a man of great learning, he knew things Iranian and Egyptian particularly well. He was therefore seemingly well-placed for having exact information concerning the Mesopotamian sciences then in use in the Persian empire administered by the functionaries of Babylonian culture. He says, nevertheless, that the Babylonians have no doctors, that among them the sick are exhibited in the public place and that the passers-by give them advice according to their experience (I, 197). His information presents on this point an enormous lacuna; we possess a large number of the fragments of the medical literature of Babylonia\(^1\) and the code of Hammurabi had already, towards 2000 B.C., fixed the fees of the doctors and the punishments they incurred in case of default.\(^2\)

Badly informed of the social life and of the state of science at Babylon, Herodotos’ knowledge of farther India is, generally speaking, still worse. This leads to the consequence that, in the Greek world of Asia, one was not generally and regularly well-informed on all that touched the peoples of the Persian empire. It does not follow in the least that it was impossible to have occasionally precise information concerning the ideas of their peoples.

Herodotos himself fortuitously gives us the proof that under the Achaemenians Greeks and Indians could meet and know the ideas of each other. He describes (III, 38) how Darius, one day, asked the Greeks, his subjects, if they could force themselves to nourish themselves on the dead bodies of their relations. The reply was, as was to be expected, that they would never do it. Thereupon Darius confronted the Indians called Kalatiai,\(^3\)


\(^2\) Ibid., pp. 30-45.

\(^3\) Hekateus of Miletus also mentions the Kalatiai. The word can refer to some people of the North-West because Megasthenes has, later on, reported that the inhabitants of the Indian Caucasus ate the dead bodies of their relations (Strabo, XV, 1, 56). Herodotos himself attributes an analogous custom to the Padaioi (III, 99). After having summarily described the customs of another category of Indians, he adds that those of whom he has talked are black in colour, farther from the Persians towards the centre and who have never been the subjects of Darius. If these latter details relate to the Padaioi as also to the Indians mentioned after them, these Padaioi have nothing in common with the Kalatiai, except for a similarity of customs. From then onwards it is difficult to recognise, as Lassen has claimed to do after
who had the custom of eating their relations. They showed as much indignation as the Greeks when Darius asked them about the amount of money which could persuade them to burn the dead bodies of their relations. An interpreter, Herodotos specifies, was explaining to the Greeks all that was being said on both sides. Such conferences and conversations with the help of interpreters evidently facilitated the exchange of ideas. Therefore it is not only the voyagers like Skylax who could have learnt something about India and could have carried Hellenic notions of the same. The Greek doctors of Susa could have found themselves in a position to communicate with the Indians, of whom many, at that time, were more cultured than the Kalatiai cannibals. And, in a more general way, to enable the intellectual contacts among the peoples of the Persian empire to be more efficacious, it was sufficient to have suggestions and points of general information to pass from one country to another. It was not in the least necessary that the corpus of entire doctrines had to be carried and taught with a popular repercussion so that the memory of the same could not have failed to reach us.

On the other hand, and above all, it should be observed that precise enquiries which help us to obtain deep knowledge are often those which take place without much noise and we have the proof that such enquiries have been made on India inside the Persian administration. Strabo tells us that one of the rare authors for whom he has great regard among those who have written on India following the expedition of Alexander, namely, Patrocles\(^1\) had said that the companions of Alexander had only an extremely superficial knowledge of India, whereas Alexander himself could have been better informed, as he had got detailed descriptions from people knowing the country well. Patrocles was able to see these reports as an act of special favour by the treasurer Xenocrates (II, 1, 6). These exact reports were therefore secret or at least were not written for being circulated and largely known. Their authors being men

---

\(^1\) Named also by Pliny (VI, 21) as the admiral of Seleukos and of Antiochos Soter.
who knew the country were not the Greeks brought by Alexander. They were, in all probability, the functionaries of Achaemenians who had passed under the authority of the conqueror, come to take possession of the satrapies administered by them. Their reports must have been devoted more to the geographical, economic and political conditions than to Indian thought but they could not have ignored the latter and they were in a position to give information regarding the same to the Greeks. It is through men of this type that scientific ideas have been easily able to pass through the Achaemenian Empire and reach the Greeks of the Orient. Moreover, it is quite possible that some of these men were Greeks and had been in the service of the Persians in India for a long time, because, before conquering Sindh, Darius had sent Skylax there.

It is certainly through them rather than through the soldiers, or even the philosophers who accompanied them in their march, that theoretical data on science could have been transported. Even a philosopher cannot always collect useful information only by chance encounters during his passage. Onesikritos gives us an example of the same. Sent by Alexander to talk with the gymnosophists, he was able to have a sufficiently important conversation with them, but it became necessary for him to abandon the idea of knowing their thoughts fully because it was necessary to have recourse to three successive interpreters.¹ Men conversant with the country could have informed him more effectively about the ideas of these gymnosophists than the latter themselves encountered in passing.

Besides, it is not excluded that Indians themselves may have sometimes established themselves in Greek lands for a sufficiently long time for having been able to disseminate among the learned some of their ideas. We have, on this subject, a text whose authenticity is not ordinarily admitted but which does deserve to be examined.

¹ Strabo, XV, 1, 64. Onesikritos has nevertheless drawn from this conversation certain data which are interesting even for us today. This is how he has understood a legend according to which the earth was at first covered with food but this food disappeared as a punishment for the insolence of human beings. A similar legend is found much later in texts like the Mahavastu, ed. Senart, I, pp. 338 ff. The report of Onesikritos teaches us usefully that this legend existed in the IVth century B.C.
Mr. Bréhier, Mr. Bidez and Father Festugiére have drawn attention to an extract of Aristoxyenes of Tarentum, quoted after Aristocles by Eusebes in his Préparation évangélique (XI, 3, 8). Aristoxyenes, who lived towards 320-300, had narrated how an Indian who used to see Socrates at Athens, made fun of him one day when he learnt that Socrates did research on human life, saying that it was impossible to understand things human as long as things divine were ignored. If Socrates had thus been able to communicate with an Indian philosopher in Athens, it would have been quite natural for Plato to have knowledge of the medical doctrines of India which are evoked in his Timaeus by so many characteristic resemblances. But this piece is considered as presenting a purely imaginary anecdote. The possibility of the presence at Athens of an Indian before 399, the date of the death of Socrates, that is to say, more than seventy years before Alexander, had opened the Indian world to the knowledge of the Hellenes, does not seem to have been found worthy of examination. The only effort made has been to find out the reasons as to why such encounters between Greek and Oriental sages have been evoked.

In fact, the dialogues between Greek and Oriental sages were numerous and appear during certain periods in Greek literature; they should be considered together as has been done by the Father Festugiére and there is every reason to think that the majority of them, far from having been composed on the basis of original documents giving an account of real dialogues have been forged, in imitation of one another, during those periods when the vogue of the Orient called for placing the Greek and Oriental sagacity side by side. Similarly the hypothesis of the Father Festugiére (p. 35) that in the Orientalist circles to which he belonged, Aristoxyenes thought of India, then better known thanks to the expedition of Alexander, is quite likely. In fact it is quite certain that during the time of Aristoxyenes, India was quite in the news, this was approximately the time when Seleukos had sent Megasthenes to the court of Candragupta. But Father Festugiére adds that the anecdote of

---

Socrates and the Indian, the result of the presence of the sage of India and of the sage of Greece "is already in favour of the Oriental wisdom, following a fashion which will prevail later during the Greako-Roman epoch", and he refers on this subject to his book, *La Révélation d'Hermès Trismégiste*, wherein he has studied the vogue of Oriental wisdom during the first centuries of the Christian era following the decline of ancient rationalism. On this point, however, one should hesitate to follow him. A fashion cannot be active several centuries before its existence; in order to link up the invention made by Aristoxenes of a dialogue between Socrates and an Indian with the Orientalist infatuation seen during the Greako-Roman period, it should be supposed that in reality the fashion reputed to be that of this period had commenced much earlier. But in the attention paid by the Greeks to the Oriental doctrines must one explain everything by simple fashions. There is, in any case, another point of view where the Orientalist finds himself quite naturally placed and we should stop a moment to see what can be discovered through this point of view.

When a Greek text refers to the Orient, the first job of the Orientalist is to find out whether what is alleged is exact. If it is found to be false, it follows automatically that we are dealing with a text of fantasy and the reasons that prompted the author to write it, should be looked for only in the preoccupations of the author himself or those of his circle. Things become altogether different if the indications regarding the Orient found in the text are found to be correct. Then the reasons of the author should not be sought only in his ideas or in those of his nation as the real influence of foreign thought on him is evident. Now on examining the facts regarding the wisdom of Indians found in various works or in the dialogues claiming to present Indians, it is perceived that they are generally exact; therefore, it can be said that the vogue of the Orient among the Greeks has not been solely due, in so far as India is concerned, to a purely internal evolution of ideas but it is due to a real contribution made by true facts. We have already had the occasion to show the same elsewhere *a propos* of the texts of the-

---

first centuries of the Christian era. We can today give a new example of the same, concerning the anecdote of Aristoxenes studied here.

In his article quoted above, Gréce et sages orientaux, Father Festugiére has made a rapprochement between the opinion credited to the Indian in the anecdote of Aristoxenes, that things human cannot be understood without knowing things divine, the theory of the Ist Alcibiades that knowing one’s soul is to discover God and the assertion put in the mouth of the Brahmin Iarchas, in the Life of Appllionos of Tyana, that all knowledge depends on the knowledge of oneself and that to know oneself is to know God (p.38). These concordant opinions have appeared to him to be inseparable and he asks himself if the remarks ascribed to Iarchas did not derive from the idea expressed in the Ist Alcibiades, which could have been well known to Philostratos, the author of the life of Appllionos. This would be quite probable if India had been an imaginary country; in that case, the Greek authors could not but have sought inspiration from one another for talking of India. But the idea reported to have been expressed by the Indian of Aristoxenes and that of Philostratos is in conformity with the chief doctrine of the Upaniṣads according to which supreme knowledge consists in the identity of the ātman, the self with Brahman, God. The passages of Aristoxenes and Philostratos agree between themselves because they refer to the same truth and if Philostratos lends to a conventional Brahmin a veritable Indian doctrine, it is in no way because he was inspired by the Ist Alcibiades. From then on there is no problem of filiation between the three texts put near one another. Two of them echo the true information that came from India. Only the third, the passage of the Platonist dialogue, because of its concordance with others poses a problem, namely, that of finding out how this dialogue contains an idea which is found to be a classical idea of the Brahmanical philosophy elsewhere.

We will not let ourself be led into examining this last problem here, but this example shows that Greek assertions concerning India, even on the most fictitious stage like that of

---

the *Life of Apollonios* are not necessarily pure fantasy and the opinion ascribed to the Indian interlocutor of Socrates in the anecdote of Aristoxenes is an authentic Indian opinion. One cannot therefore *a priori* reject this anecdote of the Indian and Socrates, as one would have had to do if Aristoxenes had credited his Indian with impossible views. It is, besides, quite natural that Aristoxenes, writing towards the epoch of the expedition of Alexander, was able to have a correct notion of the words that could be ascribed to an Indian philosopher. But the fact remains that he wrote precisely at a time when attention had been drawn towards India and when the conditions, under which knowledge about it was obtained, were well-known. He could not have, at such a time, evoked the presence of an Indian philosopher at Athens a century earlier, if it had been thought that such a presence was impossible before the great events of the conquest which then took place. It is, therefore, not very important whether the anecdote of Socrates and the Indian sage is true or false; even if false, it guarantees that towards the end of the IVth century B.C., it was known in the Hellenic world that Indians knowing the doctrines of their country had been able to visit Greece for a long time, just as the Greeks had been going to India. It is, therefore, in no way impossible that Plato had knowledge of the Indian medical theory before he explained the one which is near it and which he does not seem to have borrowed from the known schools of Greek medicine.

Indices furnished by chance positively tell us on the other hand that Indian data on medicine had been received in the Greek medical circles where an Hippocratic manual namely *On Woman's Diseases* had been elaborated; this manual being quite generally considered as Cnidian.

In this manual (I, 81, Littré, Vol. VIII, p. 203) is prescribed an ingredient used in the composition of a pessary, the "Indian medicine (variant-Median), which is for the eyes and which is called pepper (*peperi*)". The same prescription is found with slight variations in the manual *On the Nature of Woman* (32, Littré, Vol. VII, p. 365). In this latter passage, Littré has adopted *midikhoi* in his text and indicates the variant *endikhoi*; in the other he has adopted *indikhoi* and gives as variants *midikhoi* and *mildikhoi*. It is not doubtful that in the two
cases, the correct readings be indikhol, "Indian", because peperi is a derived form of the name of the pepper from Sanskrit pippali (or pippali) and that pepper is an Indian product and not a Median one. One can even specify that it does not refer to pepper in general but to "long pepper" which is denoted by pippali, excluding the "round pepper", because the two Greeks just now quoted by us immediately add the mention of the "round" one (strongulu). Moreover, the indication that the medicine in question is meant for the eyes agrees very well with the teaching of the classical Indian medicine which frequently includes pippali in its formulae of collyriae.1 Last of all, two other passages of the book, On Woman's Diseases, confirm that one should read "Indian" and not "Median" and one of them enables us to explain the wrong reading while giving a precious indication.

First of all a pessary similar to the preceding ones is prescribed where the "Indian medicine" is included as one of the elements, without being named this time, and for this indication there is no variation (II, 358, Littré, VIII, p. 337). The second passage (ibid., 205, p. 395) again gives a similar formula where the Indian substance re-appears; about this substance, here it is said that "the Persians call it peperi" and there is inside it something round called murtidanon. The variant Median for "Indian" can come in only after an unhappy effort at correction is made, under the impression that the drug belonged to the Persians from whom its name had been received, but the passage says specifically, without giving any variant, that the drug is Indian, although the name given to it may have been Persian. In fact the name is also Indian but it is true that in the form of peperi, it is Persian, as was earlier noted by Lassen, r in Iranian standing for l in Indian.2 It follows therefore that this product along with indications concerning its medical usage passed through the Persian empire to reach the Greeks.

The same manual On Woman's Diseases also mentions another Indian formula for dentifrice (II, 185, Littré, Vol. VIII

---

1 Suśr, Uttaratantra, XI, 11; XV, 29, XVII, 4, 6, 14, 18, 21, 22, etc. In these passages in verse the name of pippali is often replaced metri causa by various synonyms.

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN GREECE AND INDIA

p. 367), which has the characteristic of having been offered along with a precept of general alimentary hygiene; to eat little and to partake of only substantial things. This characteristic is part of the tradition of Indian medicine, which has always been careful to regulate the use of food as much as the use of drugs.

The presence of Indian data in the Hippocratic Collection, consciously received as such proves that at least indirect communication of Greek and Indian medical sciences had been realised during the elaboration of certain elements of this Collection. These communications must have commenced before the time of Alexander, to which the basis of the large part of these texts is anterior. However, in view of the state of extreme uncertainty of Hippocratic chronology, it will be imprudent to peremptorily affirm that the passages noted by us as referring to Indian remedies have not been written much later. It remains true, nevertheless, that the certainty of Indian influence on the texts On Woman’s Diseases and On the Nature of Woman brings in the possibility of a similar influence on the other texts such as the one On Breaths and that what is said of the Indian medicine péperi leads one to think that it has been known to the Greeks through the Persians and therefore this knowledge did not have the need to wait for the expedition of Alexander.

Moreover, we need not limit ourselves to a vague indication when we invoke the passage of an Indian product across the Persian empire, because an old and regular commercial route between India and the West is described for us by Strabo and Pliny and probably, in general, enough attention has not been paid to the consequences arising out of the existence of this path of communication.

In fact, Strabo (II, 1, 15) indicates that Indian goods used to arrive easily after being transported by the Oxus up to Hyrcania, that is to say, in the region of the Caspian, the region where they spread by means of the rivers right up to the Bridge. Pliny gives the details of transit on this route. The goods of the Oxus are routed by the Icare into the Caspian (Now the Oxus flows into the sea of Aral, but its ancient bed has been found), from where they are taken to the Cyrus. Thereafter they are transported by land up to the Phase, a tributary of the Euxine, in, at the most, five days. It is true that
Pliny, while describing this itinerary (VI, 19, 2) says that Varron, from whom he has borrowed this information declares that it has been gathered under Pompei, during the war of Mithridates. The information of Pliny thus goes only upto 66 B.C., but Strabo, whom Pliny has not quoted and who drew from other sources, has specifically indicated these sources in a second reference made to the same route (XI, 7, 3); they are Aristobulos, who participated in the expedition of Alexander and Patrocles, the informant who had access to secret documents established for Alexander and about whom Pliny tells us that, as the admiral of Seleukos and of Antiochos Soter, he made a periplus of the Caspian Sea (VI, 21). As nothing enables us to suppose that the route from India to the Euxine was opened to commerce precisely by the expedition of Alexander, it is clear that it has been established earlier and it became known to the Western people only on this occasion.

One could, therefore, under the Achaemenians, pass from India to Greece not only by reaching Ionia through the south or the centre of Asia Minor, but also by the Euxine and Thrace and it will be convenient to remind oneself of this fact while studying the possible connections between the doctrines of India and those of Orphism, connections held not as improbable by some critics but which they envisage as only across Iran.¹

However it may be, other ways were also open for the passage from India to the Hellenic world. We know, from the time of Herodotos, that Cinnamon was brought up to there (III, 111), and as it refers, in all probability to cinnamon-bark, it should have been brought from Indian seas. The same text On Woman's Diseases which, several times, mentions the Indian pepper also knows the cinnamon (II, 187) and similarly the text On the Nature of Women (34, Littré, VII, p. 373). But Herodotos also indicates that it was brought by the Arabs and he did not know from where they drew it. On this point he merely repeats the tales about which Pliny has said that they were fabricated without any basis in order to make the most of the rarity of the commodity. It is therefore improbable that

information regarding Indian ideas could have reached Greece by the route of the cinnamon, as this route became really known to the Westerners only towards the beginning of the Christian era.\textsuperscript{1} Elsewhere again the voyage from India to Egypt which was accomplished by Skylax, starting from the mouth of the Indus, as a prelude to the Achaemenian conquest of Sindh, has been accomplished again, but on this subject we do not possess precise and sure evidence.

In any case, we see that sure paths and intermediaries, i.e., Greeks in the service of the Persians, being the functionaries of the Achaemenians who dominated both the Greek and the Indian lands, and may be Indians also, were there for assuring scientific communication between India and Greece before Alexander. Undoubtedly they did not suffice for making India largely known to the Greek public, nor did they suffice for making Greece known to the Indian public, but they were easily able to carry across the notions on which minds on both sides, whether by conscientious emulation or not, marked. This is the explanation of why there are, between Indian and Greek medicines, so very particular and precise similarities which are not easy to ascribe to chance. This is again why we come across, both in Greece and India, so many similar speculations during the same moments. If the two worlds, while knowing each other only in a vague manner, have brought the level of their science to the same level, it is because they communicated with each other on the under-side.\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{2} While terminating this work, I have to express my thanks to all those who have been kind enough to take interest in it and to favour it with their criticism and advice, especially Messrs E. Benveniste, J. Bloch, A. Foucher and L. Renou who know all that I owe them on this occasion as on many others. I also have to thank the Centre national de la recherche scientifique and the Imprimerie Nationale who have been kind enough to undertake the printing and publication of this book. (in French)
APPENDIX

ACCADIAN, GREEK AND INDIAN MEDICAL PROGNOSTICS

A recent publication of Mr. René Labat, *Traité akkadien de diagnostiques et pronostics médicaux* has considerably enriched our knowledge of Mesopotamian medicine. It has a particular significance for the general history of science because of the light it throws on one of the oldest medical traditions and due to the point of comparison furnished by it, as regards other ancient medical traditions, which can be linked with it or which have at least been developed only a little later.

The collection edited and translated by Mr. Labat had a large circulation in Mesopotamia; this is proved by the variety of the sources of fragments constituting the same. This fact alone shows that the work represents a tradition which was recognised everywhere and which was, consequently, quite old. The analogy with other technical collections has enabled Mr. Labat to accept as probable the fact that the composition of the work could possibly go back to the Hamurabbian period and more probably to the end of the Kassite era. But the majority of the tablets, which acquaint us with the manual, were written on the orders of Assurbanipal (668-627 B.C.), an older one going back to the reign of Mardukapaliddin of Babylonia (721-710 B.C.) and a more recent one being dated in the eleventh year of Artaxerxes, that is, in 453 (pages xiv, 212-213, tablet 35). Regardless, therefore, of the original antiquity of the manual, we have to deal with teachings which were in vigour in Mesopotamia from the VIIIth to Vth centuries B.C. This is the period of the beginning of Greek medicine and it is contemporary with that of the Vedic and Brahmanic elaboration of Indian doctrinal medicine. One could, therefore, ask oneself if there is any analogy between such Mesopotamian teaching and the two great

medical traditions of antiquity, of which one was born in the East in India and the other in the West, in the basin of Eastern Mediterranean. Mr. Labat has himself looked for the analogies of the manual in Greek medicine and we are here going to look for the same in Indian medicine.

But before presenting us with analogies with these two medical systems, the Mesopotamian shows up a striking difference. Whereas the former are characterised by an effort at constructing rational theories aiming at an explanation of physiological and pathological states, the Mesopotamian does not show itself under a theoretical form. It does not, however, follow that it had never known any theory. The absence of theories in documents that have reached us could have been due to the extreme rarity of doctrinal works. Everywhere and in all the periods, the practical medical literature, the collections of usual data for diagnosis, prognostics and treatment are much more numerous and more widespread than dogmatic works; it is, therefore, the former that have more chances of being found when the tradition is dead and is revealed only by the chance-discovery in excavations. Whatever it be, in the particular case of Mesopotamian medicine, we know it only by the collections meant for the use of the practitioner and not for that of the theoretician.

However, the practical teachings of Accad are methodically arranged; they show a great effort of regular observation and of rational classification and are well-suited for being compared with more elaborate teachings which have reached us more completely, i.e., those of Greece and India.

The Accadian manual published by Mr. Labat consists of five parts. The first gives a series of prognostics drawn from signs observed by the exorcist when he goes to the house of the patient. It refers, therefore, as has been noted by Mr. Labat, more to divination concerning the patient than to medicine. The type of indications is as follows: “If, in the street, he (the exorcist) sees a potsherd planted (in the earth), anxiety will not approach that patient”. Or “If he sees a table for offerings (?), the patient in question has been seized by some charm, he will remain ill and then die” (Table I, 2-3). In the latter case a diagnosis concerning the medical origin of the disease precedes the prognostics. This first part, designated according to its com-
mencing words, *When the exorcist goes to the house of the patient*, also carries the enigmatic designation of *Sick Muscles*.

The second part, *When thou approachest a patient*, after reminding the doctor of the necessity, for his personal safety, of performing a prophylactic charm prealably, enumerates the signs presented by the patient at the time of the doctor’s approach and which reveal the origin of the disease, most often due to the “hand” of such and such a divinity, which has put itself over the sick person. For example: “If he is ‘struck’ in the cranium: the ‘hand’ of Papsukkal... If, being ‘struck’ in the cranium, his ears do not hear: the ‘hand of Istar’” (Table III, 9-10). The prognostic often follows or is given alone, without a prealable diagnosis.

This part, written according to a prototype of Babylonia, is, properly speaking, an *aide-mémoire* of semiology, enumerating the symptoms, organwise, going from the head to the feet and indicating their significance. Most of the time, it is a case of isolated symptoms and its medical value is nil. It will be even difficult to believe that the Mesopotamian doctors could have preserved, for a long time, in their traditional lists of significative symptoms indications such as these: “If his nose is cold: he will die” (Table VI, 3) or: “If the tip of his nose is yellow, he will die” (ibid., 25). One should suppose that probably some complementary oral instruction existed or that the indications furnished by parallel manuals specified the conditions in which similar symptoms could become significant. Besides, these conditions are indicated in certain cases: they are constituted by the presence of other symptoms associated with the one referring to the part of the body in question, that is to say, in the existence of clinical entities or syndromes of recognised individuality. Here the manual does assume a really medical character distinguishing it from the collections of divination. For example, certain crises of convulsion are described in these terms: “If the neck of the patient continuously turns towards right, if his hands and his feet are clenched (?), if his eyes are closed and upturned, if slaver flows out of his mouth, if he snores: that is a crisis of high disease (*antasubbū*)” (Table X, 1). There are even indications of differential diagnosis, because the text immediately adds: “If, when seized by the crisis, he remains conscious: it is sure; if (on the contrary),
at the time of the seizure by the crisis, he becomes unconscious: that is not sure". This distinction, as has been ably noted by Mr. Labat, appears to refer to the differential diagnosis of epilepsy and other crises of convulsion, the loss of consciousness being characteristic in epilepsy. In any case, the still more characteristic symptom, regarding the absence of the memory of the epileptic accident, is not indicated and the given description nowhere constitutes a complete and general tableau of the disease. Descriptions of this type prove that certain diseases were the object of efforts for nosological individualisation and not that these efforts had been in an advanced stage among the Mesopotamians as they had been a little later, among the Greeks and the Indians.

In the third part, prognostics are drawn from the observations of symptoms during the first day of sickness and the moments when changes take place in the disease. Moreover, in this part the first efforts at drawing clinical pictures reputedly characteristic of the action of various gods or demons reappear. Diverse prognostics are added thereto in accordance with the psychical state of the subject and, eventually etiological indications also (for example, the fever due to dryness, Table XXIII, 29).

The fourth part, extremely mutilated, depicts the multiple forms of the "malignant attack" (mitsittu), diseases provoked by various demons, the malignant transformation of certain diseases under a determined influence and the magical therapeutics meant to combat them. Lastly it indicates the prognostics resulting from the nature of the various hallucinations of the patient.

The fifth part, which has reached us in an extremely incomplete state, deals with women and young children, specially with the prognostics concerning the sex of a child to be born and his chances of life. It also discusses the conditions of delivery and the sentiments to be shown in future by the child to his mother; this rather belongs to divination than medicine.

Mr. Labat has then compared the Accadian and Greek prognostics, noting in the Hippocratic Collection as also in the Accadian literature, the existence of works specially dealing with prognostics, diagnosis being less mixed up with prognostics among the Greeks. Certain similarities of detail appear, but
there are also big differences. Mr. Labat thinks that the personal action of Hippocrates has eliminated from Greek medicine, many teachings which could have borne the traces of Babylonian heritage (p. xlii). [This marked a great step forward.] One may also think that Greek medicine developed entirely out of the important influence of Babylonia. However, in the domain of the veterinary art, not turned upside down by the intervention of a Hippocrates, Mr. Labat notices closer concordances with the Accadian manual, specially in the listing of the enunciation of prognostics, although these latter were not gathered together in special manuals.

It is certain that the chapters on prognostics in the Hippocratic Collection show certain gifts of clinicians which are entirely different from those seen in the Accadian manual. The impression that one is in the presence of the results of a personal medical experience and not that of a repertory of traditional data, is confirmed by the eventual reference to the cases of patients who are designated by name and are, in consequence, personally examined or whose observation has, at least, been personally known (Prorrhétique, I, 27, 32, 34, 72, 99, 104, 119). In any case, the personal twist thus given to the teaching of prognostics, does not efface the analogy of the general structure of certain Greek manuals with the Accadian text. This is how, as has been remarked by Mr. Labat (p. xxxviii), the Prénotions de Cos catalogue organwise the symptoms, having the value of prognostics, in a manner sufficiently similar to the second part of the Accadian manual.

It could be claimed that this analogy does not have much interest, as any doctor desirous of enumerating symptoms could be tempted to do so organwise, beginning from the head. But precisely it is already remarkable that on both sides, in the Accadian medical literature and also in the Greek medical literature, similar enumerations have been constituted. The study of medical data put in such a form, does not form part of a method necessary for medical teaching wherever it be given and the instinct of the clinician not influenced by a mode of explanation which had been traditional before him, would make him understand his observations in a more natural manner, just as he may have gathered them; that is to say that he would describe the entire disease either in each particular patient or in
a type summing up the common traits of similar morbid developments observed by him. The pre-determined way of listing the signs establishes a good relationship between the Accadian manual and the *Prénotions de Cos*.

The examination of the *Prénotions de Cos* and of other Greek texts seems to be able to enlighten us even regarding this relationship as also concerning certain other peculiarities of the Accadian manual.

After a list of symptoms, largely fatal and of signs showing themselves chiefly in fevers, the *Coan Prognoses* (beginning from 156), concern themselves with local physical signs approximately classified from the head downwards and in association with various other signs. Now certain groups of symptoms are found identically described, almost word by word, in the *Prorrhétique 1*, with additions in this latter text of a reference to a given patient. One may *a priori* suppose either that the author of *Prorrhétique 1*, has borrowed elements from *Prénotions de Cos*, adding thereto the names of the patients where he remembered having seen these symptoms, or that the *Coan Prognoses* or some of them, have been gleaned from the collections of clinical notes like the *Prorrhétique 1*, with clinical references being suppressed, or that the two manuals have drawn from a common source. It is the second hypothesis which is confirmed. It is confirmed by the fact that one of the *Coan Prognoses* (543), coinciding with the propositions of *Prorrhétique 1* includes the reference to the patient, discussed by the corresponding proposition of *Prorrhétique 1* (119), whereas others do not include the same. It appears, therefore, that the editor of *Prénotions de Cos*, as we have them, has had recourse to *Prorrhétique 1*, but habitually leaving aside, except once, personal indications, and this helps us observe the compulsory process of the composition of the semiological collection of the *Coan Prognoses*. By a similar process particular or exceptional clinical observations

---

1 Littré (Vol. V, p. 588), has abusively entitled the series: "Des fièvres considérées comme maladies générales."

2 *Pror. 27-Coa. 2 and 69; Pror. 32-Coa. 194; Pror. 34-Coa. 76; Pror. 99-Coa. 606; Pror. 104-Coa. 257; Pror. 119-Coa. 343 and 543.*

3 Save some orthographic variants the text, on both sides, is identical (cf., Littré, V, pp. 550 and 708) and denotes, following Littré's translation: "In hysterical women, spasms without fever are easy, as among Dorcas".
could have easily found themselves arranged in pair with regular and frequent morbid facts, and one can understand that detached symptoms, and since then without significative values, be on the contrary presented as important signs, beside other really characteristic signs. A recapitulatory registration of clinical data had taken place with a view to a mode of traditional transmission which appears to be quite analogous to the Mesopotamian mode and which, while not naturally imposing itself, could very well have been inspired by the example of the former, extended up to the Persians and which the Oriental Greeks could not have ignored.

The analogy of conditions in which certain propositions of the Accadian manual and certain Coan Prognoses are presented serves, in reality, to simultaneously help us seize a similitude of the compilation of this text and of Prénotions de Cos and explains to us the apparent futility of analogous propositions found on both the sides.

We have taken note, a little earlier, of the Accadian proposition, "If his nose is cold, he will die", and supposed that such indications of prognostic could be held valid only after they had been completed by the knowledge of the conditions of their validity. Now we read in Prénotions de Cos: "Ears cold, transparent and contracted, fatal sign" (188) and exactly like the Accadian manual, here also nothing indicates in the context the clinical table under which this sign can have a value, which evidently it does not have it itself. But Littré in his translation refers to a passage of Prognostics (2, t. II, p. 115), which yields us the key to the enigma posed by the presence, among the Coan Prognoses of a proposition, which in itself is so insignificant and so false. This proposition detaches, simply for classifying it among the symptoms furnished by the ears, a sign, which in the Prognostics, is part of an entire clinical table whose significance is finely discussed over there. It refers to the examination of the face of the patient in serious diseases and not to that of the ears of no matter which subject, as one would have believed on reading only the Coan Prognoses. The comparison of the physiognomy of the patient is to be made with that of normal persons and chiefly with the physiognomy habitual to the patient himself. It is also specified that the patient will have to be asked if he had felt various types of fatigue or debilitating
causes (prolonged-awakening, strong diarrhoea, hunger). It is only when the possibility of these conditions, in themselves capable of producing alarming symptoms, is eliminated that one will relate the symptoms in question to the violence of the trouble and will hold them as really significant of a fatal prognostic. It is only then and when it is associated with the totality of other described signs, that the coldness and the contraction (?) of the ears can take on the value of a fatal sign.

It can thus be seen that studied in isolation and not completed by data as that of Prognostics, Prénotions de Cos will lead to such gross errors in prognostics, under which no medical practice could survive. They suppose, therefore, and the persistent reputation of the Accadian tradition across entire Mesopotamia equally supposes the existence of a complement of teaching such as that of the Prognostics, preserved for us by the Hippocratic Collection, whereas the chance discovery of cuneiform tablets has not yielded us so far, for Mesopotamia, anything equivalent.

It is also to be observed that the collections of the lists of symptoms which could not have, in themselves, sufficed as medical manuals, do not constitute a very natural mode for the fixation of the medical tradition and this can lead one to think that this mode having been habitual in Mesopotamia, it is by means of the Mesopotamian example that it got established among the Greeks, leading among them to compilations like Prénotions de Cos.

We will see that closer analogies of the Accadian text with the aberrant parts of the Indian medical tradition equally lead us to think that the Mesopotamian mode of divinatory prognostication and of the presentation of signs could have been the example on the Eastern side.

The art of diagnosis and of prognostic presents itself in India as a branch of the medical art, much less detached from others than in Mesopotamia. The medical diagnosis and prognostics constitute a part, as is normal in scientific medicine, of nosology and establish themselves in respect of each trouble described in its totality. It is only at a late date that special manuals of prognostic such as the Narapatijayacaryā, A.D. 1232, are met with.¹ But the big classical medical texts

¹ cf., E.G. Kashikar, Indian Medicine by Dr. J. Jolly, translated from
devote full chapters\(^1\) to special collections of symptoms having
the value of prognostics which remind us of the Accadian
manual. As in the latter, which mentions twice more often the
signs of the coming death than the favourable symptoms,
Indian medicine is chiefly attached to the traits of incurability,
the doctor being under the obligation of not taking up the
useless treatment of the incurable\(^2\), although according to
Caraka, he must also refrain, on humanitarian grounds, from
revealing too promptly the gravity of his prognostics (Indr.,
XII, 61, 64).

The external analogies in the methods of the explanation
of this matter, common to Sanskrit texts and to the Accadian
manual, are not rare. The headings are put at the end of
chapters, the colophons resemble those of the Accadian manual.
This first analogy, however, deserves to be noted only for the
sake of memory, because this is the general usage in the entire
Sanskrit literature. Another analogy is somewhat more
remarkable as it refers to a usage, which is not equally wide-
spread in India, though found in the Upaniṣads (Kena, Iṣa), and
which is nowise to be found in any Accadian text. This relates
to the use of the first words of the text as its title.

In the Caraka-saṃhitā, eight out of twelve chapters which
constitute the section, Indriyasthāna, specially devoted to pro-
nostic, have for titles words which begin them or a part of these
words: Chap. I, varṇasvarīyam indriyam, beginning: iha khalu
varṇaś ca svarāś ca ... II, puspitakam indr., beginning: puspam
... IV, indriyāṇikam indr., beginning: indriyāṇi ... V, pūrvarū-
piyam indr., beginning: pūrvarūpiṇī ... VI, katamānī-śarīriyam
indr., beginning: katamāni śarīrami ... VIII, avāksīrśiyam indr.,
beginning: avāksīrā ... IX, yasya-śvāvanimittiyam indr., begin-
nning: yasya śvāve ... XI, anuṣyotīyam indr., beginning: anuṣyotir
... XII, gomayacūrṇīyam indr., beginning: yasya gomayacūrṇā-
bhyām.

The other chapters, without reproducing the initial words in

\(^{1}\) Caraka-saṃhitā, Indriyasthāna, XII Chapters; Bhela-saṃhitā, Indriya-
sthāna, XII Chapters; Sūrata-saṃhitā, Sūrāsthāna, XXIX-XXXIII; Vāg-
bbata, Aṣṭāṅga-saṃgraha, Sār., IX-XII; Aṣṭāṅgahdaya, Sār. V-VI;
Kāśyapa-saṃhitā, Sūr., XXVIII and Indriyasthāna; Hārīta-saṃhitā, 2, II,
V and VIII-IX.

their headings, draw them from the words of commencement. But the method is often employed, even in chapters belonging to other parts of the text, having no similarity with the Accadian collection.

The accounts in Sanskrit frequently resemble the Accadian accounts in the formulae. For example, Caraka, Indriyasthāna, III, enumerates the symptoms of troublesome prognostic in phrases of the following type, which remind us of the Accadian method of presentation:

“If the respiration is too long or brief”, one should know that “his vital breath will go away”.

“When palpated, if the two (lateral) cervical regions do not have the throbbing”, one should know that, “his vital breath will go away”.

“If his teeth are charged white, with gravel on them”, one should know, “that his vital breath will go away.”

But these are merely external analogies which, even when grouped, do not have any significance in themselves. Much more important are the concordances in the tenor of teaching, although they appear along with considerable differences. The most detailed explanation of special Indian prognostics is the one which covers the totality of the twelve chapters of the Indriyasūra of Caraka-samhitā. Their brief analysis and that of similar principal texts will enable us to take up the comparison of their teaching with that of the Accadian text.

The first chapter enumerates the signs to be considered in a patient or with reference to him to know the time left to him for living. The anomaly (vikṛti) of which he is the victim, is of three types: (1) lakṣaṇa-nimitta, “assigned by the types”, that is to say, signified and caused simultaneously by the congenital structural types of the body; (2) lakṣya-nimitta, “assigned by the typifiable, that is to say, by the morbid manifestations, capable of

---

1 Indr., III, 8-10:

tasya tecucvāsop tidīrgho hrasvo va syāt/
parāsurīti vidyāt||8||
tasya cen manye parimṛṣyamāne na spandeyātām/
parāsurīti vidyāt||9||
tasya tec dantāḥ parikūrāh śvetā jātāsarkarāh syuh/
parāsurīti vidyāt||10||

2 Nimitta is both cause and sign. The chief sense is ‘sign’, ‘presage’, but in view of a reasoning current in medicine, both outside and in India, according to which post hoc ergo propter hoc, the preceding sign is easily taken as the determining cause; this gives the value of “cause” taken by the word.
being referred to nosological types, to individualised syndromes; (3) nimittarūpa, “conforming with the assigned ones”, that is to say, with presages which occur and are thought to determine the consecutive trouble.¹ These are, then, more advanced theoretical views than those found in the manuals of the Hippocratic Collection concerning the prognostics as also in the Accadian manual. The chapter, thereafter, gives the unfavourable signs observable when the colour (of the skin, varṇa) and the voice (svāra) of the patient are examined. That is the beginning of an explanation of objective symptoms which covers the two following chapters, while the fourth is devoted to a description of subjective symptoms.

The second chapter describes the ariṣṭas, symptoms which appear to announce the death as flowers announce the fruit. These ariṣṭas are the odours spread by the patient and tastes of his secretions, these secretions not being tasted directly by the doctor, but he infers the savour thereof according to the behaviour of flies, leeches, etc., which suck it or which turn away from it.

The third chapter concerns the information of prognostics furnished by palpating various parts of the body enumerated from the feet to the head (III, 5), the observable symptoms (III, 4) being: inertia (stambha) of the parts of the body, normally ever vibrant (spandamāna), the coldness of those which are normally hot, the stiffness (dāruna) of the supple, the rugosity of the smooth, the absence of the normally existing parts, such as the testicles, the relaxation, the rupture and the dislocation of the articulations, the diminution of flesh and blood, the (general?) stiffness (dāruna), the non-interruption of perspiration or its stoppage and all other abnormal symptoms. Thus are described the signs to be recognised by various sensorial faculties (indriyas, wherefrom the name of the section) of the doctor, those of sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch.

The fourth chapter commences the examination of the

¹ The commentary of Cakrapāṇi explains that it “reproduces the significance of assigning (presage), which shows itself as engendering the effect or as taking note of the effect” (nimittasya yo ‘ṛtah kāryajana-narūpāḥ kāryabodhakarūpo vā tam anuḥkaroti). Cakrapāṇi, therefore, does not entirely accept the sophism post hoc ergo propter hoc and admits that the sign is not necessarily the cause, but can simply be an announcement (Indr., I, 7).
manifestation of signs perceived by the sensorial faculties of the patient: vision, hearing, various sensorial errors regarding odours, tastes, hot and cold, etc. and various hallucinations.

The fifth chapter studies the premonitory symptoms of death in diseases of various types, the objective ones observed by the doctor and the subjective ones reported by the patient. These latter consist chiefly of dreams, only a part thereof being considered as premonitory ones and a rational theory having been elaborated to explain, by means of the influence of the organic elements of trouble on the perceptions, the troubles of premonitory value of some of them.\(^1\)

The sixth chapter describes the groups of the symptoms of incurability during diverse morbid conditions.

The seventh chapter enumerates the forebodings of death, furnished by the anomalies of the shadow or the reflection of the body, as regards their state (saṁśchāna), their dimension (pramāṇa), their colour (vārṇa) and their luminosity (prabhā). It adds diverse groups of the symptoms of the coming death.

The eighth chapter continues the study of similar groups of symptoms to be specially noticed on the eyelashes, in the hair, on the tongue, in respiration and adds short clinical tables, such as the following, which remind one of exactly the tables of the Accadian manual.

"Rubbing the knee against the knee, letting fall the feet after having raised them, the patient who often twists his face, does not live. Cutting the tips of his nails with teeth, cutting his hair with his nails, scratching the earth with a baton, he does not get rid of his disease."\(^2\)

The ninth chapter takes up once again the signs of incurability in various sorts of diseases and other groups of symptoms, particularly in relation with the action of the bile (internal fire).

The tenth chapter discusses the signs of imminent death

---


2 *Indr.*, VIII, 17-88:

ghaṭṭayān jāñunā jānu pāḍāv uḍyamya pāṭayan/
yo pāśyati muhur vaktram āturom na sa jāvati/ 
dantais cchīndan nakhāgrāṇi nakhaïs cchīndaï cchīrurhān/ 
kāṣṭhen bhūmim vilikhan na rogāt parimucyate//
particularly those where the action of internal wind intervenes. The eleventh classifies the signs according to the time, at the end of which death will occur: a year, a month, a shorter period.

Finally, the twelfth chapter, after certain indications of the same type as in the preceding one, studies the forebodings obtained by the doctor by observing the messenger come to fetch him for the patient or of the presages encountered by the doctor on the way to the patient’s house and on entering that house. It terminates in a recapitulation of the entire indriyasthāna and in new indications concerning the necessity of hiding the fatal prognostic as also the favourable signs.

The Bhela-samhitā which concurrently with the Caraka-samhitā presents teachings going back to the same master, Ātreya¹, enables us to go, in comparison with this Caraka-samhitā, to an older tradition, from which both of them are descended. What is common to both of them has every chance of belonging to an ancient source. Unfortunately the Bhela-samhitā has reached us only in a single mutilated manuscript.² But the Indriyasthāna, which corresponds to the section of the same name of the Caraka-samhitā, is sufficiently well-preserved. It has, like its pair, twelve chapters.

The first chapter, whose title has been lost along with the beginning, relates to the signs of the time left for living, one, two or four months and the signs announcing a short life or one more or less long, up to a hundred years. Only the first part has its analogous one in Caraka (C), in Chapter XI.

The second chapter, Svastyayana, “favourable course”, describes the symptoms of the coming return to health, as are found at the end of Chapter XII, but differently. The end is lost.

The third chapter, the title and the beginning lost, indicates a series of symptoms of troublesome prognostics—certain sensorial hallucinations of the patient, certain fetid emanations, the considerable alterations of urine, etc. These symptoms, in

¹ cf. supra., pp. 2, 196 and 207.
² Other known manuscripts are mere copies of the former, whose edition has been given by Asutosh Mookerjee, Cal. Univ., Journ. of the Dep. of Letters, Vol. VI, Calcutta, 1921. In this edn., the Indriyasthāna runs from pp. 97 to 115. The editor (p. 97, n. 1) underlines that in this part there is closer conformity between the Bhela- and Caraka-samhitā.
effect, in most cases, in the actual state of therapeutics leave little hope (here are to be recognised notably the symptoms of grave diabetes).

The fourth chapter, Sadyomarāṇīya, "concerning imminent death", with its title identical with that of Chapter X, has the same contents in general in an editing greatly differing in details. It does not begin as Chapter X, with sādyas.

The fifth chapter, Yasyaśāvīya (correct Yasyaśāvīya), has an almost identical title with Chapter IX, and similarly starts with Yasya śyāve. It gives a teaching similar in its totality but altogether different in detail.

The sixth chapter, Pūrvarūpīyam, "concerning the signs", a title similar to that of Chapter V, is altogether different though devoted to the descriptions of the symptoms occurring in various diseases.

The seventh chapter, Indriyānīka, named after its first word, is identical word for word, except for numerous variants, with Chapter IV, similarly named and which contains only two additional ślokas (14 and 20).

Chapter VIII, Dūtādhyāya, "chapter of the messenger", corresponds to the part of Chapter XII, devoted to signs furnished by the observation of the messenger but completely differs in explanation.

The ninth chapter, Gomayacūrṇa, has an almost identical title with Chapter XII, Gomayacūrṇiya, although it starts with cūrṇam śirast yasyatva suṣkagomayacāṇīham... and not like Chapter XII with yasya gomayacūrṇābham cūrṇam mūrdhāni jāyate. Its only raison d'être consists in taking up the first words of the text as is done in Chapter XII; it follows that the editing of Caraka carrying gomayacūrṇa immediately after yasya is surely more faithful, at least here, to the original account, whose beginning is altered by the Bhēla-saṁhīta while guarding the sense and keeping intact the old title which retains the traces of the first form of this account. After a common verse, with some variants, the two texts become divergent, that of Bhēla merely describes various clinical tables of bad prognostic.

The tenth chapter, Chāyādhyāya "chapter of the shadow", is named after its first word anuchāyā... but only the first two verses refer to the shadow. The remainder describes the symptoms of incurability in the course of the diseases provoking
haemorrhage (*raktapitta*), those of cough (*kāsa*) and those of dyspnoea (*śvāsa*) and other hopeless morbid tables.

The eleventh chapter, entitled *Puspiya* corresponds in part with the second chapter of Caraka, called *Puspitaka* because it commences with *puspam*. But in Bhela, this chapter, which of course describes first of all the *puspita*, that is to say, the patient in whom appear the symptoms announcing some result as the flower announces the fruit, does not begin with *puspa*. It appears, therefore, that the ancient tradition referred to Ātreya agrees, in both Bhela and Caraka, in ascribing to Ātreya an account commencing with *puspa*, but that the text of Bhela has not preserved here as that of Caraka, the old beginning. After five verses devoted to *puspita* Bhela continues with an explanation of premonitory signs drawn from the dreams of the patient, identical with those found in the fifth chapter of Caraka but of a different tenor.

Finally, the last chapter, *Avāksīrsiya*, is named after its beginning, similar to the eighth chapter, *Avāksīrsiya*, of Caraka and also discusses the same subject, particularly related to fatal symptoms seen in eyelashes, in hair, etc.

The two *Indriyasthānas* relating the teaching of Ātreya, i.e., those of Bhela and Caraka, have, therefore, a common stock, with many similar details, but with different classifications and with internal changes in the contents of parts, which at first sight look similar. The spirit and the matter are the same but the latter has been kept similar only to enable one to admit that at the point of departure the tradition already had a definite formulation. This is not surprising. We do not know how the teaching received by Bhela has been transmitted, but we know that in relation to Ātreya, Caraka has come in only later. It is Agniveśa who might have received the teaching of Ātreya. Caraka intervened for revising the work of Agniveśa. Many of the divergences can be ascribed to him. However all should not be put to his account. We have seen that at least once he has been more faithful than Bhela in preserving the text which gave the title to a chapter. Moreover, he deals with subjects, which though missing in Bhela, must not be considered as new additions due to him. The investigation of the messenger is neglected by Bhela but is found in other words, in Suśruta1, whose tradi-

---

1 It is summarily recommended, *Sūtr.,* X, 4, without its name being given,
tion parallel to that of Ātreya, is very close and in Ḍārīta, reputed to be a co-disciple of Bhela under Ātreya.

In the Suśruta-samhitā, the third among the chief texts of Indian medicine, the teaching corresponding to the Indriyasthānas of Bhela and Caraka is incorporated in the Sūtrasthāna and is much better systematised. The five chapters XXIX-XXXIII, devoted to the same, respectively deal with the presages, subjective fatal symptoms, the “shadow” of the patient, other objective signs and particularly incurable diseases.

The presages (Chap. XXIX) are drawn from the messenger, from encounters had while rendering oneself to the patient’s house, while entering that house or they are drawn from the dreams of the patient or of those of his entourage. The subjective fatal symptoms (Chap. XXX) are the arīṣtas, consisting of sensorial errors and of the hallucinations of the patient. The chāyā corresponds in general with what we call the good or bad “looks” (Chap. XXXI), but the chapter deals with it only at its beginning and discusses thereafter the signs drawn from the state of the tongue, of the nose, of the eyes, of hair, of eyebrows, of attitudes, of respiration, of various groups of symptoms shown in the course of certain affections, of the state of the mouth, etc. These are, then, mainly objective signs and their study continues in chapter XXXII. The next chapter enumerates the circumstances wherein appear the hopeless cases of patients who are victims of eight diseases particularly dangerous by their nature itself.

As a whole, the doctrine is the same as that of Caraka and of Bhela. The account of Bhela looks less orderly and that of Suśruta as the best-arranged. It is also Suśruta who most often mixes up the enumerations of prognostic with general considerations regarding morbid causes. It seems that with him, traditional learning, in part divinatory and in part resulting from real medical experience, and which Bhela and Caraka have only half adapted in the theoretical medicine of scientific import, has tended to be integrated more closely into this medicine.

In relation to these Indian documents, the Accadian

---

but described in XI.

1 II, 8, Ḍārīta-samhitā actually known is, in any case, largely apocryphal, cf., IA, 1934, pp. 127 ff.
manuṣaḥ appears as similar but typologically more archaic, less
developed as regards the progress of empirical knowledge and
of the collection of the facts of experience, for scientific know-
ledge and the comprehension of acquired experience. The
theoretical Indian classifications of morbid manifestations and
Indian attempts at a rational explanation of certain signs, viz.,
the production of dreams of bad augury by organic perturba-
tions in the canals of the organ of thought, do not have any
equivalent in the Accadian manual. But the rest of the teaching
has, with this manual, both a general concordance and parti-
cular similarities.

The general concordance is due to the principle itself of the
grouping of symptoms having the value of prognostic in these
lists, wherein they are detached from the concomitant signs,
from the morbid atmosphere and from general conditions, which
alone could give them fully significant value. The analogy bet-
ween the Accadian manual and the special portions devoted
to the same subject in the Indian manuals here is the same as is
the case with this Accadian book and the Hippocratic manuals
specialising like the former in the enunciation of prognostics,
particularly the Prénotions de Cos.

The incorporation among medical symptoms of purely
divinatory signs, as those which consist of observations made
by the doctor or the exorcist during his passage towards the
patient’s house, is the first particular analogy between the
Accadian manual and our Indian teaching. It is striking for
anyone who studies Indian medicine in its totality. Divination
in India, at least in the scientific circles, about which we are
informed by the principal Sanskrit texts, is in no way a domi-
nant part of its preoccupations. In the Caraka-samhītā itself,
a full chapter (Śūtrasthāna, XXIX)\(^1\), which is devoted to the
description of the qualities of a good doctor and which gives
details of the activity of a quack, enumerates in great detail
the knowledge which a doctor worthy of that name must have
and it makes no reference to an interpretation of divinatory
signs. The texts devoted in various manuals to nidānas, that is
to say, to the conditions in which diseases appear and develop

and which enumerate the symptoms of these diseases and discuss their prognostics, are essentially based on direct clinical observations and on the interpretations of these observations as a function of admitted pathological theories and not, or as a rare exception, on divinatory data. Such data, though present in special sections like the *Indriyasthānas* of Bhela and Caraka or in particular groups of chapters as in Suśruta, and there mixed, as in the Accadian manual, with the enumerations of clinical signs detached from general clinical tables and which are, most of the time, the signs of serious or fatal prognostics, such divinatory data generally remain in the margin of the chief teachings of Indian medicine, which is complete without the same. In short, Sanskrit accounts similar to that of the Accadian manual are admitted in all the principal medical texts of India, but they have therein a place entirely to themselves. They are added to these texts and are not intimately incorporated therein.

Yet another trait which brings the accounts of Sanskrit medical texts near those of the Accadian manual, also separates them, though less completely, from the rest of the teachings of Indian medicine.

The Indian medical texts are well acquainted with the phenomenon of demoniac possession, which gives rise to diseases. In these texts it is called *graha*, “seizure”. A belief in such “seizure” belongs to universal folklore. It will therefore be in vain to observe that it is found several times in the Accadian manual, which frequently indicates that if the patient presents such and such a symptom or if such and such a foreboding takes place, then the “hand” of such and such a god “is on him”, or that such and such a god or demon “has seized him or her”. On the other hand, the data of Sanskrit texts, summarised by us, do not relate to the diagnosis of possession, but other parts of the main texts in Sanskrit give such diagnoses based on symptoms similar to those which establish demoniac possession in the eyes of the Accadian doctors, and these parts, as those which describe forebodings, also have a separate place in the teaching of classical Indian medicine. In fact they do not belong to the fundamental doctrines of the latter, which invoke only those causes of diseases that are purely natural, except in the case of infantile and psychic troubles. They derive their inspiration from another current of ideas, attested since the *Veda*, and
which has imposed itself on Indian doctors, even though they had mainly sought to constitute a rational system of explaining the diseases. Their effort to bring the case of possession back to their ordinary natural explanations, while supposing that the demons are only one cause among others for disturbing the organic elements, appears only later.\footnote{J. Fillionat, *Le Kumāratantra de Rāvana*, op. cit., p. 63.} Exactly like diagnosis by observing presages, the diagnosis of “seizure” by the demons or gods is not an integral and primitive part of the Indian medical system. They are admitted here and more largely than the divinatory prognoses, but they are not incorporated therein more intimately.

Moreover, there are certain analogies of detail between Accadian and Indian diagnoses of demoniac “seizure” of children. These analogies are sufficiently close between the 40th tablet of the Accadian manual and texts like the *Kumāratantra*. On both sides, a certain number of described symptoms are the same; this can be sufficiently explained by the fact that it is a case of morbid phenomena actually observed among sick infants, but at the same time on both sides diagnosis often depends on the age, in days or in months, of the infant at the time of the attack and a “seizing female spirit” is denounced as being responsible for this trouble. On the Indian side, the mention of the “seizing female spirit” (grāhi) goes much higher than the medical texts which describe the symptoms of its presence; it is already found in the *Rgveda* (X, 161, 1).\footnote{ibid., p. 79.}

Whatever be the resemblance of the Accadian manual with Indian medical data concerning possession as a cause of diseases, the idea of different types of possession shown by specific symptoms goes up much higher in India than the scientific medical texts. In the *Hippocratic Collection* the existence of similar ideas is shown by the very fact that the text *On the Sacred Diseases* gives its examples while rejecting them.\footnote{ed., Littré, Vol. VI, pp. 360-63; *Le Kumāratantra*, op. cit., p. 122.} But here the concordance between the Greek way of posing the diagnosis of possession with the Accadian and Indian ones remains very general. It is only the 40th tablet of the Accadian text which shows special similarities, with the post-Vedic texts, regarding the diagnosis of possession of infants, which has been
pointed out by us. These similarities, the only ones having the possibility of not being simply explained in terms of universal belief in demoniac seizures, are given on the Indian side by texts of the same stratum as provide the similarities in the domain of presages obtained on the path to the patient's house or which details the mode of enumerating morbid phenomena having fatal prognostics, deliberately separated from complete clinical tables of which, in reality, they necessarily constitute a part.

One may, therefore, ask oneself if the teaching of the Accadian manual could not have been known in India and have exercised some influence on the elaboration of Indian accounts on one side regarding certain diagnoses of possession and on the other and specially regarding a special tradition of prognostication in accord with divinatory and clinical signs recapitulated apart from other morbid symptoms, as having a special prognostic value.

In its origins the Accadian manual is very ancient, its eventual passage into India could, therefore, go back very high and one could be tempted to advance the hypothesis that it could be dated in the epoch in which there used to be communication between India and Mesopotamia, from the period of the Indus civilisation. However, the concordances with the Accadian manual are seen not only in the Vedic literature, not specially Vedic, it is true, but in much later Sanskrit texts, in most of the cases later than the Christian era in the form in which they have reached us; anterior only by a few centuries to the Christian era, if one is to go back to the common stock supposed by the accounts of Bhaela, Caraka and Suśruta.

Thus, on the Indian side, these concordances show themselves first of all in a period quite near that during which on their side the Hippocratic texts have concordances with Accadian prognostics and chiefly during that later period when the Greek manuals on the veterinary art in their turn present some. If the influence of the Mesopotamian tradition, and not chance, is the cause of all these concordances, then this influence must have been exercised in the East and West during the last period of its existence.

Everything agrees in showing us precisely that it could have been most easily exercised during this epoch.
First of all, we are sure that this system was current during the Achaemenid period and in their empire itself, as one of the tablets of the manual is dated in the eleventh year of Artaxerxes. It is also certain that parts of Greek and Indian lands, both under the Achaemenids, intercommunicated across this empire for the despatch of medicines and medical notions of India to Greek lands. This is all the more reason why the communications of both with Mesopotamia, situated in the middle of the distance separating the two, was easy.

The passing of pepper, a product of South India, particularly of Malabar, in the hands of Greek doctors as an Indian medicine, is to be found in Hippocratic manuals, On Woman's Diseases and On the Nature of Woman.\(^1\) The simultaneous passing of Indian medical teaching, on its side, is to be seen in the enunciation in the manual, On Woman's Diseases, of an Indian prescription on dentifrice along with a precept of alimentary hygiene.\(^2\) These pieces of evidence, studied in relation with the facilities offered by the presence of Greek doctors in the Achaemenid court can explain, by means of the communication of doctrines creating at least some emulation, the concordances between Greek and Indian medicine during the Achaemenid period, i.e., before that of Alexander.\(^3\)

In any case, the relations between Mesopotamian and Indian savants can be presumed to have existed by the mere fact that Persian administration employed in its satrapies and therefore in its satrapies of Gandhāra and Sindh; scribes of Babylonian culture writing in aramaic. Their reality is fully confirmed by the creation, in North-West India, of an aramaic transcription of the Indian language, a transcription made not in accordance with a summary notation of words following their consonant frame-work, this being the principle of the Semitic alphabet, but in accordance with the learned phonological principles of Indian grammarians.\(^4\) We can even specifically state that probably these grammarians belonged to the school of Pāṇini. In fact this author whose date, unfortunately uncertain, seems to be in the fifth century B.C., belonged to

\(^1\) supra., p. 252 ff.
\(^2\) ibid., p. 253.
\(^3\) ibid., pp. 160 ff.
Salātura¹ in Gandhāra. He must have been, then, a subject of the Achaemenids, if he did live in the fifth century B.C., because the latter ruled over Gandhāra approximately from the middle of the sixth century, during the reign of Cyrus², up to the end of the fourth century B.C., at the time of the conquest of Alexander.

Under these conditions it was, therefore, very easy for the Indians to have knowledge of the Mesopotamian teachings in medicine, like that of the manual published by Mr. Labat and which was in circulation, during the reign of Artaxerxes in 453 B.C. In this case, the hypothesis that the teachings regarding presages and medical prognostics having a place of its own in Sanskrit texts, and resembling that of the Accadian texts, owe this resemblance like this situation in Sanskrit medical tradition, to an influence of the Accadian manual exerted in those very centuries when this medical tradition developed into a classical system and that it is not due to a chance encounter, may be admitted as very likely. The hypothesis of chance encounter is the least likely when it is seen that an Accadian manual current among the Persians, has its counter-parts during their epoch or during the following epoch in the countries which were part of the Persian empire, i.e., Hellenic in the West and Indian in the East.


² Gandhāra is mentioned in the first inscription of Darius (Behistan) as one of the provinces under, or brought under, his authority after the rebellions that followed in the wake of Cyrus' death. Moreover, it is known that Cyrus had taken Kapišī specifically on the route to Gandhāra, cf., A Foucher, La vieille route de l'Inde, Vol. II, Paris, 1947, pp. 192-93.
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Rakta pitta, 29, 233.
Rām Yāst, 70, 75ff.
Rāmabhādra Dīkṣita, 22.
Rāman, 67.
Rāmāyaṇi, 111.
Rājāka, 28.
Rasa, 27ff, 162, 165ff, 187.
Rasaratnākara, 13.
Rasāyana, 12.
Rāvana, 45, 50.

Rgveda (dating), 81ff.
Ṛta, 50, 63, 68, 91ff.
Ṛtu, 94.
Rudra, 90ff.

Śābar, 34.
Śabda, 199.
Śādhaka, 28.
Śadyomaranīya, 271.
Śakas, 22.
Śakuna, Śakuni, 97.
Śamāṇa, 28, 174.
Śamana, 192.
Śāmaveda, 85.
Sambar, 34.
Śambhara, 34.
Sambitā, 1, 24, 80, 157ff.
Śāmkhya, 26, 199, 209.
Śamskanda, 128.
Śamyuktaratnapīṭaka-sūtra, 17.
Sannipāta, 29.
Śara, 134.
Śarasvati, 3, 21.
Śarga, 65.
Śarman, 170.
Śatapatha-brāhmaṇa, 11, 20, 85, 188.
Śatavāhana, 12.
Śaumya, 166.
Sautrāmaṇi, 3, 21, 88.
Seleukos, 83, 248, 250.
Śeṣa, 22.
Śīlajatu, 34.
Śīmidā, 128.
Śīn and disease, 91.
Śīra, 161.
Śīrā, 162.
Śīrśakti, 122.
Śīrṣāmayā, 122.
Śiva, 2, 119.
Śivadāsasena, 23.
Śivarāma, 22.
Śkambha, 160.
Śkandha, Skandhas, 142ff.
Skylax, 244, 257.
Śleṣman, 28ff, 117ff, 172, 188.
Ślipada, 128.
Vāṭikara, Vāṭikṛta, 171, 172 ff.
Vaylam, 73 ff.
Vayorvida, 199.
Vayu, 61, 70.
Vāyu, 26, 23, 61 ff, 69 ff.
Wind, cf., Vāta, Vayu, Vāyu, and especially Chaps. VII and VIII.
Vāziṣṭha, 58.
Veda, 24 ff,—dating, 81 ff.
Vedāṅga, 82.
Vēndīdāt, cf., Vīdevdāt.
Verethra, 167.
Vṛoṣthrajan, 69.
Vesicle, 123.
Vṛcṛt, 113.
Vīdevdāt, 39.
Vidradha, 109.
Vijāman, 110.
Vijñāna, 27.
Viklīndu, 128.
Vilohita, 128.
Visalpaka, 108.
Visāyaka, 108 ff.
Viśāra, Viśārika, 128.
Viṣkandha, 128.
Viśpalā, 87.
Viṣṇu, 5, 24, 45.
Viśvaci, 217.
Viśvamitra, (Doctor), 1 25.
Viśṭiyā, 117.
Vohufrayāna, 58.
Vourukasa, 41.
Vṛtra, 166.
Vṛtrahan, 69.
Vyāna, 28, 174 ff.
Waters, 54 ff.
Yadu, 46.
Yātu, 46.
Yātudhāna, 46, 97.
Yima, 68.
Yi-tsing, 13 ff, 17.
Yogaśataka, 13, 25.
Yoga, 159, 185.
Yogasūtra, 22, 23.
Zravan akarana, 68, 74.

ERRATA

Read
p. 5, l. 35 Dhānvantara
p. 9, l. 24 Bhāradvāja
p. 16, l. 5 After Drona, read¹.
p. 21, l. 25 Ātreya
p. 25, l. 9 Bhāradvāja
p. 43, l. 12 Dahāka
p. 61, l. 17 Vayu
p. 91, l. 20 artha
p. 96, l. 30 atrin
p. 128, l. 25 śūpada
p. 147, l. 13 Neisser
p. 215, l. 25 dandaśapatanaka

For
Dhanvantara
Bharadvāja
This foot-note is printed on p. 17.
Ātreya
Bhāradvāja
Dāhāka
Vāyu
ṛta
astrin
Śūpada
Neisser
dandaśapatanaka
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